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PREFACE

I 
n 2003, a lone gunman tried to shoot me, my cousin, and four of 
our friends as we were sitting at a taverna on the Greek island of 

Ikaria. The violent events of that evening were set in motion several 
hours earlier. After an entire day of binge drinking, a local fisherman 
drove his car through the narrow public square where we were 
enjoying dinner, bumping several chairs and tables. While no one was 
hurt, his recklessness drew the ire of numerous patrons. Following 
a few exchanges of boisterous threats, he departed for his house. 
An hour later, driving a pickup truck this time, he raced through 
the same space, forcing the dozen or so of us who were still at the 
taverna to jump from our seats and take cover as he smashed through 
several chairs en route to the nearby marina. Within minutes, we 
heard the distinct putt-putt-putt-putt of his caique’s diesel motor as he 
sailed away. We knew that he had inherited a second house from his 
late father, which was located about twenty minutes away by boat; so 
we presumed he was heading there to sleep it off.

We were wrong. After about an hour, he was back.
Driving his pickup at a high rate of speed, he pulled up on the 

one group that was still left at the taverna—my group. Jamming his 
brakes right in front of us, he grabbed a vintage shotgun that was 
resting on the passenger seat. My friend, seeing the gunman maneu-
vering to get the weapon around the steering wheel and out the 
 driver’s side window, lunged toward the truck, allowing him to grab 
the barrel just as it was positioned to shoot.

Standing about fifteen to twenty feet behind the truck, I saw a 
flash of bright light and heard a thunder reminiscent of cannon fire 
as my friend pushed the barrel upward and to the side at the precise 
moment the gunman pulled the trigger, causing the blast to go off-

9
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10  PREFACE

target. My friend yanked the shotgun from the shooter’s hands and 
began to smash it on the pavement.

It was then that, through the rear cab window, I saw the driver 
reach for something behind his seat. I was frozen in disbelief; the 
next few seconds felt like time moving in slow motion.

“He’s got another weapon! He’s got another weapon!” Yelling at 
the top of my lungs, I bolted toward the truck.

My cousin, who was watching our friend take his frustration out 
on the first gun, turned around just in time to grab the second gun 
before the driver could point it out of the cab. As my cousin tried to 
wrestle the weapon away from the shooter, I opened the passenger-
side door and reached in to grab a hold of him. Wrapping my hands 
around his neck, I was able to dig my fingers into his throat. Over-
whelmed, he released the shotgun—which my cousin pulled out 
through the driver’s side window—and punched the accelerator, 
forcing me to let go.

It was over. The gunman had fled and no one was seriously 
injured.

Afterward, as we were trying to make sense of what had just hap-
pened while waiting for the police to arrive, one of my friends sug-
gested, “We had a guardian angel looking out for us.”

Did we really?
For years, the incident haunted me. Why did this person go on 

a rampage? What did we do to warrant being the target of his rage? 
And most important of all, how was it that not a single one of us was 
seriously wounded?

The more I played out the incident in my head, the more I 
relayed it to others, and the more I analyzed it, the more I realized 
that our good fortune that evening had nothing to do with any sort 
of divine intervention.

✯ ✯ ✯

The gunman was ultimately convicted of attempted murder and 
received a stiff sentence by Greek standards: seven years in prison. 
The judge’s decision not to show much leniency was partly related 
to the shooter’s violent past. As I learned after the shooting, the per-
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PREFACE  11

petrator had a history of physical altercations and at one point even 
tried to cut out his girlfriend’s tongue with a knife. The amateur 
psychologist in me concluded that this guy had the hallmarks of a 
sociopath.

Of course, while some sociopaths occasionally engage in vio-
lence—even mass violence—that didn’t fully explain why he chose to 
come after us that evening. I always suspected that catching hell from 
his fellow villagers as he recklessly drove through the pedestrian path 
provoked him. But even that still left one question unanswered for 
me: Why did this guy, who had no history of gun violence, take up 
arms that night? In particular, it struck me as odd that he went to 
the trouble of traveling to his late father’s place by boat to grab his 
firearms so that he could shoot us. If he wanted to harm us, why not 
just run us over with his pickup truck? He certainly had an opportu-
nity to do so when he burst through the public square en route to 
his caique. Even though many of us jumped out of the way, he easily 
could have hit several people by driving down one of the sides of the 
path, rather than through the middle. Something no doubt primed 
him to think guns. As it turned out, he didn’t have a history of gun 
violence because he never owned firearms—until he inherited his 
father’s shotguns a few years earlier. He finally resorted to gun vio-
lence because he could.

Why us, though? What did we do to him that he wanted us dead? 
The simple answer: Nothing. We were just in the wrong place at the 
wrong time. His assault was more than just an act of violence. It was 
a statement. Hours earlier, he felt besieged by the village—and he 
was returning to the same spot to exact his revenge. Sitting there, we 
became targets by association.

We were six sitting ducks in the sights of an unstable, angry, armed 
man who wanted to send a message to the entire village. So how was 
it that we escaped without serious injury that night? His choice of 
firearm. Long shotguns are conspicuous and difficult to maneuver. 
I have no doubt, had the shooter been carrying a concealed, light-
weight, high-capacity, semiautomatic weapon, the outcome would’ve 
been drastically different. For starters, we likely wouldn’t have seen 
the attack coming, thereby depriving us of the crucial seconds we 
needed to react. And even if we had time to jump the gunman, grab-
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12  PREFACE

bing a firearm that’s ergonomically designed to shoot a dozen rounds 
in just a few seconds would’ve been much more difficult than grab-
bing a shotgun. Picture yourself trying to fire upon a group of people 
with an easy-to-wield 9mm handgun or an AR-15 assault rifle. Now 
imagine trying to shoot those same individuals with a much longer 
and heavier shotgun. If your goal is to cut down a crowd of people by 
riddling their bodies with bullets, and time—even a few seconds—is 
of the essence, the choice of firearm is a no-brainer.

My personal experience illustrates the difference that the weapon 
makes.

✯ ✯ ✯

We were lucky that night in Greece. Only one of us was hit by the 
gunfire—my friend who was superficially grazed by a shotgun pellet. 
Back home in the United States—where there are millions of men-
tally ill and emotionally disturbed people, with easier access to far 
deadlier firearms, in what is arguably the most open society in the 
world—those who find themselves on the other end of the gun 
barrel are generally not so fortunate. Drawing on this three-pronged 
calculus of unstable perpetrators, vulnerable targets, lethal weapons—
what I call the trinity of violence—I examine how and why the United 
States has evolved into a rampage nation.
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CHAPTER ONE

SANDY HOOK

A 
merica is a rampage nation, where mass shootings now pose 
the greatest credible threat to public safety, surpassing even 

terrorism. On December 14, 2012, we were reminded of this in the 
most heart-wrenching manner. That morning in Newtown, Con-
necticut, twenty-year-old Adam Lanza went on a shooting spree that 
claimed the lives of twenty-seven innocent people—twenty of them 
young children between the ages of six and seven. Like many gun 
massacres, it was premeditated and it began at home.

The night before, Nancy Lanza, mother of Adam Lanza, returned 
from New Hampshire, where she had been on a four-day escape from 
her life as the full-time caretaker of her emotionally volatile son. 
After slipping into her pajamas, she plopped into bed and drifted 
off to sleep. Maybe she should’ve seen the writing on the wall: that 
her child had a predisposition for violence and that her life was in 
jeopardy. But she didn’t. She never saw her son’s rampage coming. 
It was this false sense of security that allowed him unfettered access 
to her firearms.1

Grabbing a .22-caliber rifle, Adam Lanza crept up on his mother 
shortly after 8:00 a.m. as she was still fast asleep in her bed.2 Without 
disturbing her from her slumber, he aimed the barrel directly at her 
face and pulled the trigger four times, all head shots. According 
to Adam’s estranged father, Peter, each bullet likely represented a 
member of their broken nuclear family: Adam, Nancy, Peter, and 
brother Ryan—a trait of many gun rampages, employing violence in 
a symbolic fashion.3

✯ ✯ ✯

17
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18  PART 1: PROBLEM

With the task of killing his mother behind him, Adam Lanza geared 
up for slaughter: four firearms, twenty-four magazines (twenty-two 
of them extended-capacity magazines capable of holding more than 
ten rounds), and nearly 530 rounds of ammunition.4 Dressed almost 
entirely in black but for an olive-green vest worn to hold maga-
zines, and armed with more firepower than an American soldier on 
combat foot patrol, he jumped into his mother’s Honda Civic for the 
ten-minute drive to Sandy Hook Elementary School. He did little 
to avoid drawing attention to himself, pulling right up to the main 
entrance of the school and blocking the fire lane.

After Lanza readied his arsenal, he approached the school’s front 
doors, only to find them locked.5 To his right was a video call box that 
dialed the main office. Lanza must have known he wouldn’t get buzzed 
in, so he improvised another form of entry. Moving to his right, he 
aimed his assault rifle at the plate glass and popped off eight rounds. 
The glass was no match for his 5.56mm bullets. With the window shat-
tered, Lanza walked right through the gaping oval-shaped hole and 
into the lobby. He was in with practically zero resistance.

Sandy Hook Elementary School was rectangular in shape, 
opening to an interior courtyard in the middle.6 As Lanza navigated 
around the mass-produced furniture in the lobby that was typical of 
a hospital waiting room, clumsily knocking over a potted plant, he 
came upon two hallways. Straight ahead was the western corridor that 
led toward the gym, and to his left was the northern corridor that led 
toward the main office. His decision about which way to head was 
solidified a few seconds later when three staff members emerged in 
the northern corridor.

Two doors down from the main office, in Room 9, Principal 
Dawn Hochsprung was chairing a meeting involving six other staff 
members and a parent. The meeting was interrupted by what many 
described as the sound of loud pipe-banging. Hochsprung stood 
up to investigate. As she reached for the door, she admonished the 
rest of the meeting participants to remain in the conference room. 
School psychologist Mary Sherlach was already on Hochsprung’s 
heels, though. The two women exited, and head teacher Natalie 
Hammond decided to follow them out. It would be a fateful, split-
second decision.7
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SANDY HOOK  19

At the far end of the northern corridor, in Room 1, kindergarten 
teacher Deborah Pisani also heard the strange noise and decided to 
step out into the hallway to see what was happening.

Barbara Halstead was managing the main office by herself that 
morning. When she heard the sound of the lobby window being 
shot out, she looked up to see Lanza holding his assault rifle at 
shoulder height, aiming down the northern corridor. Unbeknownst 
to Halstead, Lanza had Hochsprung, Sherlach, and Hammond in 
his sights. He opened fire, spraying the hallway with seventeen shots. 
All three went down in an instant. As soon as Halstead saw Lanza 
pull the trigger, she dropped to the floor and yelled, “Sally!” Hearing 
the panic-stricken voice, school nurse Sally Cox looked over from 
the adjoining infirmary to see Halstead hiding underneath her work 
station. Cox followed Halstead’s cue and hit the deck. A moment 
later, Lanza walked into the main office, hunting for more people 
to shoot.

In Room 1, Deborah Pisani’s colleague heard “Oh my God!” 
as she looked toward the main classroom door just in time to see 
“black pieces of things hitting the wall.” Pisani had managed to shut 
the door behind her and alert her colleagues that “someone is in 
the building.” It registered immediately: active shooter. Instantly, the 
kindergarten class went into lockdown mode and the children were 
rushed into a back corner, where they were instructed to lay flat on 
the carpet, shielded behind a bookcase. As Pisani was crossing the 
classroom, she noticed that her left foot felt “squishy.” When she 
looked down and saw blood on her shoe, she suddenly knew why 
something was off with her step. She had been shot.

Not far from the main office, Hochsprung and Sherlach lay 
dying. Hammond, who was fifteen feet behind them, was also 
down—playing dead. When Lanza entered the main office, it was the 
break Hammond needed. Unable to stand as a result of two separate 
gunshot wounds to her left arm and left foot, she crawled back to the 
conference room. Extending her right arm and opening the door, 
she dragged herself back into the room.

“I’ve been shot twice,” Hammond cried out as she closed the 
conference room door, holding it tightly shut with her uninjured 
arm. The participants of the meeting had already sheltered in place, 
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20  PART 1: PROBLEM

scampering for cover when a bullet ripped through the open, solid-
wood door that Hammond had exited through moments earlier. 
Upon seeing Hammond, one of her colleagues grabbed the confer-
ence room telephone to call 911. Instead of dialing authorities, she 
fumbled with the keypad, tripping the school-wide “all-call” feature, 
which started broadcasting the commotion to every classroom in 
the building. It allowed every child in the school to eavesdrop on 
the horror, but it also alerted every teacher that something was ter-
ribly wrong at Sandy Hook and that they needed to go into lockdown 
immediately.

Back in the main office, Lanza approached Halstead’s work 
station, where he hovered briefly before continuing on to the nurse’s 
office. Through a tiny hole in the back of her desk, Cox could 
see Lanza’s legs. He stood facing her desk for approximately five 
seconds, before turning around and leaving. Halstead, still under 
her desk and trying desperately to avoid making even the slightest 
sound, heard Lanza’s footsteps approaching. This time he didn’t 
stop. Seconds later, he had exited. Scurrying under their desks was a 
decision that saved their lives.

Although we can’t be exactly sure what Lanza did next, most 
likely he walked out of the main office, turned right, and came upon 
Room 12, which housed Kaitlin Roig’s first-grade class. When Roig 
heard the initial sounds of Lanza shooting out the adjacent main-
entrance glass, her hypervigilance kicked in. She turned the lights 
off and began ushering everyone in her room into the tiny bathroom 
located in the corner of her classroom. Cramming fifteen children 
into a bathroom that is only sixteen square feet is no easy feat. It 
took some quick maneuvering—perching one child on the toilet-
paper dispenser, five more on the toilet, two behind the bathroom 
door. Roig pulled it off, though. She got everyone in and locked the 
door—all in under sixty seconds. That was the easy part. Next, she 
had to keep her pupils quiet. She explained, “There are bad guys 
out there now. We need to wait for the good guys.” Most children 
remained calm, and the few that started to fret were met with calls 
from Roig to show their smiles. Roig did her best to reassure her kids 
that everything is “going to be okay,” telling them, “I need you to 
know that I love you all very much.” Following Roig’s direction, the 
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SANDY HOOK  21

students kept their cool. One student even offered to guide them to 
safety, telling Roig, “I know karate. It’s okay. I’ll lead the way out.”8

Lanza likely approached the door to Roig’s classroom to look 
through the porthole window, only to find it covered with construc-
tion paper. By sheer luck, Roig had forgotten to take down the paper 
from a previous lockdown drill. It’s not known if Lanza opened the 
door to peek inside. If he did, he found an empty, dark, and quiet 
room. Regardless, he moved on to adjacent Room 10—Victoria 
Soto’s first-grade classroom.

✯ ✯ ✯

The first call to 911 came in at 9:35. Dispatcher Robert Nute answered. 
“Newtown 911. What’s the location of your emergency?”

“Sandy Hook School. I think there’s somebody shooting in here, 
in Sandy Hook School.” The panicked caller was Barbara Halstead.

For emergency-service operators in peaceful Newtown, the report 
of a shooting was out of the ordinary. Caught a bit off guard by the 
nature of the call, Nute pressed for some sort of confirmation. “Okay, 
what makes you think that?”

“Because somebody’s got a gun. I got a glimpse of somebody 
running down the hallway,” Halstead replied, her voice shaking. 
“They’re still running. They’re still shooting.” As she made a plea 
for help—“Sandy Hook School, please!”—the sound of gunfire filled 
the background, Lanza’s semiautomatic rifle firing three rounds per 
second. Right before she hung up, Halstead let out one last, des-
perate utterance of fright: “Ooohhh!”

✯ ✯ ✯

The shots heard during Halstead’s call were most likely the sounds 
of Lanza assaulting Victoria Soto’s first-grade class. The teacher had 
just finishing shepherding her students away from the main door 
and was standing near the windows when Lanza burst into the class-
room. It was an eerie moment, as no one spoke. Lanza just stood in 
the room, pointing his AR-15 at the first-graders in an almost eeny-
meeny-miny-moe fashion. He had a few rounds still left in his maga-
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22  PART 1: PROBLEM

zine and, after staring down the children, he turned toward Soto and 
opened fire. The twenty-seven-year-old teacher never stood a chance. 
She was cut down instantly as bullets riddled her body and shattered 
the glass behind her—with several fragments finally coming to rest in 
vehicles parked in the outside lot.

No sooner had Lanza started shooting, than he was out of ammu-
nition, which forced him to switch magazines. Having duct-taped two 
thirty-cartridge magazines together in a tactical configuration, Lanza 
needed only a few seconds to flip the magazines and reload.

Six-year-old Jesse Lewis knew what was coming. In an act of 
heroism beyond his years, he yelled “Run!” urging his classmates 
to make a break for it. Unfortunately, Jesse’s bravery also turned 
him into an instant target. Rearmed, Lanza pointed his rifle at the 
charging little boy and squeezed off a single round right to Jesse’s 
head, killing him instantly.9 Lanza then tried to shoot some of the 
others stampeding toward the door. He managed to kill one more 
child attempting to get away.

Some of the fleeing students physically bumped Lanza aside as they 
passed him; one even stumbled near the door. But the children made it 
into the hallway, where they darted past the two dead women who were 
on the ground, and out the front entrance. Before Lanza could shift his 
body to block their exit, they were gone. Those few precious seconds 
that Lanza needed to swap out magazines had proved enough.

Heeding Jesse’s advice, nine students got away, following a very 
familiar escape path—the fire-evacuation route that had been seared 
into their memories several times earlier in the school year. The fire 
drill wasn’t designed for an active-shooter scenario, but it saved the 
first-graders’ lives nonetheless.

Lanza turned to those left in the room and continued his offen-
sive. On the floor behind some desks, he spotted special-education 
teacher Anne Marie Murphy, holding six-year-old Dylan Hockley in 
her arms. Kaitlin Roig, who was hiding in the adjacent room, heard 
someone in Victoria Soto’s classroom imploring Lanza to spare their 
lives: “Oh please no! Please no!” It was likely Murphy. The pleas did 
little to curb the ruthlessness of Lanza, who emptied the second mag-
azine into those remaining in the classroom, before leaving in search 
of his next victims.10
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SANDY HOOK  23

Two rooms down from Victoria Soto’s classroom, where Lanza 
had just killed two adults and five children, special-education teachers 
Laura Esposito and Kerri Sommer and one of their students were 
waiting for four other students to arrive before beginning the day’s 
lesson plan. Hearing the shooting, the two teachers rushed the little 
girl into the bathroom and locked the door. While in hiding, they 
heard bursts of gunfire mixed with the screams of children. After a 
pause, the sounds of horror were repeated, this time in Room 8—the 
classroom adjacent to their room.11

When the rampage began, Amy Taylor, a second-grade teacher 
in Room 5, ran to her classroom door to shut it. Looking through 
the porthole window, she locked eyes with substitute teacher Lauren 
Rousseau, directly across the hallway in Room 8. Taylor remembers 
the look of fear on Rousseau’s face. Terrified and perhaps unfamiliar 
with the full lockdown repertoire, Rousseau never covered her door 
window. With the help of special-education teacher Rachel D’Avino, 
Rousseau gathered her students near the bathroom. Both women 
tried frantically to get all sixteen children into the tiny space, but 
unlike Kaitlin Roig, Rousseau and D’Avino struggled. A police report 
filed several days after the tragedy captured the chaos this way:

The children that were sitting on the floor of the bathroom were 
packed in like sardines. . . . As the pile got higher it appeared that 
there was a mad scramble to get into the bathroom, with people 
stepping on one another and climbing on top of each other. The 
teachers would not have been able to get into the room even if they 
wanted to.

To further complicate matters, the door, which swung inward, 
couldn’t be shut. Everyone was exposed, and the teachers knew it. Unfor-
tunately, before the children could be repositioned, Lanza appeared.

With a fresh extended-capacity magazine loaded into his semi-
automatic rifle, Lanza stormed into Room 8. The two teachers were 
caught in the act of hiding their first-graders in the corner lavatory. 
One of the teachers tried to stand in the way and shield her vulner-
able students from harm. It was a valiant effort, but her body afforded 
little protection against Lanza’s assault weapon.
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24  PART 1: PROBLEM

When the disturbed gunman paused mid-shooting to switch 
magazines, the people hiding in Room 6 suddenly heard the cries of 
the first-graders who, on the other side of the thin wall that separated 
the adjacent classrooms, had survived the first thirty-round barrage. 
“I don’t want to be here!” called out one child.12

“Well, you’re here!” Lanza retorted.
“Help me!” pleaded another.
“Shut the fuck up!” Lanza yelled back, before continuing his 

onslaught.
With his execution of the children complete, Lanza turned his 

sights to the second teacher, who was standing just off to the side of the 
bathroom. He was livid, perhaps from the teacher’s attempt to hide 
the children. Calling her an “asshole,” he demanded that she examine 
the carnage. “Come over here! Look at them!” Petrified by fear, she 
couldn’t move. Lanza inserted a new magazine and shouted “Look at 
me!” just prior to unleashing his fury on her. She was killed instantly.

The massacre in Room 8 was over. Unbeknownst to Lanza, one 
little girl at the bottom of the pile of students in the bathroom had 
miraculously survived, unscathed. But the others would not be so 
lucky.

Armed with an AR-15 and numerous thirty-round magazines, 
it had only taken Lanza one minute to take the lives of seventeen 
victims—eighty bullets in a single minute!

✯ ✯ ✯

The first report of actual casualties came at 9:38 when Deborah 
Pisani phoned 911 and informed authorities that she had been shot. 
“I’m bleeding. My foot’s bleeding.” As she was about to provide a 
callback number, the gunfire resumed. “Oh gosh, I still hear him 
shooting.” Lanza was firing off one to two rounds per second in the 
background.

Less than a minute after Pisani’s initial call to 911, the parent 
trapped in the conference room also made contact with a different 
dispatcher at a Connecticut State Police call center. “Sandy Hook 
School. Oh my God. . . . I have five adults and one’s been shot twice. 
This is crazy.”
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For 911 operator Karen LaPrade, the experience must have bor-
dered on the bizarre. Just moments before receiving the call from 
Sandy Hook, LaPrade was chatting away with a retired state trooper 
who was seeking her help in locating information on an accident 
investigation. As if jinxing herself, she complained about “country 
dispatchers that are not accustomed to how busy it is” where she was 
stationed. She had no idea how true her statement was about to ring.

The parent in Room 9 informed LaPrade that the gunman was 
“right outside the door.” LaPrade repeated this, seeking confirma-
tion from the caller that she was indeed that close to the shooter. 
“God, he’s shot a hundred shots. He must have some big artillery,” 
the caller reported.

LaPrade told the parent that she would patch her through to 
Newtown 911. As she attempted to transfer the call, Lanza again went 
on the offensive, firing over a dozen rounds. Hearing the gunshots in 
the background, LaPrade knew something bad was happening on the 
other end. She decided that it was best to stay on the line with the clearly 
frightened caller, rather than transfer her to another call center. Soft-
ening her tone, LaPrade asked, “What’s going on? Talk to me.”

Whispering now, the parent replied, “He’s stalking us right 
outside the door.”

LaPrade pulled herself away from the call just long enough to dis-
patch an alert to all state police units in her zone: “Code 3. All units 
be advised, we’re working on an active shooting in Newtown right 
now. We are working on an active shooting at a school in Newtown 
right now.” It was 9:40, and within seconds, troopers had begun 
radioing in that they were responding to the area. LaPrade relayed 
the information that the police were en route to the caller.

“Please hurry, please hurry, please hurry,” the parent begged.

✯ ✯ ✯

By this time—five minutes into his shooting spree—Adam Lanza must 
have grown tired. His lanky frame and awkward gait were not cut out 
for arduous physical activity. And most certainly the thirty pounds of 
weaponry he was toting had to be taking a toll on his 112-pound body.13 
Just picture yourself lugging over a quarter of your body weight. It’s 
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26  PART 1: PROBLEM

not an easy task for well-conditioned police officers and soldiers, let 
alone those lacking any sort of athletic prowess, like Lanza.

Fatigue was probably not the only thing slowing down Lanza. 
Boredom was likely setting in as well. During the massacre at Colum-
bine High School in 1999, the shooters also gave up mid-rampage. In 
that incident, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold killed thirteen people in 
the initial seventeen minutes of the attack. They then spent the next 
thirty-two minutes wandering around the school aimlessly, never once 
shooting at any of the several dozen students they encountered. As one 
observer familiar with the footage from the school’s surveillance cameras 
characterized the two teenagers after their initial murder spree: “The 
excitement had drained out of them; the bravado was gone.”14

The not-so-distant gunfire that LaPrade heard in the background 
at 9:39, while on the phone with the parent trapped in Room 9, was 
coming from just across the hallway. The forensic evidence suggests 
that when Lanza exited Lauren Rousseau’s classroom, he swapped 
out his magazine for a fresh one in the hallway and returned to Vic-
toria Soto’s classroom. In Room 10, he resumed his shooting, firing 
several more rounds into the victims who were already sprawled out 
on the floor. Lanza could’ve gone to other rooms to seek out more 
people to murder. He was certainly surrounded by classrooms filled 
with students. Instead, he came back to a place where he had already 
wreaked havoc, and he discharged several additional rounds.15 It 
seemed less purposeful; more impulsive. But it was hardly an unprec-
edented behavior for a rampage gunman. The Columbine killers 
also by-passed rooms where they knew students were sheltering in 
place, only to enter empty rooms and fire their weapons at inanimate 
objects—another example of the weariness felt by mass murderers 
during a shooting spree.16 Lanza seems to have not been much dif-
ferent. His assault was winding down. One final burst of gunfire 
stood between him and death.

✯ ✯ ✯

At exactly 9:39:59 and then again at 9:40:05, the 911 calls from both 
Deborah Pisani and the parent in the conference room recorded two 
distinct gunshots in the background. The first shot was Lanza test-
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SANDY HOOK  27

firing his 10mm Glock handgun. It was working. Seconds later, he 
raised the handgun to the right side of his head, placed the barrel up 
against the black boonie-style hat he was wearing, and fired his 160th 
and final bullet of the day.

Adam Lanza’s rampage was over. It had lasted a mere six minutes.17

THE TRINITY OF VIOLENCE

Who could do such a thing? Why did the shooter go after innocent 
children at an elementary school? How was the gunman able to pull 
off a massacre of such magnitude in so little time? Answering these 
questions will not only help us make sense of what at first glance seems 
senseless but also provide vital insights for reducing the carnage of 
mass shootings in the future. I propose that we start by viewing the 
rampage in Newtown through a framework that will help us under-
stand all mass shootings—a framework that I call the trinity of violence.

All acts of violence involve a combination of ill intentions, vulner-
able victims, and harmful capabilities. You can possess instruments of 
death and have potential victims in your sights, but without any desire 
to employ your weapons for violent purposes, the only threat is an 
accidental use of force. Think about it. Billions of people have access 
to gasoline and matches. But almost every single one of them avoids 
setting other people on fire. By the same token, you can be angry and 
armed, but if you can’t get to those you would like to harm, you’ll 
encounter frustration in launching an assault. Hardened government 
facilities offer good examples. There’s a reason why most insurgents 
attack combat soldiers in the field as opposed to on the grounds of 
fortified military compounds. It also holds that you can have evil inten-
tions and unobstructed marks, but without the means to pull off your 
scheme, you’ll be limited in the damage you can cause. Case in point: 
policy analysts have long speculated that al Qaeda desires to direct a 
nuclear attack against the American homeland. However, because it’s 
basically impossible to obtain a viable nuclear weapon, such a strike 
is just not in the cards for the terrorist organization. The only fea-
sible danger results when those driven to attack reach their potential 
victims with destructive capabilities in hand.
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28  PART 1: PROBLEM

As long as we can prevent people from contemplating acts of 
physical aggression, exploiting vulnerabilities to hurt others, or pos-
sessing instruments of deadly force, we can keep society safe. This 
three-prong strategic calculus speaks to the trinity of violence (see 
figure 1.1). Pursuant to the trinity model, every act of violence 
requires three components: a perpetrator, a target, and a weapon.

Fig. 1.1. The Trinity of Violence.

Every intentional attack is carried out by someone with some 
purpose in mind. It seeks to victimize someone or something located 
within a particular environment. And it always involves some sort 
of instrument of brute force employed in a manner that either 
threatens or causes harm. Without all three elements, you can’t have 
an act of violence. This rule holds for armed robberies, physical 
assaults, arsons, terrorist bombings, and military invasions. Massacres 
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SANDY HOOK  29

involving guns are no exception. Every mass shooting involves a per-
petrator, a weapon, and a target.

Breaking down the study of multiple-victim shootings into dis-
tinct examinations of each of the trinity’s three components offers 
some fascinating insights into several important questions:

•  Perpetrators: Who tends to commit mass shootings? Why do 
gunmen go on such rampages?

•  Targets: Which targets do mass shooters usually assault? Where 
are these attack sites typically located?

•  Weapons: What type of firearms do rampage gunmen use? 
How do they utilize their weapons?

Understanding how the trinity of violence applies to mass shoot-
ings allows us to come up with effective ways of breaking the trinity. 
If all three components of the trinity are required in order to stage 
an attack, then all we need to do is take away one element from the 
equation and an attack will be either foiled or mitigated. In essence, 
each prong of the trinity offers a unique strategy: prevention, protec-
tion, and preclusion. Applied to each of these three elements, the 
model suggests we can make America safer by dissuading perpetra-
tors, defending targets, and denying weapons.

✯ ✯ ✯

Rampage Nation provides an in-depth analysis of America’s mass 
shooting problem. The core thesis of the book is that gun massacres 
aren’t just criminal justice offenses and public health scourges. They’re 
bona fide homeland security threats that deserve the resources and 
urgency that government devotes to protecting the United States 
from terrorists and pandemics. My objective is to reframe our under-
standing of this disturbing phenomenon, which strikes on an almost 
daily basis and claims far more lives than domestic terrorism does. 
To kick-start a national dialogue on how to best secure our society 
from mass shootings, I have structured my book into three distinct 
segments: an overview of the problem, a probe of its roots, and a pre-
scription for reducing its occurrence.
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30  PART 1: PROBLEM

Beginning with this chapter, part 1 introduces the problem of 
rampage violence. Chapter 2 discusses the nature of mass shootings, 
including the controversy over how to define these unique acts of 
gun violence. Chapter 3 establishes that shooting sprees pose the 
most troubling individual violent threat to American society in the 
current era—a threat that, in contrast to nearly all other forms of 
deadly violence, is growing.

Part 2 probes the roots of rampage violence by applying my 
original framework—the trinity of violence—to explain such acts 
of brutal aggression. Each element of the trinity points to a cor-
responding set of explanations. Chapter 4 addresses perpetrators, 
wrestling with who goes on rampages and why they do it. Chapter 
5 discusses targets, identifying which sites are usually victimized 
and where those targets are usually located. Chapter 6 focuses on 
weapons, uncovering what types of firearms rampage gunmen prefer 
and how they employ those weapons.

Part 3 proposes a prescription for reducing the carnage of mass 
shootings. The trinity of violence doesn’t just offer a framework for 
understanding rampage violence, it also suggests three strategies 
for arresting the problem: dissuasion, defense, and denial. Chapter 
7 argues that, while all three strategies are valuable, one in partic-
ular—denial of weapons to dangerous people through heightened 
regulation of firearms—offers the most effective approach. Chapter 
8 presents a set of eight specific policy proposals that, if enacted and 
enforced, will drastically reduce the bloodshed. Chapter 9 concludes 
with a final thought on how mass shootings have become routine, a 
trait indicative of a rampage nation.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE BEGINNING OF WISDOM

Y 
ou would think that with everything Ka’Nard Allen has been 
through in his short life—including surviving not one, but two 

mass shootings—he would be one of the most recognized children in 
America. Yet few people have ever heard of him. Here’s why.

✯ ✯ ✯

When Tynia Allen told her son Ka’Nard that they were going to 
the 2013 New Orleans Second-Line Mother’s Day Parade, he likely 
reacted the way most children would: jubilation. After all, who 
doesn’t love a parade?

The ten-year-old was due for some cheer in his life. It had been a 
rough year for the little boy. In May of 2012, Ka’Nard’s great-grand-
mother hosted a party to mark his tenth birthday. Because her house 
was located on Simon Bolivar Avenue, near the boundary between the 
gang-plagued Second and Third Wards of New Orleans, the Allens 
had certainly seen their fair share of turf battles play out in neighbor-
hood. But with little children celebrating and playing out in front of 
the home, in broad daylight, no one envisaged violence erupting.

The festive mood was shattered when four gang members, 
driving by, spotted some rival gang members who were at the party, 
standing out on the street median, just across from the Allen resi-
dence. After parking their vehicle around the corner, three of the 
men drew their weapons and approached the area, hoping to settle 
an old score. Catching their intended targets by complete surprise, 
the trio of shooters opened fire on the crowd, killing two people and 
leaving another three wounded.1

31
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32  PART 1: PROBLEM

When the gunfire erupted, Ka’Nard’s five-year-old cousin Briana 
Allen cried out, “Grandma, something’s wrong.”

Her grandmother’s memory of that moment will always remain 
vivid: “When I looked down it was like her little stomach was blown 
out and her intestines was all over the floor.”2 Briana had been cut 
down by a single AK-47 round to the abdomen. First responders 
rushed her to the hospital, but she never stood a chance.

The blasts fired from the assault rifle were so powerful that they 
also claimed the life of a thirty-three-year-old mother of three who 
happened to be driving through the area at that precise moment. 
Even though Shawanna Pierce was three entire city blocks away from 
the location of the attack, the stray round traveled down the street 
and easily penetrated her windshield, striking her in the head and 
causing her vehicle to crash into a utility pole. She too never stood 
a chance.

One of the three gunshot victims who survived that day, in what 
has become known locally as the Simon Bolivar shooting, was Ka’Nard 
Allen, who was hit twice; once in the neck and once in the leg.

Ka’Nard has been left with two permanent scars—reminders of 
that horrible day when he watched his little cousin bleed to death. 
But, a few months later, just as he was starting to heal—physically 
and psychologically—Ka’Nard suffered through another trauma: 
his father was stabbed to death by the boy’s stepmother during a 
domestic altercation. Ka’Nard was left devastated, telling his mother 
at one point, “I wish my daddy was still living. I’d have everything I 
want.”3

After two personal tragedies in such a short period of time, Tynia 
Allen knew her son needed a pick-me-up. What better way to lift the 
spirits of a child than a parade? What could possibly go wrong?

✯ ✯ ✯

The annual Second-Line Mother’s Day Parade in the Seventh Ward of 
New Orleans typically draws several hundred spectators. In 2013, one 
of those in attendance was Leonard Epps. According to authorities, 
Epps was affiliated with a Ninth Ward gang known as the Deslonde 
Boys. When two brothers, Akein and Shawn Scott, members of the 
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THE BEGINNING OF WISDOM  33

rival Frenchmen and Derbigny gang, noticed Epps in the crowd, they 
took positions on opposite sides of the street and began shooting. 
With no regard for innocent bystanders, the brothers sprayed the 
parade-goers with bullets, striking Epps and eighteen others. One 
witness described the barrage as if the gunmen were “hunting ducks 
in the sky.”4

Some onlookers heard the gunshots. Others felt the burn of being 
grazed by a projectile. When people broke into a mad scramble—
pushing each other out of the way and, in some instances, trampling 
on those in their path of escape—everyone realized that some-
thing was wrong. Within minutes, the ten police officers guarding 
the parade route had all descended on the intersection where the 
shooting occurred to discover that there was at least one person 
bleeding at each of the four corners. As authorities raced to attend to 
the injured, they called in what they were seeing. The two-way radio 
transmissions captured the chaos:

“There may be multiple victims.”
“We have a male shot over here.”
“A lady was shot over here.”
“Two more victims over here.”5

Miraculously, no one died, although Epps and several others sus-
tained life-threatening injuries. Among the gunshot victims were two 
children, an unidentified girl who suffered a wound to the side of her 
abdomen and a boy who was hit in the cheek. When first responders 
reached the boy, they radioed it in: “We have a ten-year-old shot.”6 
Police later identified the ten-year-old as none other than Ka’Nard 
Allen.

Not even in her wildest dreams—make that nightmares—could 
Tynia Allen have imagined that the Mother’s Day Parade would be 
transformed into a bloody crime scene; and, worse, that her son 
would become a gunshot victim for the second time in less than a 
year. As she exclaimed, “It was Mother’s Day! No one expected that!”7

✯ ✯ ✯

Ka’Nard Allen survived not one but two multiple-casualty shootings.8 
Yet odds are that unless you’re a resident of New Orleans, you prob-
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ably have never heard of Ka’Nard Allen, let alone what he’s endured. 
He remains, quite simply, another relatively overlooked victim of gun 
violence. If you have access to a news-archive database like Lexis-
Nexis, you can easily see this for yourself. Just search for Ka’Nard 
Allen in New York Times articles.9 When I did it, I found no entries. 
Now to put the national coverage of his personal tragedies in per-
spective, try a couple of different searches. Look for New York Times 
stories mentioning Christina-Taylor Green, the nine-year-old girl 
who was killed during Jared Loughner’s gun rampage at a Tucson 
political event organized by Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords. In 
stark contrast, I found thirty-seven news items. One more search: try 
six-year-old Sandy Hook victim Jesse Lewis. While I only found eleven 
entries—far fewer than those mentioning Christina-Taylor Green—
the coverage Jesse Lewis received is still greater than that devoted to 
Ka’Nard Allen. This little test holds for other national media outlets 
as well. For instance, USA Today ran twenty-nine articles on Chris-
tina-Taylor Green and three on Jesse Lewis. Ka’Nard Allen, however, 
never made the paper—not even once. The same with CNN: ninety-
three broadcast segments discussed Christina-Taylor and forty dis-
cussed Jesse, yet none mentioned Ka’Nard.10

The coverage of these shootings fits a similar pattern. To take 
CNN as an example, it devoted just a few segments to the Mother’s 
Day Parade shooting, even though the melee produced one of the 
highest casualty tolls in recent history (casualty defined as including 
both lethal and nonlethal injuries). The only time an actual CNN 
correspondent reported live from the scene was during the morning 
show the day after Mother’s Day. As for the Simon Bolivar attack, it 
didn’t even warrant a single mention on the channel.

It’s not that mass shootings don’t draw national attention. Quite 
the opposite. The gun attacks that the media consider to be of such 
magnitude that they warrant the label “mass shooting” almost always 
receive extensive coverage. Take the rampages in Tucson and Newtown 
as examples. Within a day of the former and within hours of the latter, 
television correspondents from every major network descended 
on each location to report live from the scene. For days, each inci-
dent dominated the news. To date, CNN has discussed each of these 
two rampages in over two thousand broadcast segments. That’s an 
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THE BEGINNING OF WISDOM  35

astronomical difference in comparison to the Mother’s Day Parade 
shooting. In fact, the tragedies in Tucson and Newtown were so dis-
turbing that President Obama visited both sites to lead memorial ser-
vices and try to help each community begin the healing process.

How the nation reacted to the attacks in Arizona and Con-
necticut was grossly different from how it reacted to the shooting 
of nineteen people in Louisiana. What’s particularly mind-boggling 
is that the parade gunmen fled the scene, resulting in a large-scale 
manhunt. Yet none of the news networks flocked to the Crescent 
City to bring the American public nonstop coverage of the search for 
the fugitives.11 Instead, as authorities were on the hunt for the Scott 
brothers, CNN was leading its news coverage with updates on Ange-
lina Jolie’s double mastectomy. Now, compare this to the Boston 
Marathon bombing. When two other brothers staged a violent attack 
against a crowd of spectators, the ensuing manhunt dominated the 
national news for days. Why the disparity? Weren’t both attacks mass 
crimes that greatly endangered public safety?

When you think about it, Ka’Nard Allen’s relative anonymity 
makes sense in a way. After all, if you haven’t heard of the Simon 
Bolivar and Mother’s Day Parade shootings because they received 
minimal national attention, then you’re not going to know much 
about Ka’Nard Allen. But why is it that most Americans are familiar 
with attacks like Tucson and Newtown, but unfamiliar with those that 
brought Ka’Nard Allen close to death on two separate occasions?12

Many multiple-victim shootings often go unnoticed outside of 
their local news markets because they lack certain elements that 
propel them to the level of a so-called mass shooting. Those incidents 
are instead seen as the typical shootings that plague America on an 
hourly basis. “Run-of-the-mill” was how one Washington Post journalist 
characterized them.13 Or, as two noted gun-violence researchers put 
it, “the more mundane attacks.”14 This raises another, related ques-
tion: Why do some shootings captivate our collective consciousness 
while others, like the two attacks that left Ka’Nard Allen scarred for 
life, get relegated to the realm of banality?

To answer this question, let’s begin with a concession: shootings 
that result in fatalities are more disturbing than those that don’t; 
the higher the death toll, the more troubling the attack. As such, 
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the more lethal an act of gun violence is, the more it warrants cov-
erage and examination, especially for purposes of understanding 
and prevention. This belief might explain—and even justify—why 
the Simon Bolivar and Mother’s Day Parade attacks have been largely 
overlooked by public officials, scholars, and journalists. After all, the 
Tucson rampage left six dead and the Newtown shooting left twenty-
seven dead. In contrast, the Simon Bolivar onslaught resulted in far 
fewer fatalities and, more on point, no one was killed in the Mother’s 
Day Parade shooting. But if it were the case that high death tolls 
resulting from heinous acts are responsible for elevating particular 
acts of gun violence to the level of mass shootings, then why have 
people generally paid no mind to the massacre that took place in 
Copley Township, Ohio?

“THERE’S NO MAGICAL DOOR”

Copley Township is a quaint little suburb located about seven miles 
west of Akron, Ohio. Many people move to the area because of its 
picturesque landscapes, bustling economy, and low crime rate. In 
2007, Akron Life magazine identified the community as one of the 
five safest residential areas in the Akron region.15 But what happened 
on August 7, 2011, has called that perception into question.16

That morning, local residents noticed an unfamiliar woman 
running through the neighborhood, screaming frantically. “My 
husband has a hole in his head! I’m a widow!”17 As one couple came 
to the aid of the distressed woman, she pointed down the street and 
shouted, “Somebody get my son!”18

Her child was sprinting for his life. Moments earlier, her husband, 
Craig Dieter, had been executed—and now the killer was on the 
trail of her eleven-year-old, Scott. Beth Dieter, clearly in shock, was 
making a desperate plea for someone to save her little boy.

✯ ✯ ✯

The Dieters had driven up from Kentucky to visit Craig’s sister, Becky 
Dieter, and her boyfriend, Michael Hance. Two years earlier, fol-
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lowing the death of Becky’s parents, the couple had moved into the 
Dieter family home on Goodenough Avenue in Copley. But shortly 
after that, Hance began exhibiting signs of depression, perhaps exac-
erbated by his inability to secure employment. Becky was worried 
about Hance’s deteriorating mental state, and had sought the 
counsel of her siblings.

The Johnson family, longtime friends and next-door neighbors 
of Becky’s late parents, were also concerned about Hance. They were 
sick and tired of what they felt was Hance’s disregard for community 
standards. From constantly leaving broken-down automobiles strewn 
across the property to dressing inappropriately in skimpy clothing, 
Hance was a menace to the neighborhood, the Johnsons felt. Gener-
ally, they lodged their complaints with Becky; but in the early part of 
the summer, Gerdie Johnson finally went directly to Hance, asking 
him to remove a vehicle, which was up on blocks, from visibility, and 
to clean up the house’s exterior.

Hance had had an equal fill of the Johnsons. The previous 
summer, Hance caught the Johnsons’ grandson shooting at squir-
rels on his property. Hance grabbed the child and dragged him back 
to his father’s house—located just behind the elder Johnsons’ resi-
dence. Instead of getting some sort of resolution, Hance caught an 
earful from the boy’s father, Michael Johnson, for what he saw as 
Hance’s improper physical accosting of the child. Hance left further 
infuriated, warning Michael Johnson, “You just wait, I’m going to 
finish it!”—a reference to the escalating feud between him and the 
Johnsons.19 By the time Gerdie approached Hance to complain about 
the home’s appearance, he wanted nothing to do with her or her kin, 
telling her, “Get off my property and don’t come back!”20

Everything finally came to a head during Craig’s visit. The Dieters 
were passing through town en route to a family gathering in Penn-
sylvania. The plan was to drive to the reunion in two cars—Craig’s 
family in one vehicle and Hance and Becky in another. All morning, 
Hance had been packing Becky’s car. But at the last minute, while 
outside loading up, Craig threw a wrench in Hance’s plan when he 
informed Hance that everyone would drive up in Craig’s vehicle. 
Hance nodded his acknowledgment and went inside the house.

As Craig and his family were in the driveway, bidding farewell to 
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the Johnsons, Hance reappeared, armed with two handguns—a .357 
revolver and a .45-caliber pistol. Ambushing both families, he killed 
Craig, Gerdie, and her husband, Russell, with three direct headshots. 
At the sight of her husband collapsing, Beth raced from the scene. 
One of the Johnsons’ grandchildren and her high-school friend 
were nearby and tried to hide in a minivan parked in the driveway, 
but Hance walked up and executed both teens.

Becky, hearing all the commotion, grabbed a phone and went 
outside to see what was happening. Hance shot her once in the back 
as she was communicating with 911. The bullet pierced her lung and 
shattered her shoulder, but she was alive. She closed her eyes and 
played dead—a tactic that saved her life.

Gerdie’s sons, Michael and Bryan, also came out to investigate. 
As the two brothers approached the driveway, they spotted bodies on 
the ground and saw Hance reloading. Sensing danger, the men ran 
for their lives. Bryan made it about five hundred yards before Hance 
closed in and cut him down. Hance then reversed course, setting 
his sights on Michael, who was fleeing in a different direction. But 
Hance was soon distracted by the appearance of eleven-year-old Scott 
Dieter, who was on the heels of Michael.

Michael ran into the nearby Bagley residence. Scott, desperate, 
followed him in. Despite the gallant efforts of the neighbors, Hance 
forced his way into the house and found Scott hiding in the base-
ment boiler room. Hance shot him with a single round to the head. 
The home’s occupant, Melonie Bagley, tried her best to shield Scott 
along with three of her children, but they were cornered and her 
options were limited. As she recalled, when you’re trapped during a 
shooting, “there’s no magical door” through which to escape.21

Hance’s rampage came to an end when he exited the Bagley 
residence and was killed by a Copley Township police officer. The 
murder spree lasted about ten minutes. Scott was the final victim.22

✯ ✯ ✯

The attack on the Dieter and Johnson families claimed the lives of 
seven people, including three minors, and it left an eighth person 
in critical condition. Like the New Orleans Mother’s Day Parade 
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shooting, the Copley massacre was largely ignored by prominent news 
organizations. CNN mentioned it in passing on the day it occurred, 
just as the late evening news anchor was signing off. Two days later, 
the network provided a brief recount of the event. But at no time 
did any of its correspondents report live from Copley. USA Today also 
covered the incident only twice—once in a news-at-a-glance section 
and the other as a relay of an Associated Press news wire article that 
was fewer than five hundred words. As for the New York Times, it opted 
not to report on the shooting.

Why haven’t most people heard of this brutal attack that dev-
astated the once serene and peaceful suburban community of 
Copley? Why didn’t the national media pick up on this story? Why 
didn’t the victims of this shooting earn more compassion and out-
pouring from society? Why, like the Simon Bolivar and Mother’s Day 
Parade shootings in New Orleans, does the shooting spree in Copley 
remain largely overlooked? Doesn’t this tragedy deserve the scrutiny 
that other high-fatality tragedies have received? Just look at how it 
compares to the ambush, in 2011, of a political meet and greet fea-
turing Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords in Tucson, Arizona, or 
the so-called virgin killings that, in 2014, targeted University of Cali-
fornia–Santa Barbara students in Isla Vista, California. Six people 
were murdered in both attacks—fewer fatalities than in the Copley 
massacre. Yet these rampages—perpetrated, respectively, by Jared 
Loughner and Elliot Rodger—have been treated far differently than 
the rampage committed by Michael Hance. If high death tolls aren’t 
enough to elevate shootings into mass shootings, what more does it 
take? What is it that distinguishes mass shootings from “mundane,” 
“run-of-the-mill” acts of gun violence?

DEFYING CONSENSUS

When I began researching rampage violence, I was surprised to learn 
that how shootings are classified is a point of bitter contention. To 
date, there’s no agreed-upon definition of mass shooting. Moreover, 
the definitions that are often cited tend to be of limited value.

Criminologist Gary Kleck was one of the first people to recognize 
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mass shootings as a unique form of gun violence. Following the two high-
profile rampages that spurred the passage of the 1994 federal Assault 
Weapons Ban (AWB)—the 1993 California Street and Long Island Rail 
Road attacks—Kleck undertook a study that defined mass shootings as 
“incident[s] in which six or more victims were shot dead with a gun, or 
twelve or more total were wounded.”23 Applying this definition, which 
sets a relatively high casualty threshold, he identified fifteen incidents 
that had occurred in the decade extending from 1984 to 1993, the 
decade immediately prior to the enactment of the AWB.

Despite the efforts of Kleck and a few others, analysis of mass 
shootings remained largely dormant until 2012, when the Aurora 
and Newtown massacres revived interest in the topic.24 Suddenly, it 
seemed as if every major media outlet was undertaking some sort of 
examination of this unique form of gun violence in the aftermath 
of these attacks. Two news organizations in particular published sys-
tematic studies of rampage violence. But, as their respective working 
definitions illustrate, there’s still significant disagreement over what 
constitutes a mass shooting. The debate—which continues to play 
out in government hearings, academic conferences, news programs, 
and blogs—numbs the mind at times. It’s worth taking a quick 
detour to review these competing perspectives, treating them as step-
ping-stones toward building an accurate and useful definition of this 
pressing phenomenon.

✯ ✯ ✯

Just a month prior to the Newtown attack, Mother Jones published 
what has arguably become the most well-known examination of mass 
shootings in the United States.25 To guide its research—which is peri-
odically updated—the magazine adopted three criteria to identify 
mass shootings. First, the attack had to be a single, isolated incident 
that occurred in a public space. Second, at least four people had 
to have been murdered by a lone gunman. Third, the motive had 
to be indiscriminate, which excludes incidents of gang strife, armed 
robbery, and domestic violence at home. Applying its criteria, Mother 
Jones has identified eighty mass shootings over a nearly thirty-five-year 
period (January 1, 1982–February 29, 2016).26
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Following Adam Lanza’s murder spree, USA Today also began 
tracking mass shootings in America. Compared to the Mother Jones 
definition, which contains numerous disqualifying criteria, USA 
Today adopted a far less restrictive conceptualization, counting 
any firearm incident “where four or more people are killed.” This 
broader approach has yielded 211 incidents over a nine-and-a-half-
year period (January 1, 2006–June 30, 2015).27 By including mass 
murders committed by more than one gunman, occurring in a 
private setting, or involving additional criminal motives, USA Today 
has identified almost three times as many mass shootings as Mother 
Jones has identified—and that’s over a time period that’s less than 
one-third of that examined by Mother Jones. To put it in slightly dif-
ferent terms, USA Today found that the average number of mass 
shootings is twenty-two per year, whereas Mother Jones found that the 
average is two such shootings per year. That’s an eleven-fold discrep-
ancy. As this snap comparison makes abundantly clear, different defi-
nitions lead to starkly different conclusions.

And it’s not just the news media. Even the federal government—
which is responsible for maintaining accurate statistics on crime—
has failed to embrace a uniform definition of mass shootings. For 
example, in the legislative branch, the Congressional Research 
Service (CRS)—an agency that provides research and analysis at the 
request of Congress and its committees—defines a mass shooting 
as “a multiple homicide incident in which four or more victims are 
murdered with firearms—not including the offender(s)—within 
one event, and in one or more locations in close geographical prox-
imity.”28 Meanwhile, in the executive branch, the Office of Commu-
nity Oriented Policing Services (COPS) at the US Department of 
Justice eschews the four-fatality minimum, instead defining multiple-
victim shootings as “pre-planned multiple casualty violent events 
within the United States, excluding terrorist acts, killings in conjunc-
tion with the commission of other crimes, and domestic violence 
incidents in which only family members are killed.”29 The adoption 
of two distinct perspectives reflects the inconsistency with which the 
federal government views mass shootings.30

✯ ✯ ✯
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A comparison of the various definitions indicates that there are basi-
cally four key factors that the experts emphasize when making a 
determination as to what constitutes a mass shooting:

1.  Number of Casualties: Must people die for an act of gun vio-
lence to be a mass shooting? If so, how many victims must die 
as a result of gunshot wounds? If not, what’s the minimum 
number of nonlethal casualties that must be incurred for an 
attack to rise to the level of a mass shooting?

2.  Number of Shooters: Is a mass shooting limited to being the 
undertaking of a lone gunman, or can it be perpetrated by 
more than one shooter?

3.  Location: Is a mass shooting limited to a public space or can it 
also occur in a private setting?

4.  Motivation: Can the use of a gun attack in furtherance of 
a criminal activity—terrorism, gang warfare, robbery, or 
domestic violence—constitute a mass shooting?

Given the room for variance, it’s easy to see how many shoot-
ings—even high-fatality shootings like the Copley Township mas-
sacre—might slip through the cracks.

While we are far from consensus on how to define mass shoot-
ings, the experts are generally of the view that the three shootings 
we reviewed earlier—the Simon Bolivar, Mother’s Day Parade, and 
Copley Township assaults—are of a lesser magnitude, that somehow 
they don’t warrant the special attention reserved for acts of violence 
like the Columbine, Aurora, and Newtown attacks. For starters, every 
single authority discussed above feels that neither of the New Orleans 
attacks rises to the level of a mass shooting.31 Both involved the use 
of firearms in furtherance of criminal activities beyond the shootings 
themselves, namely, gang warfare. Moreover, both attacks were per-
petrated by more than one gunman. In addition, the Mother’s Day 
Parade attack did not result in any fatalities. The Copley Township 
massacre—which on the other hand involved a lone perpetrator mur-
dering numerous individuals—is also largely overlooked by most media 
and academic experts because it was largely a domestic dispute.32

In both New Orleans attacks, people attending celebrations were 
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shot by sociopaths who had it out for their rivals. These acts of public 
endangerment deserve national attention and study, but they con-
tinue to be dismissed because they were perpetrated by multiple 
gunmen engaged in gang-related criminal activities. In the suburban 
Akron shooting, a group of people just going about their morning 
routines were cut down by a mentally disturbed acquaintance. This 
tragedy also deserves national attention and study, yet it too has been 
discounted as just another one of those “more mundane attacks” 
because it was prompted by a family quarrel.

By coming up with largely subjective reasons for excluding 
certain multiple-victim acts of gun violence from consideration, we 
are doing a disservice to the investigation of mass shootings. It’s time 
to change that.

ENDING THE CONTROVERSY

Years ago, the noted American theologian Tryon Edwards quipped, 
“Most controversies would soon be ended, if those engaged in them 
would first accurately define their terms, and then adhere to their 
definitions.”33 By allowing for the exclusion of relevant cases for a 
variety of arbitrary reasons, we are further compounding the problem 
of better understanding mass shootings. The reality is that the more 
criteria we utilize, the higher the risk of subjective and flawed exami-
nation. This rings especially true when reporters and analysts capri-
ciously apply the criteria of their own established definitions. Case in 
point: Mother Jones magazine.

I suspect that every one of you considers the Newtown massacre 
to be a mass shooting. Mother Jones certainly does, and that makes 
perfect sense to me, except for one problem: applying the maga-
zine’s criteria should result in exclusion. The Newtown rampage was 
neither limited to one location nor was it completely perpetrated in 
a public space. It began at the Lanza residence—a private space—
where the gunman murdered his mother, and then it continued at 
Sandy Hook Elementary School after a brief pause. Domestic vio-
lence was clearly a factor. Adhering to the strict criteria established 
by Mother Jones—excluding any attack that involved more than one 
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location, more than one gunman, or any sort of precursor criminal 
activity—should result in a rejection of the attack as a mass shooting. 
Of course, when the team at Mother Jones realized that massacres 
like Sandy Hook and, for that matter, Virginia Tech didn’t mesh 
neatly with its criteria because those rampages involved multiple 
locations—some of which were residential settings—it amended its 
study to include killings that were perpetrated in more than one 
place (even private dwellings), so long as they “primarily” occurred 
in public and “over a short period of time.”34 Basically, in order to 
include the Newtown and Virginia Tech incidents in its data set, the 
magazine had to bend its own rules.

Even more egregious, Mother Jones identifies the assaults on Col-
umbine High School and Westside Middle School as mass shootings, 
even though it insists only attacks perpetrated by a lone gunman 
qualify as mass shootings.35 So how did Columbine and Westside—
which both involved shooter teams—make the list? Simple. Mother 
Jones essentially made a decision to ignore its own criterion and add 
these two attacks. Good thing, because dismissing Columbine and 
Westside on such an arbitrary ground is about as silly as insisting that 
the 9/11 attack wasn’t technically an act of terrorism because it was 
executed by multiple perpetrators as opposed to one.

The magazine’s goal was to approach the topic in a manner that 
made “some sense intuitively.”36 Instead, it led to a perverse oversight 
of many important cases.37 When Mother Jones saw the errors of its 
way, it sacrificed rigor for common sense.38

Why are these incidents counted when they clearly don’t meet the 
working definitions established for the purpose of analysis? Because 
common sense tells us that all of these attacks are mass shootings.

✯ ✯ ✯

Let’s try a little exercise. Imagine that there’s an attack in your com-
munity that leaves lots of people wounded. If there are multiple 
gunmen, will that make you less concerned or upset? How about 
the method of attack? Will it really make a difference to you if the 
shooting occurred in just one spot as opposed to, say, an attack where 
the perpetrator was firing from his car and, thus, constantly moving? 
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Even if the attack is stationary, will you see it as less tragic because the 
victims were in a house as opposed to an office? And what about the 
motive? Do you think it matters to the victims whether the bullets 
lodged inside their bodies are there because the gunman is mad at 
his employer as opposed to being mad at the government?

It’s the mass violence itself that matters most. Not the number of 
shooters. Not the precise location or setting. Not the motive. Vari-
ables beyond the number of victims and the nature of their inju-
ries are indisputably arbitrary. While they’re useful for categorizing 
acts of violence for purposes of uncovering patterns, they shouldn’t 
necessarily be employed to exclude shootings from analysis. Yet this 
is exactly what many media reports and policy studies have done—
resulting at times in odd outcomes. To avoid this, I propose viewing 
shootings from the victims’ perspective. I suspect Ka’Nard Allen and 
Becky Dieter would agree.

✯ ✯ ✯

A mass shooting is just that; a shooting. It’s not necessarily a mass 
murder. Conflating mass shootings and mass murders leads to a dis-
counting of the vast majority of multiple-casualty gun attacks; attacks 
like the Simon Bolivar and Mother’s Day Parade shootings. Similarly, 
insisting that mass shootings are only perpetrated by a lone gunman, 
occur only in public, or involve only instances when force is not a 
means to another nefarious end is dubious. Yet this is exactly what 
many definitions dictate.

If mass shootings are limited to acts undertaken by only one 
shooter, then that would exclude some of the most high-profile inci-
dents, including the massacres at Columbine High School and the 
San Bernardino Inland Regional Center. If rampages must take place 
entirely in a public setting in order to qualify as mass shootings, then 
that would exclude three of the deadliest killing sprees in American 
history: Virginia Tech, Sandy Hook, and University of Texas–Austin. 
If, as one government study maintains, mass shootings don’t involve 
using violence as “a means to an end” . . . let me stop right there.39 
Every single criminal shooting involves some sort of objective—even 
those perpetrated by delusional gunmen.
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If the process of distinguishing mass shootings from other acts of 
violence leaves you scratching your head, don’t worry, it initially had 
the same impact on me. A major part of the problem is that analysts 
and commentators are trying too hard to find exclusionary criteria.

The easiest way to assure that such arbitrary practices are 
avoided—to end the controversy as Tryon Edwards proposed—is to 
streamline the concept of mass shooting. In this vein, I propose we 
adopt a simpler, more useful definition that, as of late, has started to 
come into favor with some of the nation’s leading media outlets: a 
mass shooting is any violent attack that results in four or more individuals 
incurring gunshot wounds.40 It doesn’t matter if there’s one gunman or 
several gunmen. It doesn’t need to occur in public. And it can be for 
any reason whatsoever. It only needs to result in multiple casualties. 
This approach is commonsensical and fair. As long as four or more 
people are struck by gunfire, it’s a mass shooting.41

In addition, to avoid further confusion that often results from ter-
minological nuances, I will use the terms mass shooting, multiple-casualty 
shooting, shooting spree, and rampage interchangeably throughout this 
book. Some commentators try to reserve certain words for particular 
types of violence. For instance, Mother Jones considers mass shootings 
as generally distinct from shooting sprees because, in its view, the 
former occur in one place whereas the latter occur in different loca-
tions. Again, common usage dictates otherwise. Not to make light 
of gun attacks by comparing them to consumer purchasing activi-
ties, but when someone goes to a single department store and buys 
several items, it’s no less of a shopping spree than when they make 
such purchases across different retail establishments. Why should 
the word spree have a unique connotation when characterizing acts of 
violence? Similarly, a rampage—which generally refers to a sudden 
act of destruction—can be synonymous with a mass shooting. While 
some might prefer to limit the use of the term to incidents where 
people snap and resort to violence for the sake of violence itself 
(as opposed to using force in support of another criminal activity), 
this again would lead to flawed study of the phenomenon at hand. 
After all, how is a gang member spotting a foe and then suddenly 
striking with a barrage of gunfire—harming numerous bystanders in 
the process—any less of a rampage than a student taking his frustra-
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tion with a particular teacher out on fellow classmates caught in the 
line of fire? To avoid skewed analysis—and an unnecessary semantic 
debate—I will employ a variety of terms in a manner consistent with 
their common usage in the English language.

✯ ✯ ✯

Returning for a moment to the earlier example of terrorism, even 
though it would be foolish to discount attacks like 9/11 strictly 
because they involved multiple assailants, that doesn’t mean that we 
can’t categorize incidents based on the number of perpetrators. In 
fact, in security studies, acts of violent political extremism under-
taken by single individuals are referred to as “lone wolf” terrorism. 
Such analytical breakdowns can—and should—be applied to the 
study of mass shootings as well. This would allow us to discern differ-
ences between “lone wolf” and “wolf pack” rampages, for example, 
without dismissing one or the other type of event. The same holds 
for every other factor that is frequently employed to classify mass 
shootings: victims, motive, location, time frame, and weapon(s), just 
to name a few.

One factor, in particular, is extremely valuable in assessing the 
level of damage mass shootings inflict in America: casualties. To 
better comprehend the scale of rampage violence, I propose three 
categories of mass shooting: nonfatal, fatal, and massacre (see table 
2.1). Working off the premise advanced earlier that the more lethal 
an attack is, the more troubling it is, I posit that gun massacres—
high-fatality mass shootings resulting in six or more deaths, not 
including the perpetrator(s)—are the worst kind, making them the 
most dangerous and threatening to American public safety. As such, I 
will often focus my attention and discussion on gun massacres, incor-
porating insights and lessons from the other two categories where 
appropriate.42
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Table 2.1. The Concept of a Mass Shooting.

Definition of a Mass Shooting:

Any violent attack that results in four or more individuals incurring gunshot wounds.

Categories of Mass Shooting:

1.  Nonfatal 
Mass shootings in which no one dies.

2.  Fatal 
Mass shootings in which at least one victim dies.

3.  High-Fatality / Gun Massacre 
Mass shootings in which six or more victims die.

✯ ✯ ✯

It’s easy to dismiss conceptual discussions and debates as exercises 
in Ivory Tower intellectualism. But how we identify and think about 
mass shootings impacts which attacks capture national attention and 
which are disregarded—something which has far-reaching policy 
consequences. Thus, coming up with the best possible definition 
and conceptualization is a vital first step toward explaining and pre-
venting rampage violence. As the Socratic adage reminds us, “The 
beginning of wisdom is the definition of terms.”43
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CHAPTER THREE

A GROWING THREAT

B 
ill Iffrig was having a great race. Nothing like the seventy-
eight-year-old’s performance the previous year, when he sur-

vived the sweltering heat to complete the 26.2 mile Boston Marathon 
in a disappointing seven and a half hours. In 2013, he was back to 
prove to himself that the year before he had caught a rotten break. 
Four hours and 26 miles into his third Boston Marathon, he turned 
onto Boylston Street and the finish line came into sight. He had two-
tenths of a mile to go—the home stretch. You got this, he must’ve 
thought. No problem. You got this.

A few yards before the finish line, Iffrig’s legs turned into “spa-
ghetti” and gave out from underneath him. He had been blown to the 
pavement by an explosion that came from just feet away to his imme-
diate left. As he lay on the ground, he tried to make sense of what 
had happened. He remembered the “really loud” boom. Then there 
were “tin-can-like things” flying by him. Looking up, he saw a plume of 
white smoke rising into the air and immediately knew: Bomb!1

Seconds later, a second blast detonated two hundred yards 
farther back on Boylston Street. It was 3:00 p.m. on April 15, 2013—
Patriots’ Day in Massachusetts, the state holiday that commemo-
rates the opening salvo of the Revolutionary War. Immediately, the 
news media began fueling speculation that this might be a right-
wing militia terrorist attack.2 Those claims would later turn out to be 
half-accurate. The double explosions at the Boston Marathon were 
indeed part of a coordinated terrorist attack. But the perpetrators 
weren’t right-wing extremists. They were violent jihadists.

✯ ✯ ✯

49
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Disgruntled with the economic opportunities available following 
the collapse of the Soviet Union and fearful of the growing Russian 
criminal underworld, Anzor Tsarnaev and his wife, Zubeidat, wanted 
a fresh start for their family. In 2002, they immigrated to the United 
States in search of a better life for their four children. Settling into a 
third-floor walk-up in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the family looked 
forward to experiencing the American Dream.3

It never materialized.
Anzor eked out a living doing automobile body work—a far cry 

from the more promising tobacco trade that he engaged in back in 
Russia. Zubeidat got off to a better start, providing home health-
care. But when that work dried up, she was forced to turn to cosme-
tology as a means to supplement Anzor’s income. Things quickly 
turned sour for the children as well. Both daughters married 
young, becoming mothers and divorcees while still teenagers—and 
saddling Anzor and Zubeidat with two additional children to feed. 
The two sons didn’t fare much better, either, turning to alcohol and 
drugs as coping mechanisms for their difficulties assimilating with 
American culture.

The Tsarnaevs were lost in a foreign land. To help, Zubeidat 
turned to Islam for direction. In short time, her eldest son, Tamerlan, 
followed suit.

✯ ✯ ✯

Tamerlan Tsarnaev struggled with school. It wasn’t his calling. Boxing 
was, and on this front he had a lot going for him. In 2009, he won 
the New England regional Golden Gloves tournament and traveled 
to Salt Lake City, Utah, to fight in the national championships—and 
perhaps earn a coveted spot on the US boxing team. While he lost 
a close first-round bout, his trainers knew that the following year he 
would be back, tougher and smarter. But there would be no next 
year, as his once-promising fighting career ran into a dead end after 
the tournament rules were changed in 2010 to prohibit non-US citi-
zens from competing for the national title. Devastated and suddenly 
adrift, Tamerlan filled the newfound void in his life with religion.4

Tamerlan married in 2010 and, several months later, welcomed a 
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daughter into the world.5 To make ends meet, Tamerlan’s wife found 
work, while he stayed home and served as their child’s caretaker.6 
Whenever Tamerlan needed a break from home life, he would visit the 
local mosque. He spent long periods of time at the Islamic Society of 
Boston, where he developed far-out views on faith and politics. Many 
of his conspiracy theories were buttressed by his mother, who believed 
among other things that 9/11 was really a plot to get Americans to 
hate Muslims. Surrounded by people who encouraged such thinking, 
Tamerlan soon developed a strong distaste for American policies.7

In 2012, Tamerlan returned to his former homeland of Dagestan 
in search of spiritual growth. While in the southern Russian republic, 
he immersed himself in a community that displayed a much more 
fervent devotion to Islam than most Muslims in America do. In par-
ticular, he began praying at a mosque that promoted an extreme, 
Salafist interpretation of Islam—a house of worship that, according 
to Russian authorities, also served as a gathering place for supporters 
of the jihadist insurgency in the Caucasus.8

The time Tamerlan Tsarnaev spent overseas transformed him. He 
returned highly suspect of the United States, and he took to jihadist 
websites to profess and reinforce his anti-American views. Among 
his new beliefs: devout Muslims in the United States should refrain 
from celebrating secular American holidays; the military campaigns 
in Afghanistan and Iraq were really masked wars against Islam; and 
jihad—violent jihad if necessary—was an obligation against those 
who mistreated Muslims and disrespected their faith.9

✯ ✯ ✯

Tamerlan’s younger brother, Dzhokhar, was also an accomplished 
athlete who found himself adrift when his tenure in sports came to 
an end. All during high school, the youngest Tsarnaev had wrestling 
as his anchor. No matter what problems there were at home, the 
wrestling captain always had the support and admiration of his team-
mates. After graduating from high school, he abruptly found himself 
without a social safety net.10

At first, the plan was to start anew as a freshman at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts at Dartmouth. But his new environment proved 
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more conducive to partying and drug-dealing than to studying—
which quickly landed him on academic probation.11

Upon Dzhokhar’s return to Cambridge in the summer between 
his freshman and sophomore years of college, he found a drastically 
different home from the one he had left a year earlier: a broken home. 
His parents were now divorced, with his father back in Dagestan, and 
his mother about to return as well. Even his sisters were gone, now 
living in New Jersey. The only family left was Tamerlan, who by the 
end of that summer had emerged as the head of the Tsarnaev family.

Sensing that Dzhokhar was in need of new direction, Tamerlan 
offered his little brother some simple advice: embrace Islam.12

With his grades continuing their nosedive in his sophomore year, 
perhaps Dzhokhar realized that his time at university was about to 
come to an end. Or perhaps he was just burned-out by life in Dart-
mouth, Massachusetts. Whatever the reason, he started spending 
less time on campus following the winter break. Instead, he found 
himself frequently back home, where he and his more radicalized 
older brother started exchanging ideas far different than those 
imparted by his professors in the UMass system.13

The new curriculum contained criticisms of American foreign 
policy, highlighting alleged atrocities committed against Muslims 
abroad and even here in the United States; extremist interpretations 
of Islam that justified the use of violence against infidels, including 
the preachings of the radical cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, an American 
citizen who moved to Yemen and took on the role of an informal 
spiritual advisor to al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP); and 
weapons training.14

Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s time in Dagestan radicalized his views on 
religion. As Dzhokhar spent more time with his brother, he under-
went a similar transformation. The more they discussed the relation-
ship between Islam and the West, the more irate they became. In 
short time, both began contemplating violent jihad.

✯ ✯ ✯

After Tamerlan Tsarnaev and his younger brother, Dzhokhar, devised 
designs for a strike against the American homeland, the siblings 
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scoured the Internet for instructions on how to construct an impro-
vised explosive device (IED). It didn’t take much searching. Inspire, 
an online magazine affiliated with al Qaeda, had published an article 
titled, “How to Make a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your Mom”—a step-by-
step guide for designing a crude IED from readily-available materials.15

The Tsarnaev brothers decided to strike on July 4, 2013.16 They 
knew that the symbolism of hitting the United States on its most 
revered national holiday would not be lost on Americans. But the 
brothers were surprised at how simple and quick it was to put together 
fully functional, crude IEDs. Ready to go months in advance, they 
opted to attack sooner. They concluded that the Boston Marathon 
provided the perfect opportunity.

Carrying backpacks loaded with homemade pressure-cooker 
bombs, the Tsarnaev brothers walked nonchalantly among the spec-
tators cheering marathon runners. On Boylston Street, the two men 
separated and proceeded to locations that were roughly a block 
apart. Unslinging their backpacks and resting them on the sidewalk, 
they stood around briefly, observing the race, before inconspicu-
ously departing—leaving their remotely detonated bombs behind.

✯ ✯ ✯

Despite sustaining injuries from the attack, Bill Iffrig stood up and 
completed the race. Many others on Boylston Street were not so for-
tunate. Tamerlan’s bomb—the initial blast that knocked Iffrig to the 
ground—killed a woman who was awaiting her boyfriend to cross 
the finish line. Seconds later, Dzhokhar’s device claimed the lives of 
two other spectators—a graduate student from China and an eight-
year-old boy. In addition to leaving three dead, the two IEDs seri-
ously injured approximately sixty others, several of whom required 
amputations.17

Security cameras captured the Tsarnaevs in the act, prompting 
an intense search for the fugitives. In the early hours of April 19, the 
siblings exchanged gunfire with police in nearby Watertown.18 After 
watching Tamerlan get shot in the skirmish, Dzhokhar hopped into a 
stolen car and fled the scene, inadvertently striking his dying brother 
with the getaway vehicle.19 Later that evening, authorities located 
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the injured Dzhokhar hiding in a boat parked in a Watertown resi-
dent’s backyard. After a tense standoff, he surrendered, bringing the 
manhunt to an end. An examination of the boat uncovered a note 
left behind by Dzhokhar explaining why the brothers perpetrated 
the attack:

He who Allah guides no one can misguide. A[llah Ak]bar!
The U.S. Government is killing our innocent civilians but most 

of you already know that. . . . I can’t stand to see such evil go unpun-
ished, we Muslims are one body, you hurt one you hurt us all. . . .

Stop killing our innocent people and we will stop.20

For purposes of tracking attacks, the National Counter-Terrorism 
Center (NCTC) defines terrorism as “premeditated, politically moti-
vated violence perpetrated against noncombatant targets by subna-
tional groups or clandestine agents.”21 As Dzhokhar Tsarnaev’s writ-
ings confirmed, the attack on the Boston Marathon was indisputably 
an act of terrorism.

The news media ran with the story, calling it “the worst terrorist 
attack” and “the deadliest terrorist attack” on American soil since 
9/11.22 One problem with this though: Both characterizations are 
wrong. A far worse and deadlier terrorist attack had occurred four 
years earlier at Fort Hood, Texas.

SOLDIER OF ALLAH

Right around lunchtime on Thursday, November 5, 2009, Maj. Nidal 
Malik Hasan, a US Army psychiatrist, entered the Soldier Readiness 
Processing Center at Fort Hood and reminded us that, while we often 
associate terrorism with bombs, guns in the hands of violent extrem-
ists can often be deadlier. Locating an empty table, he sat down and 
bowed his head in what seemed like a moment of prayer. A short 
time later, he stood up and drew a handgun from his military-issue 
cargo pants. Shouting “Allahu Akbar!” Hasan opened fire on nearby 
GIs, who were awaiting predeployment medical exams.23

Caught in the chaos of what many initially thought was a training 
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exercise, the soldiers trapped in the large room had mere seconds 
to act. Reactions varied: sprinting for an exit; hitting the deck and 
crawling to a nearby table or cubicle for cover; playing dead. Many 
prayed. A few rushed the shooter, throwing furniture at him; heroic 
maneuvers that, sadly, resulted in every single one of those brave 
individuals getting shot.

Sgt. First Class Maria Guerra, the noncommissioned officer in 
charge of the medical department at the processing center, was in her 
office when she heard Hasan yell “God is great!” in Arabic. Her first 
thought was, “Who is yelling in my building?” The question became 
moot a second later, when she heard the distinct sound of gunfire. 
Instinct kicked in, and she ran toward the commotion. “Soldiers and 
civilians were running, running and screaming . . . and all I could 
hear was rapid fire,” she testified at a court-martial hearing.24 From 
the doorway where she took cover, she witnessed the initial barrage. 
She watched Hasan reload three times. He was “very efficiently drop-
ping his magazine and coming up with another magazine—I mean, it 
was seconds. Down came the magazine, up came another one . . . he 
was firing at anyone who was moving and anyone who was trying to 
get out of the building.” When Hasan turned toward her direction, 
Guerra retreated back into her office.25

As many witnesses testified, Hasan intentionally passed over 
civilians, targeting only men and women in uniform. One survivor, 
civilian immunization specialist Theodore Coukoulis, recollected 
how the gunman crossed the room, methodically searching for 
wounded and immobile soldiers to finish off. There were so many 
spent cartridges on the ground that Hasan couldn’t avoid stepping 
on them. After a while, several shell casings lodged into the treads of 
Hasan’s boots, telegraphing his comings and goings with a distinct 
“clack, clack, clack” sound.26

Eventually, Hasan exited the building to hunt for additional GIs. 
Outside, he was confronted by Fort Hood police. The first officer 
on scene was Kimberly Munley. Darting out of her patrol car, she 
sprinted toward to the processing center while trying to line up a shot 
at Hasan. The gunman was in front of her, but so too were several 
individuals attempting to flee the onslaught. Hasan shot at her. 
When she had a clean shot, she returned fire. The two exchanged 
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rounds, but suddenly her gun jammed. Hasan hit her twice in the 
leg. The second bullet shattered her femur into 120 pieces, sending 
her toppling to the ground. She was a sitting duck as the gunman 
approached. Desperate, she tried to fix her handgun but couldn’t. 
When Hasan got right up to her, Munley locked eyes with him: “He 
had a determined look on his face. Solemn. No expression.”

Hasan kicked the weapon out of her hands and raised his gun, 
only to notice that it too was malfunctioning. Unlike Munley, he was 
able to unjam it, by which time he had spotted another police officer 
on scene, which forced Hasan to move toward cover.27 Seconds later, 
Munley’s colleague Sgt. Mark Todd ordered Hasan to drop his gun. 
Hasan turned and opened fire on Todd. From his position of cover, 
Todd got off five shots. It was enough. Four of Todd’s rounds struck 
Hasan, with one hitting his spine and instantly paralyzing him. The 
rampage was over.28

✯ ✯ ✯

When Hasan moved his shooting spree outside, Sgt. Guerra sprang 
into action, racing toward the main entrance and securing the 
double doors shut with her belt so the gunman couldn’t reenter the 
building.

“Nurses and medics get the fuck out here now! We have soldiers 
bleeding!” She was barking orders at the top of her lungs. “Triage! 
Triage everyone! Let’s go!”

Hasan had fired his gun so many times that the smoke had 
clouded the otherwise-bright room, making it dark inside. To further 
complicate rescue efforts, the overwhelming smell of gunpowder was 
sickening and the pools of blood on the floor made conditions slip-
pery. But the medical team grabbed supplies and ran to the injured. 
Guerra took it upon herself to do the unenviable task of separating 
the dead from the wounded by checking for vitals and marking the 
deceased with a blue letter “D” on their foreheads.

“If they are dead, you’ve got to move on!” she ordered.29

By the time the scene was finally cleared, the tragedy’s toll had 
reached forty-five gunshot casualties, thirteen of them fatal.30 Inves-
tigators eventually determined that the carnage was produced by a 
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single semiautomatic handgun—an FN Herstal 5.7 equipped with 
two trajectory-guiding lasers for accuracy. The US Army’s Criminal 
Investigative Division (CID) recovered 214 spent shell casings—146 
inside and 68 outside. CID agents also found six empty magazines 
inside the processing center. Another seven loaded magazines, con-
taining a total of 172 bullets, were seized from Hasan’s person after 
Sgt. Todd placed him under arrest.31

With the how understood, authorities turned to the why. What 
was Hasan’s motive? Why did he go on a rampage that targeted his 
fellow soldiers? In particular, was this an act of terrorism? In the years 
immediately following the shooting, Hasan remained largely silent. 
But investigators combing through records uncovered that Hasan 
had grown increasingly radicalized following the onset of the Iraq 
War. Piecing the bits of evidence together, law enforcement started 
to see a bigger picture.

As a psychiatrist, Hasan often treated soldiers returning from 
battle. Hearing the horrors of combat seemed to tax him greatly. His 
secondary trauma left him disillusioned with the wars in Afghanistan 
and Iraq. In particular, he became incensed by the abuses that his 
patients admitted to perpetrating in the field.32 In 2007, Hasan deliv-
ered a presentation suggesting that America’s military campaigns 
were wars on Islam.33 He also e-mailed the radical Muslim cleric 
Anwar al-Awlaki—the same person whom the Tsarnaev brothers 
would later turn to for religious guidance—to inquire into whether 
a Muslim serviceman killing his fellow soldiers would be considered 
a martyr and whether “indiscriminately killing civilians” was permis-
sible under Islam. None of these red flags, however, caught the atten-
tion of the appropriate authorities.34

According to relatives, Hasan wanted to leave the army—even 
offering to pay back the money he received for his medical educa-
tion—but his request for an early discharge was denied. In 2009, 
Hasan’s worst fears materialized when he learned that he was being 
deployed to Afghanistan—a decision that left him “mortified.”35 As 
part of the transition, he was sent to Fort Hood for predeployment 
processing. While there, he experienced harassment for his religious 
views. In one incident, a fellow soldier living in the same apartment 
complex vandalized Hasan’s car, causing extensive damage to the 
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vehicle. The offender, who had just returned from Iraq, told authori-
ties that he objected to Hasan’s beliefs and was especially irked with 
the “Allah is Love” bumper sticker on Hasan’s car.36

For Hasan, encountering servicemen holding negative opin-
ions of Muslims was hardly new. Many of the soldiers under his care 
had expressed such sentiments. In fact, after arriving at Fort Hood, 
Hasan met with legal advisors and requested that some of his patients 
be investigated for prosecution, alleging that their actions in battle 
constituted war crimes. His requests were never pursued, however, 
reportedly because the evidence he offered to provide would be dis-
closed in violation of doctor-patient confidentiality.37

On August 1, 2009, with his disenchantment with the military 
continuing to mount, Hasan walked into Guns Galore in Killeen, 
Texas, to purchase a handgun. His only requirement, according 
to a fellow soldier in the store at the time: “the most technologi-
cally advanced handgun on the market” capable of receiving large-
capacity magazines. After easily clearing a background check, Hasan 
walked out with his FN Herstal 5.7—the same weapon he used to kill 
thirteen and wound another thirty-two at Fort Hood.38

✯ ✯ ✯

Nidal Hasan finally confirmed his terrorist motives when, during 
his court-martial, he admitted to perpetrating the attack in order 
to protect the Taliban from imminent danger.39 Acting as his own 
attorney, Hasan insisted that killing American soldiers awaiting 
deployment to Afghanistan was justifiable under the legal doctrine 
of “defense of others,” which permits the use of lethal force to save 
the lives of innocent people in harm’s way.40 In documents sent to 
Fox News shortly thereafter, he implied his actions were further 
driven by his anger with America’s war on Islam—“the illegal and 
immoral aggression against Muslims, their religion and their lands.” 
In several places, he signed his statements with the abbreviation 
“SoA”—Soldier of Allah.41

In August 2013, a jury of Hasan’s military peers found him guilty 
of thirteen counts of murder and thirty-two counts of attempted 
murder. He was subsequently sentenced to death for his act of terror.42  
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From his jail cell at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, where he awaits 
the exhaustion of his appeals, Hasan continues to espouse hatred 
and political violence, most recently declaring his allegiance to 
the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and, in a separate letter 
sent to Pope Francis, warning the Vatican of a coming jihad against 
non-Muslims.43

✯ ✯ ✯

Nidal Hasan perpetrated a far deadlier terrorist attack than the 
Boston Marathon bombing. To put the damage Hasan caused in per-
spective, armed with a single handgun, he killed over four times the 
number of people the two Tsarnaev brothers were able to slay with 
two separate bombs. Hasan’s rampage is a prime example of how, 
in the current era, no single act of violence produces more fatalities 
on American soil than the mass shooting—and the assault on Fort 
Hood isn’t even the deadliest terrorist attack in the United States 
since 9/11.

IN A UNIQUE CLASS

As exemplified by the Fort Hood and San Bernardino massacres, 
mass shootings pose a unique and troubling threat to American 
public safety. But are they presently the worst form of violence? To 
answer this, let’s take a look at the deadliest acts of intentional vio-
lence from the past decade. As table 3.1 displays, all of the incidents 
on the list are mass shootings.44

What’s missing in table 3.1 is as equally illuminating as what’s 
included. For instance, conspicuously absent is the ever-fright-
ening—but practically impossible—detonation of a nuclear device. 
So too is the release of a fatal biological agent. Even the explosion 
of a bomb didn’t make the list. In the past decade, no other willful 
violent assault surpasses the mass shooting in terms of lethality, 
putting this vicious form of gun violence in a unique class.

Table 3.1, of course, only reflects the past decade. The Virginia 
Tech massacre that claimed thirty-two lives is far from the deadliest act 
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of criminal violence in American history. That distinction belongs to 
the 9/11 attack. Critics might dismiss my concern about mass shootings 
as the opinion of someone who lacks perspective. After all, nearly three 
thousand dead is astronomically greater—and therefore graver—than 
thirty-two dead. But doesn’t arguing this without acknowledging that 
the United States instituted drastic policy changes after 9/11—for all 
practical purposes preventing anyone from pulling off a hijacking of 
such magnitude—display a more fundamental lack of perspective? If 
you’ve flown in a commercial airliner since 9/11, then you know that 
pirating passenger planes in American airspace—let alone turning 
them into flying missiles—is a thing of the past. Mass shootings, on the 
other hand, remain an ever-present danger.

Table 3.1. The Deadliest Acts of Violence in the United States, 2006–2015.

Deaths Incident Type Date Perpetrator(s) City State

32 Mass Shooting 4/16/2007 Seung Hui Cho Blacksburg VA

27 Mass Shooting 12/14/2014 Adam Lanza Newtown CT

14 Mass Shooting 12/2/2015 Syed Rizwan Farook and 
Tashfeen Malik

San Bernardino CA

13 Mass Shooting 4/3/2009 Jiverly Wong Binghamton NY

13 Mass Shooting 11/5/2009 Nidal Hasan Fort Hood TX

12 Mass Shooting 7/20/2012 James Holmes Aurora CO

12 Mass Shooting 9/16/2013 Aaron Alexis Washington DC

10 Mass Shooting 3/10/2009 Michael McLendon Kinston, Samson, and Geneva AL

 9 Mass Shooting 5/17/2015 Undetermined Waco TX

 9 Mass Shooting 6/17/2015 Dylann Roof Charleston SC

 9 Mass Shooting 10/1/2015 Christopher Harper-Mercer Roseburg OR

 8 Mass Shooting 12/24/2008 Bruce Pardo Covina CA

 8 Mass Shooting 12/5/2007 Robert Hawkins Omaha NE

 8 Mass Shooting 3/29/2009 Robert Stewart Carthage NC

 8 Mass Shooting 1/19/2010 Christopher Speight Appomattox VA

 8 Mass Shooting 8/3/2010 Omar Thornton Manchester CT

 8 Mass Shooting 10/12/2011 Scott Dekraai Seal Beach CA

 8 Mass Shooting 8/8/2015 David Conley Houston TX
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The other criticism that might follow is that the carnage caused 
by mass shootings is a small subset of the damage inflicted by gun vio-
lence. Shouldn’t I be more focused on overall gun homicides? Over 
eleven thousand Americans are murdered annually by someone with 
a firearm—a death toll that’s the equivalent of nearly four 9/11s.45 
Mass shootings are, by contrast, “rare events.” At least that’s what 
pundits tell us. Gun-rights advocate Emily Miller, for instance, decried 
over-reaction to such acts of “great rarity,” which only “account for an 
average of 18 lives a year in this country.”46 Conservative columnist 
John Fund also tried to minimize public concern, asserting that “the 
chances of being killed in a mass shooting are about what they are 
for being struck by lightning.”47

There are two problems with this line of reasoning. First, down-
playing the need to address mass shootings because they purportedly 
occur infrequently is like insisting that there was no need, back in 2001, 
to get worked up about 9/11—a far more uncommon occurrence. 
Think back to how you felt in the immediate aftermath of 9/11. Did 
you demand policy adjustments to make us safer following al Qaeda’s 
strike against our nation? Or did you dismiss the threat of terrorism on 
the grounds that you were more likely to be struck by lightning? Can 
you imagine the administration of George W. Bush reacting by telling 
the public that there was no need to implement significant changes, 
because such deadly acts of terrorism on American soil are rare?

Discounting a danger based simply on its rate of incidence dis-
plays a fundamental misunderstanding about how the American 
political system operates. In the United States, government usually 
doesn’t implement major changes in response to frequent, common 
events. Policy—especially security policy—is instead largely driven by 
rare events, which tend to be of greater salience and consequence 
than routine occurrences.

As humans, our minds operate according to what psychologists 
call the availability heuristic—a process by which our judgments 
are heavily biased by salient and dramatic incidents. Nobel laureate 
Daniel Kahneman explained the phenomenon this way:

[Media] coverage is itself biased toward novelty and poignancy. The 
media do not just shape what the public is interested in, but also 
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are shaped by it. Editors cannot ignore the public’s demands that 
certain topics and viewpoints receive extensive coverage. Unusual 
events (such as botulism) attract disproportionate attention and 
are consequently perceived as less unusual than they really are.48

Availability biases lead us to naturally focus on extreme events, 
especially when those events involve risk, as public-safety threats nec-
essarily do. These extreme incidents capture media attention and, in 
turn, provoke society and political leaders. Let’s not forget, elected 
officials watch the same news broadcasts that the general public 
watches. As a result, rare events that monopolize media coverage 
usually serve as the most influential catalysts for policy change.

When it comes to gun violence, therefore, the American people 
don’t learn of most shootings, whereas many mass shootings are often 
front-page items, sometimes dominating media coverage for weeks.49 
The same holds for other types of extreme events. Most storms are 
not memorable to the population as a whole. But when a hurricane 
results in tragedy, it resonates. Similarly, over one thousand aviation 
accidents occur annually, yet the majority of people likely can’t iden-
tify them. But I suspect they can readily recall mishaps like the crash 
of TWA Flight 800 and Malaysian Airlines Flight 370. Even terrorist 
strikes on American soil tend to go unnoticed unless they involve 
some sort of sensational element. How many terrorist attacks can 
you name that have occurred in the United States since 9/11? The 
Fort Hood, Boston Marathon, and San Bernardino attacks for sure. 
Perhaps a few others. But I’m fairly confident you didn’t list over one 
hundred incidents. And yet there have been that many attacks.50

While we’re on the subject, it’s not just the general public. Elected 
officials are also unaware of many of these incidents. If people can’t 
identify all of these individual dangers, how can they be expected 
to press for political adjustments to reduce such risks? Simple. They 
react to the most memorable ones, the standouts. Given that avail-
ability bias frequently sways thinking, it’s only natural that policy 
responds to outliers.

After all, can you recall a radical shift in counter-terrorism 
strategy occurring in response to the routine and frequent attacks 
orchestrated by animal-rights extremists against scientific facilities 
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to protest the inhumane treatment of their laboratory subjects? 
How about a complete overhaul of emergency management proce-
dures resulting from everyday heavy storms that typically produce 
little more than minor damage to properties in their paths? Now, 
compare how society reacts to typical occurrences with how it reacts 
to infrequent events of great magnitude. The entire national-secu-
rity posture of the United States changed after 9/11. Similarly, emer-
gency management was reconstituted as a homeland security matter 
following Hurricane Katrina. Yet, to build on John Fund’s compar-
ison, lightning strikes Americans with greater frequency than 9/11-
like terrorist attacks or Katrina-like superstorms.

Extreme single events like 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina are out-
liers, and in politics, outliers matter most.

There’s a good reason why the United States devotes a huge pool 
of resources defending against an isolated nuclear attack, despite 
the fact that there are no terrorists in the world capable of striking 
the American homeland with such weaponry of mass destruction.51 
Would you want the government to chance it even though the odds 
of such an attack are as close to zero as any act of violence can get? 
Or would you prefer the government maintain its vigilance against 
such an extremely unlikely incident, given the magnitude of damage 
it would inflict?

What holds for nuclear terrorism holds for mass shootings. It’s 
precisely because both are uniquely disturbing forms of violence that 
they’re worthy of attention and action. It’s the outlier effect, and in the 
public sector—especially in the area of homeland security—it’s one 
of the most powerful factors at play in driving policy.

✯ ✯ ✯

The second problem with dismissing concern over mass shootings 
as nothing more than alarmist over-reaction to incidents of “great 
rarity” is that the rarity of such gun attacks is not as great as some 
commentators would have us believe.

One of the most hotly contested points pertaining to mass shoot-
ings involves their numbers. Particularly, how often are these extreme 
acts of gun violence committed in the United States; how many lives do 
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64  PART 1: PROBLEM

they tend to claim; and are they increasing or decreasing in frequency 
and lethality? Because the experts can’t agree on a definition, it’s near 
impossible to agree on the frequency, lethality, and trajectory of mass 
shootings. When disagreement exists, it’s an open invitation to politi-
cize a controversy. And this is exactly what has happened with regard 
to mass shootings. The two different sides of the political spectrum 
have embraced the studies that help advance their political agendas, 
while attacking the ones that lend support to what they oppose.52

People who lean left politically are more likely to see gun ram-
pages as occurring enough times and hurting enough people to 
warrant drastic policy changes. The most disturbing finding of all, 
according to liberals, is that mass shootings are on the rise. Some 
even insist that this tragic form of gun violence has reached epidemic 
status in the past decade. In support of these conclusions, they high-
light two recent reports: one from a progressive news outlet and the 
other from a gun-control organization.

The study of mass shootings published by Mother Jones following 
the cinema massacre in Aurora has been instrumental in bringing 
new attention to rampage violence. The magazine has identified 
eighty mass shootings, claiming a total of 621 lives, since 1982. Over 
half of these incidents have occurred since 2006.53 When a team of 
Harvard researchers took the data compiled by Mother Jones and ana-
lyzed it for frequency, they found that between 1982 and 2011, mass 
shootings occurred at an average rate of one every two hundred days. 
Since then, they have been occurring at an average rate of one every 
sixty-four days, which is triple the rate.54

As I noted in chapter 2, Mother Jones arbitrarily excludes many 
incidents. Employing a less restrictive definition of any shooting in 
which “at least four people were murdered with a gun,” Everytown for 
Gun Safety, the gun-control organization established by former New 
York City mayor Michael Bloomberg, documented 133 mass shootings 
that killed a combined 673 individuals in a six-and-a-half-year period 
(January 2009–July 2015).55 Interestingly, despite identifying almost 
twice as many multiple-victim gun attacks as Mother Jones, in one-sixth 
the time no less, both analyses agree that mass shootings of late have 
been occurring at the fairly rapid rate of one every two months.

Of course, not everyone agrees with the conclusions of Mother 
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A GROWING THREAT  65

Jones and Everytown. In particular, conservatives who align them-
selves with gun-rights organizations have been quick to level criticism 
against studies that support increased gun control. Those who lean 
right often argue that multiple-victim gun attacks are rare events that 
result in a miniscule number of deaths annually. They’ve crunched 
their own numbers—and what their data show is that, like most other 
forms of homicide, gun massacres are on the wane. The commenta-
tors in this camp suggest that if mass shootings are claiming few lives 
and occurring with less frequency, then our attention and resources 
should be devoted to more pressing societal problems.

One of the more prominent voices in this debate is conservative 
media personality Glenn Beck:

Gun massacres are not becoming more common. There is a per-
ception that we have a sudden crisis . . . but perception does not 
equal reality. . . .

The massacres that most of us hear about and react to—the 
Columbines, Virginia Techs, Auroras, and Newtowns of the world—
are extremely uncommon events. . . .

[People] who claim that mass killings are on the rise never 
bother to look into the facts. Instead they rely on reports like the 
one done by Mother Jones . . . without questioning their method-
ology. But that’s a big mistake, because the Mother Jones report does 
not stand up to any kind of scrutiny, let alone academic standards.56

Beck’s correct. Given the stakes at hand, studies addressing mass 
shootings—including mine—should survive the test of scrutiny. And 
he’s also right about the Mother Jones analysis. It’s flawed because, as 
I demonstrated in the previous chapter, it employs rather arbitrary 
selection criteria. As Beck concurs, Mother Jones fails to “look at the 
data far more broadly and take into account all gun-related mass kill-
ings.”57 He points us instead to the findings of two researchers: James 
Fox and John Lott.58 One problem for Beck, though: while he was 
willing to hold Mother Jones to a high standard, he seems to have given 
Fox and Lott a free pass.

For instance, Fox, one the country’s foremost academic authorities 
on mass murder, maintains that “mass shootings have not increased in 
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66  PART 1: PROBLEM

number or in overall body count, at least not over the past several 
decades.”59 The problem with Fox’s conclusion is that it’s based on 
a data set that, like the Mother Jones data set, is flawed. Rather than 
compile a data set by sifting through countless media reports from the 
last four to five decades (which I admit is extremely time-consuming), 
Fox instead took a shortcut and based his analysis on readily available 
Supplementary Homicide Reports (SHRs).60 Every year, numerous 
state and local law enforcement agencies voluntarily submit SHRs to 
the FBI. These SHRs contain data such as the date and location of 
murders, the types of weapons employed, and the demographic back-
grounds of the perpetrators and the victims. This information is coded 
and then made available to the public for analysis. In theory, it’s a won-
derful resource. In practice, it’s of limited value.

When I first started studying mass shootings, I turned to SHRs 
for data. What better resource than an official government data set? 
It was all right there, in one place and in an easy-to-analyze format. 
Except it wasn’t. It turns out that many murders, let alone fatal mass 
shootings, never make the FBI’s books. Some jurisdictions like Florida 
and the federal government, for instance, don’t participate in the 
SHR system.61 That’s correct: many federal law enforcement agencies 
don’t contribute to it even though it’s their data bank. Others, while 
encouraging their police departments to submit SHRs, don’t require 
it—leading to numerous omissions, including the high-profile Sandy 
Hook massacre.62 And, as if leaving out cases isn’t enough, many of 
the reports that are on file are riddled with errors, including a few 
crimes listed as homicides, although they were actually attempted 
homicides where no one actually died. In fact, when I ran the actual 
number of gun massacres against the SHR entries for shootings that 
resulted in six or more deaths for the time period 1976–2011, I found 
an error rate of 40 percent—an exorbitantly high score.63 Because 
Fox relies on unreliable data, his conclusions about mass shootings 
warrant a heavy degree of skepticism.64

So too do the conclusions of John Lott, who employs arbitrary 
criteria in a manner akin to Mother Jones in order to exclude certain 
mass shootings from his analyses.

Why does Beck dismiss the work of Mother Jones and yet embrace 
that of Lott, even though both, in Beck’s words, fail to “take into 
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A GROWING THREAT  67

account all gun-related mass killings”? The answer is simple: poli-
tics. Lott’s assessments bolster Beck’s ideologically driven arguments 
regarding guns in America.

As I discuss in great detail in chapter 5, Lott is a favorite “scholar” 
of many pro-gun conservatives.65 Now a Fox News commentator and 
president of the Crime Prevention Research Center (CPRC)—a 
euphemistically named gun-rights advocacy organization—he has 
devoted decades to promoting increased ownership of firearms as 
a way to lower crime.66 In 2014, the CPRC issued its first report, an 
analysis of mass shootings authored by Lott that was largely a point-
by-point attack of Everytown’s report. The primary gripe: Everytown 
“greatly exaggerated their number [of incidents] by including gang 
killings and shootings as part of some other crime (robberies etc.) 
as well as residential killings involving families.”67 When Lott applied 
his more restrictive definition, he found that during the same time 
period, there were only twenty-five mass shootings, resulting in 180 
cumulative fatalities.68 By changing parameters, Lott recalculated the 
overall number of multiple-victim shootings between January 2009 
and July 2014 to be 77 percent less and the number of total deaths to 
be 68 percent less than Everytown’s tallies. Lott drew on this drastic 
difference to conclude, “shootings, where the shooter intends to 
commit mass murder in a public place, has [sic] not ‘exploded’ over 
the last few years, as frequently claimed in the media.”69

Of course, redefining the problem is a bit disingenuous on Lott’s 
part. As I argued in chapter 2, mass shootings are best viewed in 
broad terms. The fewer arbitrary exclusions we apply, the more accu-
rate our understanding will be. If there’s a criticism to be leveled at 
the Everytown report, it’s that its time frame is too short to allow for 
long-term trend analysis. It’s hard to say that mass shootings are on 
the rise or decline based on just a few years of data. Yet, instead of 
raising this issue, Lott fell into the same trap by applying the iden-
tical time frame.70

So who’s right and who’s wrong? If only there was a way to subject 
these studies to intense scrutiny so that we could weed out the mis-
takes, exaggerations, and outright falsehoods, in order to come up 
with accurate data and trends.

Fortunately, there is.
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THE REAL NUMBERS

It’s easy to be dismissive of pundits and partisans, even ones with PhD 
after their names like John Lott. After all, they often take to the air-
waves, the print media, and the blogosphere to impart a variety of 
assertions about rampage violence, usually with little consequence for 
being erroneous, biased, or intentionally deceptive. But there’s one 
place where claims don’t get a free pass: the courts. Under oath and 
subject to cross-examination, “experts” aren’t afforded an escape from 
scrutiny during litigation. Case in point: the legal battle over the con-
stitutionality of Colorado’s recent ban on large-capacity magazines.

After a mentally disturbed man wielding an assault weapon armed 
with a 100-round magazine killed twelve and wounded an additional 
fifty-eight cinema patrons in Aurora, Colorado, the state legislature 
enacted tight restrictions on the sale, possession, and transfer of any 
magazines that held more than fifteen rounds of ammunition. The 
objective of the statute was to reduce the carnage of shooting sprees 
by limiting the number of bullets a semiautomatic weapon can fire in a 
single feed. In 2013, this law came under attack when a group of thirty 
plaintiffs—a combination of gun-rights organizations, firearms dealers, 
and individual gun owners—asked a federal court to strike it down, 
arguing that it violated the Second Amendment. At the crux of their 
case, the plaintiffs asserted that mass shootings are rare to begin with, 
so magazine restrictions are likely to have little to no positive impact 
on the casualty tolls of gun attacks. Believing that the ban would have 
a negligible impact on gun violence, they insisted that it unnecessarily 
infringed on their rights to lawfully own large-capacity magazines.71

To help establish their claim, the plaintiffs in Colorado Outfitters 
Association et al. v. Hickenlooper put criminologist Gary Kleck on the 
stand to make a key point: “Mass shootings are extremely rare.”72 
Perhaps you’ll recall the name from the previous chapter. Kleck was 
the first scholar to define and study mass shootings as a unique subset 
of gun violence. In the past decade, he has become one of the go-to 
scholars for the gun-rights movement, earning $350 an hour as an 
expert witness who testifies against certain gun-control measures.73

When Kleck conducted his initial study of mass shootings in 
1997, he defined them as “incident[s] in which six or more victims 
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A GROWING THREAT  69

were shot dead with a gun, or twelve or more total were wounded.”74 
He has since broadened his definition to “shooting[s] in which more 
than six people were shot, fatally or nonfatally, in a single incident.”75 
While Kleck’s conceptualization still maintains a fairly high casualty 
threshold—remember the emerging consensus is that mass shoot-
ings are acts of violence where four or more people are shot—he tes-
tified that in the nearly two decades between January 1994 and July 
2013, there were only fifty-seven mass shootings in the United States. 
With fewer than three mass shootings per year, on average, Kleck 
concluded that any such attack was a “rare event.”76

On cross-examination, Assistant Attorney General for Colorado 
Matthew Grove began with a simple question: “So if you missed a 
quarter of the data, that might be a problem, right?”77 Kleck admitted 
it would. When the time came to discuss Kleck’s analysis, Grove asked: 
“You testified earlier that you considered all mass shooting incidents 
that met your criteria of seven or more killed or wounded, correct?” 
Again, Kleck confirmed Grove’s leading question, acknowledging 
that there were only fifty-seven such attacks in the twenty-year period 
he examined.78 Grove then turned to the data set. Handing Kleck 
a binder full of exhibits, Grove had Kleck read through each docu-
ment. Here’s a sampling from the transcripts of how this played out:

Q. Please take a moment to read Exhibit 101. . . . This article 
is entitled, “Tech worker charged in seven deaths at Massachusetts 
firm.” Correct?

A. That’s correct.
Q. And in the second paragraph, it says, “Prosecutors accuse 

McDermott of acting with premeditation and without mercy when 
colleagues were shot repeatedly with a 12-gauge shotgun and an 
assault rifle fed with a 60-round magazine,” correct?

A. Yes.
Q. And the next paragraph says, “The seven Edgewater Tech-

nology employees were shot a combined 30 times,” correct?
A. Correct.
Q. This meets your criteria for inclusion in your report, correct?
A. It does.
Q. And it was not included in [your expert report], right?
A. Correct. . . .
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70  PART 1: PROBLEM

Q. Let’s turn to Exhibit 102. . . . Title of this is, “Factory feud is 
cited in shooting in Indiana.” Do you need a moment to read this?

A. Yes, please. Okay.
Q. So the very first sentence of this says, “The factory worker 

who killed a co-owner of the factory and wounded six others before 
fatally shooting himself was apparently angered over a dispute.” So 
that’s one dead, six wounded, correct?

A. That’s correct.
Q. That meets your criteria?
A. Yes, it does.
Q. And you didn’t include this in your report, did you?
A. No.79

This painful cross-examination continued for approximately 
forty-five minutes; each time, Kleck confirmed that he had omitted 
the specific mass shooting from his inquiry.80 When Grove was fin-
ished, he had successfully pointed out that, even under Kleck’s high 
casualty threshold, there were at least twenty-nine mass shootings 
that the plaintiff’s expert failed to report. As Kleck admitted on the 
stand, “Yes, it’s about 50 percent of the ones I analyzed.”81 Earlier, 
Kleck had testified that investigations that overlooked a quarter of 
the cases were problematic. Grove had just established that Kleck’s 
analysis—which disregarded at least a third of the data (twenty-nine 
out of eighty-six cases)—was flawed by his own standards.

Grove followed up by reminding Kleck that, in his official expert 
report submitted to the court, he asserted “all [mass] shooting inci-
dents were examined.”

Kleck backtracked on his claim: “Yes, I did say all. Had I been 
more precise, I would have said, all that I knew of, or all that I could 
discover, or words to that effect.”

“‘All’ would suggest every one, though, right?”
“Well, to me, it suggested all that I knew about,” Kleck replied in 

one final attempt to salvage his testimony. But it was too late.82

On June 26, 2014, the judge in the case issued a fifty-page ruling 
upholding Colorado’s restrictions on large-capacity magazines. Kleck’s 
name, let alone his claims, never appeared in the decision. Not even 
in passing. Meanwhile, the court expressly stated that it accepted the 
views of the state’s expert witness, Jeffrey Zax, who offered testimony 
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A GROWING THREAT  71

that at times directly contradicted Kleck. It was a signal. Like the pro-
gun-rights lawsuit itself, the argument that mass shootings occur too 
infrequently to merit legislative action was dismissed.83

✯ ✯ ✯

Testifying under oath, Gary Kleck was forced to acknowledge that mass 
shootings occur with greater frequency than his research confirmed. 
In fact, they take place more often than most Americans probably 
realize—at a higher rate of incidence than even many in the gun-con-
trol camp claim. The real numbers are actually quite disturbing.

When I started conducted research for this book, I decided to collect 
information on every known gun massacre that took place in the United 
States over the past fifty years. While it was a labor-intensive process that 
required a full year of searching through a variety of data sets and news 
banks, I came up with 111 attacks that resulted in six or more people—
not including the perpetrator(s)—dying as a result of gunshot wounds 
(see table 3.2).84 As these are the deadliest gun attacks of the past five 
decades, they are the most disconcerting, deserving special attention.

The statistics paint a troubling picture. Since 1966, gun massa-
cres have claimed 904 lives (see figure 3.1). What’s most alarming 
about these extreme acts of violence is that they’re taking place with 
greater frequency, with the sharpest increase in deaths occurring in 
the past decade (see figure 3.2).85 Specifically, over one-third (39 out 
of 111) of gun massacres during the past fifty years occurred in the 
past decade (2006–2015). That’s a 160 percent increase from the 
previous decade, which only experienced fifteen high-fatality mass 
shootings (see figure 3.3). Equally disturbing, the total number 
of people killed in gun massacres in the past decade (349 out of 
904) accounts for nearly 40 percent of all murders in such acts of 
violence during the same fifty-year span (see figure 3.4). This is a 
massive increase from the previous decade, when only 111 people 
died in such shootings. The past decade has clearly been the worst, 
exceeding the second worst (1976–1985) by way more than a third 
in terms of number of incidents and by more than double in terms 
of total deaths.86 It’s also the only decade to average roughly nine 
deaths per attack (see table 3.3).
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Table 3.2. Gun Massacres in the United States, 1966–2015.

 Date  City State Perpetrator(s) Deaths

  1 8/1/1966 Austin TX Charles Whitman 14
  2 8/26/1966 New Haven CT Arthur Davis  6
  3 10/23/1967 Lock Haven PA Leo Held  6
  4 3/16/1968 Ironwood MI Eric Pearson  7
  5 6/25/1968 Good Hart MI Undetermined  6
  6 12/19/1968 Napa CA Charles Bray  6
  7 9/3/1971 Phoenix AZ John Freeman  7
  8 6/21/1972 Cherry Hill NJ Edwin Grace  6
  9 1/7/1973 New Orleans LA Mark Essex  7
 10 6/21/1973 Palos Hills IL William Workman  7
 11 4/22/1973 Los Angeles CA William Bonner  7
 12 6/9/1973 Boston MA George O’Leary  6
 13 11/4/1973 Cleveland OH Cyril Rovansek  7
 14 2/18/1974 Fayette MS Frankie Lias  7
 15 11/13/1974 Amityville NY Ronald DeFeo  6
 16 3/30/1975 Hamilton OH James Ruppert 11
 17 10/19/1975 Sutherland NE Erwin Simants  6
 18 3/12/1976 Trevose PA George Geschwendt  6
 19 7/12/1976 Fullerton CA Edward Allaway  7
 20 7/23/1977 Klamath Falls OR DeWitt Henry  6
 21 8/26/1977 Hackettstown NJ Emile Benoist  6
 22 7/16/1978 Oklahoma City OK Harold Stafford, Roger Stafford, and Verna Stafford  6
 23 1/3/1981 Delmar IA Gene Gilbert  6
 24 1/7/1981 Richmond VA Artie Ray Cherry, Michael Finazzo, and Tyler Frndak  6
 25 5/2/1981 Clinton MD Ronald Ellis  6
 26 8/21/1981 Indianapolis IN King Bell  6
 27 2/17/1982 Farwell MI Robert Haggart  7
 28 8/9/1982 Grand Prairie TX John Parish  6
 29 8/20/1982 Miami FL Carl Brown  8
 30 9/7/1982 Craig AK Undetermined  8
 31 9/25/1982 Wilkes-Barre PA George Banks 13
 32 2/18/1983 Seattle WA Kwan Fai Mak and Benjamin Ng 13
 33 3/3/1983 McCarthy AK Louis Hastings  6
 34 10/11/1983 College Station and Hempstead TX Eliseo Moreno  6
 35 4/15/1984 Brooklyn NY Christopher Thomas 10
 36 5/19/1984 Manley Hot Springs AK Michael Silka  8
 37 6/29/1984 Dallas TX Abdelkrim Belachheb  6
 38 7/18/1984 San Ysidro CA James Huberty 21
 39 10/18/1984 Evansville IN James Day  6
 40 8/20/1986 Edmond OK Patrick Sherrill 14
 41 12/8/1986 Oakland CA Rita Lewis and David Welch  6
 42 2/5/1987 Flint MI Terry Morris  6
 43 4/23/1987 Palm Bay FL William Cruse  6
 44 7/12/1987 Tacoma WA Daniel Lynam  7
 45 9/25/1987 Elkland MO James Schnick  7
 46 12/30/1987 Algona IA Robert Dreesman  6
 47 2/16/1988 Sunnyvale CA Richard Farley  7
 48 9/14/1989 Louisville KY Joseph Wesbecker  8
 49 6/18/1990 Jacksonville FL James Pough  9
 50 1/26/1991 Chimayo NM Ricky Abeyta  7
 51 8/9/1991 Waddell AZ Jonathan Doody and Alessandro Garcia  9
 52 10/16/1991 Killeen TX George Hennard 23
 53 11/7/1992 Morro Bay and Paso Robles CA Lynwood Drake  6
 54 1/8/1993 Palatine IL James Degorski and Juan Luna  7
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A GROWING THREAT  73

 55 5/16/1993 Fresno CA Allen Heflin and Johnnie Malarkey  7
 56 7/1/1993 San Francisco CA Gian Luigi Ferri  8
 57 12/7/1993 Garden City NY Colin Ferguson  6
 58 4/20/1999 Littleton CO Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold 13
 59 7/12/1999 Atlanta GA Cyrano Marks  6
 60 7/29/1999 Atlanta GA Mark Barton  9
 61 9/15/1999 Fort Worth TX Larry Ashbrook  7
 62 11/2/1999 Honolulu HI Byran Koji Uyesugi  7
 63 12/26/2000 Wakefield MA Michael McDermott  7
 64 12/28/2000 Philadelphia PA Shihean Black, Dawud Faruqi, Khalid Faruqi, and Bruce 

Veney
 7

 65 8/26/2002 Rutlegde AL Westley Harris  6
 66 1/15/2003 Edinburg TX Humberto Garza, Robert Garza, Rodolfo Medrano, and 

Juan Ramirez
 6

 67 7/8/2003 Meridian MS Douglas Williams  6
 68 8/27/2003 Chicago IL Salvador Tapia  6
 69 3/12/2004 Fresno CA Marcus Wesson and Sebhrenah Wesson  9
 70 11/21/2004 Birchwood WI Chai Soua Vang  6
 71 3/12/2005 Brookfield WI Terry Ratzmann  7
 72 3/21/2005 Red Lake MN Jeffrey Weise  9
 73 1/30/2006 Goleta CA Jennifer San Marco  7
 74 3/25/2006 Seattle WA Kyle Huff  6
 75 6/1/2006 Indianapolis IN James Stewart and Desmond Turner  7
 76 12/16/2006 Kansas City KS Hersel Isadore  6
 77 4/16/2007 Blacksburg VA Seung Hui Cho 32
 78 10/7/2007 Crandon WI Tyler Peterson  6
 79 12/5/2007 Omaha NE Robert Hawkins  8
 80 12/24/2007 Carnation WA Michele Anderson and Joseph McEnroe  6
 81 2/7/2008 Kirkwood MO Charles Lee Thornton  6
 82 9/2/2008 Alger WA Isaac Zamora  6
 83 12/24/2008 Covina CA Bruce Pardo  8
 84 1/27/2009 Los Angeles CA Ervin Lupoe  6
 85 3/10/2009 Kinston, Samson, and Geneva AL Michael McLendon 10
 86 3/29/2009 Carthage NC Robert Stewart  8
 87 4/3/2009 Binghamton NY Jiverly Wong 13
 88 11/5/2009 Fort Hood TX Nidal Hasan 13
 89 1/19/2010 Appomattox VA Christopher Speight  8
 90 8/3/2010 Manchester CT Omar Thornton  8
 91 1/8/2011 Tucson AZ Jared Loughner  6
 92 7/7/2011 Grand Rapids MI Rodrick Dantzler  7
 93 8/7/2011 Copley Township OH Michael Hance  7
 94 10/12/2011 Seal Beach CA Scott Dekraai  8
 95 12/25/2011 Grapevine TX Aziz Yazdanpanah  6
 96 4/2/2012 Oakland CA One Goh  7
 97 7/20/2012 Aurora CO James Holmes 12
 98 8/5/2012 Oak Creek WI Wade Page  6
 99 9/27/2012 Minneapolis MN Andrew Engeldinger  6
100 12/14/2012 Newtown CT Adam Lanza 27
101 7/26//2013 Hialeah FL Pedro Vargas  6
102 9/16/2013 Washington DC Aaron Alexis 12
103 7/9/2014 Spring TX Ronald Lee Haskell  6
104 9/18/2014 Bell FL Don Spirit  7
105 2/26/2015 Tyrone MO Joseph Jesse Aldridge  7
106 5/17/2015 Waco TX Undetermined  9
107 6/17/2015 Charleston SC Dylann Roof  9
108 8/8/2015 Houston TX David Conley  8
109 10/1/2015 Roseburg OR Christopher Harper-Mercer  9
110 11/15/2015 Palestine TX William Hudson  6
111 12/2/2015 San Bernardino CA Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik 14
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Table 3.3. Average Death Tolls of Gun Massacres in the United States  
by Ten-Year Period, 1966–2015.

Ten-Year Period Average Death Toll Per Gun Massacre

1966–1975 7.2

1976–1985 7.9

1986–1995 8.3

1996–2005 7.4

2006–2015 8.9

A breakdown of the data shows how this disturbing pattern came 
to be. Until 2015, there has never been a year with more than five gun 
massacres. In 2015, there were seven gun massacres. Moreover, the 
past decade has experienced more “five-plus-shooting-years”87 than 
any other decade (see figure 3.3). It’s also the only decade with con-
secutive five-plus-shooting-years (2011 and 2012). When expanded to 
track four-plus-shooting-years, the past decade qualifies as the most 
disturbing ten-year-period, surpassing the next closest ten-year-period 
(1976–1985) by three additional years of four-plus gun massacres.

The past decade is also the only decade not to have had a year 
without a gun massacre. Every other decade under study had at least 
two years of reprieve from such heinous acts of gun violence—and 
the five-year period from 1994 to 1998 experienced no such shoot-
ings at all. In terms of lethality, the past decade again stands apart 
from the others. For instance, while there have been only five years 
that experienced fifty or more deaths as a result of gun massacres, 
four of those years were in the past decade (see figure 3.4). Indeed, 
2015 is the deadliest year on record for murders resulting from gun 
massacres, with sixty-two combined fatalities. Furthermore, a com-
parison of the last two decades reveals an eight-fold increase in the 
number of double-digit fatality shootings (see table 3.4).

Between 1966 and 2015, the population of the United States has 
increased nearly 65 percent, from approximately 195 million people 
to over 320 million people. Yet even this demographic shift has failed 
to reverse the troubling trend in rampage violence, as evidenced by 
incidence rates, which assess the occurrence of attacks and fatalities 
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A GROWING THREAT  79

relative to the population in a given time. Over the past ten years, 
gun massacres have taken place at an unprecedented rate of one for 
roughly every eight million residents and deaths have been incurred 
at a rate that exceeds one fatality for every one million residents (see 
table 3.5). Even when accounting for population growth, the past 
decade still stands out as the worst ten-year period of the last fifty 
years, marked by a rising trajectory that doesn’t bode well for the 
coming decade (see figure 3.5).

Table 3.4. The Deadliest Mass Shootings in the United States, 1966–2015.

Death Toll Date Perpetrator(s) City State

32 4/16/2007 Seung Hui Cho Blacksburg VA

27 12/14/2014 Adam Lanza Newtown CT

23 10/16/1991 George Hennard Killeen TX

21 7/18/1984 James Huberty San Ysidro CA

14 8/1/1966 Charles Whitman Austin TX

14 8/20/1986 Patrick Sherrill Edmond OK

14 12/2/2015 Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik San Bernardino CA

13 9/25/1982 George Banks Wilkes-Barre PA

13 2/18/1983 Kwan Fai Mak and Benjamin Ng Seattle WA

13 4/20/1999 Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold Littleton CO

13 4/3/2009 Jiverly Wong Binghamton NY

13 11/5/2009 Nidal Hasan Fort Hood TX

12 7/20/2012 James Holmes Aurora CO

12 9/16/2013 Aaron Alexis Washington DC

11 3/30/1975 James Ruppert Hamilton OH

10 4/15/1984 Christopher Thomas Brooklyn NY

10 3/10/2009 Michael McLendon Kinston, Samson, and Geneva AL

At a time when modern emergency medicine can save the lives 
of most gunshot victims if they reach the hospital alive within the 
“golden hour,” the death rate of mass casualty gun attacks should’ve 
gone down significantly in the past decade.88 That this hasn’t hap-
pened speaks to the danger mass shootings pose.
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Table 3.5. Ten-Year Incidence Rates for Gun-Massacre Attacks  
and Deaths, 1966–2015.

Decade Attack Rate Death Rate

1966–1975 0.08 0.59

1976–1985 0.10 0.76

1986–1995 0.07 0.59

1996–2005 0.05 0.39

2006–2015 0.13 1.12

Note: Rates are calculated using the mean population estimates for the 
United States (in millions) over the applicable ten-year periods.

Source: Attack and death tolls are drawn from table 3.2. Population data 
are drawn from United States Census Bureau, “Population Estimates,” 
www.census.gov/popest/index.html (accessed May 3, 2016).

Above, I argued that high-fatality mass shootings are now in a dis-
tinct class. This becomes abundantly clear when gun massacres are 
compared to other common forms of homicide. The most recent 
decade of available data illustrates that, while most forms of homicide 
continue to decline, gun-massacre deaths are heading in the opposite 
trajectory (see figure 3.6). This presents a troubling mystery: Why are 
such deadly shooting sprees on the rise when most other homicides 
are on the wane? Equally baffling, this increase is occurring despite 
a steady decrease in gun-ownership rates (see figures 3.7 and 3.8).89 
Even if we allow for the fact that the absolute number of households 
with firearms has consistently held at around forty million over the last 
forty years, it still fails to correlate with the upsurge in gun massacres.90

My data set, while unique, is limited by the exclusion of mass 
shootings that didn’t result in at least six victims being murdered. 
Indications are that if the bar is lowered below a minimum of six 
deaths, the rate of occurrence is even more disturbing. Unfortunately, 
due in part to a funding prohibition enacted by Congress—at the 
urging of the National Rifle Association (NRA)—government agen-
cies eschew research that would compile such data.91 Frustrated by 
these restrictions, a group of social-media-savvy individuals launched 
a crowdsourcing experiment on Reddit to track every gun assault in 
the United States that resulted in four or more people being shot.92
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Table 3.6. Mass Shootings in the United States, 2013–2015.

Number of Mass Shootings Resulting in 2013 2014 2015 Combined

0 Deaths 130 145  159  434

1 Death  93  95  108  296

2 Deaths  47  30  38  115

3 Deaths  22  26  26  74

4 Deaths  34  19  26  79

5 Deaths   8   7   5  20

6 Deaths   3   2   3   8

7 Deaths   1   0   0   1

8 Deaths   0   1   2   3

9 Deaths   0   0   2   2

10 Deaths   0   0   1   1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

13 Deaths   1   0   0   1
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16 Deaths   0   0   1   1

Total Shootings 339 325 371 1,035

Total Deaths 467 364 469 1,300

Note: The Mass Shooting Tracker defines mass shootings as any gun attack where four or more 
people, including the shooter(s), are shot. As a result, the death tolls in this table include gunmen, if 
they died during the perpetration of their crimes.

Source: www.massshootingtracker.org.

In its first year (2013), the Mass Shooting Tracker logged a total 
of 339 multiple-victim shootings (see table 3.6). This dropped by 
fourteen, to 325 incidents, the following year. By 2015, however, the 
total number of mass shootings had jumped to 371, surpassing the 
rate of one per day. A review of the three-year period indicates that 
1,300 people lost their lives during the commission of these 1,035 gun 
attacks. That’s an annual average of 433 fatalities—a far cry from the 
“18 lives a year” gun-rights activist Emily Miller tells us die on average 
in mass shootings in the United States. What’s arguably most alarming 
is that, in all three years, the number of lethal incidents in the Mass 
Shooting Tracker’s data set exceeds the number of nonlethal inci-
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dents. Indeed, on an annual average, six in ten mass shootings result 
in at least one death, and three in ten result in multiple deaths.

✯ ✯ ✯

Remember John Fund? He’s the conservative columnist who claimed 
that, for Americans, the odds of dying in a mass shooting are equal 
to those of being struck by lightning. Well, not so. According to the 
National Weather Service, an average of 267 people are struck by 
lightning in the United States every year.93 That’s far less than the 433 
individuals who lose their lives annually in a mass shooting. In fact, 
in any given year, the odds of being struck by lightning are about one 
in 1.2 million, whereas the odds of dying in a multiple-victim gun 
attack are about one in 700,000. And those are the chances of dying 
in a mass shooting. If we expand this calculation to the number of 
people who are shot in a mass shooting every year—so as to make 
a true apples-to-apples comparison—the odds increase significantly.

Since we’re putting mass shootings in a proper perspective, let’s 
add one final comparison to what most Americans consider to be the 
gravest threat to their security: terrorism.94 Certainly, given the way 
politicians in Washington are always carrying on about groups like al 
Qaeda and ISIS, you might think that you’re more likely to be killed 
by a terrorist than by a rampage gunman. But the opposite is true. 
In the ten years immediately following 9/11, terrorists killed twenty-
seven individuals in the United States.95 That’s the same number of 
people Adam Lanza killed in Newtown. In other words, what terror-
ists took a decade to accomplish, a single, well-armed individual on a 
gun rampage pulled off in one morning.96

The bottom line is that, no matter how you crunch the numbers, 
the outcome is consistently the same: in the past decade, no single 
incident of violence has killed more people in the United States than 
the mass shooting. Quite simply, the most credible violent threat to 
American society currently comes out of the barrel of a gun—and, 
unfortunately, the threat is growing.
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CHAPTER FOUR

UNSTABLE, ANGRY, ARMED MEN

S 
enior year in college is usually a stressful time. Most seniors take 
advanced courses in their final year. It’s also a time of capstone 

projects, theses, and applications for graduate school and full-time 
employment.

In 2007, Seung Hui Cho was one of those seniors struggling with 
school. But if the twenty-three-year-old Virginia Tech student hung in 
there, he was going to graduate with a Bachelor’s degree in English, 
and the turmoil of his time at college would be behind him. He just 
needed to tough it out for a little bit longer.

He couldn’t do it.
Seung Hui Cho never made it up to the commencement stage. 

Neither did thirty-two of his fellow students and professors.

✯ ✯ ✯

The truth is that Cho had long struggled in school.1 As early as the 
third grade, his teachers in Fairfax County, Virginia, a suburb of the 
Washington, DC, metropolitan area, detected unusual speech pat-
terns and an abnormal degree of shyness. Cho and his family had 
immigrated to the United States from South Korea when he was 
eight years old. It made sense at first to suspect that his difficulties 
stemmed from the typical English-as-a-second-language hurdles that 
children sometimes encounter when they’re suddenly immersed into 
a foreign culture. But his elementary school teachers and counselors 
sensed that something far more serious was adversely affecting Cho.

In the summer prior to the seventh grade, Cho’s parents heeded 
the advice of the school district and took him for a mental-health 

89
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assessment. The initial evaluation determined that he had severe 
social anxiety disorder “rooted in acculturation challenges—not 
fitting in and difficulty with friends.”2 As a result, his social matu-
rity level and verbal skills were representative of someone younger 
in age. Cho nevertheless had an above average IQ—and his perfor-
mance in school reflected this.

Good student or not, immediately following the massacre at Col-
umbine High School in April 1999, Cho wrote a paper for his English 
class that reflected similar homicidal-suicidal thoughts. Fearing that 
Cho “wanted to repeat Columbine,” according to someone familiar 
with the incident, the school again pressed his family to have him 
evaluated by a psychiatrist.3 That summer, he was diagnosed as suf-
fering from major depression and selective mutism (which results 
in a reluctance to speak and painful shyness). He was put on anti-
depression medication for a year. Initially, the pills worked, but in 
high school, his introversion returned. Realizing that their son was 
clearly not cured of his ailments, Cho’s parents arranged for him to 
receive recurring counseling at a local mental-health clinic.

At first, Cho complied with his parents’ wishes. After a while, though, 
the sessions began grating on him. His parents remember him asking, 
“Why do I have to go?” Just prior to his eighteenth birthday, he stopped 
going to therapy, insisting, “There is nothing wrong with me.”4

But there was something wrong with him—and without regular 
mental-health treatment in his life, things only got worse.

✯ ✯ ✯

In 2003, Cho graduated from high school and commenced his 
studies at Virginia Tech. He soon developed a passion for writing 
and would often spend countless hours in front of his computer, 
tapping away at the keyboard. He thought his work was brilliant. His 
professors thought otherwise, finding it unsettling due to its baleful 
and gruesome nature. Several faculty members complained that Cho 
was making people uncomfortable. It’s not hard to understand why 
some students stopped attending classes when they were forced to 
sit through readings that turned into tirades: “I don’t know which 
uncouth, low-life planet you come from but you disgust me. In fact, 
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you all disgust me.”5 It might have been ignored as the overwrought 
words of an immature writer. But Cho made it personal, going as far 
as to identify specific classmates by name.

In the fall of 2006, Cho foreshadowed the tragedy that was to come 
in a macabre story written for Professor Robert Hicok’s fiction work-
shop. The tale centered around a main character named Bud, “who 
gets out of bed unusually early . . . puts on his black jeans, a strappy 
black vest with many pockets, a black hat, a large dark [pair of] sun-
glasses, and a flimsy jacket,” and heads to school. There, Bud watches 
“students strut inside smiling, laughing, embracing each other.”6

Psychologists have coined a term—leakage—to capture the 
hints prospective mass killers often drop. Channeling his own vis-
ceral anger through his protagonist, Cho was leaking an impending 
school shooting: “A few eyes glance at Bud but without the glint of 
recognition. I hate this! I hate all these frauds! I hate my life. . . . This 
is it. . . . This is when you damn people die with me.”7

Bud’s fictional rampage was just one of many red flags that, in 
hindsight, were clearly missed.

✯ ✯ ✯

Cho’s actions inside the classroom were the tip of the iceberg. Outside 
the classroom, he was displaying even more disturbing behavior. His 
suitemates were the first to notice that something was wrong when, 
during his junior year, Cho took a knife and began stabbing the carpet 
in a female student’s room where they were hanging out. A few months 
later, Cho showed up in disguise to another female student’s dorm 
room, startling her. Given that Cho had also pestered her with e-mail 
and text messages, her resident advisor (RA) alerted the campus 
police. Officers met with Cho and admonished him to avoid contact 
with the student, but because she declined to press charges, Cho was 
not arrested. In the ensuing two weeks, Cho stalked two more female 
students, resulting in another visit from the Virginia Tech police. After 
the officers left, Cho told one of his suitemates, “I might as well kill 
myself.”8 Worried that Cho would go through with his threat, the suite-
mate contacted the authorities. When campus police officers returned, 
they decided to take Cho for a behavioral-health screening.
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The next morning, following two assessments, a Virginia judge 
ruled that Cho “presents an imminent danger to himself as a result 
of mental illness.”9 Cho was ordered to pursue outpatient treatment. 
That afternoon, he visited the on-campus counseling center. After 
a brief session, Cho left—and never returned. Because it was the 
policy of the Virginia Tech counseling center to allow its patients to 
schedule subsequent appointments at their convenience, the clinic 
never followed up with Cho. For all practical purposes, he was lost 
within the mental-health system.

Although he continued to worry his professors, Cho managed to 
avoid any extreme form of harassing behavior that would have caught 
the attention of law enforcement. It was the calm before the storm.

✯ ✯ ✯

Just a few weeks into what should have been his last semester, Cho 
bought a Walther P22 semiautomatic handgun. When he entered 
the licensed firearms store located just across the street from the Vir-
ginia Tech campus to pick up his purchase, he was handed two forms 
to fill out—one for a federal background check and the other for a 
state background check. Pursuant to federal law, a person “adjudi-
cated as a mental defective or who has been committed to any mental 
institution” is prohibited from procuring a firearm.10 Cho’s psychi-
atric history, including being ordered into outpatient treatment by 
a court, was enough to disqualify him from taking possession of the 
weapon. After running Cho’s name and Social Security number, the 
gun dealer should have received a notification that the completion 
of the sale was barred. Yet, on February 9, 2007, Cho passed the back-
ground check and walked out of J-N-D Pawnbrokers as the owner 
of a P22. A month later, he purchased a Glock 19 semiautomatic 
handgun from a licensed dealer in Roanoke, Virginia, again clearing 
the background check with ease. In the ensuing weeks, he bought 
over a dozen magazines, several of them extended-capacity, and hun-
dreds of rounds of ammunition. Never once did his purchases raise 
any suspicions—even though they were prohibited by law.

Cho should have been flagged as someone barred from owning a 
gun. But because the state of Virginia misinterpreted the federal stat-
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utes prohibiting firearms purchases by the mentally ill as applying 
only to individuals ordered into inpatient treatment, the FBI (which 
maintains the nationwide background-check database) was never 
informed of Cho’s disqualifying grounds. Once again, the system 
failed, this time with fatal consequences.

✯ ✯ ✯

On the morning of April 16, 2007, Seung Hui Cho snuck into the 
West Ambler Johnston residence hall. At roughly the same time, 
freshman Emily Hilscher was returning to her room after having 
spent the weekend off-campus with her boyfriend. Somehow, she and 
Cho crossed paths and he ended up in her room, where he shot and 
killed her, along with the floor’s RA, Ryan Christopher Clark. While 
investigators have never been able to uncover a direct connection 
between Cho and Hilscher, she happened to live on the same floor as 
the first female student Cho stalked back in November 2005, and it 
was Clark’s RA predecessor on that floor who initially reported Cho 
to the police, initiating his series of run-ins with the law. As rampage 
shootings often involve symbolic targets, it’s possible that Cho was 
striking at the students who represented the start of his legal trou-
bles: the residents of West Ambler Johnston’s fourth floor.

Based on information provided by Hilscher’s friend, the police 
initially felt that the shooting was an act of domestic violence. While 
investigators at the residence hall began securing the crime scene, law 
enforcement officers in the region were put on the lookout for the boy-
friend’s pickup truck. Informed that authorities had a suspect and that 
he was off-campus, university officials decided not to cancel classes.

Meanwhile, a bloodstained Cho made his way back to his dor-
mitory without being noticed by anyone. Once inside his room, he 
changed clothing, deleted his entire e-mail account, removed his com-
puter’s hard drive for disposal, and packed all of his weapons into a 
backpack. Unbeknownst to authorities who were preoccupied with 
hunting down Hilscher’s boyfriend, her real killer was two buildings 
away, undertaking the next steps in his mass-murder scheme. He just 
had one more thing to do before continuing his shooting spree: visit 
the post office to mail a DVD containing a twenty-five-minute collec-
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tion of video clips and forty-three photos, along with a twenty-three-
page manifesto explaining his actions, to NBC News in New York.

✯ ✯ ✯

Just a little over two hours after the murders in the West Ambler John-
ston residence hall, a Montgomery County deputy sheriff spotted 
Hilscher’s boyfriend driving his pickup truck. The law enforcement 
officer pulled over the vehicle and requested backup. For a fleeting 
moment, the police thought they had their man.

✯ ✯ ✯

At nearly the exact same time as the police were converging on 
Hilscher’s boyfriend, Cho—dressed just like his fictional protagonist 
Bud—casually walked across campus and entered Norris Hall, where 
he began chaining shut the building’s three double-door entrances, 
to prevent those inside from exiting and those outside from 
entering. Armed with two semiautomatic handguns, nineteen maga-
zines (many of them extended-capacity), and close to four hundred 
rounds of ammunition, he proceeded upstairs to the second floor. 
Five classes were meeting on the second floor that morning. Cho 
popped his head into the various classrooms, perhaps looking for 
someone in particular or maybe just to get a lay of the land.

At 9:40 a.m., Cho entered Professor G. V. Loganathan’s advanced 
hydrology engineering class and shot him dead. Without uttering a 
word, Cho then turned to the thirteen students present that morning 
and opened fire, striking eleven of them. Next, he crossed the hallway 
to the German class, where he again first took out the professor and 
then went after the students, this time walking up and down the class-
room aisles in order to shoot anyone who was not immediately killed 
in the initial barrage.

As gunshots rang out, faculty and students in Norris Hall began 
barricading themselves in their rooms. From the German class, Cho 
walked over to the French class, where he forced his way past the 
makeshift desk-blockade and repeated the attack pattern he had 
employed in the previous classroom. Afterward, Cho proceeded to 
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the scientific computing class. Using their bodies as a counterweight, 
several students were able to prevent Cho from opening the door. 
Even though he fired shots through the door, Cho was never able 
to breach this classroom. Their quick thinking and determination 
spared them from Cho’s wrath.

When Cho set his sights on Professor Liviu Librescu’s solid 
mechanics class, the seventy-six-year-old Holocaust survivor urged 
students to jump out the window. Using his body to block access to 
the room, Librescu valiantly held off Cho long enough for ten of his 
students to escape. Eventually, Cho gave up on trying to push past 
Librescu and just shot him through the door. By the time he accessed 
the classroom, only six students were left (and two of them were in 
the process of trying to jump from the window). Cho squeezed off 
several quick bursts of gunfire, striking four of them.

Despite having attacked four of the five classes in session on the 
second floor, Cho was not done. He returned to some of the class-
rooms to finish off any survivors. The commission impaneled by the 
governor to review the events of that day described how students 
were basically trapped with only three defensive options available to 
them: jump out the window, barricade the door shut, or play dead.11 
As the final report noted:

Cho returned to most of the classrooms more than once to con-
tinue shooting. He methodically fired from inside the doorways of 
the classrooms, and sometimes he walked around inside them. It was 
very close-range. Students had little place to hide other than behind 
the desks. By taking a few paces inside, he could shoot almost anyone 
in the classroom who was not behind a piece of overturned furniture.

✯ ✯ ✯

The attack came to an abrupt end after about ten minutes. Despite still 
having over two hundred live rounds on his person, Cho—perhaps 
experiencing rampage weariness akin to that experienced by the per-
petrators of the Columbine and Sandy Hook massacres—turned one 
of his handguns on himself and committed suicide. But the damage 
had been done. Cho had fired 174 rounds in Norris Hall, killing thirty 
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people and wounding another seventeen.12 Every single person mur-
dered in the classroom building was hit by at least three bullets, and 
thirty of the thirty-two killed that day incurred a head wound. It was—
and remains—one of the deadliest mass shootings in history.

INSIDE THE MIND OF A KILLER

Cho’s parcel was delivered to NBC News two days after the shooting. 
Following deliberations, network executives decided to air some of 
the contents of the enclosed DVD. Seeing a mass murderer lay out 
his motives on national television was something most Americans 
had never experienced before—and it was disturbing to watch:

You had everything you wanted. Your Mercedes wasn’t enough, you 
brats. Your golden necklaces weren’t enough, you snobs. Your trust 
fund wasn’t enough. Your vodka and cognac weren’t enough. All 
your debaucheries weren’t enough. Those weren’t enough to fulfill 
your hedonistic needs. You had everything.13

Often invoking religious references, Cho insisted that he had no 
choice but to kill:

You had a hundred billion chances and ways to have avoided today, 
but you decided to spill my blood. You forced me into a corner and 
gave me only one option. The decision was yours. Now you have 
blood on your hands that will never wash off, you Apostles of Sin.14

Cho’s manifesto clearly established that his goal was to incite 
others to replicate his actions—in much the same way that he felt he 
was following in the steps of the Columbine shooters:

We have no sympathy in killing humans who have no respect for 
other people’s lives. . . .

I say we take up the cross, Children of Ishmael, take up our 
guns and knives and any sharp objects, and take no prisoners and 
spare no lives until our last breath and last ounce of energy. . . .
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Generation after generation, we martyrs, like Eric and Dylan, 
will sacrifice our lives to fuck you thousand folds for what you Apos-
tles of Sin have done to us. . . .

Let the revolution begin!
Die you Descendants of Satan! Fuck you, and die now!
I am Ax Ishmael. I am the Anti-Terrorist of America.15

To the general public, these were the strange rants of an extremely 
disturbed young man. To his former professors, however, the anger 
and the violent imagery were eerily familiar. What NBC News was 
broadcasting to the world had already been projected in Cho’s earlier 
writing assignments. And like the tale of Bud he had submitted to Pro-
fessor Hicok a year earlier, his final essay plotted a similar storyline: 
“All the shit you’ve given me, right back at you with hollow points.”16

✯ ✯ ✯

The decision by NBC News to air portions of Cho’s video rants was 
met with an onslaught of criticism. But network executives felt that 
the news value outweighed the nation’s need for sensitivity in this 
matter. As NBC News president Steve Capus explained: “Ever since 
we heard the first reports about what had happened on that campus, 
we all wanted to know why. And I’m not sure that we’ll ever fully 
understand why this happened, but I do think that this is as close as 
we may ever come to having a glimpse inside the mind of a killer.”17

During the initial airing of the material, the staff of NBC Nightly 
News was very restrained and neutral in its assessment of Cho, referring 
to him only as “the gunman” and “a very troubled young man.”18 The 
closest the network came to offering any sort of insight into “the mind 
of a killer” came when the network’s law enforcement expert, former 
FBI profiler Clint van Zandt, suggested that, while Cho’s troubles had 
been plaguing him for quite a while, something likely caused him to 
snap: “What was the final catalyst? What finally broke that camel’s back 
and moved him on?” Whatever the answer, van Zandt felt that the 
material mailed to NBC News was Cho’s way of “further victimizing all 
of us by reaching out from the grave and grabbing us and getting our 
attention and making us listen to his last rambling words and pictures.”
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By the next day, the caution started to give way. Anchor Brian Wil-
liams described Cho as “mentally ill.”19 A former judge appearing as 
a legal expert referred to the shooter as “deranged.” And van Zandt 
called him “pathetic.” In an interview, one Virginia Tech student 
came to the conclusion that only a “psycho” could commit such a 
horrible act of violence.

Trying to make sense of what NBC News had broadcast, members 
of the press donned their amateur criminologist hats and attempted 
to answer the question that NBC News president Steve Capus cor-
rectly noted was on nearly everyone’s mind: What drove Seung Hui 
Cho to commit such an atrocity?

The early assessments were—to put it mildly—unscientific. News 
anchors and correspondents referred to Cho as a “crazy,” a “wacko,” 
a “loser,” a “barbarian,” and a “monster.”20 Such visceral characteriza-
tions are understandable to an extent. The United States had just 
experienced the worst mass shooting in its history, and Americans—
including those who report the news—were upset and incensed.

But it wasn’t just the media. Experts offered similar characteriza-
tions. Former secretary of education Bill Bennett labeled the Vir-
ginia Tech gunman a “lunatic.”21 Clinical psychologist N. G. Berrill 
deemed him to have been “nuts.”22 And Phil McGraw—better known 
as “Dr. Phil”—diagnosed him as a “madman.”23

The perception that developed in the first few days following the 
tragedy was one of a deranged young man who lost it and went on 
a killing spree. But why exactly? What provoked him? Mental illness 
seemed like an obvious factor. Yet, just as New York Times columnist 
David Brooks predicted would happen in response to such a tragedy, 
almost instantly the fingers began pointing at larger societal factors:

Responsibility shifts outward from the individual to wider forces. 
People interviewed on TV tend to direct their anger at the gun, the 
university administration, society and so on. If they talk about the 
young killer at all, the socially acceptable word seems to be “trou-
bled.” He’s more acted upon than acting.24

Many risked the wrath of the gun-rights movement and high-
lighted the nation’s lax firearms laws as the root of the problem. 
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Others singled out the school’s failure to cancel classes after the first 
shooting in the dormitory. Some blamed law enforcement officials as 
well for their role in that decision. All of these, no doubt, represent 
blown opportunities—failures—to prevent the massacre. But they 
still didn’t get to the attack’s impetus.

Why did Seung Hui Cho do it?
In the rush to identify what brought about the massacre, the 

talking heads quickly gravitated to two particular explanations often 
cited as the forces behind the killing spree at Columbine—and several 
subsequent school shootings: bullying and violent entertainment.25

✯ ✯ ✯

Every single network speculated that Cho was the victim of bullying, 
and that his act of violence was the reaction of someone who had had 
enough. This perception was fueled, in part, by an Associated Press 
story that was reproduced in countless newspapers throughout the 
country. While researching Cho’s background, Associated Press cor-
respondents came across one of Cho’s former high school classmates 
who was also attending Virginia Tech. Here’s what the reporters took 
away from that interview:

Classmates in Virginia, where Cho grew up, said he was teased and 
picked on, apparently because of shyness and his strange, mumbly 
way of speaking. Once, in English class . . . Cho began reading in 
a strange, deep voice that sounded “like he had something in his 
mouth. . . . The whole class started laughing and pointing and 
saying, ‘Go back to China.’”26

Leaving aside that the words of one classmate somehow became 
the view of “classmates” in the plural, what this newswire story did 
was transform an incident from years back into a possible explana-
tion for the massacre at Virginia Tech. Mocking a student and telling 
him to “go back to China” is certainly a painful and humiliating 
experience. But people usually don’t go on killing sprees because of 
something that happened years ago in secondary school.

It’s not that Cho wasn’t given a hard time growing up. Other 
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former classmates eventually confirmed that Cho was teased by his 
fellow students in high school. But in its urge to uncover some sensa-
tional link to the mass shooting at Virginia Tech, the news media made 
logical leaps and outrageous assertions. One of the wildest claims 
was that Cho maintained a list of high school students he planned 
to kill. This was first reported by the New York Post in an article titled 
“Bullied Cho’s ‘HS Death List.’” But for those who read beyond the 
attention-grabbing headlines that have become a trademark of New 
York City’s largest tabloid paper, they would have learned that Cho was 
only “thought to have had a ‘hit list’ of students he wanted to kill.” As 
one classmate elaborated, “We don’t know for certain. We never saw it, 
nobody ever said for sure. . . . Everybody just took it as a joke.”27

Based on a slew of news reports that Cho was a down-on-himself 
victim of harassment, an explanation rooted in bullying began to 
emerge. By the end of the week, the experts had taken their cue 
from the media and were running with it. One of those who tried to 
shed some insight into the horror that occurred in Blacksburg was 
Virginia Tech psychology professor E. Scott Geller. Speaking at an 
event at East Tennessee State University that drew national media, 
Geller told the audience, “[Cho] had no friends. He had no social 
structure and no sense of belonging. . . . When people do things like 
this, their self-esteem is low [and] their sense of belonging is low.”28 
Many others concurred. As the Associated Press noted:

As experts analyzed the disturbing materials [mailed to NBC News], 
it became increasingly clear that Cho was almost a classic case of a 
school shooter: a painfully awkward, picked-on young man who lashed 
out with methodical fury at a world he believed was out to get him. . . .

When criminologists and psychologists look at mass murders, 
Cho fits the themes they see repeatedly: a friendless figure, someone 
who has been bullied, someone who blames others and is bent on 
revenge, a careful planner, a male.29

✯ ✯ ✯

While a great deal of attention was devoted to bullying as a root 
cause of the Virginia Tech massacre, American culture—particularly 
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its obsession with violent entertainment—received its share of the 
blame too. Video-game critic Jack Thompson appeared on Fox News 
within hours of the shooting and, without even knowing the gun-
man’s identity, attributed the murders to violent video games like 
Grand Theft Auto and Doom.30 The experts pounced on this cue, 
with Dr. Phil leading the charge:

The problem is we are programming these people as a society. 
You cannot tell me—common sense tells you that if these kids are 
playing video games, where they’re on a mass killing spree in a 
video game, it’s glamorized on the big screen, it’s become part of 
the fiber of our society. . . . We’re going to have to start addressing 
those issues and recognizing that the mass murderers of tomorrow 
are the children of today that are being programmed with this 
massive violence overdose.31

His colleagues in pundit psychology followed suit. And it didn’t 
stop with video games. Film was implicated as well.

This is perhaps a good time to step back and explain how news 
items go viral. In the United States, there are certain media organiza-
tions that serve as primary information disseminators. In particular, 
articles in the New York Times and the Washington Post and wire stories 
from the Associated Press tend to get picked up by other outlets, 
driving the typical news cycle. If it runs in one of the above sources, 
there’s a good chance it could become a national news story.

Within two hours of NBC News airing images of Cho, one photo 
in particular—Cho posing with a hammer—caught the eye of Virginia 
Tech film professor Paul Harrill. He immediately contacted the New 
York Times, and minutes later the “paper of record” had a post on its 
website noting that the photo mimics a scene from the Korean film 
Oldboy.32 Reporters at the Associated Press and the Washington Post 
took notice and further flushed out the connection.33 From there, the 
explanation spread like wildfire, appearing in newspapers nationwide 
and becoming a point of discussion on the cable-news networks.

What was the link? Perhaps it’s best to let Stephen Hunter, the 
author of the Washington Post article, answer this question:
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Oldboy must feature prominently in the discussion, even if no one 
has yet confirmed that Cho saw it. On the surface, it seems a natural 
fit, at least in the way it can be presumed that Cho’s hyper-fervid 
brain worked. It’s a Korean story—he would have passed on the 
subtitles and listened to it in his native language—of unjust perse-
cution and bloody revenge. A narcissist with a persecution complex 
would identify with its plot.

Among Cho’s photos were close-ups of himself clenching a hammer 
in a pose that recalled the pose of the persecuted man in Oldboy.34

Our thirst for explanation in the immediate aftermath of mass 
shootings is so strong that we are willing to grasp at nearly any theory 
that has a chance of plausibility, even if remote. That Hunter—as well as 
the AP, the New York Times, and Professor Harrill—had no evidence that 
Cho actually saw Oldboy didn’t matter. The filmmaker was Korean, and 
Cho was of Korean descent. To Hunter, Cho had to have seen it.

Of course, Cho used a gun, not a hammer, which led Hunter to 
an even more far-fetched culprit: John Woo movies. Given Woo’s pro-
clivity to feature gun violence, Hunter sensed that films like Face/Off 
and The Killer “clearly” played some role in the massacre:

It is not certain that Cho saw Woo’s films, though any kid taken by 
violent popular culture in the past 15 or 20 years almost certainly 
would have, on DVD, alone in the dark, in his bedroom or down-
stairs after the family’s gone to bed. They’re not family fare; they’re 
dreamy, angry adolescent fare. They were gun-crazed ballets, full 
of whirling imagery, grace, masculine power and a strange but 
perhaps not irrelevant religiosity. They were close to outlaw works 
of art: They celebrated violence even as they aesthetized [sic] it, 
streamlined it and made it seem fabulous fun. Their possible influ-
ence on Cho can be clearly seen in 11 of the photos that feature 
handguns.

Cho’s activities so closely reflect the Woo oeuvre that it seems 
somewhat fair to conclude that in his last moments, before he blew 
his brains out, he was shooting a John Woo movie in his head.35

Again, the absence of a concrete connection didn’t stop the 
speculation.
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✯ ✯ ✯

The truth is that the theories that are initially offered up in an 
attempt to make sense of a horrific act of violence are usually amiss. 
Certainly that was the case in the Virginia Tech rampage. Bullying 
and violent media are, of course, straightforward and convenient 
explanations. But, in most gun massacres, there’s something a bit 
more complex at work. Understanding why people are willing to go 
on rampages begins with the recognition that certain individuals are 
predisposed to committing acts of mass violence. The answer to the 
question “why?” begins with another question: “who?”

A MODEL FOR MASS VIOLENCE

On March 24, 2015, Germanwings Flight 9525 en route from Barce-
lona, Spain, to Dusseldorf, Germany, slammed into the French Alps, 
killing all 150 people on board. Aviation accidents are rare to begin 
with, but analysts were particularly troubled that the plane crashed 
without any sort of distress call. What could have gone wrong? 
What brought down a passenger airliner that just one day earlier 
had passed a brief check-over inspection?36 Within forty-eight hours, 
investigators had their first answers—and they couldn’t believe what 
they were learning.

The voice recorders recovered from the impact site captured the 
sounds of the captain desperately attempting to regain entry into the 
cockpit. Joined by at least one other member of the flight crew, the pilot 
can be heard bashing the door while pleading with the copilot to let 
him in. As the chaotic scene played out in the background, the copilot 
could be heard breathing calmly and methodically.37 It was the first clue 
of many that indicated the plane was not brought down by mechanical 
failure or human error. This was mass murder.

In the weeks that followed, more evidence hinting of foul play 
came to the attention of authorities. The copilot, twenty-seven-year-
old Andreas Lubitz, had a history of mental illness, including a psy-
chosomatic condition that caused deterioration in his eyesight. At 
one point, Lubitz’s psychiatric problems were so debilitating that he 
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was forced to take medical leave from pilot training. In the months 
leading up to the crash, his health had begun worsening. He was 
becoming increasingly paranoid about his well-being and job secu-
rity, leading doctors to put him on a regimen of antipsychotic medi-
cation. He had also researched suicide and cockpit doors. And, on 
the previous leg of the flight, he practiced an early descent.38

Every time we fly, we put our fates into the hands of the flight crew. 
We do so on the assumption that safeguarding the passengers is the 
top concern of the pilots. And in nearly every instance, it is. Nearly.

Turns out, Lubitz isn’t the first pilot to deliberately bring down a 
passenger plane.

✯ ✯ ✯

As Japan Airlines Flight 350 was making its final approach to Tokyo’s 
Haneda Airport on February 8, 1982, the flight’s captain, Seiji Kata-
giri, abruptly sent the aircraft into a nose-dive. The copilot tried to 
reverse the maneuver as the flight engineer physically restrained the 
captain. While the quick reflexes of both men certainly saved the 
lives of most of the 174 people on board, it wasn’t enough to fully 
correct the trajectory. The plane slammed into the water short of the 
runway, killing twenty-four passengers.39

When the police finally interviewed Katagiri—who had discarded 
his uniform jacket and fled the aircraft, getting onto the first rescue 
boat to arrive on scene—he claimed that he blacked out and thus 
had no memory of the accident.40

The investigation quickly began focusing on the pilot—and what 
authorities uncovered was disturbing. Somewhat like Lubitz, Katagiri 
reportedly attempted a similar high-risk maneuver the day before, as 
the same crew was flying to Fukuoka. Katagiri’s cockpit colleagues 
dismissed it as error and decided not to report the incident. But it 
was enough to raise concern and to leave them vigilant for the next 
day’s return flight.41

Further probing uncovered that Katagiri had a history of bizarre 
behavior consistent with psychosis, including a deep paranoia about 
being monitored by people out to get him and psychosomatic intes-
tinal issues (similar to Lubitz’s alleged psychosomatic vision prob-
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lems)—conditions which led him to take a leave of absence from 
work (akin to Lubitz’s break from flight training for medical reasons). 
Authorities also found that just prior to the crash, Katagiri’s marriage 
had begun falling apart and that he was on the police radar after they 
received calls about him behaving strangely.42

As one contemporaneous account put it, “The airline was on the 
point of grounding him again, this time for good, but Katagiri seems 
to have beaten them to it.”43

The downing of Japan Airlines Flight 350, while tragic, is not 
the worst episode of pilot mass murder. That distinction belongs to 
Egypt Air Flight 990, en route from New York to Cairo in 1999. About 
twenty minutes after takeoff from JFK, relief crew First Officer Gamil 
al-Batouti entered the cockpit and offered to take over for the active 
duty first officer, several hours before the planned switch. Moments 
later, when the captain got up to visit the lavatory, Batouti—repeat-
edly saying “I rely on God” in Egyptian Arabic—plunged the plane 
into the Atlantic Ocean, approximately sixty miles south of Nan-
tucket Island, killing all 217 people on board.44

Even though Egyptian authorities continue to insist that mechan-
ical failure was the cause of the crash, an independent investigation by 
the US National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), supplemented 
by a probe conducted by the FBI, determined that Batouti was respon-
sible for the carnage. While his motive was withheld from the NTSB’s 
final report, information leaked to the press indicated that Batouti 
had been seething for quite some time prior to the incident.45

In particular, Batouti had long resented the airline’s refusal to 
promote him to captain, despite his years of distinguished service in 
the Egyptian Air Force and as the head instructor at the Egypt Air 
Institute, where he trained many of the pilots who would later fly 
alongside him, as his superiors. His agony was compounded by the 
fact that his daughter ailed from lupus, which taxed his family finan-
cially. He made up some of the monetary shortfall by flying long 
trans-Atlantic flights, which paid extra. But the evening prior to the 
downing of Flight 990, Batouti reportedly had an altercation with 
his superior. Batouti allegedly had been engaging in bizarre sexual 
misconduct during overnight stays in the United States—likely a by-
product of his growing mental anguish. Following a heated exchange 
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regarding his inappropriate behavior, the head of the 767 pilot group 
stripped Batouti of his American routes.46

Afterward, Batouti approached a fellow pilot who was assigned to 
a different flight. Eerily, he handed his colleague money and asked 
him to give it to his son, should anything happen to him. Hours later, 
sitting near his supervisor in first class, Batouti excused himself and 
entered the cockpit to exact his revenge.47

While the in-flight rampages of Katagiri and Batouti might be 
the most infamous of such incidents, there have been others. Former 
Connellan Airways pilot Colin Forman crashed a plane into the offices 
of the airline in 1977, killing four people, including his former boss, 
whom he blamed for derailing his career;48 Younes Khayati allegedly 
brought down Royal Air Maroc Flight 630 in 1994, killing forty-four, 
to punish his female copilot for terminating their romantic relation-
ship;49 and Tsu Way Ming reportedly crashed Silk Air Flight 185 in 
1997, claiming the lives of all 104 on board, in retaliation for being 
withdrawn from a flight instructor’s program and as payback against 
his copilot, who had lodged a formal complaint against him.50

✯ ✯ ✯

Like Seung Hui Cho, history will remember Andreas Lubitz, Seiji 
Katagiri, and Gamil al-Batouti as cold-blooded killers. They took the 
lives of innocent victims, many of whom they did not know, in an act 
of mass murder. And they left the rest of the world wondering how 
someone could commit such a heinous crime.

Taking a step back and comparing all four killers leads to several 
important observations. First, all four men—the sex of the perpe-
trator is not immaterial here—exhibited signs of mental instability 
prior to their rampages. Second, all four held themselves in high 
regard and took offense to being mistreated. Third, employing a 
weapon that was readily available to them, all four undertook a cal-
culated, retaliatory attack. Each of these three elements represents a 
different stage in the process of mass violence. For starters, those who 
are willing to endanger the lives of many share a predisposition that 
clouds their judgment and leaves them susceptible to reprehensible 
conduct. After they experience what they perceive to be a severely 
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humiliating or threatening provocation, dangerous thoughts of ret-
ribution are set in motion. And it’s the possession of weapons that 
fuels their rage, priming their deadly act of premeditated violence.

Predisposition, provocation, and priming. These are the three Ps 
of mass violence. And just like they create a model for mass murder, 
they also help explain why most mass shootings occur.

Predisposition: Who?

Did you know that just as the presence of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 
genes significantly increases a woman’s chance of developing breast 
cancer, there is a genetic factor that, when present, increases the 
likelihood of a person becoming a perpetrator of mass violence? It’s 
true. It’s the Y chromosome.

Of the 111 gun massacres that comprise my data set, only one—
one!—was perpetrated exclusively by a woman.51 That was former postal 
worker Jennifer San Marco’s 2006 shooting spree in Goleta, California, 
which left seven people dead. Besides her rampage, women have played a 
role in another five gun massacres, acting alongside at least one male co-
conspirator (with whom they were romantically involved, in each case). 
Ninety-five percent of gun massacres were perpetrated exclusively by men 
(see table 4.1). There are no two ways about it. The indisputable answer to 
the question of who goes on deadly shooting rampages is men.52

My data set allows us to identify two other important demographic 
characteristics about high-fatality mass shooters: age and race. The age 
of those who have taken six or more lives in a shooting ranged from 
sixteen to fifty-nine (see table 4.1). Despite the common perception that 
many of these killers are disaffected youth, only five of the 128 known 
gunmen in my data set were minors. The remaining 123 offenders were 
eighteen years of age or older. Indeed, in the past decade—the deadliest 
decade to date—not a single minor has perpetrated a gun massacre. 
Crunching the numbers generates a mean as well as median age of 
thirty-three. Still, most gunmen were in their twenties. None of this data 
should be read as ruling out minors and senior citizens as mass shooters. 
They obviously attempt such crimes.53 But, since 1966, few teenagers 
and no persons over the age of fifty-nine have killed six or more people 
in an individual act of gun violence in the United States.54
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Table 4.1. Demographic Characteristics of Gun-Massacre Perpetrators.

Sex

Male Perpetrators 122

Female Perpetrators   6

Gun Massacres Involving Female Perpetrators   6

Gun Massacres Perpetrated Exclusively by Females   1

Age

Age Range 16–59

Mean Age 33

Median Age 33

Mode Age 28

Minors (Under 18) 5

Senior Citizens (Over 64) 0

Teens (16–19) 9

20s 48

30s 33

40s 29

50s 9

Race

Number of Gun-Massacre 
Perpetrators
(by Race)

Percentage of Gun Massacres 
Involving Perpetrators

(by Race)

Percentage of US Population
(2015 Est.)
(by Race)

Whites 74 58 68

Blacks 32 25 12

Asians 10  8  3

Hispanics 11  9 12

Native Americans  1  1  1

Note: Based on the 128 known perpetrators of gun massacres in the United States between 1966 and 2015.

Source: Table 3.2
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The other common belief about massacre gunmen is that they are 
almost always white people.55 And, as my data confirm, there is some 
truth to this, at least in absolute terms. A total of seventy-four whites per-
petrated high-fatality mass shootings in the past fifty years, outnumbering 
the next closest group—blacks—by more than double (see table 4.1).56 
Eleven Hispanics, ten Asians, and one Native American also committed 
gun massacres.57 However, when compared to the racial composition 
of the United States, we see that whites, Asians, and Native Americans 
roughly reflect their group’s national population (in terms of percent-
ages). On the other hand, blacks are overrepresented, and Hispanics 
are underrepresented. Given such broad distributions, trying to identify 
potential mass shooters based on race is likely to be of little, if any, utility.

Assessing these demographic factors together leads to a rather 
broad profile of a high-fatality mass shooter: adult men of working 
age. To put that in a slightly different perspective, about three in ten 
Americans comprise the demographic group that is likely to commit 
a gun massacre. That means that, in a country of approximately 
320 million people, 96 million, myself included, are potential mass 
killers—no doubt a sizeable segment. But there’s another factor that 
further delimits this group: mental illness.

✯ ✯ ✯

In the late spring of 2015, another group of innocent Americans was 
executed by a coldblooded killer armed with a handgun. This time 
the victims were black church parishioners attending a Bible study and 
prayer group at Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church 
in Charleston, South Carolina. At some point during their evening 
meeting, twenty-one-year-old Dylann Roof entered the church and 
joined the worshipers, spending approximately one hour with them. 
Suddenly, and without warning, Roof pulled out a Glock .45-caliber 
semiautomatic pistol and began shooting. Reportedly shouting, “Y’all 
want something to pray about? I’ll give you something to pray about,” 
he unleashed a barrage of gunfire that left nine people mortally 
wounded.58 Right before executing one of his victims, he allegedly 
stated his motive: “You rape our women and you’re taking over our 
country. And you have to go.”59
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Some who took to the Internet and the airwaves to explain 
this gun massacre tried to draw parallels with other such atrocities, 
including playing up the idea that Dylann Roof must have been suf-
fering from some form of mental illness. Newsweek’s Matthew Lysiak, 
for instance, noted that the gunman was “reportedly taking a drug 
that has been linked with sudden outbursts of violence.”60 Based on 
this, Lysiak suggested that “the shooter most likely has a history of 
severe mental health issues that have either gone untreated or undi-
agnosed.” It was a sentiment echoed by psychologist Keith Ablow, 
who opined from first impressions that Roof had “showed all the 
signs of severe and worsening mental illness.”61

But this line of thinking was quickly met with a fierce backlash. 
As far as the critics could tell, mental disorder had little to do with 
this particular attack, and to suggest as much is, in the words of Salon 
contributor Arthur Chu, “a goddamn cop-out.”62 As Chu and a few 
other commentators noted, there was no official record that, prior to 
his rampage, Roof had ever been diagnosed with a psychiatric con-
dition.63 Instead, he held a warped view of African Americans, and 
it was this demented ideology that fueled his heinous act of mass 
murder. This was a racist-driven hate crime, and, as one headline 
emphasized, “racism is not a mental illness.”64

When medical professionals are queried about the culpability 
of mental illness in mass shootings, they are quick to remind us 
that most mentally ill Americans pose no violent threat to society.65 
Indeed, only about 4 percent of all violent crimes and 5 percent of 
all homicides are committed by persons who had been diagnosed 
with a serious psychiatric disorder beforehand.66 If anything, those 
suffering from mental-health problems are eleven times more likely 
to be the victims, as opposed to the perpetrators, of violent crime.67 
As one popular study notes, “persons with mental illness might well 
have more to fear from ‘us’ than we do from ‘them.’”68 And from 
what we know from academic research, all of these claims are accu-
rate. They’re also misleading.

Few would dispute the claim that the mentally ill, in general, 
commit only a tiny fraction of all violent crimes. But that is neither 
here nor there when it comes to rampage violence. Shooting sprees 
are unique offenses. Conflating them with other forms of crime, 
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including most homicides, creates a logical fallacy known as a “red 
herring.” The real question is, To what extent are most mass shoot-
ings perpetrated by individuals afflicted with psychiatric problems?

Till now, a systematic answer to this question has largely eluded 
us. At best, we were able to draw on several high-profile cases like the 
Columbine and Virginia Tech attacks to generalize that mental illness 
must play some contributing role in rampage violence.69 My data set 
of all gun massacres from the past five decades allows us to shine addi-
tional light on this nexus. A detailed examination reveals that four out 
of five of these incidents involved a gunman who had been observed 
by family members, close friends, colleagues, or health professionals 
as displaying some form of behavioral instability. To be more precise, 
perpetrators of eighty-six gun massacres (80 percent) exhibited signs 
indicative of mental illness, with at least thirty-two of these eighty-six 
incidents involving shooters who at some point in their lives received a 
formal diagnosis of a mental disorder from a psychiatric professional.70

Out of the remaining twenty-two incidents, the gunmen in eleven 
of those incidents either committed suicide or died as a result of 
a gunfire exchange with police—also known as “suicide by cop”—
which offers prime facie evidence of psychiatric instability.71 Further-
more, five additional gun massacres were perpetrated by individuals 
with histories of alcohol and substance abuse.72 In other words, only 
six of the incidents in my data set were committed by gunmen who 
did not display any reported signs of mental disorder. The remaining 
gun massacres (94 percent) from the past fifty years were perpetrated 
by at least one gunman who had exhibited behavior consistent with 
some form of mental illness.73

The list of mentally disturbed mass shooters includes many of 
the individuals we have already discussed in detail, such as Shawn 
and Akein Scott, who both exhibited degrees of depravity that some 
have linked to antisocial personality disorder;74 Michael Hance, 
who—in a delusional manner—often sat in a kayak on his lawn, pre-
tending to be floating;75 and Nidal Hasan, who was distressed about 
being deployed to a war zone, an anxiety brought on by “secondary 
trauma” from attending to combat veterans with post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD).76 The same holds for Boston Marathon bomber 
Tamerlan Tsarnaev, who heard voices in his head, likely the result of 
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schizophrenia, as well as Japan Airlines pilot Seiji Katagiri, who suf-
fered from deep paranoia and felt that he was under constant sur-
veillance.77 It turns out that even Dylann Roof—who at first glance 
might seem mentally sound—exhibited behavioral characteristics 
consistent with a diagnosis of psychopathy.78

The desire to distance mental illness from crime is understand-
able. We don’t want to further stigmatize the mentally ill. Moreover, 
we don’t want to discourage them from seeking the medical atten-
tion they might need. At the same time, there is another factor we 
shouldn’t brush aside: evidence suggests that the vast majority of 
deadly mass shooters likely suffered from mental disorders. Again, 
it bears repeating that in many instances, the disturbing behaviors 
are noted by lay persons (usually family members, friends, and col-
leagues). Yet, because many people with mental-health problems tend 
to avoid seeking professional care, a formal diagnosis is often unavail-
able, and as such our understanding is limited to the evidence at hand.

There is one more point that deserves emphasis: mental illness 
does not cause rampage violence. An estimated 25 percent of the adult 
population—approximately sixty-two million Americans—experi-
ences some form of mental illness in any given year.79 According to 
recent survey figures, 4.2 percent of the adult population struggles 
with serious mental illness such as major depression, bipolar dis-
order, schizophrenia, paranoia, and psychosis.80 By some estimates, 
nearly half of all adult Americans will develop at least one mental 
illness.81 The odds are one in two that Americans reading this book 
will experience a psychiatric problem at some point in their life. It 
doesn’t mean that they—or any of their fellow citizens—are neces-
sarily going to take up arms and go on a rampage. If it did, there 
would be millions of mass shootings in the United States every year.

When it comes to mass shootings—or at least to high-fatality mass 
shootings—mental illness should be considered a gateway, not a 
cause. That is, mental illness affects the judgment of those who decide 
to go on shooting sprees; but on its own, it does not bring about the 
massacre of innocents.82 As with the presence of a Y chromosome, it 
merely predisposes adults of working age to such behavior. But there 
is more to rampage violence than just biology. There’s an intricate 
psychology at play as well.
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Provocation: Why?

In the mid-1970s, psychologist Leonard Berkowitz set out to find if 
the brutal beatings perpetrated by criminals were a by-product of 
a culture of violence. As Berkowitz phrased his research question, 
“Was their violence instrumental to the attainment of their peers’ 
approval or at least to the avoidance of disapproval for violating 
their group’s expectation?”83 To answer this, Berkowitz interviewed 
sixty-five white, British males who had been convicted of inflicting 
bodily harm on another male in the course of an attack unrelated 
to robbery. What he found was that social norms were not a pow-
erful influencing factor. Violent criminals certainly had reasons for 
hurting others, but impressing their friends and peers was generally 
not one of those reasons. Instead, the primary motive behind most 
physical assaults was hostile aggression: “The aggressor’s major aim 
in this instance, usually when he is angry, is to harm or perhaps even 
destroy his victim.”84 Criminal violence was, quite simply, driven by a 
fundamental desire to inflict pain and suffering.

In a sense, there’s nothing shocking about this finding. Anyone 
who has ever lashed out at someone else can probably relate to such 
an instinct. But it’s another theme that ran through the interviews 
of British convicts that has elevated Berkowitz’s study to the level of 
seminal. Many of the offenders reported that much of their anger 
arose from threats to their self-esteem. “Their egos were fragile 
indeed,” Berkowitz noted.85 He explained the dynamic this way:

The men readily developed situations in which they thought their 
pride was at stake. They were quick to see themselves as challenged 
and frequently interpreted someone else’s remarks as belittling 
them, even if . . . the other person was only boasting or insisting on 
his own viewpoint in an argument. They felt called upon to prove 
themselves again and again, to others and to themselves.86

And how did these convicts usually “prove” themselves? Through 
the exercise of physical force. The violent criminals “struck out at 
their antagonist in rage, wanting more than anything else to hurt 
him.”87
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Berkowitz’s study of British prisoners is important because it 
suggested that violence might be related to favorable evaluations 
of oneself, which in turn led to a lot of theorizing that people who 
resort to violence as a form of lashing out are really just people with 
self-esteem issues—low self-esteem to be exact. As the theory holds, 
people who see themselves as inadequate attempt to compensate for 
their feelings of inferiority by faulting other external forces, particu-
larly other people. This often produces situations in which insecure 
individuals will try to elevate their self-esteem through aggression 
and brute force aimed at those whom they blame for their shortcom-
ings. Resorting to violence, in other words, makes people with low 
self-esteem feel better about themselves, while at the same time pun-
ishing those whom they hold responsible for their problems.

In the literature on psychology and criminology, low self-esteem 
has long been held as a primary factor behind many egregious acts 
of violence. Dozens of studies have suggested that low self-esteem is a 
driving force in domestic violence, adolescent violence, gang warfare, 
armed robbery, and even terrorism.88 Thus, when Seung Hui Cho went 
on his bloody rampage at Virginia Tech, it was hardly surprising to find 
commentators insisting that he must have been suffering from low self-
esteem. After all, for decades, this has been one of the more powerful 
hypotheses in the field. By raging against his fellow classmates, whom 
he loathed for putting him down, Cho was improving his self-image 
and enjoying the satisfaction that comes from hurting those whom he 
felt were to blame. Or so the theory goes.

In recent years, psychologists have begun challenging this para-
digm. As one group of scholars noted, “the motivation to seek self-
enhancement has been shown to be characteristic of people high 
(rather than low) in self-esteem, and in fact it appears to be weak or 
absent among people with low self-esteem. Indeed, people with low 
self-esteem appear to be ambivalent about rising in esteem, and they 
often avoid circumstances that might raise their self-esteem.”89

Intuitively, the people most likely to seek out confrontations, 
especially high-risk, violent ones, are those with the ego and con-
fidence to undertake such aggressive actions. The new theory that 
follows is that it’s the people with high self-esteem—not low self-
esteem—who are most likely to commit acts of criminal violence.90
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You’re probably wondering: aren’t people with high self-esteem 
secure enough in their perceptions of themselves to be immune 
from criticism and personal attack? Wouldn’t these people be the 
least likely to resort to violence as a form of compensation? Coming 
into this study, that was certainly my understanding of individuals 
with high self-esteem. But it turns out that self-esteem doesn’t vary 
on only one spectrum, between low and high. There are also people 
with stable and unstable self-esteem. Research has begun to estab-
lish that this distinction is crucial to explaining violent outbursts.91 
In one study, individuals were given beepers and instructed to fill 
out a brief questionnaire every time their beeper buzzed, resulting 
in several daily measures of self-esteem. The subjects were subse-
quently assessed using four traditional measures of anger and aggres-
sion. The researchers made two significant discoveries. First, there 
are certain individuals who, despite having a positive view of them-
selves, also have a fragile view of themselves, leaving them highly sen-
sitive to criticism or ridicule. Second, this subset of people—those 
with unstable high self-esteem—is generally the most likely group to 
resort to violence.

✯ ✯ ✯

When your view of self-worth is high but sensitive, you tend to be vul-
nerable to negative evaluations. In the vernacular of psychology, these 
appraisals are known as “ego threats.”92 On its own, unstable high self-
esteem doesn’t cause violence. It’s the addition of an ego threat that 
sends someone over the edge. The dynamic works this way:

When favorable views about oneself are questioned, contradicted, 
impugned, mocked, challenged, or otherwise put in jeopardy, 
people may aggress. In particular, they will aggress against the 
source of the threat.

In this view, then, aggression emerges from a particular dis-
crepancy between two views of self: a favorable self-appraisal and 
an external appraisal that is much less favorable. That is, people 
turn aggressive when they receive feedback that contradicts their 
favorable views of themselves and implies that they should adopt 
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less favorable views. More to the point, it is mainly the people who 
refuse to lower their self-appraisals who become violent.93

To test this theory, psychologists came up with one of those wild 
experiments reminiscent of Bill Murray’s laboratory tests in Ghost-
busters. A group a students was tasked with writing an essay. After-
ward, by a flip of a coin, half of the subjects received positive feed-
back, including the comment: “No suggestions, great essay!” The 
other half received negative feedback—an artificially generated 
ego threat—on a variety of factors such as composition, originality, 
and persuasiveness. At the end of these essays, experimenters wrote, 
“This is one of the worst essays I have read!” After receiving their 
marked-up essays, the subjects were then placed in a competition 
against another person who, they were told, was the evaluator of 
their essay. (In actuality, the competitor was a computer.) The object 
of the interaction was to press a button quicker than your opponent 
when prompted (try to picture the initial matchup in Family Feud). 
Whoever won got to blast the loser with white noise, selecting a level 
ranging from 60 dB to 105 dB. Moreover, the winner also got to 
select the duration of the noise blast.94 “In effect, each participant 
controlled a weapon that could be used to blast the other person if 
the participant won the competition to react faster,” the researchers 
wrote.95 Exactly as they hypothesized, in instances where there was an 
ego threat (i.e., a negative evaluation), those with the highest levels 
of self-esteem (and high narcissism scores as well) were the most 
likely to punish the other person. In instances where there was either 
a positive evaluation or a negative evaluation received by someone 
with low self-esteem, the punishment was less severe.96

The picture that emerges from all these studies is that there is a 
particular psychological dynamic behind significant acts of mass vio-
lence.97 The violence begins with perpetrators who hold themselves 
in high regard. Nonetheless, they’re extremely sensitive to challenge 
and slight. When their fragile egos are threatened, they’re provoked 
into lashing out in a manner that will hurt others, particularly those 
whom they associate with the threat.98
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Priming: Why and Who?

After people go on shooting sprees, commentators often wonder what 
made them “snap.” Nevertheless, with the exception of a handful of 
shootings in my data set, gun massacres are premeditated acts of vio-
lence. Rarely does one just snap. In the vast majority of instances, 
the gunmen have been scheming up their actions well in advance 
of their attacks. Evidence of preparation often includes the acquisi-
tion of a weapon, practice using that weapon, and in some instances 
research of the target. A few mass murderers even leave behind com-
muniqués explaining their actions, such as in the case of Cho.

Nevertheless, even when notes and videos are not left behind by 
those who commit murder-suicide, investigators often uncover that 
the attacks were a reaction to some sort of ego threat. Of course, what 
sets off one mass shooter is not the same as what sets off another. 
For instance, Michael Hance was driven by intrafamily motives. Nidal 
Hasan was driven by political motives. And Dylann Roof was driven 
by racial motives. But whatever the differences between rampage 
gunmen, most of them share a desire related to righting a perceived 
wrong. No mass shooting is without purpose in a perpetrator’s mind, 
sound or not.99

Just as well, no mass shooting is without a firearm. That’s obvi-
ously a tautological observation. Nevertheless, beyond the superfi-
ciality of this statement is another important dynamic that drives 
rampage violence: the weapons-priming effect.

Let’s begin with a few simple questions: Why is it that perpe-
trators of mass violence carry their hostility for days, weeks, and in 
some instances months? Why doesn’t their ire dissipate? Why does it 
instead remain enflamed for sustained periods of time, allowing for 
preparation of premeditated acts of brutality? Again, through psy-
chological research, we know that the possession of weapons primes 
violence.100 When people have access to instruments that can inflict 
harm—knives, guns, explosives, cars, even airplanes—and they perceive 
them as such, their aggression spikes, especially when they physically 
come into contact with those weapons. In other words, the posses-
sion of weapons often changes the manner in which a person chan-
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nels his aggression. In particular, it promotes thoughts of how to 
employ that weapon, resulting in use of that weapon when provoked. 
The mere presence of a weapon can be enough to push someone 
over the edge—from fantasy into execution—especially when faced 
with a severe ego threat.

Guns are remarkably powerful violence-priming forces.101 As a recent 
study conducted by a team of Harvard researchers uncovered, gun avail-
ability fuels gun violence. According to the study’s authors, “states with 
greater levels of private firearm ownership experienced greater rates 
of firearm-related violent crimes,” including armed robbery, armed 
assault, and firearm homicide.102 Or, to capture this dynamic using the 
words of those who have devoted years to researching the priming effect 
of weapons, “the gun helps pull the trigger.”103

A few years ago, a team of psychologists set out to capture the 
roots of this phenomenon. Like their colleagues who examined the 
relationship between negative evaluations and hostility, they devised 
a two-step experiment to assess how guns impact aggression. First, 
a group of young men had their saliva swabbed so that their testos-
terone levels could be measured. They were then led into a room 
with a table and a chair. On top of the table, the subjects found either 
a pellet gun resembling a Desert Eagle handgun or the children’s 
game Mouse Trap, as well as a piece of paper. The men were told 
to examine the object and then to take notes on it. After spending 
fifteen minutes handling the object, their testosterone levels were 
again measured. The researchers found that those subjects who 
handled the gun had significantly higher levels of testosterone than 
those who handled the game.104

The next phase of the experiment involved an assistant entering 
the room with a cup of water that had been laced with a single drop 
of hot sauce. The subject was told that the drink had been prepared 
by the previous subject. He was then asked to drink it and rate its 
taste. Afterward, the subject was given a cup of water and a bottle of 
hot sauce, and asked to prepare a drink for the next participant. The 
subject was told that he could add as much hot sauce as he desired, 
and that his identity would remain anonymous. The assistant then 
left the room temporarily while the subject prepared the next drink. 
When the assistant returned, the subject was thanked for his partici-
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pation and the cup was taken to another room to measure how much 
hot sauce had been added.105

Those who handled the weapon and, therefore, had much higher 
levels of testosterone running through their bodies dumped more 
hot sauce into the test cup than did those who handled the game.106 
It might seem almost childish—and a bit sadistic—but this simple 
experiment provides proof that the mere possession of guns makes 
people more aggressive, in part by spiking testosterone levels. And 
this brings us full circle to offering a partial explanation for why men 
are more likely to go on shooting sprees than women are. Elevated 
testosterone, which is a hormone that is far more abundant in men 
than in women, partly increases aggression. When this aggression is 
the result of a severe ego threat, and guns are readily available for 
settling the score, the hostility can be perpetuated.

At their core, weapons prime violence, including premeditated 
mass violence. Every time someone who is overwhelmed by feel-
ings of contempt or suffering interacts with a weapon, it can fuel his 
aggression and prompt elaborate visions of taking his anger out on 
those deemed responsible. This pattern is then repeated over and 
over until those fancies finally materialize—often with deadly results.

The case of Aurora theater gunman James Holmes offers an 
instructive real-world example of the priming phenomenon at work. 
During his trial for the murder of twelve cinema patrons, Holmes 
was ordered to undergo a mental-health evaluation as a condition of 
being allowed to put forward an insanity defense. In one of his video-
taped sessions, Holmes told the court-appointed psychiatrist that he 
had initially purchased his Glock .40-caliber semiautomatic handgun 
for “self-defense.” But the more time he spent with the weapon, the 
more he started to scheme up a “mission,” as he called it.107

Holmes had a deep disdain for humanity. He decided that his 
mission was to kill as many individuals as possible. Somehow by elimi-
nating people from the planet, Holmes felt that it would “save” his 
life. With time, he told the psychiatrist, “My planning got more delib-
erate. I got committed to the mission.”108

Holmes acknowledged that his gun altered his thoughts, and 
that his thoughts provided a newfound purpose for his gun. It was 
a vicious cycle, the gun inciting violent thoughts and the violent 
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thoughts fueling a desire to employ his firearm. “It just kept esca-
lating,” he said. He was “going from compulsion to compulsion.” As 
he stated during one of his sessions, after constantly interacting with 
his handgun—taking it apart and then reassembling it “over and 
over”—it started going “towards other purposes.” Driven by his inner 
impulses, he decided to buy additional firearms. Holmes noted that 
his mission “got real” after purchasing his shotgun. That was when he 
“started having ‘realistic’ thoughts about a group of people getting 
killed instead of mankind getting killed.”109

The dynamic Holmes was describing to his court-appointed psy-
chiatrist was the weapons priming effect.110

THE VIRGINIA TECH GUNMAN

There is one important caveat that needs to be stated about the 
 predisposition-provocation-priming (3P) framework: its application 
to mass shootings is merely theoretical. For instance, none of the 
perpetrators of the gun massacres that comprise my data set were 
given pagers in advance and prompted to note their self-esteem 
levels in the days before they went on their murder sprees. Nor did 
any gunmen submit saliva swabs while in the midst of their rampages, 
so that we could measure their testosterone levels at the height of 
their aggression. At present, analysis is limited to applying the model 
inductively. And even then, the best we can do is collect evidence 
and work backward to see, were the mass shooters in question men 
of working age with some sense of high self-esteem who become 
enraged and planned an attack using readily available weapons when 
their fragile egos were threatened?111

✯ ✯ ✯

Seung Hui Cho perpetrated one of the worst mass shootings in 
history and one of the deadliest acts of violence on American soil 
since 9/11. His actions shocked the nation and left us puzzled as to 
what would possess someone to undertake such a despicable action. 
Applying the 3P model offers some insights as to why Cho did it.
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Predisposition. All but one of the 111 gun massacres that have 
occurred in the United States in the past fifty years have involved 
male perpetrators, and the massacre at Virginia Tech was no excep-
tion. Indeed, Seung Hui Cho fit the demographic profile of a deadly 
rampage gunman—an adult male of working age (18–59), most 
often in his twenties—to a tee.112

Cho also shared another trait with the typical firearm-wielding 
mass murderer: he suffered from mental illness. The precise nature 
of Cho’s disorder remains a topic of dispute. Early in his life, he was 
diagnosed with severe social anxiety disorder, and then he was sub-
sequently diagnosed with major depression and selective mutism. 
Other experts in the field have pored over Cho’s behavioral back-
ground and have assessed him as additionally suffering from para-
noia, psychosis, and schizophrenia.113 Whatever Cho’s particular 
disorder—or perhaps disorders in the plural—that he was mentally 
unstable is not in dispute. In this regard, he met the initial criteria of 
a mass shooter, leaving him predisposed to rampage violence.

Provocation. As with nearly every other perpetrator of a gun mas-
sacre, Cho was fuming inside and lashed out against victims whom 
he blamed—directly or indirectly—for his woes. The precise provo-
cation seems to have been related to his passion: writing. As part of 
the official review of the Virginia Tech shooting ordered by the gov-
ernor, Dr. Roger Depue took on the assignment of putting together a 
behavioral profile of Cho that offered a theory of the crime. Because 
of the value of this workup, it’s worth quoting from it at length (the 
full profile is reprinted in the appendix):

It was in his second and third year of college that he began to find 
what he thought would be his niche, his special talent that would 
set him apart from the sea of other students at the university. He 
would become a great writer. He changed his major from com-
puter technology to English. He began to write in earnest banging 
out composition after composition on his computer keyboard. He 
began seriously to believe that his original material and unique 
style were very good. He sent a book proposal to a publisher with 
great expectations. When it was returned stamped “rejected” he 
probably was devastated.
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He internalized this rejection for months. His sister tried to 
console him and offered to edit his work, but he would not let her 
even see the document. He tried to impress his English professors 
with his writing assignments but only one or two saw any particular 
talent. In fact many of his professors as well as his fellow students 
reacted negatively to his stories that were often laden with horror 
and violence. Cho’s dream was slipping away because of people—
people who could not see and appreciate his desperate need to be 
recognized as somebody of importance. Once again he could not 
function successfully in the real world of people and normal expec-
tations. These rejections were devastating to him and he fantasized 
about getting revenge from a world he perceived as rejecting him, 
people who had not satisfied so many of his powerful needs. He felt 
this way despite the fact that many of his teachers, counselors, and 
family members had extended themselves to him out of a desire to 
help him succeed and be happy. . . .

Meanwhile he was constantly aware of his classmates taking 
from their affluent parents and squandering their money on luxu-
ries and alcohol. He perceived that these students had no appre-
ciation for hard work and sacrifice. He saw them as spoiled and 
wasteful. They drove their BMW’s [sic], dressed in stylish clothes 
and consumed the best food and drink. They had parties where sex 
and alcohol were plentiful. These students whom he once secretly 
wished to join were now considered evil and his peers were conspic-
uously privileged. They were engaging in “debauchery” and they 
needed to be taught a lesson. . . .

Gradually, he realized he could extract a measure of revenge 
against the evil all around him. . . . He would plan a killing that 
would go down in history as the greatest school massacre ever. He 
would be remembered as the savior of the oppressed, the down-
trodden, the poor, and the rejected. . . .

By this time Cho may have become submerged (immersed) into 
a state of self-pity and paranoia, and could not distinguish between 
constructive planning for the future and the need for destructive 
vengeance and retaliation. His thought processes were so distorted 
that he began arguing to himself that his evil plan was actually 
doing good. His destructive fantasy was now becoming an obses-
sion. He had become a person driven by a need for vengeance and 
would now strike out against “injustice” and rejection. He would 
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become the source of punishment, the avenger, against those he 
perceived as the insensitive hypocrites and cruel oppressors. He 
didn’t need specific targets. His mission was to destroy them all. 
In his distorted fantasy world, he himself had actually become that 
which he seemed to despise most. He had become the instrument 
for the destruction of human dignity and precious potential.114

Seung Hui Cho didn’t take well to criticisms of his work. In his 
mind, he was a great writer. But publishers, professors, and class-
mates thought otherwise. So he exacted a form of brutal revenge on 
those whom he felt unjustly denied him his due, particularly other 
Virginia Tech students who, in his words, “fuck[ed] the living shit out 
of me.”115 As Depue forcefully lays out, the ego threat was clear and 
present. But as the 3P framework also suggests, an ego threat on its 
own might not be enough to provoke mass violence.

It’s a unique type of person who attempts to kill in reaction to 
a perceived injustice or injury: someone with high, but unstable, 
self-esteem. Here too, Cho fits the bill. In his mind, he was clearly 
a better person than those he loathed. He was an epic savior, per-
ceiving himself as akin to “Moses” and “Jesus Christ,” as his manifesto 
declares.116 A review of the materials Cho sent to NBC News leaves 
little doubt that he held himself in extremely high regard. Neverthe-
less, he was sensitive to attacks on his self-esteem, as he himself con-
ceded when he wrote, “You have vandalized my heart, raped my soul 
and torched my conscious [sic] again and again.”117 His wounded 
pride jumps off the pages he penned. And in Cho’s warped reality, 
violence was the only remaining corrective measure to the provoca-
tion he was forced to endure: “You decided to spill my blood. You 
forced me into a corner and gave me only one option. Now you have 
blood on your hands that will never wash off. . . . ”118

Priming. Cho bought two semiautomatic handguns and went on 
one of the worst rampages in modern history. But there’s still one 
loose end that needs to be wrapped up. Why go on a shooting spree? 
Why not undertake some other type of “fix”? After all, it’s not as if 
by killing his classmates he would suddenly become a better writer 
or even a more respected writer. So why did Cho take up arms? The 
answer is twofold.
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First, mass shootings are communicative acts. Their purpose isn’t 
just to hurt. They also send a message. Violence in such a context is 
a form of symbolic dominance. It “affirms one’s esteem to the extent 
of being superior to the victim[s].”119 As such, it adheres to the tenets 
of what is known as self-affirmation theory, which holds that “people 
who feel their esteem threatened in one sphere often respond by 
asserting their positive qualities in another sphere.”120 According to 
self-affirmation theory, when presented with a chance to right a per-
ceived wrong and to send a powerful message to the others—maybe 
even to the whole world—perpetrators opt for measures that play to 
their strengths.

The easiest way to explain this rather-common human behavior 
is to give you a personal example and take you back to my young-
adult years. My high school in northeastern Pennsylvania was, during 
my time there, a football powerhouse. We were not, however, always 
so fortunate when it came to other sports. When, for instance, bas-
ketball games would start winding down and it was clear that we were 
going to lose, as spectators we often broke out into a cheer—much 
to the chagrin of the head coach, I’m sure—that highlighted our 
“positive qualities in another sphere”: “Let’s play football!” It was a 
pattern that I contributed to in college as well, except that my alma 
mater wasn’t really that competitive in any Division I sport beyond 
the Ivy League (to which it belonged). We were Ivy Leaguers and, 
when frustrated by an impending loss, we didn’t hesitate to remind 
our opponents of our elitism: “That’s alright! That’s okay! You’re 
gonna work for us someday!” In hindsight, such behavior seems juve-
nile. But immature or not, it did affirm our esteem by playing to our 
strengths—and reminding others of those strengths.

Returning to the topic at hand, second, Cho, like nearly every 
other rampage gunman, played to his strengths: firearms. Just like 
Andreas Lubitz took advantage of his unique access to the helm of 
an airplane, turning it into a lethal weapon, so too did Cho seize 
on the weapons readily available to him. Each action he took in his 
preparation for the attack fueled his ire and reinforced his com-
mitment to go through with his scheme. What began as a fictional 
story turned into a realistic plan. But the tipping point came when 
Cho purchased his first handgun. That was in all probability when 
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his fantasy turned into a self-fulfilling prophecy. Holding the gun. 
Posing with it. Loading it. Accessorizing it. Firing it. Buying a second 
pistol. Each action likely elevated his testosterone levels and com-
pounded his aggression, further priming Cho to kill.

✯ ✯ ✯

What about those preliminary assertions that Cho’s rampage was 
sparked by bullying as well as by violent films and video games? As 
a general rule, those who have high self-esteem are more likely to 
be bullies than they are to be bullied. This ultimately turned out 
to be the case in the exemplar of school shootings: the massacre at 
Columbine High School. Despite initial news-media reports that the 
gunmen, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, were victims of repeated 
bullying, an in-depth investigation found that the two teens were 
often the ones doing the taunting.121 Not that they weren’t picked 
on once in a while. No student seems to be immune from occasional 
harassment. Even members of the in-groups like star athletes and 
affluent kids get teased. But the Columbine shooters, particularly 
Harris, had a knack for picking on his classmates.

The preponderance of evidence suggests that Cho was not that 
much different. The review board impaneled by the governor under-
took an exhaustive investigation into the initial news accounts that Cho 
had been the victim of bullying. All it could find was that he, along 
with his sister, were subjected to harassment when they first arrived 
in the United States, but that “it was neither particularly threatening 
nor ongoing.”122 As for Cho being the victim of any sort of bullying 
at Virginia Tech, the panel was unable to confirm any of the reports 
and the rumors. On the other hand, the final report of the review 
panel documents that Cho harassed his fellow students and profes-
sors. Whether in the form of intimidating statements and gestures or 
stalking behavior, Cho made many people uncomfortable. In one par-
ticular instance, Cho’s poetry professor Nikki Giovanni reported Cho 
to her department chair, accusing him of “trying to bully her.”123 These 
findings are consistent with what we would expect from someone with 
an artificially inflated sense of self-worth. Like most mass shooters, 
Cho was more the bully than the bullied.
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Just to be clear, it’s not that mass shooters don’t at times feel mis-
treated. They might indeed. That seems to have been the case, for 
instance, with Omar Thornton, who went on a rampage in 2010 that 
left eight people dead at his former place of employment in Man-
chester, Connecticut, after becoming fed up with what he perceived 
as racially motivated abuse. As he told a 911 dispatcher shortly before 
taking his own life: “Uh, you probably want to know the reason why 
I shot this place up. This place here is a racist place. . . . They treat 
me bad over here, and they treat all the other black employees bad 
over here too, so I just take it into my own hands and I handled the 
problem—I wish I coulda got more of the people.”124 As this example 
demonstrates, perceived discrimination and harassment can be a cata-
lyst for such violence. But the important point to emphasize is that 
it’s the blow to the fragile ego itself—regardless of the form in which 
it is delivered—that drives mass violence. Blaming the practice of 
bullying misses the bigger picture. Few high-fatality mass shooters 
are really the victims of bullying. But nearly all see themselves as 
being the victims of an insufferable injustice.125

Like bullying, violent entertainment is another prevalent, yet 
largely unsupported, explanation for mass shootings. When reporters 
swarmed to Columbine in the aftermath of the rampage, they uncov-
ered that Harris and Klebold were fans of Oliver Stone’s Natural 
Born Killers as well as Quentin Tarantino’s Reservoir Dogs and that they 
enjoyed playing Doom and Quake.126 Again, in a rush to judgment, 
violent movies and video games became culprits for the massacre. Did 
the Columbine killers watch and reference violent movies? Yes. But 
in their communications they also mentioned The Lion King and Ace 
Ventura: Pet Detective.127 Hardly what comes to mind when you think of 
violence on the big screen. Did they play and reference violent video 
games? Again, yes. But they also talked about playing Need for Speed 
and Ignition—automobile-racing games.128 Critics of violent entertain-
ment cherry-picked their evidence in an effort to promote a causal 
connection between violent media and mass murder.

Ever since the Columbine massacre, there has been a loud 
chorus of critics blaming violent entertainment for gun violence, 
especially mass shootings.129 In the post–Sandy Hook era, the mantle 
has been taken up by conservative media personality and commen-
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tator Glenn Beck. In his bestselling book on guns and violence in 
America, Control, Beck insists:

The video game generation gave us Sandy Hook in elementary 
school, Jonesboro in middle school, Columbine in high school, 
and Virginia Tech in college. And, considering how rudimentary 
these video games are compared with what’s to come, it will only 
get worse.

Those who’ve grown up being exposed to violence since the 
day they were born will eventually perpetuate massacres at our hos-
pitals, our day-care centers, our Little League games, our churches, 
our school sporting events, and our school buses. There is no 
sacred place.

How do I know this? Because there’s no other choice; this is the 
way we are raising them.130

Let’s start with a simple truth: most Americans enjoy violent films 
and television programs. In fact, they’re pretty hard to escape. Yet 
most Americans don’t go on shooting rampages, and, of those that 
do, rarely do investigators uncover any link between the gunmen and 
violent media. A review of the 111 cases in my data set turned up just 
a few shootings where there was even any mention of violent movies 
or television shows—and in these cases there was no concrete causal 
connection.131

The nexus between violent video games and mass shootings is 
even more tenuous. That’s because most Americans don’t sit around 
playing violent video games during their free time. Yes, teens in par-
ticular have a penchant for gaming. But as we have already seen, the 
gunmen who tend to go on shooting sprees are adults. Have they 
played video games in their lives? For those who have gone on ram-
pages in the past two decades, most likely they have. However, looking 
back at fifty years of gun massacres in the United States reveals that 
most murderers from the 1960s through the 1980s weren’t inspired by 
violent video games for a very simple reason: there really weren’t any. 
Violent video games are recent phenomena. Mass shootings are not.

If violent entertainment does indeed fuel violence, especially 
youth violence, we should expect to see increases in all forms of violent 
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crime as society becomes more saturated with gory movies and video 
games.132 Yet the exact opposite has happened: violent crime is on the 
decline. Even violent offenses committed by young adults are con-
tinuing on a downward trajectory.133 After examining these trends, a 
team of scholars recently concluded, “video games play no causal role 
in violent behavior.”134 What a lot of commentators like Glenn Beck 
take to be “common sense”—that violent-media consumption causes 
violent attacks—actually turns out to be largely nonsense.135

Nowhere is this more evident than in the case of mass shooter 
Seung Hui Cho. The Virginia Tech Review Panel uncovered that Cho 
was a fan of action movies. “My favorite movie is X-Men,” he once 
wrote. This can certainly be interpreted as a moderately violent film, 
although one would be hard-pressed to argue that this PG-13 film 
is anywhere near the extreme end of the entertainment spectrum. 
He also played video games as a young child, although no one in his 
family can ever recall him playing violent games. The one that Cho 
seemed to enjoy the most growing up was Sonic the Hedgehog—
hardly a brutal or bloody console game. But in college, it seemed 
that his interest in such activity all but vanished. According to the 
review panel’s final report, Cho’s suitemate “never saw him play a 
video game, which he thought strange since he and most other stu-
dents play them.”136 As these findings make clear, violent media and 
entertainment did not cause the massacre at Virginia Tech.

✯ ✯ ✯

The trinity of violence (perpetrator, target, and weapon) reminds 
us that in order to have an act of mass violence, first and foremost, 
there has to be a perpetrator—someone motivated to hurt and, most 
likely, kill. What an examination of the gun massacres from the past 
fifty years uncovers is that most perpetrators of these heinous crimes 
seem to fit within a general framework. They were males of working 
age, susceptible to repeated testosterone spikes; suffering from some 
form of mental illness that warped their responses to perceived ego 
threats; which, in turn, were the by-product of their high, albeit 
unstable, self-esteem being severely challenged; resulting in premed-
itated acts of violence that were primed by the possession of firearms.
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Seung Hui Cho may have killed more people than any other 
mass shooter in American history, but in another sense, he’s no dif-
ferent than most other mass murderers in that he seems to have fit 
this pattern perfectly. His rampage was the result of predisposition, 
provocation, and priming. It’s this model—the 3P framework—that 
illuminates who goes on shooting sprees and why they do it.

In the past fifty years, the population of the United States has 
grown by over 60 percent—meaning there are significantly more 
mentally ill Americans who are dangerously vulnerable to perceived 
personal attacks. At the same time, the number of guns readily avail-
able has also increased drastically. That there has been a rise in the 
number of mass shootings is, therefore, hardly surprising. The simple 
math suggests it was to be expected.

✯ ✯ ✯

The trinity of violence framework helps explain why people like 
Seung Hui Cho perpetrate mass shootings. But is there something 
in particular about university campuses that makes them more sus-
ceptible to attack? To better understand where gun massacres tend 
to take place and whom they usually victimize, we need to shift our 
focus to the second prong of the trinity: the targets.
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CHAPTER FIVE

NO PLACE IS SAFE

M 
ike Ridgell must have been pretty upbeat when he woke 
up on the morning of Monday, September 16, 2013. The 

day before, his beloved Baltimore Ravens had come from behind to 
defeat the Cleveland Browns. As a season ticket holder, Ridgell didn’t 
miss a home game. And seeing his football team down at the half, 
he must not have been 100 percent confident until the clock started 
winding down at the end of the fourth quarter. But for a die-hard fan 
like Ridgell, a win is a win. Regardless of whether it’s pretty or not, 
it’s always welcomed.

The other pro football team that plays in Maryland—the Wash-
ington Redskins—didn’t fare as well as the Ravens did. Playing the 
Green Bay Packers away in Wisconsin, they lost by eighteen points. 
For supporters of the Redskins, returning to work the next day was 
not likely as pleasant. And at the Washington Navy Yard where Ridgell 
was a security guard, there were lots of Skins fans.

Bernard Proctor was one of those Redskins fans who reported 
to work at the navy yard likely a little bummed by his team’s perfor-
mance the previous day. But the civilian utilities foreman put the 
loss behind him and went to work in the boiler plant. At least the 
Redskins had a good shot at beating the Detroit Lions the following 
Sunday. It was something to look forward to.1

In the intrastate rivalry, Ridgell’s team had certainly earned him 
bragging rights for Monday morning. Ridgell, however, was by all 
accounts a nice guy who didn’t behave that way. Instead, he took up 
his post on the first floor of Building 197 and settled in for what he 
imagined would be another uneventful day.2 Shortly after 8:00 a.m., 
that expectation was shattered when a mentally disturbed navy yard 

131
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employee started shooting his colleagues, in what would be the dead-
liest rampage in Washington, DC. Among the twelve people killed 
that day were Ridgell and Proctor—the final two people to die.

✯ ✯ ✯

The Washington Navy Yard in the southeast quadrant of the District of 
Columbia is the oldest naval shore facility in the United States. Estab-
lished in 1799 to serve as the navy’s primary shipbuilding and ship-fit-
ting yard, it has since expanded to a massive forty-one-acre base that 
houses the office of the chief of naval operations as well as the Naval 
Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA). NAVSEA is the command tasked 
with designing, building, and supporting the navy’s fleet of ships and 
submarines. Nearly three thousand of the navy yard’s fourteen thou-
sand employees work at NAVSEA, which is located in Building 197. 
The largest office complex on the compound, Building 197 rises five 
stories tall and consists of over six hundred thousand square feet of 
interior space. With thousands of cubicles and offices arranged in a 
dense and asymmetrical fashion, traversing the space can feel like 
navigating a maze (see figure 5.1).3

Aaron Alexis was one of the nearly three thousand people who 
worked in Building 197. The thirty-four-year-old civilian contractor 
provided information-technology support. On the morning of Sep-
tember 16, 2013, he parked his blue Toyota Prius in the garage 
located just across the street from Building 197. Grabbing a back-
pack from his car, he slung it over his shoulder and crossed over 
to NAVSEA headquarters. Scanning his identification at the security 
turnstile, he entered the building and made his way upstairs to the 
fourth floor, where he entered the men’s restroom.

Inside the bathroom, Alexis removed a sawed-down 12-gauge 
Remington 870 Express Tactical shotgun from his backpack and 
loaded it with ammunition.4 After exiting the men’s room, he walked 
over to a section of cubicles near the building’s atrium. At 8:16 a.m., 
he raised his weapon and opened fire on four employees, killing 
three of them. The shotgun blasts, which one witness described as 
sounding like a “large safe being dropped,” echoed across the floor, 
leading many people to barricade their offices and hide under desks.
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Fig. 5.1. Sample Layout of Office Space at Building 197  
of Washington Navy Yard.

Source: Reproduced from District of Columbia Metropolitan Police 
Department, After Action Report: Washington Navy Yard, September 16, 

2013 (Washington, DC: Metropolitan Police Department, July 2014), p. 32.
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Approximately ninety seconds after the initial shots were fired, 
the DC Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) received its first 911 
call. Officers were immediately dispatched to the scene. Simultane-
ously, the base police force also started receiving phone calls over its 
four-digit internal-emergency number. Its officers were already on 
the premises, and they raced toward Building 197.

After ambushing his first victims, Alexis went on the prowl for 
more people to kill. Within minutes, the number of dead on the 
fourth floor had reached eight. He then proceeded downstairs to the 
third floor, where he surprised more employees, killing two of them. 
By 8:22, just six minutes into the rampage, Alexis had already mur-
dered ten people—a death toll that would have been even higher 
had Alexis used an extended-capacity semiautomatic firearm.5

For one thing, shotguns are less effective than handguns and 
rifles against targets at far distances. Alexis was unable to hit many 
of the individuals he spotted and fired at down long corridors or in 
stairwells.6 In addition, the shotgun that Alexis used had a capacity 
of seven shells. As a result, he periodically ran out of ammunition, 
which required him to pause his attack to reload.

After killing two victims and firing upon numerous others on the 
third floor, Alexis spotted a woman hiding next to a filing cabinet. 
He walked right up to her, aimed the shotgun at her, and pulled the 
trigger. Nothing happened. Alexis tried again, and for a second time 
the shotgun failed to fire. It was empty. Realizing that he needed to 
reload, Alexis took off down the hallway, away from the woman, so 
that he could insert fresh rounds into his weapon. The woman, who 
has never been publicly identified, crawled around the corner, took 
up a new hiding place, and waited for police officers to come and 
rescue her. Had Alexis’s shotgun had a higher ammunition capacity, 
she likely would not have survived.

✯ ✯ ✯

The procedure for handling an active shooter situation at the navy 
yard was to lock down the base and alert employees to shelter in 
place. For MPD officers arriving on scene, this presented a unique 
challenge. When the first officers got to the main entrance at 8:23 
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(approximately seven minutes after Alexis first pulled the trigger on 
his shotgun), they found the gate shut—a procedure designed to 
prevent outsiders from entering the base while guards leave their 
posts to respond to an emergency. After navigating their way around 
the exterior of the navy yard, they eventually located an open access 
point, allowing them to enter the facility.

In the meantime, a Navy MP, a Naval Criminal Investigative Ser-
vices (NCIS) agent, two base police officers, and an armed guard had 
congregated in the lobby of Building 197. Weapons drawn, the five 
individuals split into two teams and began searching for the gunman, 
who by this time had made his way down to the first floor. At roughly 
the same time, the commanding officer of the base police and his 
deputy entered the building through a separate entrance, where they 
rendezvoused with Mike Ridgell. Over the blare of the fire alarm, 
which someone had pulled in an attempt to warn the building’s 
occupants of the looming danger, the men started to assess the situ-
ation when suddenly they heard gunshots. Thinking that the sounds 
were emanating from the second floor—a deceiving echo effect 
created by the building’s unique atrium layout—the two base police 
commanders decided to head upstairs to search for the shooter. As 
they started to depart, one of the commanders instructed Ridgell to 
stay behind and hold his position so as to prevent the gunman from 
leaving the premises.

✯ ✯ ✯

Washington Navy Yard security guard Mike Ridgell had received 
extensive training in firearms use during his seventeen years of 
service as a Maryland state trooper. Sadly, given the bedlam of active-
shooter situations, all the training in the world can’t guarantee one’s 
safety. Something can always go tragically wrong. And for Ridgell, it 
did. With gunshots echoing from all sides of Building 197, the fire 
alarm bellowing nonstop, the alarm system’s strobe light flashing 
rhythmically, and police officers coming and going, the distractions 
that Ridgell had to overcome during the attack at the navy yard were 
many. Add to this that Ridgell had to secure an entire lobby area by 
himself and that the gunman could have approached from any direc-
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tion—creating the near-impossible task of covering an entire 360-
degree radius—Ridgell was clearly in harm’s way.

As often happens in rampages, the gunman exploited the 
element of surprise. Sneaking up on Ridgell, Alexis ambushed him. 
Despite being armed, Ridgell never had time to react. He fell to a 
shotgun blast almost instantly.

At this point, nothing stood in the way between Alexis and the 
exit. He could have easily dropped his weapon and walked out of 
Building 197 as just another employee fleeing the violence. Instead, 
he chose to stay and seek more victims. However, Alexis must have 
sensed that he was running out of ammunition because he bent 
down and took Ridgell’s Beretta 9mm semiautomatic handgun 
before returning back into the building.

He quickly ran into Ridgell’s fellow security guard and the Navy 
MP. Alexis shot at them with his shotgun but missed. The security 
guard returned fire, but he too missed, as Alexis ducked into a cor-
ridor. As he was fleeing, Alexis encountered the other ad hoc active-
shooter team. He opened fire on the three men, who exchanged 
rounds with Alexis, but no one was hit. Again, Alexis scattered into 
the mazelike hallways, allowing him to evade authorities.

✯ ✯ ✯

As word began spreading throughout the navy yard that there was 
an active shooter at NAVSEA, employees in nearby buildings began 
making their way across the base in an effort to get away. Bernard 
Proctor was in the boiler plant located just across from Building 
197. Sometime around 8:35, Proctor made his way to the alley that 
separated the two structures. There, he encountered US Navy Com-
mander Tim Jirus, who had just descended from the fourth floor of 
Building 197. Standing in the alley just a few feet apart, the two tried 
to figure out what was happening. Proctor mentioned that he heard 
someone was shooting a gun inside the office building, but Jirus said 
he couldn’t confirm that.

While wandering around the first floor, Alexis had entered a 
stairwell and opened the exit door. Spotting Proctor and Jirus along-
side the building’s exterior, Alexis raised his shotgun and pulled the 
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trigger. It didn’t discharge. The rampage should have ended right 
there when Alexis’s shotgun was rendered inoperable. But Alexis 
had Ridgell’s sidearm, which he aimed at the two men and fired.

As Proctor and Jirus were talking, two shots rang out. Jirus looked 
over and saw Proctor laying on the ground.7 The sight of the utilities 
foreman mortally wounded by a gunshot to the head sent Jirus into a 
mad sprint for his life. Meanwhile, behind him, Alexis nonchalantly 
shut the door and resumed his hunt for more people to kill inside 
Building 197.

In the cruelest twist of fate, Proctor was killed with a firearm that 
was meant to protect him.

✯ ✯ ✯

Moments before Alexis killed Proctor, the first MPD officers to arrive 
at the navy yard finally reached Building 197. Hearing the sounds 
of gunfire inside the stairwell, the police were again tricked by the 
acoustics into believing the shooter was upstairs. The officers assem-
bled into active-shooter teams and made their way to the second 
floor, leaving a smaller contingent behind on the first floor. As police 
searched upper floors for Alexis, he spent the next fifteen minutes 
wandering around the first floor undetected.

At 8:55, Alexis decided to head to the second floor. When he 
climbed the flight of stairs, he found the door wide open. Alexis cau-
tiously poked his head into the hallway. Peering first to his left, then 
to his right, he spotted the MPD officers who were looking for him. A 
review of footage from the navy yard’s security camera system showed 
that twenty seconds before Alexis reached the second floor, the MPD 
officers had checked and cleared the stairwell where Alexis was now 
standing.

After spotting the active-shooter team, Alexis retreated into the 
stairwell and ascended to the third floor. He didn’t notice any police 
activity, so he entered the floor and roamed around for a while. 
Eventually, he made his way to a large cluster of cubicles, where he 
took refuge under a desk, waiting for the right time to strike against 
law enforcement.

At 9:15, a team of four policemen began approaching the area 
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where Alexis was hiding (see figure 5.2). They knew danger could 
be around any corner, but they didn’t know that Alexis was just feet 
away, lying in wait. Suddenly, a call came over one of the officers’ 
walkie-talkies. Upon hearing the police closing in, Alexis emerged 
and started shooting. MPD officer Scott Williams, who was on point, 
found himself directly in the line of fire. Struck in both legs, Williams 

Fig. 5.2. Diagrams of Final Shootout on Third Floor of Building 197  
at Washington Navy Yard.

Source: Reproduced from District of Columbia Metropolitan Police 
Department, After Action Report: Washington Navy Yard, September 16, 2013 

(Washington, DC: Metropolitan Police Department, July 2014), pp. 20–21. 
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went down, forcing the other officers to drag him to the safety of the 
main hallway.8

Hearing the “Officer down!” call, US Park Police officers Carl 
Hiott and Andrew Wong came to the assistance of the active-shooter 
team. When they reached their fellow officers, they were briefed on 
Alexis’s approximate location. “We finally knew where he was,” Hiott 
recalled.9

Just as the wounded MPD officer was being extricated to the first 
floor for medical attention, MPD tactical officer Dorian DeSantis 
arrived on scene. DeSantis turned to his Park Police colleagues—
who normally protect national monuments and parks—and asked 
if they had active-shooter training. They both nodded yes. DeSantis 
replied, “Let’s go.” The three men had never before worked together 
as a team. The difference between them was physically obvious, 
with DeSantis dressed in typical SWAT gear right down to the pro-
tective helmet, whereas the Park Police officers were in their light-
blue, short-sleeve patrol shirts. But they were all wearing protective 
vests, armed with assault rifles, and trained for this type of scenario. 
Forming an ad hoc active-shooter team, they went after Alexis.10

With Wong posting in the main hallway in case Alexis tried to flee 
the cubicle space from another access point, DeSantis and Hiott pro-
ceeded down the same corridor where their colleagues took gunfire 
just minutes earlier (see figure 5.2). Together, they took turns leaning 
around the six-foot-high partitions to look under desks. Row by row, 
they cleared the cubicles. At 9:25, they reached the end of the cor-
ridor. There was one last set of cubicles left to inspect. Alexis, who 
was under the last desk in this last row, jumped out and confronted 
the officers the moment they rounded the corner. Hiott remem-
bered, “He came up and started firing.” DeSantis, who was merely 
five feet away from the gunman, was hit in the chest but spared by his 
vest. Both officers returned fire, striking Alexis seventeen times and 
killing him almost instantly.11

“One shooter down!” Hiott radioed. After sixty-nine minutes, the 
rampage at the Washington Navy Yard was finally over.12
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GUN-FREE ZONES

As often happens following high-profile rampages, experts took to the 
airwaves to make sense of the attack on the navy yard. Some echoed 
the concerns raised following the Virginia Tech massacre that Amer-
ica’s broken mental-health system failed to identify and treat Alexis, 
who was no doubt “deranged.” Others mistakenly claimed that this 
was another murder spree perpetrated with an AR-15 just like the 
one used in Aurora—indicting America’s lax gun laws for allowing 
people to obtain weapons of war. (It took a few days for information 
to surface that the crime was not committed with an assault rifle). 
Alongside these traditional explanations of rampage violence, a rela-
tively new culprit emerged: gun-free zones.

During the broadcast of CNN’s Piers Morgan Live on the evening 
of the navy yard shooting, Morgan, a vocal proponent of strict gun 
control, engaged in a heated exchange with gun-rights advocate John 
Lott. Morgan insisted that the heart of the problem was America’s 
“failure to do anything to even clot down on AR-15s.”13 Lott dismissed 
such claims by shifting culpability: “When you go and ban guns from 
certain areas, when you don’t allow our soldiers or naval officers to be 
able to go and carry guns, you actually create a magnet for these types 
of attacks to occur.” Lott added, “The problem here is . . . gun-free 
zones.”14 His point was that certain places prohibit civilians—and, in 
the case of the navy yard, some soldiers—from carrying personal fire-
arms for self-protection. The argument goes, if only the people Alexis 
fired upon had been armed, they would have been able to shoot back 
and kill the perpetrator, preventing additional casualties.

In the back-and-forth, Morgan singled out the lethality of recent 
mass shootings that involved assault rifles, and Lott countered each 
example by drawing attention to the restrictions on carrying per-
sonal firearms at the locations the show’s host mentioned:

MORGAN: Aurora was the biggest single shooting in America 
by one shooter in terms of . . . people that he hit, 70 people.

LOTT: It’s a gun-free zone.
MORGAN: Sandy Hook[,] it came a few months later[,] was 

the worst school shooting in American history.
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LOTT: Gun-free zone.
MORGAN: We’ve now seen the second worst military base 

shooting in modern American history.
LOTT: Gun-free zone.15

In the days that followed, the gun-free-zone thesis was repeat-
edly advanced in the news and on social media, especially by sup-
porters of expanded gun rights. Noted Second Amendment litigant 
Dick Heller, for instance, characterized the navy yard as “a perfect 
example of a gun-free, mass-murder-empowerment zone.”16 Gun 
Owners of America spokesman Erich Pratt declared, “We need to 
end gun-free zones at schools and military bases that make people 
sitting ducks.”17 Rock musician and NRA board member Ted Nugent 
tweeted, “America has lost her soul when we turn US Military bases 
into gunfree slaughterzones [sic] Shame on us.”18

Conservative commentators followed suit, setting the right-wing 
blogosphere abuzz over how, yet again, a gun-free zone had facili-
tated a massacre. On Reason magazine’s website, military regula-
tions were branded as “sufficiently byzantine” on grounds that they 
“keep most (law-abiding) people largely disarmed.”19 At Breitbart, one 
blogger insisted that these rules allowed rampage gunmen to “shoot 
with impunity because our service men and women have no means 
of self-defense.”20 This point was echoed with a heavy dose of sarcasm 
at The Daily Caller: “Gun-free zones are the safest places around. For 
mass-murderers. They don’t have to worry about anybody shooting 
back.”21 And the conspiracy-driven Infowars opined, “Any deranged 
shooter looking for defenseless victims need only look to a gun free 
zone, knowing that it will be populated by defenseless victims that 
provide no resistance.”22 Fox News anchor Martha MacCallum went so 
far as to suggest that Aaron Alexis might have purposely selected the 
navy yard because it was a gun-free zone, noting, “on a military base 
you’re not allowed to carry weapons, at least military who have been 
issued weapons are not allowed to carry them on a base, and someone 
working or familiar with the area probably would know that.”23

It might be tempting to dismiss these claims as the talking points 
of people with a larger political agenda. That would be a mistake. 
As an October 2015 Gallup survey revealed, 56 percent of those 
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polled would feel safer if more civilians were armed with concealed 
weapons.24 Findings such as this indicate that the issue of gun-free 
zones has now become a mainstream concern.

✯ ✯ ✯

While gun-free zones have gained in prominence in the past few 
years as a casual factor contributing to rampage violence, the argu-
ment dates back to at least 1998, when John Lott published the first 
edition of his controversial book More Guns, Less Crime. As the title 
implies, Lott’s primary thesis is that places where laws facilitate gun 
ownership experience lower crime rates. In particular, Lott main-
tains, “Allowing citizens to carry concealed handguns reduces violent 
crimes, and the reductions coincide very closely with the number of 
concealed-handgun permits issued.”25

Examining multiple-victim shootings since 1977, Lott discerned 
a fascinating pattern in gun-rampage violence as well. When states 
adopted nondiscretionary, concealed-carry laws—also known as 
“shall-issue” right-to-carry laws—they at first experienced a “slight” 
increase in mass shooting deaths and injuries, followed by a dra-
matic reduction in such casualties.26 The drops were so remarkable 
that, within five years, the rate of gun-rampage casualties in these 
right-to-carry locations bottomed out at zero.27 In other words, Lott 
found that jurisdictions that encouraged their citizens to carry con-
cealed handguns eliminated death and injury resulting from mass 
shootings.28

In 1990, Congress enacted the Gun-Free School Zones Act, which 
made it a crime to knowingly possess or discharge a firearm within 
1,000 feet of school grounds.29 The act—which applies to all elemen-
tary and secondary schools, regardless of whether they are public, 
private, or parochial—was partly a reaction to a mass shooting at 
Cleveland Elementary School in Stockton, California, that left five 
children dead and another thirty-two people wounded.30 Lott drew 
on his findings to urge a significant exception to this law: “These 
results raise serious concerns over state and federal laws banning 
all guns from schools and the surrounding areas. At least permit-
ting school employees access to guns would seem to make schools 
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less vulnerable to mass shootings.”31 It was one of the first times that 
someone advocated for a policy that would allow teachers and/or 
administrators to carry personal firearms on school property.

In 2000, Lott published the second edition of his book. As it hit 
the shelves on the heels of the Columbine massacre, Lott naturally 
placed a great deal of emphasis on school shootings in those sections 
of his book discussing mass shootings. Offering support to his earlier 
thesis, he noted that in the time period since he had written the first 
edition of his book, there had been eight school shootings, two of 
which “were stopped only when citizens with guns interceded.”32 It 
was, of course, an anecdotal remedy. But he also reported that an 
extension of his data set to cover “all” mass shootings in the United 
States from 1977 to 1997 again found three important trends per-
taining to mass shootings resulting from the adoption of right-to-
carry laws: (1) the number of such attacks declined by 67 percent; (2) 
the number of deaths declined by 75 percent; and (3) the number 
of nonlethal injuries declined by 81 percent.33 According to Lott, the 
only locations where mass shootings continued to occur in right-to-
carry jurisdictions were places where civilians were prohibited from 
carrying concealed handguns—places like schools. For Lott, the 
lesson was undeniable: mass shootings could be deterred, and the 
best way to do this was to enact laws that empowered civilians to carry 
concealed firearms.34 “Unfortunately,” he wrote, “without concealed 
carry, ordinary citizens are sitting ducks, waiting to be victimized.”35

By the time his book was reissued in its third edition in 2010, Lott 
was introducing us to a new concept that characterized places “where 
private citizens are not allowed to carry guns”: gun-free zones.36 In a 
forceful argument, he maintained that in right-to-carry states, where 
someone in a crowd of “dozens or even hundreds” is bound to be 
armed, rampage gunmen will be thwarted.37 For this reason, Lott 
insisted that mass shooters—knowing they’ll face far less resistance 
in places where their potential victims are unarmed—consciously 
seek out and target gun-free zones. He concluded his study with a 
warning that he would later repeat on Piers Morgan’s show: “Gun-
free zones are a magnet for deadly attacks.”38

✯ ✯ ✯
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In addition to running the Crime Prevention Research Center, which 
he founded, John Lott is also a Fox News columnist. After practically 
every high-profile shooting rampage, you’re likely to find Lott taking 
to the news channel’s website to document how the latest assault in 
question took place in a gun-free zone. In fact, since 2010, when the 
third edition of his book was released, he has authored dozens of 
op-ed pieces pleading for the abolishment of gun-free zones. Given 
how influential his arguments have become, it’s important to review 
some of Lott’s more prominent viewpoints on mass shootings.

The United States has “an uncountable number of targets,” Lott 
reminds us, and there is no better way to deter mass shootings in 
our communities than to allow Americans to bear arms practically 
everywhere—right down to government and military facilities like 
the Washington Navy Yard, where top-secret work is occurring.39 
Although a good start, law enforcement and armed guards are insuf-
ficient for the task of preventing rampage violence. “When police 
and the military can’t be everywhere,” he argues, “the last line of 
defense is having more citizens carry guns.”40

The idea is that rampage gunmen are extremely rational when it 
comes to target selection. According to Lott, “they keep picking the 
few gun-free zones to do virtually all of their attacks.”41 As evidence, 
he cites the so-called virgin killings perpetrated by Elliot Rodger 
against University of California–Santa Barbara (UCSB) students and 
the Aurora theater massacre. According to Lott, Rodger ruled out 
his initial idea of attacking a popular spring break party called “Del-
topia” because, in Rodger’s words, “there were way too many cops 
walking around.”42 Regarding the Aurora shooting, Lott notes that 
James Holmes could have attacked a movie theater closer to his resi-
dence, or even one with a larger auditorium than the Century 16 
Cineplex. “Instead, out of all the movie theaters within 20 minutes 
of his apartment showing the new Batman movie that night,” Lott 
observed, “it was the only one where guns were banned.” Lott goes 
so far as to hold the theater partly responsible for Holmes’s killing 
spree on the grounds that it prohibited patrons from carrying their 
firearms into the complex.43 The reasoning behind this indictment is 
that, in Colorado, over 4 percent of the adult population has licenses 
to carry concealed handguns. This translates into an “extremely high 
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probability” that there would have been at least one armed indi-
vidual who might have stopped Holmes before he could get around 
to shooting seventy people.44

As the above hypothetical suggests, if armed individuals fail to 
deter a mass shooting, they are at the very least well positioned to 
interrupt the attack and limit the bloodshed. One of Lott’s contri-
butions to the debate is that he has devoted considerable effort to 
assembling an anecdotal compilation of twenty-eight shootings that 
involved armed civilians intervening and halting rampage gunmen 
from completing their objective of killing as many people as pos-
sible.45 Others have seized on his initiative, and the list of incidents 
now numbers thirty-six.46

Lott’s contributions to the gun-violence debate have also been 
instrumental in allaying some of the concerns advanced by gun-
control advocates. In particular, he assures us that a civilian armed 
with a concealed handgun has never accidentally shot an innocent 
bystander, and police officers have never shot an armed citizen mis-
taken for an attacker. The fears of innocent people getting shot and 
killed when armed civilians draw their weapons and attempt to stop 
a mass shooting are unfounded, according to Lott.47

All of the above claims, when considered individually certainly 
provide reason to give pause. When viewed in their totality, however, 
they present an extremely compelling case against gun-free zones. 
That said, the most powerful defense of Lott’s thesis might just be 
to let his numbers speak for themselves: “With just two exceptions, 
from at least 1950, all the mass public shootings have occurred in 
these gun-free zones.”48

✯ ✯ ✯

John Lott has devoted a great deal of his career trying to raise public 
awareness of the dangers inherent in gun-free zones. In 2015, his 
thesis finally catapulted into the mainstream following four high-pro-
file mass shootings, each one compounding the need for Americans 
to revisit the issue of how best to reduce the carnage of rampage vio-
lence. The first incident was the racially motivated attack on parishio-
ners of the Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, South Carolina, that 
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took place in June (discussed in chapter 4). After a twenty-one-year-old 
white male opened fire on a gathering of black worshippers, killing 
nine people, Lott penned a piece for Fox News suggesting that the 
gun massacre “possibly could have been avoided” had AME not been 
a gun-free zone.49 Others ranging from pundits to law enforcement 
officials made similar claims on national television news networks.50 
NRA board member Charles Cotton went so far as to lay some of the 
blame on the church’s pastor Clementa Pinckney, who was killed 
in the shooting. Cotton pointed out that Pinckney, who also served 
as a South Carolina state legislator, had been an opponent of con-
cealed-carry and had, in the past, voted against right-to-carry legisla-
tion. Cotton’s view was that Pinckney’s actions contributed to the high 
death toll: “Eight of his church members who might be alive if he had 
expressly allowed members to carry handguns in church are dead. 
Innocent people died because of his position on a political issue.”51

As the nation was beginning to heal from what had happened 
in Charleston, Muhammad Youssef Abdulazeez, a twenty-four-year-
old man, with jihadist motives, opened fire on soldiers at a military 
recruiting office and a US Navy Reserve center in July, killing five ser-
vicemen.52 As expected, Lott once again led the rally against gun-free 
zones, noting that—like the Fort Hood and Washington Navy Yard 
rampages—military facilities had come under attack because they 
were soft targets that prohibited soldiers and civilian employees from 
being armed while at work.53 Other political commentators quickly 
echoed Lott’s views.54 But this time a new category of critics chimed 
in: presidential candidates.

No less than ten Republican presidential candidates questioned 
why the Obama administration was still prohibiting America’s men 
and women in uniform from carrying firearms while on post. The first 
GOP hopeful to weigh in was Donald Trump, who within hours of the 
shooting spree, tweeted: “Get rid of gun free zones. The four great 
marines who were just shot never had a chance. They were highly 
trained but helpless without guns.”55 Seizing on Trump’s cue, Jeb 
Bush, Chris Christie, Ted Cruz, Carly Fiorina, Mike Huckabee, Bobby 
Jindal, Rand Paul, Rick Perry, and Scott Walker quickly followed suit.56

When Christopher Harper-Mercer, a twenty-six-year-old mentally 
disturbed gun fanatic, went on a rampage in October that claimed 
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nine lives at Umpqua Community College in Roseburg, Oregon, 
Lott’s thesis was once again front and center. The Republican pres-
idential candidates again raised concerns that civilians aren’t able 
to defend themselves adequately during mass shootings.57 This time 
nearly all of the GOP contenders were on board, forming a unified 
platform: gun-free zones are getting Americans killed.58 By November 
2015, when terrorists stormed Paris and killed 130 people—the vast 
majority of victims murdered by men wielding Kalashnikov assault 
rifles—the gun-free zone explanation had undeniably become a 
mainstream political position. A solution for curbing the carnage 
of mass shootings had emerged, reflected in the views of Trump. 
Speaking at a campaign rally a few days after the Paris attacks, the 
businessman-turned-politician observed: “Now, if you had 25 people 
in there that had guns, okay? It would have been a totally different 
story, folks. There would have been the shootout at the O.K. Corral.”59

The implication is crystal clear: if the United States wants to 
reduce the bloodshed of rampage violence, it needs to revise its gun 
laws to make it easier for Americans to defend themselves in a mass 
shooting. In simple terms, we need to get rid of gun-free zones.

A LOTT OF QUESTIONABLE RESEARCH

John Lott’s research on gun violence was revolutionary. His ideas 
were counterintuitive. His findings suggested that the way to reduce 
gun violence—including gun-rampage violence—was not to impose 
stricter gun-control laws, but instead to ease firearms laws. The solu-
tion wasn’t less guns. It was more guns. As the title of his book stated, 
“more guns, less crime.” And, by extension, more guns, less mass 
shootings. If only that was the case.

✯ ✯ ✯

These days, with so much information at our fingertips, we often take to 
the Internet and research matters that could have a profound impact 
on our lives. Applying to college. Buying a house. Selecting a physi-
cian. Medical decisions, in particular, are of great importance because 
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of their life-and-death consequences. So, imagine that you find your-
self diagnosed with cancer and you need to find an oncologist. Odds 
are that there are dozens, if not hundreds, of oncologists within a one-
hundred-mile radius of where you reside. Nowadays, it’s easy to find 
information about medical professionals, allowing us to pick the one 
best suited to our needs. Google searches can instantly provide infor-
mation on a doctor’s education, training, residency, research, publica-
tions, hospital affiliations, accreditations, and accolades. A new gener-
ation of websites even allow potential patients to see how other people 
rate a specific doctor, and to learn if the doctor has ever committed 
medical malpractice or engaged in unethical conduct.

Of course, even with all the resources available to us, selecting 
an oncologist still tends to begin with a referral from a primary-care 
physician or a suggestion from an acquaintance. Now, imagine that 
a quick Internet search uncovers that your recommended oncolo-
gist has a pretty impressive pedigree. He attended the best schools, 
completed his residency at a major research hospital, and published 
articles in top-tier medical journals. But as you keep digging, you dis-
cover that his research methodologies and findings have been called 
into question by the leading experts in the field; that he has been 
accused of fabricating some of his research results; and that, after 
being criticized on online rating websites, he created a fake sock-
puppet account to enter false reviews and artificially inflate his scores 
in an effort to salvage his reputation. Would you still be willing to 
trust that oncologist?

The truth is that most doctors and researchers adhere to a code 
of professional conduct that reinforces honesty and integrity. Pur-
poseful violations are extremely rare. But they do happen every once 
in a while.

Accused of dubious practices and unethical behavior, John Lott 
is a prominent example of a researcher who has been plagued by 
such controversy. As a result, his findings, as well as the policy rec-
ommendations based on those findings, have been called into ques-
tion—kind of like fruit from the poisoned tree. This includes his 
thesis on gun-free zones.

✯ ✯ ✯
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John Lott looks impressive on paper. He holds a doctorate in eco-
nomics from UCLA. Prior to taking the helm at the Crime Preven-
tion Research Center, he worked at some of the best universities in 
world, including Rice University, Texas A&M University, Stanford 
University, Yale University, Cornell University, the University of Penn-
sylvania, and the University of Chicago. In the late 1980s, he served as 
the chief economist to the United States Sentencing Commission.60 
He has authored or coauthored eight books, one of which—More 
Guns, Less Crime—has sold over one hundred thousand copies.61 He 
has also written hundreds of op-ed pieces, and, as mentioned above, 
he is now a Fox News columnist.62

Often academics are chided for conducting research that isn’t 
“translational,” meaning it doesn’t really provide much value to 
everyday life. Lott is undoubtedly not such a researcher. Not only is 
he widely read and cited, his ideas have actually served as the foun-
dation for numerous changes in gun laws. In particular, his thesis 
that right-to-carry laws significantly reduce crime has spurred the 
adoption of such laws in close to a dozen states.63 More recently, his 
views have served as the intellectual backbone for what has become 
known as “campus-carry” legislation—which mandates that colleges 
and universities allow private guns on campus.64

Lott has been instrumental in promoting other pro-gun ideas 
as well. Guns, he claims, are used more frequently for self-defense 
purposes than for criminal activities.65 Guns make women and the 
elderly safer.66 Stand-your-ground gun laws reduce violent crime.67 
And, of course, eliminating gun-free zones reduces the carnage of 
mass shootings. In the words of one analysis, “John Lott is, without 
exception, the most prolific and influential writer on the topic of 
gun violence and gun control.”68

It’s no wonder that John Lott has been the leading go-to guy for 
“scientific” evidence to support the political advocacy of gun-rights 
associations like the NRA and Gun Owners of America. Not only do 
these organizations frequently reference Lott, they even occasionally 
promote his books and speaking engagements.69 Furthermore, the 
relationship seems to be well entwined. NRA board member Grover 
Norquist, for instance, has coauthored a book with Lott on the flaws 
of the Obama administration’s economic policies.70 And NRA board 
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member Ted Nugent—who refers to Lott as his “academic hero”—
also serves on the board of directors of Lott’s Crime Prevention 
Research Center.71

Inevitably, when a scholar weighs in on a controversial and politi-
cally charged topic like the debate between gun-control and gun-
rights proponents, their work will come under attack from a firmly 
entrenched ideologue who is displeased by the message. But in the 
case of Lott’s work, the taint extends beyond the partisan divide. This 
is particularly so in terms of his research practices and his attempts to 
defend those practices.

✯ ✯ ✯

John Lott’s research often feels like the body of scholarship that 
launched a thousand criticisms. It’s difficult to find some seminal 
finding from his work on gun violence that has not faced challenge. 
This is especially true for More Guns, Less Crime. Criticisms of the 
book include charges that Lott created a model based on assump-
tions that were speculative; he cherry-picked his data; and he reached 
conclusions that seemed to be contradicted by actual outcomes.72 
As only a small portion of Lott’s book addresses mass shootings, it’s 
not vital that all the criticisms be reviewed here. In fact, because of 
the important policy implications of Lott’s “more guns, less crime” 
thesis, a panel of sixteen experts at the National Research Council 
assessed the book. In a public report, all but one member of the 
panel held that, at best, there was no conclusive evidence that the 
adoption of right-to-carry laws resulted in a significant reduction in 
violent crime.73 While there continue to be some academics who side 
with Lott on how guns impact crime, the majority of scholars who 
have weighed in—at least fifty to date according to one review—have 
expressed some degree of skepticism regarding his conclusions.74

Questions surrounding Lott’s research methodology and prac-
tices are, in and of themselves, enough to warrant thorough inspec-
tion of his conclusions regarding mass shootings. But Lott’s actions 
in defending himself have raised even more troubling concerns—
furthering the need for analysts and policymakers to subject his work 
to scrutiny. Two examples establish why this is so.
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In the first edition of More Guns, Less Crime, Lott asserted that 
national opinion surveys found that merely brandishing a firearm 
accounted for 98 percent of the instances involving a defensive gun 
use—implying that usually all it takes to prevent crime is to have a 
firearm in your possession.75 By the time the second edition of his 
book came out, Lott claimed that the 98 percent figure was derived 
not from an aggregation of national polling data, but rather from a 
single survey that he had conducted.76 It’s a significant difference for 
sure. But, truth be told, when drafting a large manuscript, it’s not 
unheard of to have an occasional oversight or mistake. Fortunately, 
when querying over 2,400 individuals, as Lott stated his survey did, 
there will be a record of poll results. Except there wasn’t. As Lott 
noted: “My survey was conducted over 3 months during 1997. I had 
planned on including a discussion of it in my book, but did not do 
so because an unfortunate computer crash lost my hard disk right 
before the final draft of the book had to be turned in.”77

With the veracity of his work in question, James Lindgren, a pro-
fessor at Northwestern University’s School of Law, stepped in to serve 
as an academic arbiter of sorts. Lindgren pressed Lott for evidence—
any evidence—that this survey was actually performed. How about 
receipts confirming that the survey was conducted? It turned out the 
survey was not funded by any outside organization. All the costs were 
paid for by Lott personally, out of his own pocket. How about employ-
ment records for the students hired to place the phone calls? None 
of those existed. All the survey calls were supposedly conducted by 
undergraduate volunteers. How about phone records of the calls 
made to survey respondents? The calls were allegedly placed by the 
student assistants from their personal phones and all the costs were 
covered directly by Lott, with no paper record of reimbursements. 
How about identifying at least one—just one—student assistant by 
name so that he or she could confirm the survey? Lott couldn’t 
recall any of them by name. How about the tally sheets on which 
the student assistants recorded survey responses? Lott couldn’t find 
them. He thinks he likely threw them out during a move.78

Lindgren asked Lott to supply close to a dozen different items, 
any one of which could verify that the survey was performed. Lott 
was unable to provide any of the sought-after evidence. Although 
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Lindgren ultimately withheld judgment, he concluded his investiga-
tion with a plea for anyone who was involved in the survey to come 
forward and confirm that it was indeed conducted.79 Over ten years 
later, not a single student assistant has surfaced.80

Lott has tried to quiet the storm by suggesting the survey is insignifi-
cant to the larger More Guns, Less Crime project. In his words, “The refer-
ence to the survey involves one number in one sentence in my book.”81 
But as two of his biggest critics point out, “One wonders why someone 
who ostensibly went through such a herculean effort to conduct a huge 
survey with his own money in three months’ time would then turn 
around and diminish his own work by insisting that it’s only ‘one number 
in one sentence’ in one book. That’s a lot of work and a lot of excuses 
for one sentence.”82 Others, like history professor Jon Wiener, have been 
harsher in their assessment: “The conclusion seemed obvious: Lott had 
never done the national survey. He was lying.”83

At roughly the same time that Lott was coming under fire 
regarding the survey, a student of his did come forward to speak in 
his defense. Mary Rosh, who studied with Lott at the University of 
Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Business in the early 1990s, had 
nothing but high praise for her former instructor.84 “The best pro-
fessor that I ever had,” she announced. Lauding Lott’s book and 
encouraging people to download his papers, Rosh went to bizarre 
lengths to stick up for her mentor. Rosh posted hundreds of messages 
online, often making extremely meticulous arguments pertaining to 
Lott’s work. It’s not unusual for alumni to feel loyalty or affection for 
their former professors and mentors, but this degree of effort and 
passion was truly exceptional. Who was Mary Rosh, and why was she 
so vested in protecting Lott’s scholarship and reputation?85

On a hunch, a journalist at Reason magazine decided to compare 
the Internet Protocol address of one of Rosh’s posts with that of an 
e-mail Lott had sent him. They were identical. Mary Rosh was not 
Lott’s student. She—or rather he—was John Lott himself.86 When con-
fronted with the evidence, Lott confessed, “The MaRyRoSh pen name 
account was created years ago for an account for my children, using 
the first two letters of the names of my four sons. . . . I shouldn’t have 
used it, but I didn’t want to get directly involved with my real name 
because I could not commit large blocks of time to discussions.”87 In 
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follow-up correspondence in Science magazine, Lott explained that he 
used a sock puppet in online forums because past postings under his 
real name had “elicited threatening and obnoxious telephone calls.”88 
It was a justification that the editor-in-chief of Science found uncon-
vincing. In his view, constructing and employing a “false identity” to 
defend one’s work and attack one’s critics “goes down as fraud.”89

With his research and integrity in question, it seems irrespon-
sible to accept Lott’s assertions regarding gun-free zones without first 
subjecting his claims to intense scrutiny. So let’s take a closer look.

✯ ✯ ✯

As mentioned earlier, the concept of a gun-free zone actually traces its 
roots back to the Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990.90 Building on 
the idea of a gun-free school zone, commentators like John Lott pro-
posed a much broader concept that came to be known as the gun-free 
zone—an area where anyone other than a police officer or authorized 
security guard is prohibited from possessing a firearm.91 Unfortunately, 
the concept has never been properly defined, allowing for misuse of 
the term in a politically expedient manner that generally promotes the 
expansion of gun rights. Take John Lott’s own use of the term.

In More Guns, Less Crime, Lott described gun-free zones as locales 
“where private citizens are not allowed to carry guns.”92 As an example, 
Lott cited properties where “owners ban guns provided they post clear 
signs.” As time went on, however, Lott began embracing a looser con-
ceptualization that deemed entire cities and counties to be gun-free 
zones if they were extremely restrictive in issuing concealed-carry 
permits. This was the case in his characterization of Santa Barbara 
County following Elliot Rodger’s 2014 rampage.93 But this is a bit dis-
ingenuous, as California residents aren’t prohibited outright from 
possessing firearms, meaning these zones are not free of guns. Those 
with permits as well as those owning private property (like the Isla 
Vista Deli Mart that Rodger shot up) could have returned fire during 
the rampage against UCSB students had they been armed. There’s 
no way that Rodger could have known if anyone on the streets or in 
the business establishments was carrying a weapon.94

Another problem with the term “gun-free zones” relates to how 
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gun-rights advocates employ it only for private citizens. Even if there 
are law enforcement officers and armed security guards on the prem-
ises, many still insist that the property is a gun-free zone if civilians 
are prohibited from carrying their personal firearms on site. Case in 
point: Lott’s characterization of military installations like Fort Hood 
and the Washington Navy Yard.95 There’s an obvious logical problem 
with such a conceptualization. How can a place be a gun-free zone if 
guns are present? The implication is that rampage shooters are only 
deterred by armed civilians, not by armed guards and cops. But that’s 
an absurd suggestion. Certainly, a bullet fired out of a police officer’s 
firearm has stopping power as well. If it’s “more guns, less crime,” 
as Lott proclaims, then it’s the gun itself that prevents criminal vio-
lence—including rampage violence. The distinction between civilian 
and law enforcement guns shouldn’t matter.

To avoid further confusion, I suggest we employ a commonsen-
sical definition: gun-free zones are places where there are never 
armed personnel stationed on the property and private citizens are 
prohibited from being armed with personal firearms by law or appro-
priate notice.96 Using the term in its literal sense not only provides 
clarity, it also frees us to generate an alternative concept that better 
captures the dynamic Lott conflates with true gun-free zones. In this 
vein, I propose utilizing the term “gun-restricting zones” for places 
where private citizens are barred from carrying personal firearms by 
law or appropriate notice, yet armed security is routinely present. 
This best describes locations like military facilities and college cam-
puses, where armed guards and police are on regular patrol, but 
civilians are prohibited from bearing arms. To round out the pos-
sibilities, I suggest that we employ the term “gun-allowing zones” to 
represent those places where private civilians are not legally prohib-
ited from carrying personal firearms.

Sharpening our definitions alleviates the ambiguities and incon-
sistencies surrounding gun-free zones and their impact on mass 
shootings.

The other major problem is that many of those who study this 
relationship often have a clear agenda and seem to go to great 
lengths to make the data fit the theory. Lott again stands out in this 
regard. Among other things, he has maintained:
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1.  States that enact right-to-carry laws see an elimination of mass 
shootings within five years;97

2.  There have only been two mass shootings in the past sixty-
five years that have occurred in a location where civilians were 
allowed to carry firearms;98 and

3.  More than two dozen mass shootings have been stopped by 
armed citizens.99

These are powerful statements. If Lott’s findings are correct, then 
the clear conclusion is, as he put it in one of his Fox News commen-
taries, “gun-free zones are killing us.”100 This suggests that lawmakers 
concerned with protecting the American public from mass shootings 
should make the elimination of gun-free and gun-restricting zones a 
legislative priority. But before government goes down this path, it’s 
important to ask, Do Lott’s claims survive the test of scrutiny?

In 2002, a team of scholars lead by Grant Duwe tried to repli-
cate Lott’s finding that right-to-carry laws drastically reduced the 
occurrence and carnage of mass shootings—zeroing out such attacks 
within five years. Examining incidents from roughly the same time 
frame, the researchers concluded that permitting private citizens to 
carry concealed handguns had “no effect on mass public shootings 
at all.”101 As with other findings reported in More Guns, Less Crime, the 
pattern in multiple-victim shootings couldn’t be replicated.

How does Lott’s theory hold up when assessed using my data 
set of 111 gun massacres? There are currently forty-one states that 
have “shall-issue” right-to-carry laws. California, Connecticut, Del-
aware, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, 
Rhode Island, and the District of Columbia are the only jurisdictions 
(outside of United States territories) that have not enacted such 
laws. They are instead guided by a discretionary system of “may-issue” 
laws, which generally requires prior authorization for many forms 
of firearm ownership. Three states—Vermont, New Hampshire, and 
Washington—had right-to-carry laws in effect prior to the starting 
date of my data set (1966). The other thirty-eight states adopted laws 
facilitating the carrying of concealed handguns subsequent to my 
start date, beginning with Indiana in 1980.102 This presents an excel-
lent opportunity to test Lott’s thesis.103
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The forty-one states that are currently shall-issue right-to-carry 
states experienced a combined forty-three gun massacres prior 
to adopting such laws. Under right-to-carry conditions, the total 
number of such high-fatality mass shootings dropped to thirty-eight, 
a 12 percent decrease (see table 5.1). It’s not an insignificant drop, 

Table 5.1. Gun Massacres Preceding and Following the  
Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws.

Current Shall-Issue Right-to-Carry Jurisdictions (N = 41 States)

Number of Gun Massacres Pre-Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws 43

Number of Gun Massacres Post-Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws 38

Number of Gun Massacres 5+ Years after Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws 31

Cumulative Gun-Massacre Deaths Pre-Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws 323

Cumulative Gun-Massacre Deaths Post-Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws 321

Cumulative Gun-Massacre Deaths 5+ Years after Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws 257

Average Death Toll Per Incident Pre-Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws 7.5

Average Death Toll Per Incident Post-Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws 8.4

Average Death Toll Per Incident 5+ Years after Enactment of Right-to-Carry Laws 8.3

Current May-Issue Jurisdictions (N = 9 States Plus the District of Columbia)

Number of Gun Massacres 30

Cumulative Gun-Massacre Deaths 260

Average Death Toll Per Incident 8.7

All Jurisdictions, 1966–2015 (N = 50 States Plus the District of Columbia)

Number of Gun Massacres Not Occurring under Right-to-Carry Conditions 73

Number of Gun Massacres Occurring under Right-to-Carry Conditions 38

Cumulative Gun-Massacre Deaths Not Occurring under Right-to-Carry Conditions 583

Cumulative Gun-Massacre Deaths Occurring under Right-to-Carry Conditions 321

Average Death Toll Per Incident Not Occurring under Right-to-Carry Conditions 8.0

Average Death Toll Per Incident Occurring under Right-to-Carry Conditions 8.4
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but it’s hardly the decrease that Lott’s model predicts. Also worthy of 
mention, thirty-one of those thirty-eight gun massacres occurred five 
or more years after the enactment of right-to-carry laws, indicating 
that such laws don’t zero out deadly rampages within a five-year 
period. If anything, massacres in shall-issue right-to-carry states seem 
to increase as time passes.

In terms of fatalities, Lott also maintains that states will see less 
carnage after the passage of right-to-carry laws. But my data set estab-
lishes the opposite trend. In the forty-one shall-issue states, the cumu-
lative death toll across the forty-three pre-enactment massacres since 
1966 was 323, for an average of 7.5 deaths per incident. The com-
bined death toll across the thirty-eight post-enactment massacres was 
321, for an average of 8.4 deaths per incident. When the thirty mas-
sacres that took place in the remaining ten jurisdictions (resulting 
in a combined 260 deaths) are incorporated into the calculations, 
the results are even more damning for Lott’s thesis. In areas where 
right-to-carry laws were not in effect at the time of a gun massacre, 
there have been seventy-three incidents, resulting in 583 total fatali-
ties, for an average of 8.0 deaths per incident—a rate less than the 
8.4 average that results after right-to-carry laws are in effect.

When assessing the data in a manner that accounts for population 
shifts, the incidence rates of gun-massacre attacks and fatalities also 
fail to support Lott’s thesis (see table 5.2). When the incidence rates 
are mapped, it becomes obvious that the occurrence of high-fatality 
mass shootings and the carnage that results from such incidents both 
follow similar trend lines (see figures 5.3 and 5.4). If Lott’s model 
was accurate, we should see a drastically different pattern: the inci-
dence rates in right-to-carry states should be dropping precipitously, 
nearing zero as times passes. Instead, when it comes to incidents as 
well as deaths, the rates continue to rise in shall-issue states, just as 
they do in may-issue states.

No matter how you crunch the numbers, the conclusion is the 
same when it comes to gun massacres: the enactment of right-to-
carry laws fails to eliminate gun massacres, and, arguably more dis-
concerting, correlates with an increase in deaths per incident.
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Table 5.2. Five-Year Incidence Rates for Gun-Massacre Attacks and 
Deaths in Shall-Issue and May-Issue States, 1966–2015.

Five-Year Period Shall-Issue
Attack Rate

May-Issue
Attack Rate

Shall-Issue
Death Rate

May-Issue
Death Rate

1966

–

1970 0 0.03 0 0.23

1971

–

1975 0 0.05 0 0.37

1976

–

1980 0 0.02 0 0.14

1981

–

1985 0.27 0.06 2.22 0.53

1986

–

1990 0.08 0.03 0.61 0.21

1991

–

1995 0 0.04 0 0.36

1996

–

2000 0.03 0.02 0.23 0.18

2001

–

2005 0.02 0.04 0.13 0.26

2006

–

2010 0.05 0.07 0.52 0.58

2011

–

2015 0.07 0.05 0.54 0.69

Note: Rates are calculated using the mean population estimates (in millions) of shall-issue and may-issue 
states over the applicable five-year periods.

Source: Attack and death tolls are drawn from table 3.2. Population data are drawn from United States 
Census Bureau, “Population Estimates,” www.census.gov/popest/index.html (accessed May 3, 2016).

In all fairness to Lott, when he conducted his study, he employed 
a definition of mass shootings that was different from the ones used 
by Duwe’s team and myself.104 For Lott, mass shootings were those 
gun attacks that resulted in two or more victims being shot—either 
killed or wounded—in a public place. Moreover, he disqualified all 
shooting incidents that were part of a broader crime: “gang activity; 
drug dealing; a holdup or a robbery; drive-by shootings that explic-
itly or implicitly involved gang activity; organized crime, or profes-
sional hits; and serial killings, or killings that took place over the 
span of more than one day.”105 What he was left with were 563 gun 
attacks that occurred over a twenty-one-year period.106 Lott insists 
that he compiled data on “all” mass shootings meeting his definition 
from 1977 to 1997.107 It’s hard to believe that in our country, where 
there are now easily over three hundred shootings a year that leave 
four or more people either dead or wounded, the number of shoot-
ings where two or more people were killed or wounded averaged 
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only twenty-seven incidents per year. More likely, he didn’t capture 
“all” the mass public shootings from his period of study.108

By 2015, Lott seemed to narrow his analysis of mass public shoot-
ings to those resulting in four or more deaths. In a Crime Prevention 
Research Center report, he claimed that, since 1950, there have been 
only two known instances of a mass public shooting that occurred in 
a location that permitted private citizens to carry their personal fire-
arms.109 Again, this is a bold assertion that can easily be examined 
using my data set (at least for the last fifty years).

A review of the 111 gun massacres that have occurred since 1966 
indicates that only eighteen have taken place, in whole or in part, 
outside of a gun-allowing zone. (Three of these eighteen incidents 
occurred, in part, in gun-allowing zones.) Of these eighteen high-
fatality mass shootings, thirteen took place in bona fide gun-free 
zones, where armed security or police were not on routine patrol. 
The remaining five incidents occurred in gun-restricting zones (see 
table 5.3.). Quite the contrary to what Lott argues, 84 percent of 
all gun massacres occurred in a location where there is no evidence 
that private guns were prohibited, and nearly 90 percent occurred 
outside true gun-free zones. Without question, gun-allowing zones 
do not deter gun massacres.

Opponents of gun-free zones, nevertheless, don’t just argue that 
concealed- and open-carry laws usually prevent mass shootings from 
occurring in the first place.110 They also maintain that, should deter-
rence fail, armed people will help reduce the bloodshed by neu-
tralizing perpetrators before they can complete their rampages. In 
theory, this sounds logical. And my data offer some support for this 
position. In particular, the average death toll per incident across the 
massacres that occurred outside gun-free zones (as defined above) 
was 7.8, whereas inside gun-free zones the average was 11.0. This is a 
significant difference.

However, when gun-restricting and gun-free zone fatality counts 
are compared, a surprising pattern emerges. The average death toll for 
the five incidents that occurred in gun-restricting zones surpasses the 
average death toll for the thirteen incidents in strictly gun-free zones 
(15.2 compared to 11.0). It’s surprising because, in four of those five 
incidents in gun-restricting zones, the perpetrators actually took gunfire 
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Table 5.3. Gun Massacres in Gun-Free, Gun-Restricting,  
and Gun-Allowing Zones, 1966–2015.

Gun Massacres in Gun-Free Zones

Date City State Perpetrator(s) Deaths

1 8/20/1986 Edmond OK Patrick Sherrill 14

2

10/16/1991 Killeen TX George Hennard 23

3

11/2/1999 Honolulu HI Byran Koji Uyesugi

 7

4

7/8/2003

Meridian MS Douglas Williams  6

5

8/27/2003

Chicago IL Salvador Tapia  6

6

3/21/2005

Red Lake MN Jeffrey Weise  9

7

1/30/2006

Goleta CA Jennifer San Marco  7

8

12/5/2007

Omaha NE Robert Hawkins  8

9

3/29/2009

Carthage NC Robert Stewart  8

10

4/2/2012

Oakland CA One Goh  7

11

7/20/2012

Aurora CO James Holmes 12

12

12/14/2012 Newtown CT Adam Lanza 27

13 6/17/2015 Charleston SC Dylann Roof

 9

Gun Massacres in Gun-Restricting Zones

Date City State Perpetrator(s) Deaths

1 4/20/1999 Littleton CO Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold 13

2 4/16/2007

Blacksburg VA Seung Hui Cho 32

3

2/7/2008 Kirkwood MO Charles Lee Thornton

 6

4

11/5/2009

Fort Hood TX Nidal Hasan 13

5 9/16/2013 Washington DC Aaron Alexis 12
Gun Massacres in Gun-Allowing Zones

Date City State Perpetrator(s) Deaths
1 8/1/1966 Austin TX Charles Whitman 14
2 8/26/1966 New Haven CT Arthur Davis

 6
3 10/23/1967 Lock Haven PA Leo Held  6
4 3/16/1968 Ironwood MI Eric Pearson  7
5 6/25/1968 Good Hart MI Undetermined  6
6 12/19/1968 Napa CA Charles Bray  6
7 9/3/1971 Phoenix AZ John Freeman  7
8 6/21/1972 Cherry Hill NJ Edwin Grace  6
9 1/7/1973 New Orleans LA Mark Essex  7

10 6/21/1973 Palos Hills IL William Workman  7
11 4/22/1973 Los Angeles CA William Bonner  7
12 6/9/1973 Boston MA George O’Leary  6
13 11/4/1973 Cleveland OH Cyril Rovansek  7
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14

2/18/1974 Fayette MS Frankie Lias

 7

15

11/13/1974

Amityville NY Ronald DeFeo  6

16

3/30/1975

Hamilton OH James Ruppert 11

17

10/19/1975 Sutherland NE Erwin Simants

 6

18

3/12/1976

Trevose PA George Geschwendt  6

19

7/12/1976

Fullerton CA Edward Allaway  7

20

7/23/1977

Klamath Falls OR DeWitt Henry  6

21

8/26/1977

Hackettstown NJ Emile Benoist  6

22

7/16/1978

Oklahoma City OK Harold Stafford, Roger Stafford, and Verna Stafford  6

23

1/3/1981

Delmar IA Gene Gilbert  6

24

1/7/1981

Richmond VA Artie Ray Cherry, Michael Finazzo, and Tyler 
Frndak

 6

25

5/2/1981

Clinton MD Ronald Ellis  6

26

8/21/1981

Indianapolis IN King Bell  6

27

2/17/1982

Farwell MI Robert Haggart  7

28

8/9/1982

Grand Prairie TX John Parish  6

29

8/20/1982

Miami FL Carl Brown  8

30

9/7/1982

Craig AK Undetermined  8

31

9/25/1982

Wilkes-Barre PA George Banks 13

32

2/18/1983 Seattle WA Kwan Fai Mak and Benjamin Ng 13

33

3/3/1983 McCarthy AK Louis Hastings

 6

34

10/11/1983

College Station and Hempstead TX Eliseo Moreno  6

35

4/15/1984

Brooklyn NY Christopher Thomas 10

36

5/19/1984 Manley Hot Springs AK Michael Silka

 8

37

6/29/1984

Dallas TX Abdelkrim Belachheb  6

38

7/18/1984

San Ysidro CA James Huberty 21

39

10/18/1984 Evansville IN James Day

 6

40

12/8/1986

Oakland CA Rita Lewis and David Welch  6

41

2/5/1987

Flint MI Terry Morris  6

42

4/23/1987

Palm Bay FL William Cruse  6

43

7/12/1987

Tacoma WA Daniel Lynam  7

44

9/25/1987

Elkland MO James Schnick  7

45

12/30/1987

Algona IA Robert Dreesman  6

46

2/16/1988

Sunnyvale CA Richard Farley  7

47

9/14/1989

Louisville KY Joseph Wesbecker  8
48

6/18/1990 Jacksonville FL James Pough

 9

49

1/26/1991

Chimayo NM Ricky Abeyta  7

50

8/9/1991

Waddell AZ Jonathan Doody and Alessandro Garcia  9

51

11/7/1992

Morro Bay and Paso Robles CA Lynwood Drake  6

52

1/8/1993

Palatine IL James Degorski and Juan Luna  7

53

5/16/1993

Fresno CA Allen Heflin and Johnnie Malarkey  7

54

7/1/1993

San Francisco CA Gian Luigi Ferri  8

55

12/7/1993

Garden City NY Colin Ferguson  6
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56

7/12/1999 Atlanta GA Cyrano Marks

 6

57

7/29/1999

Atlanta GA Mark Barton  9

58

9/15/1999

Fort Worth TX Larry Ashbrook  7

59

12/26/2000

Wakefield MA Michael McDermott  7

60

12/28/2000

Philadelphia PA Shihean Black, Dawud Faruqi, Khalid Faruqi, and 
Bruce Veney

 7

61

8/26/2002

Rutlegde AL Westley Harris  6

62

1/15/2003

Edinburg TX Humberto Garza, Robert Garza, Rodolfo Medrano, 
and  Juan Ramirez

 6

63

3/12/2004

Fresno CA Marcus Wesson and Sebhrenah Wesson  9

64

11/21/2004

Birchwood WI Chai Soua Vang  6

65

3/12/2005

Brookfield WI Terry Ratzmann  7

66

3/25/2006

Seattle WA Kyle Huff  6

67

6/1/2006

Indianapolis IN James Stewart and Desmond Turner  7

68

12/16/2006

Kansas City KS Hersel Isadore  6

69

10/7/2007

Crandon WI Tyler Peterson  6

70

12/24/2007

Carnation WA Michele Anderson and Joseph McEnroe  6

71

9/2/2008

Alger WA Isaac Zamora  6

72

12/24/2008

Covina CA Bruce Pardo  8

73

1/27/2009

Los Angeles CA Ervin Lupoe  6

74

3/10/2009

Kinston, Samson, and Geneva AL Michael McLendon 10

75

4/3/2009 Binghamton NY Jiverly Wong 13

76

1/19/2010 Appomattox VA Christopher Speight

 8

77

8/3/2010

Manchester CT Omar Thornton  8

78

1/8/2011

Tucson AZ Jared Loughner  6

79

7/7/2011

Grand Rapids MI Rodrick Dantzler  7

80

8/7/2011

Copley Township OH Michael Hance  7

81

10/12/2011

Seal Beach CA Scott Dekraai  8

82

12/25/2011

Grapevine TX Aziz Yazdanpanah  6

83

8/5/2012

Oak Creek WI Wade Page  6

84

9/27/2012

Minneapolis MN Andrew Engeldinger  6

85

7/26//2013

Hialeah FL Pedro Vargas  6

86

7/9/2014

Spring TX Ronald Lee Haskell  6

87

9/18/2014

Bell FL Don Spirit  7

88

2/26/2015

Tyrone MO Joseph Jesse Aldridge  7

89

5/17/2015

Waco TX Undetermined  9

90

8/8/2015

Houston TX David Conley  8

91

10/1/2015

Roseburg OR Christopher Harper-Mercer  9

92

11/15/2015

Palestine TX William Hudson  6

93

12/2/2015

San Bernardino CA Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik

14
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from the armed personnel on patrol at the attack site. Despite being 
engaged in shootouts, the gunmen in these cases still managed to kill 
more people, on average, than those who struck in gun-free zones, 
where no armed resistance was initially present. This raises an important 
question that merits further study: Does the presence of armed guards 
and police at the outbreak of rampage violence reduce casualties?111

Lott and other critics of gun-free zones would likely object to my 
findings on the grounds that I included a wide variety of gun attacks, 
including those that were related to broader criminal activities or 
domestic disputes. As explained in chapter 2, we do an injustice to 
the study of mass shootings when we use arbitrary criteria to exclude 
incidents that meet a commonsense understanding of the phenom-
enon. In this instance, it’s even more inappropriate to exclude shoot-
ings that occurred in private or were undertaken in conjunction with 
the commission of some other crime. Wouldn’t an armed person be 
able to prevent—or stop—a mass shooting in those scenarios Lott 
excludes? Is there some magic spell that keeps armed citizens from 
drawing their weapons and firing if someone goes on a rampage 
inside a private residence? How about inside a business establish-
ment that’s being robbed? Or how about during a gang turf battle?

Guns can be fired anywhere. The notion that we shouldn’t judge 
the impact of gun-free and gun-restricting zones unless, to quote 
Lott, a mass shooting takes place “in a church, business, bar, street, 
government buildings, schools, public transit, place of employment, 
park, health care facility, mall or restaurant” fails the logic test.112 
But to placate potential critics, just in 2015 alone, there have been 
three mass public shootings (as defined by Lott) that occurred in 
gun-allowing zones: Christopher Harper-Mercer’s shooting spree 
that claimed nine lives at Umpqua Community College in Roseburg, 
Oregon; William Hudson’s rampage that claimed six lives at the 
Tennessee Colony campsite near Palestine, Texas; and Syed Rizwan 
Farook and Tashfeen Malik’s attack that claimed fourteen lives at a 
holiday party being held at the Inland Regional Center in San Ber-
nardino, California. At two of the three locations (Umpqua and 
Inland)—and possibly even at the third location—there were armed 
civilians present at the time of the shootings.113

John Lott’s claim that only two mass public shootings since 1950 
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have occurred outside a gun-free zone is blatantly false. Of course, 
this doesn’t mean that private citizens carrying personal firearms have 
never intervened to stop gun rampages. Gun-rights advocates cite 
thirty-six anecdotal examples of armed civilians drawing their weapons 
and stepping in to halt the carnage of mass shootings (see table 5.4).

But there is one substantial problem with this list. When we delve 
beyond the surface of these numerous instances where armed civil-
ians purportedly intervened to end a mass shooting in progress, we 
find that, in reality, rarely do private citizens with personal guns stop 
rampages (see table 5.5). Of the thirty-six incidents, only four turn out 
to have been actual rampages in progress terminated by the actions of 

Table 5.4. Purported Successful Civilian  
Defensive Gun Uses in Mass Shootings.

Date Location Date Location

1 12/91 Anniston, AL 19 8/10 Blountville, TN

2 8/95 Muskegon, MI 20 3/12 Spartanburg, SC

3 10/97 Pearl, MS 21 4/12 Aurora, CO

4 4/98 Edinboro, PA 22 4/12 Salt Lake City, UT

5 7/99 Santa Clara, CA 23 8/12 Early, TX

6 1/02 Grundy, VA 24 9/12 Plymouth, PA

7 2/05 Tyler, TX 25 12/12 Portland, OR

8 11/05 Tacoma, WA 26 12/12 San Antonio, TX

9 7/06 Memphis, TN 27 1/14 Portland, OR

10 2/07 Salt Lake City, UT 28 4/14 Austin, TX

11 3/07 Memphis, TN 29 5/14 North Logan, UT

12 4/07 Manchester, NH 30 7/14 Darby, PA

13 12/07 Colorado Springs, CO 31 7/14 Chicago, IL

14 5/08 Winnemucca, NV 32 3/15 Philadelphia, PA

15 5/09 College Park, GA 33 4/15 Chicago, IL

16 7/09 Richmond, VA 34 5/15 Conyers, GA

17 12/09 Oklahoma City, OK 35 5/15 New Holland, SC

18 5/10 New York Mills, NY 36 7/15 Winton, OH

Source: Material cited in endnotes 45 and 46 of this chapter.
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Table 5.5. Assessment of Purported Successful  
Civilian Defensive Gun Uses in Mass Shootings.

Not a Mass-Shooting Situation
Date Location Date Location

1 12/91 Anniston, AL 12 4/12 Salt Lake City, UT
2 8/95 Muskegon, MI 13 8/12 Early, TX
3 7/99 Santa Clara, CA 14 1/14 Portland, OR
4 7/06 Memphis, TN 15 4/14 Austin, TX
5 3/07 Memphis, TN 16 5/14 North Logan, UT
6 4/07 Manchester, NH 17 7/14 Darby, PA
7 5/09 College Park, GA 18 7/14 Chicago, IL
8 7/09 Richmond, VA 19 3/15 Philadelphia, PA
9 12/09 Oklahoma City, OK 20 4/15 Chicago, IL

10 8/10 Blountville, TN 21 5/15 New Holland, SC
11 3/12 Spartanburg, SC

Mass-Shooting Situation (DGU by Law Enforcement)
Date Location Date Location

1 1/02 Grundy, VA 4 4/12 Aurora, CO
2 2/07 Salt Lake City, UT 5 12/12 San Antonio, TX
3 5/10 New York Mills, NY

Mass-Shooting Situation (DGU Occurred Post-Attack)
Date Location Date Location

1 10/97 Pearl, MS 2 4/98 Edinboro, PA

Mass-Shooting Situation (DGU Did Not End the Attack)
Date Location Date Location

1 2/05 Tyler, TX1 3 12/12 Portland, OR
2 11/05 Tacoma, WA2 4 5/15 Conyers, GA

Mass-Shooting Situation (Successful DGU)
Date Location Date Location

1 12/07 Colorado Springs, CO3 3 9/12 Plymouth, PA
2 5/08 Winnemucca, NV4 4 7/15 Winton, OH

1. Defender was shot and killed.
2. Defender was shot but survived.
3. Defender was a retired police officer serving as an armed security guard.
4. Defender was a US Marine.
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an armed civilian. The majority—twenty-one incidents—didn’t involve 
mass-shooting scenarios. Instead, they were knife attacks, gun-bran-
dishing episodes where the weapon was never fired, armed robberies 
where the criminals never tried to execute the customers present, and 
shootings that didn’t involve enough targeted victims to constitute a 
mass shooting. It’s no wonder that when one pro-gun blogger at the 
Washington Post wrote an article identifying ten instances of citizens 
with guns stopping mass shootings, he had to couch his examples with 
a variety of qualifiers such as: “it’s not certain whether [the gunman] 
would have killed other people” (to describe an attack by an unstable 
person who specifically targeted two of his healthcare providers—and 
passed on shooting others—because, of all reasons, they prohibited 
him from bringing his firearms to therapy); and “it’s possible that the 
criminal wasn’t planning on killing anyone” (to describe an incident 
where a mentally disturbed man frustrated with his church entered 
the house of worship and brandished his weapon without firing it, 
even though he had ample opportunity to do so).114

Of the thirty-six incidents, only fifteen were actual mass-shooting 
situations (as defined in chapter 2). Out of this subset, the armed 
intervenor in five of these incidents was a law enforcement officer 
(not a private citizen). In two cases, armed civilians drew their 
weapons and helped detain the perpetrators, but only after the 
shootings had concluded. (Neither defender in these two incidents 
actually used his weapon to end the rampage.) In four shootings, 
the attempted defensive gun uses failed to stop the attacks, with the 
armed intervenors shot in two of these instances.

When these cases are thoroughly assessed, it becomes abundantly 
clear that the real figure is not thirty-six successful interventions. The 
real figure is four.

Nearly 90 percent of the interventions commonly cited by gun-
rights advocates as evidence that armed civilians bring shooting sprees 
to a halt are false positives. Only four of their examples are actually 
successful defensive gun uses. Even here, one of the armed citizens 
was a US Marine and another was a retired police officer serving as 
her church’s security guard. If one assumes that there have been at 
least 300 attempted mass shootings in the United States per year over 
the past quarter century—a rather-conservative assumption given that 
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there have been, on average, nearly 350 actual mass shootings per year 
in the past three years—then the rate of a private citizen employing a 
firearm to stop a potential or actual mass shooting is at most one in 
1,875, or 0.05 percent.115 And in all probability, given that there have 
only been four such interventions in recent history, the odds of an 
armed citizen successfully stopping a mass shooting are likely lower.

What all this data tells us is that, if someone went on a rampage 
tomorrow, there’s at a minimum a 99.95 percent chance that the 
attack will not be stopped by an armed civilian.

✯ ✯ ✯

There doesn’t seem to be lots of support for Lott’s theories.116 Of par-
ticular relevance to mass shootings, it’s pretty clear that gun-free and 
gun-restricting zones don’t have much influence on target selection. 
So, then, what does? The answer is something a bit more personal.

✯ ✯ ✯

If it’s true that mass shooters deliberately select gun-free zones to 
attack because they want to be able to kill as many people as possible 
before being stopped, then we should see a great deal of shootings 
targeting locations and victims to which the perpetrators have no 
direct connection. In other words, most gun rampages should be 
random shootings. In this context, we are told that the key ques-
tion that helps shooters decide where to strike is, Where can I go to 
spill the most blood? And according to commentators like John Lott, 
the answer is a gun-free zone where a lot of potential victims will be 
present—and unarmed.

Of course, we now know from the review above that well over 80 
percent of gun massacres don’t occur in gun-restricting zones, let 
alone gun-free zones. When we dig even deeper into the facts of each 
gun massacre from the past fifty years, another pattern jumps out: 
Very few high-fatality mass shooters strike easy, arbitrary targets. Spe-
cifically, out of the 109 gun attacks in my data set where the nature 
of the relationship between the perpetrator and the victims can be 
discerned, ninety-four incidents (86 percent) involved perpetrators 
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who had a direct prior connection to the target or the victims.117 
The remaining fifteen incidents (14 percent) appear to have been 
random.118

Over 40 percent of gun massacres involved a family or domestic 
element, claiming the life of at least one relative, partner (current or 
former), or presumed paramour. Furthermore, 56 percent of these 
high-fatality mass shootings took place, in whole or in part, in a resi-
dential setting. Again, this is what we would expect if target selection 
is personal as opposed to random. It’s also worth noting, residences 
are not gun-free zones. As a result, this further undermines the idea 
that mass shooters intentionally go on rampages in places where 
civilians are prohibited from carrying personal firearms. In fact, 
the second most common targets were commercial establishments, 
which tend to be selected because gunmen have workplace or cus-
tomer grievances (see table 5.6). Here, too, way more often than not, 
these locales are gun-allowing zones.

Table 5.6. Types of Locales Targeted in Gun Massacres, 1966–2015.

Locale Type Number of 
Incidents

Number That Were 
in Gun-Free Zones

Number That Were in 
Gun-Restricting Zones

Residential 64 0 0

Business/Commercial 33 7 0

Public/Transportation 12 0 0

School/University  8 3 2

Government/Military  5 2 3

Religious  4 1 0

Nonprofit  2 0 0

Note: The number of incidents in this table exceeds the 111 gun massacres since 1966 because fifteen 
incidents occurred in multiple locales. Of the fifteen multiple-locale incidents, thirteen occurred in two 
locale types and the remaining two occurred in three locale types. All fifteen multiple-locale incidents 
took place, in part, in a residential locale.

One of the surprising findings of this research is that, despite the 
media fixation with school shootings, only eight of the 111 incidents 
in my data set (7 percent) involved schools—and of those only three 
were bona fide gun-free zones: the massacres at Red Lake High School, 
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Oikos University, and Sandy Hook Elementary School. Columbine High 
School had an armed school resource officer on site and Virginia Tech 
had an armed police force, making them both gun-restricting zones. 
The other schools that were victimized by gun massacres—the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin, California State University at Fullerton, and 
Umpqua Community College—were all gun-allowing zones.119

Another noteworthy finding is that just twelve attacks (11 percent) 
occurred in public spaces (including public transportation), without 
a single such incident involving a gun-free or gun-restricting zone. 
The remaining eleven targets were government/military sites, reli-
gious institutions, and nonprofit organizations. While all the gov-
ernmental targets were gun-restricting zones, only three of the 
remaining eleven mass-shooting sites were gun-free zones.

The above findings go hand-in-hand and establish that gun-
restricting and gun-free zones don’t play a significant role in target selec-
tion. Instead, as suggested by the 3P model of mass violence presented in 
chapter 4, the most important factor in determining where and whom 
to attack is a result of something that directly provokes a gunman. Or, to 
put it in simpler terms, mass shootings tend to be personal.

THE FOG OF RAMPAGE AT THE NAVY YARD

Despite the evidence that gun-allowing zones don’t deter mass shoot-
ings, the number of places where people can legally bear arms in the 
United States seems to be growing. For certain, due in large part to a 
concerted push by gun-rights organizations, the number of states that 
are right-to-carry and open-carry states is on the rise. And that’s creating 
dilemmas for public safety. Let’s do a simple exercise to see what I mean.

Here are two scenarios. Which one involves a good guy with a gun, 
and which one involves a bad guy with a gun? In scenario A, you are 
standing in line waiting to check a bag at an airport ticket counter 
when you suddenly glance toward the main entrance and notice a man 
carrying an assault rifle loaded with a one-hundred-round magazine. 
In scenario B, you are walking down a city street and spot a man across 
the street armed with an assault rifle and a holstered semiautomatic 
handgun. Quick, which one is the bad guy? Hint: It’s only one of them.
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This might strike you as a silly test, given that I have provided you 
with very little information. But the scenarios I just described mirror 
reality in that people, abruptly confronted with armed individuals 
in their presence, often have split seconds to decide whether or not 
their lives are in danger—and all they have to go on is what’s directly 
visible to them.

These scenarios mirror reality in another manner as well. They 
actually happened. In June 2015, a self-described open-carry activist 
accompanied his daughter to Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson Interna-
tional Airport. Saying good-bye to loved ones before they board a 
plane is a fairly routine occurrence. What made this drop-off unique 
was that the man was toting an AR-15 assault rifle, armed with a one-
hundred-round magazine similar to the one used by James Holmes 
in the Aurora theater massacre. It turns out that under Georgia law, 
bringing a loaded firearm into the ticket-counter area of an airport 
terminal is perfectly legal, as travelers who panicked and alerted 
the police soon discovered. Despite the objections of many in the 
terminal, there was nothing that authorities could do. The armed 
man was lawfully exercising his right to protect himself and his 
daughter. As he explained, “You never know where something might 
happen.”120

A few months later, in November, a man in his midthirties was 
standing on a Colorado Springs street, armed with an AR-15 assault 
rifle, a 9mm semiautomatic pistol, and a .357 revolver. When a 
neighbor looked out her window and spotted him, she immediately 
phoned 911. Like the concerned travelers at the Atlanta airport, the 
caller was informed that the individual was completely within his rights 
to be carrying weapons in public. Feeling uneasy, but also realizing 
that there wasn’t much more she could do, she hung up and kept 
watch from inside her house. But moments later, she was back on the 
phone with 911, hysterically pleading with the operator to dispatch 
police to the scene, where the man was now executing passers-by.121

After the fact, it’s of course quite easy to distinguish between the 
good guy and the bad guy. But it’s extremely difficult to tell the differ-
ence before the shooting starts. There’s often just too much uncer-
tainty and ambiguity to make sound judgments in situations where 
guns are present—and that can result in disastrous consequences.
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✯ ✯ ✯

Writing in the 1800s, the noted Prussian strategist Carl von Clause-
witz observed that, in combat, there are always unexpected twists 
and moments of mayhem that can undermine success. “War is the 
realm of uncertainty,” he cautioned.122 “Three-quarters of the factors 
on which action in war is based are wrapped in a fog of greater or 
lesser uncertainty.” Basically, military accidents, setbacks, and fail-
ures often result from muddled and messy situations. Over the years, 
this concept has come to be known as the “fog of war.”123

Shootings are also muddled and messy, clouded by the fog of 
rampage. Readily ignoring this, critics of gun-free zones fixate only 
on the upside of allowing people to carry firearms in the event that 
they are suddenly confronted by a mass shooter. But what could go 
wrong? Not much, according to John Lott. Recall, he maintains that 
never once has a police officer mistaken an armed civilian inter-
venor for the spree gunman and accidentally shot him; nor has an 
innocent bystander ever been shot by a concealed-handgun permit 
holder firing back in self-defense during a mass shooting.124

Once again, Lott’s claims are inaccurate.
There are indeed examples of armed citizens intervening with 

unfortunate consequences. For starters, there are several instances 
where a private civilian decided to draw his weapon and confront a 
rampage gunman, only to be shot instead. In 1973, William Bonner 
tried to rob the Liquorama Liquor Store in Los Angeles while on a 
murder spree.125 When the owner’s stepson Roosevelt Jenkins drew 
his weapon and shot at Bonner, the gunman returned fire, wounding 
Jenkins. As often happens in these rapid-action ambushes, not a 
single one of the six shots fired by Jenkins hit Bonner amidst the 
chaos of the situation.

In 2005, David Arroyo attacked his ex-wife and son as they were 
approaching the Smith County Courthouse in Tyler, Texas, for a 
child-support hearing.126 Police officers on location immediately 
engaged Arroyo, who wounded three of them. Mark Wilson, a resi-
dent living nearby, heard the gunshots, grabbed his pistol, and ran 
to assist. Wilson was able to hit Arroyo, perhaps saving the life of 
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Arroyo’s son. But the gunman was wearing a bulletproof vest. Able to 
return fire, Arroyo killed Wilson before fleeing the scene.

In another high-profile rampage later that year, twenty-year-old 
Dominick Maldonado laid siege to the Tacoma Mall in Tacoma, 
Washington. Armed citizen Dan McKown intervened, instructing the 
gunman to put down his weapon. Instead, Maldonado spun around 
and shot McKown, leaving him paralyzed.127 Finally, in 2014, two 
right-wing extremists, Jared and Amanda Miller, executed two Las 
Vegas police officers while they were eating lunch at a pizzeria. From 
there, the married couple proceeded to a nearby Walmart, where 
Jared Miller fired his weapon in an attempt to draw in and ambush 
responding officers. Fearful for the safety of shoppers, concealed-
carry permit holder Joseph Wilcox drew his handgun and attempted 
to disarm Jared Miller, a move that resulted in Amanda Miller sur-
prising Wilcox and killing him.128

Over the years, the presence of armed civilians has also compli-
cated police operations aimed at stopping active shooters. In one 
of the most famous instances from 1966—often considered the first 
gun massacre of the modern era—Austinites rallied to calls over AM 
radio for assistance in trying to neutralize University of Texas Tower 
sniper Charles Whitman.129 Perched atop Austin’s tallest landmark, 
Whitman picked off his initial victims at a rate of roughly one person 
every two minutes. Those with personal firearms who came to help 
took up positions throughout the campus and unleashed a hail of 
bullets aimed at Whitman. While the counterassault no doubt pro-
vided first responders and good Samaritans the cover they needed 
to rescue wounded victims and drag them to safety, it failed to stop 
Whitman, who was well protected by the observation deck’s stone 
parapet. Whitman was ultimately stopped by two Austin police offi-
cers who were able to climb the tower, break through Whitman’s 
barricade, and shoot him. But because of all the gunfire constantly 
bombarding the tower, the counterattack was excessively risky, almost 
killing the officers.

Ruben Torres’s attempt to stop William Cruse’s rampage at a 
Palm Bay, Florida, supermarket in 1987 provides another example.130 
Officers pulling up to the parking lot were met by a man firing his 
gun into the store. Amidst the confusion of the situation, police 
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mistook Torres for one of the active shooters and arrested him, 
briefly drawing attention away from the real perpetrator, who was 
inside executing customers.

And, in perhaps the most tragic example stemming again from 
William Bonner’s shooting spree across South-Central Los Angeles in 
1973, Versell Bennett, a private security guard, attempted to prevent 
Bonner from carjacking a getaway vehicle after Bonner crashed his car. 
Bennett opened fire on Bonner at the exact moment that police offi-
cers were arriving on scene. Seeing the armed Bennett shooting, the 
policemen mistook him for the rampage gunman and killed him.131

Disastrous consequences have also followed when gun owners 
have fired their weapons in self-defense, although the downside of 
defensive gun use seems to be glossed over by those who favor an 
armed society. Take Donald Trump’s views on the issue. When he 
addressed the 2015 Paris attacks that left scores of concert attendees 
at the Bataclan theater dead, he suggested that if only the victims 
had been armed, then it “would have been the shootout at the 
O.K. Corral.”132 The 2016 Republican presidential candidate stated 
that as if it would have been a good thing. But the increased risk to 
bystanders getting caught in the cross fire is another problem with 
defensive gun use during a mass shooting.

The most obvious—and tragic—illustration is the shootout that 
erupted between motorcycle clubs at a Waco, Texas, restaurant in 
2015. With over one hundred bikers carrying weapons, an exchange 
of gunfire between rival gangs left nine people dead and another 
eighteen injured. The feud, caught on video surveillance cameras, 
was nothing short of an exercise in complete and utter pandemo-
nium. People, unaware of where bullets were coming from, returned 
fire wildly. Even the presence of law enforcement just feet away—
stationed outside the restaurant as a precaution—did absolutely 
nothing to deter the outbreak of violence.133

There are several other examples as well, including the 2012 
murder of a man at a Jackson, Tennessee, nightclub, which resulted 
in his friends firing back in self-defense, leaving eighteen people 
wounded from the exchange of rounds; and the 2015 mass shooting 
that left four people wounded after a fight involving roughly one 
hundred people outside a bar in Elkhart, Indiana, escalated from 
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words to weapons.134 In Waco, Jackson, and Elkhart, people were shot 
as a result of being caught in the cross fire between those seeking to 
kill foes and those seeking to defend themselves.135

And it’s not just armed civilians. Police officers also accidentally 
shoot innocent bystanders. Case in point: the NYPD officers who tried 
to arrest a man following a gun attack at the Empire State Building in 
2012. When two policemen confronted the perpetrator on the street 
as he was fleeing, the man drew his weapon. The officers fired a com-
bined sixteen rounds, striking and killing the man—along with nine 
pedestrians who were in the vicinity.136

Police officers are trained for high-stress, life-or-death encoun-
ters. Yet, as the Empire State Building shooting demonstrates, even 
those qualified in the use of lethal force commit harmful mistakes. 
Here’s a statistic to put things in perspective. RAND, a policy think 
tank, assessed the effectiveness of NYPD officers in firearm incidents. 
After reviewing all officer-involved gunfights between 1998 and 2006, 
RAND found that NYPD officers hit their intended targets only 18 
percent of the time.137 In other words, over four out of five bullets 
fired by NYPD officers during a shooting missed their targets. It’s 
no wonder that, in a recent shootout with an alleged armed robber, 
NYPD officers had to fire eighty-four bullets before finally striking 
the suspect.138

When gun-rights advocates press their case for the elimination of 
restrictions of carrying personal firearms, it’s premised on an assump-
tion that defensive gun use during an active shooting situation will 
be successful in prematurely ending the attack and saving lives. But 
that’s one overly confident assumption. If those who are substantially 
proficient in firearms use have such a high miss rate, why should we 
expect better results from those who lack the equivalent training?

Think of it in a slightly different manner. Have you ever found 
yourself in a situation that raised your anxiety levels or made you 
extremely nervous? Flying in an airplane? Meeting your potential 
in-laws? How about something as simple as taking a test? Recol-
lect what a mess you were trying to write an essay or answer a set 
of tough questions within a confined period of time. Now take that 
level of apprehension and increase it exponentially. Do you think if 
you were in the Aurora movie theater—in the darkness, with smoke 
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obstructing your sight, people fleeing all around you, and bullets 
whizzing by you—that you would have been able to calmly and collec-
tively position yourself for a clean shot at James Holmes? Could you 
be certain that, in the fog of rampage, you would have hit Holmes as 
opposed to an innocent person? Or, for that matter, that you would 
have killed Holmes before he killed you?

The point is not to deny that armed civilians can stop mass 
shootings. It’s certainly within the realm of possibility. The point is, 
instead, to put that possibility in perspective. Gun-rights advocates 
have labored to research and identify instances where private citi-
zens carrying firearms successfully intervened in mass shootings. Yet, 
despite their hard work, they have been able to identify only four such 
cases—and even of those, one involved a US Marine and the other a 
retired police officer who was serving as an armed security guard, two 
people who were trained to handle such high-stress and dangerous 
situations. As we just read, the number of unsuccessful interventions 
is more than double those that were successful. But here, too, the 
overall number of unsuccessful interventions is low. The clear lesson 
is that just as there can be rare instances where things go right, there 
can also be rare instances where things go wrong. Either way, defen-
sive gun uses in mass shootings are rare—which means we shouldn’t 
put much faith in armed civilians coming to the rescue of those in 
the crosshairs of a rampage gunman.

✯ ✯ ✯

The case against gun-free zones claims that these areas are “magnets” 
for mass shootings. According to the theory, the presence of people 
with guns would deter such attacks, as shooters would opt instead 
to target places where they will avoid armed resistance; and, should 
deterrence fail, those carrying firearms could intervene and stop a 
rampage early, sparing at least some lives.

The evidence from gun massacres fails to support this theory. In 
the vast majority of cases, the targeted areas were neither gun-free nor 
gun-restricting. The attack sites of most gun massacres were, contrary 
to the theory, places where people were not prohibited from carrying 
firearms. Furthermore, in many of the locations where massacres have 
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occurred in the past fifty years, guns not only were permitted but were 
present. The Washington Navy Yard is an exemplar case.

John Lott and numerous other proponents of expanded gun 
rights have argued that Aaron Alexis laid siege to the navy yard 
because it was a gun-free zone. The problem with this assertion is that 
it wasn’t a gun-free zone, as substantiated by the stationing of armed 
security guards inside the very same structure that Alexis attacked. 
The presence of firearms played no role whatsoever in deterring 
Alexis. Nor did the theory’s corollary—that people with guns can 
disrupt an attack mid-rampage—factor much into events.

Armed defenders failed to stop Alexis before he had expended 
the ammunition he had brought with him, and he actively sought out 
confrontations with them. Even when presented with an opportunity 
for safe exit, Alexis chose to re-arm and continue hunting security 
guards and law enforcement officials. As a result, Alexis prolonged 
his rampage by an extra fifty minutes. In that hectic time frame—
which must have seemed like an eternity to first responders—Alexis 
used a security guard’s pistol to shoot a civilian employee and two 
police officers. In fact, according to a police after-action report, Alexis 
engaged armed personnel on no less than five occasions.139 Does this 
sound like an individual keen on avoiding armed resistance?140

✯ ✯ ✯

Like most rampage gunmen, Aaron Alexis struggled with mental 
illness. The former navy petty officer had a long history of mis-
conduct during his military service—“insubordination, disor-
derly conduct, unauthorized absences from work and at least one 
instance of drunkenness”—but he still received an honorable dis-
charge in 2011.141 Among his troubles, he had multiple run-ins with 
law enforcement. Two of these incidents involved a firearm.142 On 
one occasion, while still in uniform, Alexis accidentally fired a bullet 
through the ceiling of his Fort Worth apartment. The police arrested 
Alexis on a misdemeanor charge of discharging a firearm within city 
limits. However, Alexis assured the district attorney that his gun went 
off accidentally while he was cleaning it. As a result, the prosecutor 
declined to take the matter to trial.143 In the other firearms-related 
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episode, Alexis shot out the tires of a car belonging to a member 
of a construction crew that was working near his Seattle residence. 
When questioned by detectives, Alexis confessed to the act but 
stated that he didn’t remember firing his .45-caliber semiautomatic 
handgun until over an hour later, as he had blacked out during the 
actual incident. While the construction workers told authorities that 
Alexis had been giving them dirty stares for about a month before 
the shooting, Alexis explained that the men had tampered with his 
car and disrespected him. He implied that his angry outburst was 
fueled by post-traumatic stress disorder associated with participating 
in rescue efforts at the World Trade Center in the immediate after-
math of 9/11—a claim which Alexis’s father confirmed to police. In 
a classic example of bureaucratic bungle, the police forwarded the 
matter to prosecutors for a determination of whether or not to bring 
a criminal case against Alexis, but somehow the paperwork was mis-
placed and the issue was never given proper consideration.144

After leaving the navy, Alexis worked as a subcontractor, per-
forming various information-technology projects for the military. 
During this time in his life, his mental health began deteriorating. 
For example, while on assignment at the naval station in Newport, 
Rhode Island, naval police were summoned to Alexis’s hotel room 
after a clerk raised concerns that he was acting bizarrely. When offi-
cers arrived, they discovered that “Alexis had taken apart his bed, 
believing someone was hiding under it.”145 They also noted that 
“Alexis had taped a microphone to the ceiling to record the voices of 
people that were following him.” When questioned, Alexis explained 
that a microchip had been inserted into his head and microwave 
signals were disturbing him, preventing him from sleeping through 
the night. Sleep deprivation was something that Alexis complained 
about in two separate visits to Veterans Administration medical 
centers. Both times, Alexis was prescribed medication to help him 
sleep and sent on his way.146

The warning signs were evident. Something was clearly off with 
Alexis. But his condition never received serious attention, let alone 
treatment.

When Alexis executed his heinous crime on the morning of Sep-
tember 16, 2013, he used a shotgun that carried several messages 
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etched into the weapon: “Not what y’all say!” “End to the torment!” 
“Better off this way!” One carving read, “My ELF weapon.” It was a 
reference to extremely low frequency radio waves that are utilized in 
communicating with submarines, and which many conspiracy theo-
rists believe are used by the government to manipulate people.147

According to the FBI, Alexis suffered from “the delusional belief 
that he was being controlled or influenced” by these submarine com-
munications. In the course of their investigation, law enforcement 
officials discovered a message that Alexis had left behind: “Ultra low 
frequency attack is what I’ve been subject to for the last 3 months.”148 
Alexis took up arms and attacked the navy yard—the facility where 
submarines were designed—to bring an end to the “attack” he felt 
the government was perpetrating against him.

Like the Fort Hood shooting committed by Nidal Hasan and the 
San Bernardino massacre committed by Syed Farook and his wife, 
Tashfeen Malik, the armed assault on the Washington Navy Yard was 
an act of terrorism, as defined by the United States Criminal Code.149 
But it was also an act of workplace violence, as—just like Hasan and 
Farook—Aaron Alexis was taking his grievance with the government 
out on his colleagues. The mere fact that Alexis laid siege to a mili-
tary facility established that his attack was political. Yet, as with the 
vast majority of rampages, it was also personal.

✯ ✯ ✯

As mentioned earlier, the night of the Washington Navy Yard 
shooting, CNN’s Piers Morgan hosted John Lott on his program. 
Conservative on-air personality Ben Ferguson appeared alongside 
Lott, and both men made a concerted effort to lay some of the 
blame on gun-free zones. Morgan tried to argue that the navy yard 
was not a gun-free zone because there were armed guards present: 
“after . . . Sandy Hook, after Aurora, you wanted armed guards at 
movie theaters, armed guards at schools, there were armed guards 
at the naval base.”150 Morgan insisted that “it made absolutely no 
difference.”

Ferguson retorted that armed guards aren’t enough. “This is the 
reason why we’re not calling for armed guards, because they cannot 
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work and today is proof of that,” Ferguson told the audience. “We 
are saying that if you were in the United States Navy and we trust you 
with navy ships and war, why the hell wouldn’t we trust you to carry 
your weapon to work with you?”151

What Ferguson didn’t realize was that the exact type of person he 
felt should be armed at the military installations like the Washington 
Navy Yard was Aaron Alexis to a tee.

✯ ✯ ✯

If rampage gunmen select targets based on the degree of armed 
resistance they are likely to encounter, the Washington Navy Yard 
would have been one of the last places that Aaron Alexis would have 
attacked. Yet gun-rights advocates continue to blame gun-free zones 
for America’s growing mass-shooting problem, ignoring the fact that 
most attacks are not opportunistic. They’re personal. That, in turn, 
means gun massacres can occur anywhere. Whether a home, a busi-
ness, a school, a church, or even a military base, no place in America 
is safe from rampage violence.

✯ ✯ ✯

The trinity of violence informs our understanding of mass shoot-
ings by helping us focus on why people go on rampages and why 
they strike where they do. As a framework, it can also shed light on 
why the carnage has reached unprecedented levels. But, in order 
to better comprehend the increase in lethality, we have to shift our 
attention away from the perpetrators and the targets to the third 
prong of the trinity: the weapons.
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CHAPTER SIX

GUNS KILL, SOME MORE THAN OTHERS

T 
hursday, July 19, 2012, was one of the happiest days in Ashley 
Moser’s life. The twenty-five-year-old was pretty sure she was 

pregnant.1 That afternoon, she had a scheduled ultrasound, which 
she hoped would confirm her prenatal status. Moser already had a 
six-year-old daughter, Veronica Moser-Sullivan, from a previous mar-
riage. But that relationship had ended in divorce when Veronica was 
three. A baby offered a new beginning for Ashley and her boyfriend, 
Jamison Toews.

Toews was excited too. Earlier, he had asked his little cousin if she 
and her friend would babysit Veronica for a few hours while he and 
Moser went for the sonogram. The two thirteen-year-old girls readily 
agreed.

At the doctor’s office, they received great news: Moser was 
indeed pregnant. Looking at the monitor, Moser and Toews saw the 
first images of their child. By all indications, their baby seemed to 
be developing just fine. The young couple decided that news of a 
healthy pregnancy called for celebration. Veronica and her babysit-
ters would be treated to pizza for dinner. As they were eating, Toews’s 
cousin suggested that they continue the merriment by going to the 
movies. The Dark Knight Rises, the final installment of director Chris-
topher Nolan’s highly acclaimed Batman trilogy, was opening that 
night. Moser didn’t know much about the movie, but it was summer 
and she saw no reason why Veronica shouldn’t go to the midnight 
premiere. So all five hopped into the car and made their way to the 
Century 16 cinema in Aurora, Colorado. They got to the theater 
early, knowing that the show might sell out. It paid off. They not 
only got tickets but also secured what were arguably the best seats in 
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the 415-seat auditorium: four rows up in the stadium-seating section, 
middle of the row.

Veronica was thrilled to be at the movies, at a midnight showing, 
no less. She was cuddled up to her mom, sitting on her lap in the 
moments prior to the screening. After a while, however, Veronica’s 
body was digging into Moser’s abdomen, which became uncomfort-
able for the pregnant mother. Just prior to the theater going dark, 
Moser placed her daughter in the seat next to her and told her she 
needed to sit there during the movie.

✯ ✯ ✯

The film was scheduled to start at 12:05 a.m. But with previews, it 
didn’t begin until 12:20. Shortly afterward, a young man stood up 
from his front-row seat and made his way toward the emergency-
exit door at the front, right side of the theater. Exiting auditorium 
number 9, he nonchalantly wedged a bracket clip between the door 
and the frame to keep the door ajar.

Once outside in the parking-lot area, the young man made his 
way over to his vehicle, where he started suiting up: a tactical ammu-
nition vest; tactical gloves; throat, arm, and groin protectors; bal-
listic leggings; a ballistic helmet; a gas mask; gas canisters; a Taser 
disguised as a cellphone; pocket knives; a 12-gauge shotgun; an 
AR-15 assault rifle; a .40-caliber semiautomatic handgun; numerous 
extended-capacity magazines; and hundreds of rounds of live ammu-
nition. Moments later, he returned to Theater 9 through the emer-
gency-exit door.

The initial reaction of most moviegoers who could make out the 
young man in the dark auditorium was that he was in costume for 
the premiere, possibly dressed as the film’s protagonist himself—
Batman—who is also known as the Caped Crusader. Even after he 
lobbed a gas canister over the heads of those sitting in the stadium-
seating section of the theater, many continued to think that this was 
either a publicity stunt or a prank. As one witness recalled, “I thought 
it was showmanship. I didn’t think it was real.”2

Suddenly, everything changed.
The young man drew his 12-gauge Remington 870 Express Tac-
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tical shotgun and fired into the ceiling. The loud bang and bright 
flash startled most of the spectators. He then leveled his aim and 
unleashed five more shotgun rounds, spraying the audience with 
hundreds of pellets in just seconds, before switching to his semiauto-
matic assault rifle.

✯ ✯ ✯

As the dark auditorium filled with an irritating smoke that smelled 
like pepper, people’s vision became further obscured. Startled and 
confused, Ashley Moser tried to make sense of what was happening. 
She, too, initially suspected that this was a teenager pulling off some 
sort of elaborate practical joke. At first, she thought the smoke can-
ister that exploded right behind her might have been a stink bomb.3 
She also mistook the shotgun blasts that filled the theater with lumi-
nous bursts of light for fireworks. But as soon as she heard the rapid 
fire of the assault rifle, her parental instinct kicked in: she needed to 
grab her daughter and leave.

Moser reached for Veronica’s hand but she “couldn’t feel it.”4 
So she got to her feet and turned to look at her daughter. “As soon 
as I stood up,” Moser recalled, “I just remember getting hit in my 
chest. And I remember falling and landing on top of [Veronica].”5 
Knocked down, laying atop of her daughter, Moser still thought that 
what struck her was a firework of some type. It wasn’t until a few 
seconds later, when she tried to move and couldn’t, that she realized 
this was no prank.

✯ ✯ ✯

At exactly 12:38 a.m., the first call came into 911. “There’s some 
guy . . . after us,” Kevin Quinonez screamed into his cell phone. It 
was difficult for the emergency dispatcher to make out what Qui-
nonez was saying because of all the commotion in the background. 
But one distinct sound stood out: semiautomatic gunfire. At least 
thirty rounds were fired during the short twenty-seven-second call, 
many coming in bursts of five or six at time.6
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✯ ✯ ✯

Ashley Moser had not been struck by some sort of bottle rocket or 
firecracker. She had been hit by a bullet. And she wasn’t struck just 
once. She had been shot three times. The impact she felt was a round 
penetrating her back and exiting through her chest. The punch of 
the projectile was so powerful that it numbed her to the pain of being 
hit twice more within a mere second—once in the shoulder, causing 
the bullet to ricochet inside her and lodge in her spine, and once in 
the thigh. Her daughter, who was pinned underneath her and not 
breathing, had also been shot. The same green-tipped, armor-piercing 
bullets that struck her mother managed to travel through the seats in 
front of Veronica and slice through her four-foot, four-inch, fifty-eight-
pound frame in four separate locations: her abdomen, pelvis, arm, 
and knee. Her tiny body was no match for the powerful “enhanced” 
rounds that impaled her. It was later determined that one bullet trav-
eled through the little girl’s buttocks, hip, bladder, and iliac artery and 
vein before coming to rest inside her. Another bullet entered her right 
side and tore through her liver, spleen, kidney, and pancreas, causing 
tissue to bleed into her heart and lungs.7

✯ ✯ ✯

As the gunman fired indiscriminately on the panicked crowd, some 
tried to run toward the nearest exit. Others tried to take cover on the 
floor. It didn’t make much of a difference to those who found them-
selves in the path of the shooter’s bullets, which were designed to 
perforate steel and Kevlar. No barrier in the movie theater was strong 
enough to stop such firepower, as Ashley Moser, her daughter, and 
dozens of other gunshot victims discovered.

One of the unfortunate spectators was twenty-three-year-old 
Caleb Medley, who was attending the movie with his wife, Katie, and 
their friend. The trio had picked seats located close to an exit—the 
same exit that figured into the gunman’s plan of attack. Katie Medley 
was nine-months pregnant and concerned about going into labor 
during the movie. She insisted on being near the aisle in case she 
needed to exit the theater quickly.
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While the events of that night were chaotic, Katie Medley vividly 
remembers how the rampage unfolded, beginning with the sliver of 
light that crept into the theater as the perpetrator re-entered through 
the emergency exit. Seconds later, she heard a hissing sound as a gas 
canister was hurled over their heads. Like Ashley Moser and scores of 
others, she too initially thought it was a prank, and that it was going 
to be “really funny.”8 Then the gunman, standing between the front 
row and the screen, opened fire. “It was clear. It was gunshots—a lot 
of them.”9 Instinctively, Katie Medley fell to the floor to shield herself 
and her unborn baby. She turned to look at her husband, but he 
wasn’t on the ground next to her. “That’s when I saw that he was still 
sitting in his chair. . . . I saw his feet on the floor and I couldn’t under-
stand why he was sitting in his chair when someone was shooting,” 
she would later testify. “That’s when I saw blood pouring from his 
face.”10 Her immediate thought upon seeing the head wound was 
“He’s dead.”11

For the duration of the attack, Katie Medley remained on the 
floor. But after the shooting stopped, she rose to her feet. As she 
recalled, “It was hard to stay crouched because I was so pregnant.”12 
Despite a powerful fear that the shooter wasn’t finished and that he 
might now walk through the auditorium row by row to execute sur-
vivors, she decided to stand up and tend to her husband. Caleb had 
blood “pouring into his mouth and he was actually choking on his 
blood.”13 But he was still breathing.

Katie Medley did the best she could to comfort her seriously 
wounded husband, including washing the blood off his face and 
talking to him. Being inside the theater was, nevertheless, growing 
difficult. She remembers, “The air was very thick. It was hard to 
breathe.”14 When Aurora police officers finally breached the audi-
torium and began escorting moviegoers to safety, she knew she had 
to leave her husband and go outside to save their child. Thinking it 
would be the last time she would see Caleb alive, Katie took his hand, 
kissed him, and told him that she loved him and “would take care of 
our baby if he didn’t make it15.”

Caleb Medley squeezed her hand in acknowledgment.

✯ ✯ ✯
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Police officers began arriving on scene within two to three minutes of 
Kevin Quinonez’s call to 911. Jason Oviatt, who had been on patrol 
nearby, was one of the first officers to reach the movie theater. As he 
sprang out of his squad car, Oviatt noticed several gunshot victims 
in the parking lot. He knew instantly that the city of Aurora had an 
active-shooter incident on its hands. He and a fellow officer spotted 
a trail of blood and followed it. It led them to the rear of the cinema 
complex.

As the officers approached, people were still filing out of the 
emergency exits, some crying and screaming. Amidst all the pande-
monium, there was one individual who stood out, standing next to 
a white Hyundai parked not far from the emergency exit for audito-
rium number 9. At first glance, Oviatt observed that he was wearing 
black tactical gear, including a gas mask and a ballistic helmet. Oviatt 
initially mistook him for a fellow law enforcement officer. But his 
extremely composed demeanor tipped off Oviatt that something 
about this guy was amiss. “Everyone was urgently doing something. 
This person was very relaxed, standing by the car, not really doing 
anything at all,” Oviatt would later testify in court. “I knew that he 
had to be involved in the shooting.”16

As he approached the man, Oviatt spotted a handgun atop the 
vehicle. Oviatt drew his weapon and ordered the man to put his 
hands in the air. The man readily complied. After looking over the 
car to make sure no one was inside, waiting to ambush the officers, 
they handcuffed him and escorted him away from the fleeing crowd 
to a nearby trash-bin area. They then proceeded to pat him down for 
weapons—a search that produced two knives and two large-capacity 
ammunition magazines.

With the suspect secure, the officers removed the man’s helmet 
and mask, revealing a young, white male with bright-orange hair. 
Oviatt’s colleague asked the bizarre-looking individual if there were 
other gunmen. “It’s just me,” he replied in a calm tone.17 A more 
thorough search of the subject would later reveal that, according 
to his driver’s license, he was twenty-four-year-old Aurora resident 
James Holmes.

✯ ✯ ✯
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Aurora police officer Justin Grizzle had less than thirty minutes left 
on his shift when he received the dispatcher’s call of a shooting at 
the Century 16 cinema. As he was nearing the complex, a request 
for assistance from a fellow officer at the rear of the theater came 
over the radio. By this point, theater patrons were spilling out every-
where into the parking lot, and the police cars that were on scene 
had blocked numerous access lanes. Grizzle hopped the curb and 
drove down the sidewalk to reach the rear parking area. His recollec-
tion of that evening as he arrived on scene was that it was “complete 
chaos. Everybody running. People covered in blood.”18

As Grizzle exited his vehicle, he looked over and saw what looked 
like his colleagues in uniform struggling with a SWAT team member. 
He ran over and helped pin down the man’s legs as his fellow officers 
handcuffed him. When they stood up the detainee, he realized that 
this wasn’t a fellow cop. This was the gunman.

After Grizzle helped place the subject in the back of a squad car 
and made sure that there wasn’t a second shooter, he looked over 
and realized, “People were still coming out screaming, ‘Help! Help! 
Help!’”19 He dashed to the theater to help evacuate the trapped and 
the injured. As he entered, he nearly fell down from slipping in all the 
blood on the ground. Inside, the alarm was wailing, strobe lights were 
flashing, and cell phones were ringing nonstop, as area residents were 
getting word of the gun attack and wanted to make sure their loved 
ones who were in attendance at the midnight premiere were alright. 
Grizzle remembers his first impression as he looked into the seats. 
“It was horrendous. It was a nightmare. It looked like a war scene.”20 
People were screaming, crying, trying to crawl to safety. He remembers 
spotting gunshot victims whose wounds were so awful that they were 
hardly recognizable; some literally had “holes” in their limbs.21

After the initial shock passed, Grizzle’s training kicked in and 
he went into triage mode, checking the injured for a pulse and, for 
those seriously wounded, flipping them onto their sides so that they 
wouldn’t asphyxiate on their own blood. “Some,” he recalled, “you 
just knew were dead and there was no point in checking.”22 One 
person whom he skipped over was six-year-old Veronica Moser-Sul-
livan. He knew, just from looking at her, that she was gone.

But her mother Ashley was still alive. When Grizzle came upon 
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her, he made a snap decision that she needed urgent medical care, 
that he couldn’t wait for paramedics to arrive and transport her 
to a hospital. “I didn’t want anyone else to die,” Grizzle recalled.23 
So he sprinted to his vehicle, frantically cleared out the seats, and 
raced back into the theater. Ordering the distraught but unharmed 
Jamison Toews to follow him out, Grizzle swept Ashley Moser off the 
ground and carried her to his patrol car.

As she lay in the back seat, fighting for her life, Moser stopped 
breathing. This happened several times. Each time, Grizzle and 
Toews would start screaming at her. And each time, she responded 
by breathing again. The drive to the hospital took only a few minutes, 
but Grizzle also had to deal with Toews, who was in the front pas-
senger seat and suffering from a fit of hysteria. While they were en 
route, Toews kept insisting that they return to the theater to rescue 
his daughter as well. At one point, he even tried to jump out of the 
speeding patrol car so that he could get back to Veronica; Grizzle 
grabbed him by the shirt and held him inside the vehicle until he 
calmed down. Moments later, they arrived at the emergency-room 
entrance. After he helped hospital personnel get Moser onto a waiting 
stretcher, Grizzle jumped back into his patrol car and returned to the 
theater complex to help evacuate additional victims who were in dire 
need of medical attention.

One of the wounded whom Grizzle transported to the hospital 
was Caleb Medley, who had been shot in the head. Grizzle under-
stood that time was of the essence if Medley was to survive. Grizzle 
harks back to the car ride vividly. During the quick drive to the hos-
pital, Medley kept making “the most God-awful sound.”24 He was 
“gurgling on his own blood.”25 At one point, he fell silent and Grizzle 
began screaming at him: “Don’t you fucking die on me! Don’t you 
fucking die on me!”26 As horrible as that sound was, Grizzle breathed 
a sigh of relief when Medley resumed making it. It was a good sign. 
He was breathing again.

Grizzle made four separate runs to local emergency rooms that 
night, transporting a total of six patients. By the end of his shift, his 
vehicle was covered in blood—on the seats, headrests, dashboard, 
ceiling, floor; it was practically everywhere. “There was so much 
blood, I could hear it sloshing in the back of my car,” he would later 
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testify.27 His determination and efforts paid off, however. Every single 
person Grizzle transported to the hospital survived.

✯ ✯ ✯

Six-year-old Veronica Moser-Sullivan did not survive. She was one 
of twelve people killed by James Holmes. In addition, Holmes’s 
rampage left another seventy theater patrons injured—fifty-eight of 
them as a result of gunshot wounds. Many of those who were struck 
by gunfire that evening will never fully recover, including both Caleb 
Medley and Ashley Moser, who are wheelchair-bound. Caleb Medley 
is now the proud father of a little boy, who was born while Caleb was 
on the operating table. Unfortunately, Caleb’s brain trauma makes it 
difficult for him to communicate and interact with his child. Ashley 
Moser’s fate is equally tragic. She not only lost her daughter, she also 
miscarried while in surgery. She survived, but she remains paralyzed, 
never to walk again.28

✯ ✯ ✯

Investigators required ten days to process the crime scenes at the 
Century 16 cinema complex. The entire first day was devoted to 
removing the bodies of the ten people who died inside the theater. 
(Two of the twelve mortally wounded were pronounced dead at area 
hospitals.) Authorities spent the following nine days gathering evi-
dence and taking photographs. Crime-scene investigators amassed 
123 items inside auditorium number 9, largely weapons-related 
materials, although several bone fragments were among the articles 
recovered. The collection of evidence was so enormous that field 
technicians ran out of markers, forcing them to use folded business 
cards to denote the location of objects.

Expended bullet casings accounted for over half of the items 
recovered: seventy-six in total—six spent shotgun shells, sixty-five 
spent .223-caliber casings, and five spent .40-caliber casings. Based 
on a forensic analysis, it was determined that twenty-four of the 
seventy gunshot victims were hit in the initial barrage of shotgun 
fire, two of them fatally. The majority of casualties were caused by 
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Holmes’s semiautomatic assault rifle. The force with which the 
enhanced bullets were discharged from the AR-15 was so powerful 
that several rounds punctured through the drywall, striking three 
moviegoers in the adjacent theater. In fact, crime-scene investigators 
identified 240 ballistic impacts on the floor, walls, and seats in audi-
torium number 9, as well as an additional sixteen impact points in 
auditorium number 8.

Every single one of the .223-caliber bullets were fed into the assault 
rifle by a unique one-hundred-round extended-capacity magazine 
known as a “drum.” Eventually, the drum jammed, forcing Holmes 
to switch to his Glock .40-caliber semiautomatic handgun. However, 
perhaps as a result of rampage weariness akin to that seen in the Col-
umbine, Virginia Tech, and Sandy Hook massacres, Holmes stopped 
shooting after firing just five rounds from his pistol. He then left the 
theater and walked over to his parked vehicle, where he awaited the 
arrival of law enforcement.

With seventy gunshot victims, the rampage in Aurora is one of 
the highest-casualty mass shootings in American history. What’s par-
ticularly disturbing about James Holmes’s attack is his strike ratio. 
He shot seventy people with seventy-six rounds. That’s practically 
one person hit for every pull of the trigger, a feat made possible in 
part because Holmes used an AR-15 assault rifle armed with a one-
hundred-round drum that allowed him to fire sixty-five .223-caliber 
armor-piercing cartridges into the crowd of over four hundred 
theater patrons in under one minute. As this fact made its way into 
news accounts, it was only natural that politicians and commentators 
began blaming the AR-15 for the magnitude of carnage.29

AMERICA’S GUN

In the aftermath of the Aurora multiplex massacre, gun-control advo-
cates highlighted the unique lethality of the AR-15: “This shooter 
was planning a military style assault and he chose a rifle that was 
designed for just such an attack,” decried Dennis Henigan of the 
Brady Campaign to Reduce Gun Violence.30 Opponents of the AR-15 
stressed that the assault rifle has one primary purpose: to kill human 
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beings. “Our own American weapon of mass destruction” was how 
one Missouri state legislator referred to it following James Holmes’s 
rampage.31 A member of the editorial advisory board at the Daily 
Camera in nearby Boulder, Colorado, pointedly asked, “Does anyone 
hunt ducks, deer or elk with an AR 15?”32 This question drove home 
a particular theme emphasized by critics: civilians have no legiti-
mate reason to possess AR-15s and other similar assault weapons. 
In their view, AR-15s belong only in the hands of the military and 
law enforcement. “If you want access to assault weapons, join the 
National Guard,” the Daily Camera editor admonished.33

Several members of Congress immediately took to the airwaves 
to propose a reinstatement of the federal Assault Weapons Ban, 
which had expired in 2004 after being in effect for only a decade. 
Leading the charge were Representative Carolyn McCarthy (D-NY), 
who lost her husband in the 1993 Long Island Rail Road rampage, 
and Senator Diane Feinstein (D-CA), who was the primary sponsor 
of the original ban in 1994. Appearing on Fox News Sunday just two 
days after the massacre, Feinstein railed against assault rifles like the 
AR-15:

My thoughts are these—pure and simple—weapons of war don’t 
belong on the streets. . . . [T]hese are weapons that you are only 
going to be using to kill people in close combat. That’s the purpose 
of that weapon. . . .

I believe that people use these weapons because they can get 
them. I believe that a revolver and a rifle and shotgun isn’t going 
to do the damage. . . . Why do you need this? You don’t need it for 
hunting. . . . You don’t need it for self-defense. Why do you need it? 
Why do we make it available?34

She took the opportunity to call for a new ban on assault weapons: 
“I think that these weapons ought to be stopped,” she told the show’s 
host.35 Over on CBS’s Face the Nation, Aurora’s congressman Ed Perl-
mutter (D-CO) echoed Feinstein. When prompted for ideas about 
how to reduce the carnage of mass shootings, he suggested that 
imposing restrictions on the availability of AR-15s and other similar 
firearms is “where it starts.”36
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Most in Congress are, nevertheless, reluctant to embrace gun 
control as a way to reduce rampage violence. In fact, the same 
program that hosted Feinstein also featured her colleague from 
across the aisle, Senator Ron Johnson (R-WI). An ardent advocate 
for gun rights, Johnson took exception to Feinstein’s position. In 
rebuttal, he insisted that a free society can’t prevent the mentally ill 
and evil from obtaining weapons and going on killing sprees. “Some-
body who wants to purposely harm another individual is going to 
find a method of doing it,” he maintained. “This isn’t an issue about 
guns. This is just really an issue about sick, demented individuals.”37

Johnson also challenged Feinstein’s attempt to label the AR-15 
an “assault rifle.” Instead, he asserted that the AR-15 is basically a 
hunting rifle, claiming that, in his home state of Wisconsin, that’s 
how his constituents utilize AR-15s. Johnson insisted that the types 
of firearms Feinstein wants to prohibit are “just common all over 
the place.” In his view, an assault weapons ban would infringe on 
the Second Amendment rights of Americans. He urged citizens to 
exercise skepticism regarding any attempts to restrict ownership of 
AR-15s and similar “hunting rifles.” As he put it, “I really would hate 
to see a tragedy like this used to promote a political agenda to reduce 
Americans’ freedoms. Enough have been taken away and we don’t 
want to lose any more.”38

✯ ✯ ✯

Less than five months after the Aurora massacre, the AR-15 was back 
in the spotlight, this time as the weapon Adam Lanza used to murder 
twenty-six women and children at Sandy Hook Elementary School. 
Again, there were fervent calls to ban this particular rifle. Again, the 
emotional pleas fell on deaf ears in the nation’s capital.

What is it about the AR-15 that makes it such a lightning rod for 
controversy? The danger it poses to American society seems obvious: 
It’s been the weapon of choice in two of the deadliest mass shootings 
in recent history. But why are there so many people on the other side 
of the debate who serve as the rifle’s biggest advocates? What is it 
about the AR-15 that makes it so popular among gun owners?
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✯ ✯ ✯

The AR-15 wasn’t always favored by gun enthusiasts and outdoor 
sportsmen. Most firearms purists, indeed, associated it with its 
original purpose, as a battlefield armament. And for decades, they 
shunned the so-called black rifle as a weapon that had no place in a 
civilized society.39

The irony is that one of the biggest opponents of war from 
the past quarter century is also the man responsible for helping to 
launch the AR-15 into stardom: former secretary of defense Robert 
McNamara.

✯ ✯ ✯

After winning the presidential election in 1960, John F. Kennedy set 
out on a mission to place some of the smartest people in the country 
in positions of authority within the executive branch. The late his-
torian David Halberstam dubbed these men appointed by Kennedy 
to serve as his senior advisors “the best and the brightest.”40 One of 
those individuals was former Harvard Business School professor and 
Ford Motor Company president Robert McNamara. As one of the so-
called Whiz Kids, McNamara was instrumental in bringing manage-
ment science models to the US military during World War II. The 
goal of this approach was to study patterns and determine optimal 
ways to improve an organization’s efficiency and effectiveness. (In 
today’s academic parlance, this practice is often referred to as “opera-
tions research.”) When the war ended, he brought this form of design 
and modeling to Ford, with impressive results, taking a money-losing 
entity and turning it around into a highly profitable corporation. One 
of McNamara’s secrets was to downsize Ford’s vehicles while at the 
same time making them safer and cheaper. Under his guidance, Ford 
launched the exceptionally popular Ford Falcon and Lincoln Conti-
nental, transforming the American automobile market.41

When McNamara took the helm at the Pentagon, he brought 
along with him several members of his team at Ford. This new gener-
ation of Whiz Kids tried to revolutionize the Department of Defense 
the same way they did the Ford Motor Company. One of their proj-
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ects was replacing the army’s standard-issue rifle—the M14—with 
a more efficient weapon. In 1961, the US military had soldiers in 
Southeast Asia serving as advisors to the South Vietnamese armed 
forces. But with the war in Indo-China escalating following the with-
drawal of France, the Kennedy administration concluded that pre-
venting communist forces from seizing control of Vietnam was a vital 
national interest. The fighting, however, was taking place in a new 
type of environment, one that was starkly different from the battle-
fronts of World Wars I and II as well as Korea, with which Amer-
ican armed forces were familiar. The guerilla skirmishes that came 
to characterize the Vietnam War often occurred in rural villages 
and the jungle. This new form of firefight required a new form of 
firearm—something lighter, more controllable in close-combat situ-
ations, and more efficient in target acquisition.42

A few years earlier, a group of engineers set up a tiny outfit 
within the larger Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corporation. The 
division, named ArmaLite, was tasked with creating the next-gen-
eration military rifle. After numerous failures, the team came up 
with a prototype in 1959 that proved reliable and effective, able to 
fire smaller-caliber bullets with greater force in one of three forms: 
spray, burst, and single rounds. That prototype: the ArmaLite Rifle 
15—or AR-15, for short. Shortly afterward, the designs for the AR-15 
were sold to Colt, which in turn started mass producing it in 1962 as 
the M16 rifle for the US military. While there was initial hesitation 
to embrace the M16, following a series of successful field tests, the 
army adopted the new rifle platform.43 The benefits became evident 
almost immediately:

Troops loved the new gun because of its ergonomic design and 
easy handling, vastly preferring it to the Army brass’ beloved M14. 
The newfangled plastic, aluminum, and stamped-steel gun, which 
looked like something out of Buck Rogers, was so much easier to use 
than the M14 that in marksmanship tests troops were able to qualify 
as expert marksmen at a dramatically higher rate given the same 
amount of training time. The AR-15’s step-function improvement 
in individual usability gave a significant boost to squad-level bat-
tlefield performance. Army studies showed that a five-man squad 
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armed with AR-15s had as much kill potential as an 11-man squad 
armed with the M14.44

After US forces left Vietnam following the conclusion of the war, 
the military’s demand for M16s declined. Then in the late 1970s, 
gas shortages produced pandemonium in the country. This was fol-
lowed in 1979 by the Soviet Union’s invasion of Afghanistan, which 
seemed to breathe new life into the Cold War. Suddenly, Americans 
began to worry about what the future held, which in turn spawned 
the survivalist movement. And with that came a new opportunity for 
manufacturers of assault rifles. By making a semiautomatic version 
of the M16—the AR-15—the firearms industry was able to tap into a 
whole new profit stream: civilians.45

✯ ✯ ✯

Today, civilians in the United States own approximately six million 
AR-15s.46 While it accounts for only about 2 percent of the overall 
civilian firearms inventory, which is estimated to be at least 320 
million, the AR-15’s market share is rapidly growing. What was once 
the exclusive purview of Colt is now a profit generator for over thirty 
firearms manufacturers.47 Normally ranging in price from $1,000 to 
$2,000, gun dealers sell about eight hundred thousand AR-15s each 
year, resulting in annual revenues of at least $800 million. In the 
words of one federally licensed firearms seller, “The AR-15 now is 
probably the economic engine of the gun industry.”48 For some gun 
stores, AR-15s and their accessories account for 80–85 percent of all 
sales, bringing in as much as $1 million a month.

Why the growing love affair with the AR-15? The National 
Shooting Sports Foundation—the predominant trade association 
for the firearms industry—maintains that its primary function is 
as a “modern sporting rifle” for use particularly in hunting: “their 
cartridges are standard hunting calibers, useful for game up to and 
including deer.”49 While some outdoorsmen stalk and kill animals 
with AR-15s, the truth is that these guns are better suited for hunting 
small vermin than they are for taking down sizeable game.

No, the AR-15’s real allure is something else: protection.
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Testifying before a Senate committee on gun violence following 
the tragedy in Newtown, National Rifle Association executive vice 
president Wayne LaPierre explained why powerful weapons like the 
AR-15 are embraced by many of his organization’s members:

What people all over the country fear today is being abandoned 
by their government if a tornado hits, if a hurricane hits, if a riot 
occurs, that they’re going to be out there alone. And the only way 
they’re going to protect themselves in the cold, in the dark, when 
they’re vulnerable, is with a firearm.50

In post-9/11 and post-Katrina America, the survivalist cause took 
on a new life. And for these so-called doomsday preppers, the AR-15 
has become more than the weapon of choice. It’s also become a 
symbol of their movement: the last line of defense between freedom 
and tyranny, between life and death.

What better weapon to hunker down with during the onset of 
the apocalypse than the civilian version of what American soldiers 
rely on in combat? The “black rifle” designed for the battlefields of 
Vietnam has now become a defender of the homestead. It’s this new 
purpose that has led to the AR-15’s meteoric rise, making it, in the 
words of the CNBC business news network, “America’s gun.”

✯ ✯ ✯

It’s easy to see why the AR-15 has become a favorite of those who are 
on the firing end of the rifle. It’s fairly reliable, practically effortless 
to wield, and straightforward to use. Even someone who has little 
experience with firearms will be able to shoot an AR-15 with a decent 
degree of accuracy. And let’s not forget perhaps the most rudimen-
tary reason gun enthusiasts love the AR-15: It’s fun to shoot. As one 
commentator described it, “much of what’s ‘fun’ about shooting an 
assault weapon is that it feels masculine; it’s an implicit expression 
of male sexuality.”51 Indeed, some observers have gone so far as to 
suggest that it empowers people’s heroic, role-playing fantasies: “You 
can be this soldier but you don’t have to enlist.”52

By the same token, it’s also easy to see why those on the receiving 
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end of an AR-15 are its biggest foes. Emergency-room physician 
Comilla Sasson is one of those individuals who has seen, first hand, 
the damage that the “black rifle” is capable of inflicting. Sasson was 
on duty at the University of Colorado Medical Center the evening 
of the Aurora massacre. One of the first mass-shooting patients 
she treated that night was Farrah Soudani. The twenty-two-year-old 
Soudani was brought in with, among other gunshot injuries, a gaping 
wound on her side. After being hit by a .223 round from Holmes’s 
AR-15, her stomach and intestines literally spilled out of her body, 
forcing her to hold them in her hands as she was transported to the 
hospital in a police cruiser. “I’ve seen a lot of gunshot wounds in 
my life but those were absolutely, completely different than anything 
else I’ve ever seen,” Dr. Sasson remembered.53 “These are the kinds 
of wounds that our folks over in Afghanistan are seeing, and here I 
am sitting in Aurora, Colorado, seeing these kinds of things.”54

Soudani is one of the fifty-eight gunshot victims who survived the 
mass shooting. Looking back, she believes that the outcome would 
have been “absolutely” different had Holmes not been armed with an 
AR-15. She suspects that Holmes would have still gone on a rampage 
even if he didn’t possess an AR-15. But in that circumstance, she 
thinks he “would’ve . . . maybe had more handguns” instead. “Hope-
fully, [fewer] people could’ve gotten hurt.”55

But would that have actually been the case? Is the AR-15 the real 
culprit? Or are things a little more nuanced?

LOW IN WEIGHT, HIGH IN CAPACITY

It’s one thing to read or hear about a shooting. It’s quite another 
to see it with your own eyes. When high-profile attacks like Vir-
ginia Tech, Aurora, Sandy Hook, the Washington Navy Yard, and 
Charleston occur, we get a sense of the tragedy from reading news-
paper headlines or catching brief overviews from television-news 
broadcasts. Occasionally, there are criminal trials, as in the prosecu-
tion of James Holmes, which last months and feature gruesome testi-
mony. Few people, however, follow legal proceedings closely enough 
to truly grasp the horror of being a victim of a rampage. As a result, 
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the vast majority of Americans has a very limited—and heavily fil-
tered—experience with such extreme acts of gun violence.

On August 26, 2015, this sheltered comprehension was shat-
tered as Americans turned on their television sets and perused their 
social-media accounts to be shocked by raw video of a multiple-victim 
shooting that was captured by two different cameras and broadcast on 
live television. In a dreadful and appalling manner, people witnessed a 
rampage unfold from start to finish. They saw how simple, quick, and 
effortless it is to take the lives of others—and how vulnerable and help-
less we all are when ambushed by someone armed with a gun.

That morning, Alison Parker, a reporter at CBS-affiliate WDBJ 
in Roanoke, Virginia, was interviewing Vicki Gardner of the Smith 
Mountain Lake Regional Chamber of Commerce in a live segment 
for Mornin’—the station’s early-morning news program that serves 
as a lead-in to the nationally televised CBS This Morning. Carrying 
a handgun, disgruntled former WDBJ employee Vester Lee Fla-
nagan (a.k.a. Bryce Williams) nonchalantly walked up to Parker and 
cameraman Adam Ward and shot them, squeezing off eight initial 
rounds in under four seconds. The two journalists were instantly hit 
and collapsed.56 Gardner also fell to the ground and curled up into a 
fetal position. Although not hit in the initial barrage, Gardner played 
dead. Seconds later, the video records seven more shots before 
cutting out. They were “insurance rounds,” Flanagan fired into both 
Parker and Ward to ensure that they wouldn’t survive. (One of the 
seven insurance rounds entered Gardner’s back, leaving her with a 
serious albeit nonlethal injury.)57

The whole incident lasted just fifteen seconds. Armed with a 
 fifteen-round 9mm semiautomatic handgun, Flanagan riddled 
Parker and Ward with bullets. His weapon was so easy to handle that 
he was able to fire it successfully with just one hand. In fact, the pistol 
was so light and the recoil so minor that Flanagan was able to employ 
his other hand to hold his smartphone, which he used to record the 
attack.58 Afterward, he posted the video on his Twitter and Facebook 
pages for the world to see, contributing to what journalist Steven 
Neumann calls the gun violence “participation mystique”—the phe-
nomenon whereby viewers experience what it feels like to be both 
hunter and prey.59 “America’s first social-media murder” will, no 
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doubt, leave a lasting impression on those who witnessed it on their 
high-definition flat-screens, computers, tablets, and smartphones.60 
“It can’t be unseen,” Neumann correctly noted. “It can’t be unfelt.”61

Beyond the vicarious and sickening sense of placing us there at 
the crime, the video of the WDBJ shooting also provides a unique 
look into why gun violence has become deadlier. It boils down to two 
elements: (1) the ease with which a gunman can shoot a modern-
day weapon and (2) the number of bullets he can fire without inter-
ruption. These “improvements” in marksmanship and killing power, 
in turn, correspond with two “advances” in firearms technology: 
(1) plastic bodies and (2) extended-capacity magazines. It’s these 
two factors that allow novice shooters like Vester Lee Flanagan to 
become proficient assassins with little to no training—and it’s these 
two factors that explain the growing casualty tolls in mass shootings.

✯ ✯ ✯

It’s strange to think that the creation of plastic guns begins with 
the invention of women’s nylon stockings, but it’s true. During the 
period between World War I and World War II, the DuPont chemical 
company set out on an ambitious task of discovering an alternative to 
silk. The problem with silk was that it was largely produced in Asia, 
making supplies relatively expensive and subject to the whims of diplo-
matic dispute. As economic relations began deteriorating between the 
United States and Japan during the 1930s, the leadership at DuPont 
saw an opportunity for making money by developing a silk substitute 
that would be cheaper to manufacture and readily available to Amer-
ican consumers.62 Funneling resources into a research-and-develop-
ment lab devoted to the creation of a new form of industrial plastics 
known as polymers, DuPont began producing polyesters that it hoped 
would do the trick. But every material the engineers came up with 
was a bust because they all had low melting points. This meant they 
couldn’t be washed in hot water, nor could they be ironed.63

In 1934, under the leadership of former Harvard lecturer Wallace 
Carothers, a team of researchers at DuPont had a major break-
through when they created a fiber that had the elasticity of polyester 
but could withstand much higher temperatures: nylon. By the end of 
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the decade, DuPont was capable of producing millions of pounds of 
nylon annually. Polyamide 6,6—as the nylon was known internally—
offered lots of market opportunities.64 DuPont initially produced it 
for use as toothbrush bristles, fishing line, and surgical sutures.65 But 
the chemical giant also had its eyes on one prize in particular: the 
women’s hosiery market.66

At the time, Americans were spending over $70 million a year on 
silk stockings. DuPont’s revolutionary fiber offered women a more 
affordable product that was promoted as lasting longer than tradi-
tional stockings.67 It was a smashing success. By 1945, the demand 
for nylon stockings was so strong that women were lining up by the 
thousands to purchase them in what became known as the “nylon 
riots.”68 In one instance that makes today’s iPhone cues look tame, 
on June 12, 1946, an estimated forty thousand women formed a line 
that extended a mile long in Pittsburgh, hoping to get their hands 
on just one of the thirteen thousand pairs of stockings available for 
sale at the Masterwoven Hosiery Shop.69 As chance would have it, 
stockings were just the starting point.

After Japan attacked the United States in 1941, Washington 
became desperate for parachutes, which were traditionally made of 
silk. However, with silk suddenly in shortage, the military brass turned 
to DuPont for help with the design and manufacture of nylon para-
chutes. Soon, DuPont found itself developing new uses for nylon. By 
the war’s denouement, nylon had become a crucial component in flak 
jackets, tents, tie cords, tow ropes, shoelaces, hammocks, and mos-
quito netting.70 Nylon was clearly a versatile product—and, as national 
needs shifted, it became a critical “fiber” of the defense industry.71

✯ ✯ ✯

Nylon also came to the rescue of the firearms industry. As a result of 
the Great Depression, Remington Arms suffered through a period 
of financial setback that left it wanting for significant cash infusion. 
Seeing an opportunity to expand its holdings, in 1933, the DuPont 
corporation purchased a majority interest in Remington—giving 
America’s oldest rifle maker much-needed outside investment while 
giving the chemical firm a foothold in the national-defense and 
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personal-defense markets.72 It was only natural, then, that the first 
synergy between plastics and firearms would occur at Remington.

As the number of arms manufacturers catering to the civilian market 
started to grow following World War II, Remington found itself facing 
stiff competition. The executives at the firearms company knew that to 
get back in the game, they would have to lower production costs of at 
least one of their popular rifles. An improved weapon that cost less to 
make would translate into greater profit. Given DuPont’s involvement in 
national security, Remington approached its majority stakeholder and 
asked for help in developing a midpriced .22-caliber rifle. The chem-
ical engineers at DuPont proposed that, instead of manufacturing the 
rifle’s receiver and stock with steel, Remington utilize the same indus-
trial plastic that allowed DuPont to dominate the hosiery market.73

Moldable nylon allowed the research-and-development team at 
DuPont to produce a single-piece receiver and stock combination. 
Remington took this cheaper, lighter unit and covered its center in 
low-cost formed steel to give it the appearance of a more traditional 
rifle. But this was no ordinary rifle. The Remington Nylon 66—aptly 
named for the polyamide 6,6 that served as its core material—was a 
revolution in small-arms design. It held the promise of increased reli-
ability and accuracy—not to mention increased profits.74

After going through a variety of tests in the factory, Remington 
provided its field representatives with two prototypes of the new 
nylon rifle in 1958, and they were instructed to test-fire it in adverse 
conditions. Salesman Delbert Connor took the assignment to heart. 
He disliked the firearms from the moment he received them: “My 
first impression of these guns was that they were just toys—or maybe 
air rifles for Buck Rogers. I doubt that the color or material will 
make much difference on the first showings. The public will refer 
to them as plastic.”75 Motivated by such disdain, he set out to put the 
rifles through a series of tests that were so extreme, failure would 
be certain: firing the weapons from a variety of positions, including 
upside-down; firing them at different rate of speed (including 
fanning the trigger at such a high-rate that the barrel overheated); 
and firing them in adverse weather conditions, including a blinding 
sandstorm. Conner even took one rifle, ran it over with his station 
wagon, then sank it (fully loaded) into a lake. When he pulled it back 
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out and drained it of water, he shot one hundred rounds without a 
single glitch. He even threw it off of a structure onto concrete pave-
ment, causing it to crack. It had no significant impact on the rifle, 
which continued to operate flawlessly.76

In all, Conner fired around two thousand rounds of various 
brands of ammunition in his Nylon 66 rifles. When the time came 
to communicate his findings back to corporate headquarters, he 
summed up his experience this way: “Looks like a plastic toy—per-
formance and accuracy unbelievable.” Conner added a personal 
request at the end of his report: “I would surely like to have one 
back—charged to my sample account—if and when available.”77After 
winning over even the toughest critics in the development stage, the 
Nylon 66 went on sale to the general public in 1959, with Remington 
guaranteeing that “this stock will not warp, crack, chip, fade or peel 
for the life of the rifle, or we will replace it free.”78 That same year, 
competitive shooter Tom Frye set out to break the world record of 
shooting 2.5-inch wood blocks as they were tossed in the air. Using 
three Nylon 66 rifles, he fired an average of one shot every four 
seconds over a period of thirteen straight eight-hour days. Smashing 
the previous record of 72,500 hits, Frye successfully shot 100,004 out 
of 100,010 blocks. In other words, his hit rate was 99.994 percent. He 
only missed six out of the 100,010 shots he fired. Remington couldn’t 
have asked for better marketing than this. As word of Frye’s accom-
plishments spread among hunters and firearms enthusiasts, demand 
for the new gun grew. By 1991, when production of the Nylon 66 was 
discontinued, it had become the bestselling .22-caliber weapon in 
Remington’s history, with over one million of the plastic rifles sold.79

The Nylon 66 ushered in a new era. Seeing the success Remington 
achieved, other gun manufacturers decided to pursue research and 
development of similar weapons. Within a few decades, practically every 
major gunmaker was producing plastic firearms for sale to civilians.

✯ ✯ ✯

Polymers are typically industrial plastics. Today, synthetic polymers 
are often injection-molded, meaning they can be cast into a variety of 
shapes, sizes, and colors.80 Polymers share four basic characteristics:
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1.  Adaptability: They can be molded into endless configurations;
2.  Durability: They are generally not susceptible to harsh ele-

ments, including extreme temperatures and corrosion;
3.  Insulation: They exhibit high degrees of thermal and elec-

trical resistance; and
4.  Light Mass: They are light in weight.81

Polymer products are everywhere in our everyday lives: nylon 
stockings, toothbrushes, microwave-safe cookware, disposable 
plates and cups, plumbing pipes, cell phones, computers, automo-
biles, . . . and firearms.

When the chemical engineers at DuPont were given their charge 
for the development of a plastic .22-caliber rifle, Remington provided 
them with a long list of specifications. The new rifle stock had to be 
made of a material that was malleable. It had to maintain its perma-
nent color. It had to have an easily repairable finish. It had to resist 
abrasion, corrosion, and distortion. It had to be heavy-duty, with high 
tensile-impact and bend strength. It had to operate in extreme cold 
and heat. It had to be impervious to “solvents, oils, mild acids, alkalis, 
fungus, rodents and insects.”82 And it had to be lightweight.

In 1970, the German armaments company Heckler & Koch intro-
duced the VP70—the first polymer handgun.83 The core concept 
behind this new weapon was to replicate the traits of the Remington 
Nylon 66 and the ArmaLite AR-15 rifles in an easy-to-use, durable, 
and more affordable semiautomatic pistol.84 Prior to this, handguns 
were generally made of steel or alloy. Not only are metal guns heavier, 
making them harder to wield, but they are also readily subject to corro-
sion and malfunction if not properly maintained.85 Polymer firearms, 
by contrast, are far more resilient, resistant to environmental elements 
such as sun, rain, snow, and mud.86 In fact, contact with water—even 
saltwater—will not necessarily impact a polymer gun in a negative 
manner. This means that, generally, polymer weapons will not rust. 
It also means that, in a time of high-stress, perspiration will not cause 
a polymer gun to fail.87 Moreover, because they can be molded and 
fitted in a variety of ways, polymer firearms offer numerous ergonomic 
advantages that traditional blued steel and alloy firearms cannot offer.88 
For instance, Glock semiautomatic handguns—some of the bestselling 
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polymer pistols on the market—are extremely popular in part because 
they feature rough-textured surfaces and finger grooves that provide 
shooters with a more comfortable and secure grip.89

There are two additional design features that make polymer fire-
arms easier to shoot. First, because they are made of lightweight, 
elastic plastic, polymer guns—especially polymer handguns—do a 
much more superior job of absorbing the recoil pulse than more 
traditional steel and alloy guns. This results in smoother shooting.90 
As Paul Barrett, the biographer of the Glock pistol, describes it, “The 
steel slide striking the plastic frame produces less jarring force and 
vibration than the metal-on-metal impact of other pistols.”91

Second, manufacturers of polymer firearms have made significant 
advances in trigger pull. For instance, traditional handguns (both 
revolvers and semiautomatics) have heavier triggers that require 
stronger and lengthier pulls. Typically, steel handguns have about 
twelve-pound trigger pulls, requiring that the trigger travel over one 
inch to fire a round.92 Glock introduced handguns with only five-pound 
trigger pulls. Barrett captured the importance of this design break-
through by comparing the Glock 9mm to a .38 revolver: “The Glock is 
easy to shoot and does not demand great strength. A .38-caliber Smith 
& Wesson, by contrast, requires a real tug—and rewards you with a 
firm kick.”93 Moreover, Glock shrank the trigger travel distance to half 
an inch. This lighter trigger action makes for quicker and more consis-
tent shooting. With the first trigger pull in metal semiautomatic hand-
guns being heavy but the subsequent pulls being lighter, many shooters 
tend to strike below their point of aim on the first shot and above 
their point of aim on the second shot. Enhanced trigger dynamics 
made polymer pistols not only easier to use but also more accurate. 
This was certainly the case with the Glock 17: “Poor marksmen became 
adequate; moderately skilled shooters begin grouping rounds in small 
bunches near dead center of the target. The pistol’s gentle five-pound 
trigger action doesn’t require the sort of muscular squeeze that can 
cause the user to jerk the gun off target.”94

To understand how plastic firearms like the AR-15 and the Glock 
17 revolutionized marksmanship, all you need to do is go online 
to YouTube and search for gun bloopers. You’re sure to find video 
clips of people firing traditional long guns and handguns and either 
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getting knocked to ground or injured as a result of recoil. After 
you’ve done this, search out people shooting polymer guns. The 
contrast is stark. Shooting such weapons is relatively effortless. That 
makes them more efficient, accurate, and lethal. So lethal, in fact, 
that Vester Lee Flanagan, holding his polymer Glock 9mm with just 
one hand, killed his former WDBJ newsroom colleagues with ease.95

Lightweight, easy-to-fire polymer firearms explain why the 
lethality of rampages has risen significantly in the past fifty years, 
especially of late. But plastic guns offer only a partial explanation. 
As mentioned earlier, there’s another factor that arguably makes a 
more significant contribution to the growing bloodshed: extended-
capacity magazines.

✯ ✯ ✯

Let’s go back to the WDBJ shooting and try to reimagine the attack 
involving a .38-caliber revolver instead of a 9mm pistol. For starters, the 
gunman—who was holding his weapon with only one hand—would 
have experienced greater recoil, which might have sent some of his 
shots astray. He would have also had to stop to reload after five or six 
shots.96 As he fired on the reporter first, recoil and reloading might have 
provided the other two victims a chance to flee or fight back. Even an 
experienced marksman needs several seconds to empty a revolver of 
used casings and then refill it with live rounds.97 At the very least, that 
would have provided time for Vicki Gardner, the interview subject who 
was not hit in the initial barrage of gunfire, to run away.

Extended-capacity magazines are arguably the biggest game 
changers in rampage violence. They allow gunmen the opportu-
nity to fire on their targets without interruption. It’s actually quite 
straightforward: the more bullets a mass shooter has in his firearm, 
the more gunshot wounds he can inflict. Recall that the impetus 
for the M16 was the military’s desire for a lighter weapon that was 
capable of holding more ammunition, which translated into greater 
“kill potential.”98 Extended-capacity magazines are force multipliers 
when it comes to kill potential.99

Extended-capacity magazines provide other advantages as well. 
Offensively, they provide a gunman with rapid-fire capability. As 
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the name implies, large-scale magazines when inserted into either 
a semiautomatic or a fully automatic weapon, allow the shooter to 
fire off rounds at an extremely quick rate. This comes in handy, for 
example, when a target is in a gunman’s line of sight for only a few 
seconds. A decent shooter who is able to squeeze off three rounds a 
second can, with rapid-fire capability, shoot nine bullets in just three 
seconds. That’s nine chances to hit a target in a very short window of 
opportunity.

Defensively, high-capacity magazines provide gunmen with 
extended cover. Think back to some memorable shoot-outs from 
your favorite war or crime films. When soldiers or cops are pinned 
down and need to make lengthy sprints to reach safety or to get to 
the bad guy, they often ask for cover so that they can dart to their 
destinations without being shot in the process. Put yourself in the 
position of the individual making a dash for it. Would you rather 
that the person providing you with cover have a six-shot or a thirty-
shot firearm? If the distance you need to run will take you over ten 
seconds to traverse, you’ll likely want your partner to be armed with a 
weapon loaded with an extended-capacity magazine that allows him 
or her to fire lots of rounds without interruption.

In much the same way, high-capacity magazines provide an addi-
tional defensive advantage—this one directly to shooters. For any 
gunman, there is always the possibility that someone will rush him 
and try to tackle him (or at the very least try to wrestle his weapon 
away from him). The longer a shooter can fire without interruption, 
the longer he can keep defenders at bay. And the longer defenders 
are kept from physically confronting a gunman, the more opportu-
nity there is for inflicting damage—which is, after all, the immediate 
objective of most active shooters on a rampage.

✯ ✯ ✯

The mass shooting that targeted Arizona congresswoman Gabrielle 
“Gabby” Giffords and her constituents offers a powerful illustration 
of the difference an extended-capacity magazine makes. As Giffords 
was holding a “Congress on Your Corner” event at a Tucson-area 
shopping center on the morning of January 8, 2011, twenty-two-year-
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old Jared Loughner approached her and fired a single round point-
blank into her head, just above her left eye. Loughner then turned 
his Glock 19 handgun fitted with a fully loaded thirty-three-bullet 
high-capacity magazine on those in the immediate vicinity. First he 
shot the chief judge of the federal district court in Arizona, John 
Roll, who had stopped by to discuss a matter with Giffords and hap-
pened to be right next to her at the moment Loughner commenced 
his attack. Loughner then hit three of the congresswoman’s staffers. 
From there, he went after those standing in line to meet Giffords. 
Walking from front to back, Loughner opened fire on the crowd. 
One by one, he shot fourteen more victims. The entire rampage 
was over in just fifteen seconds. In that brief moment of time, Jared 
Loughner had discharged thirty-three rounds and wounded nine-
teen people, six of them fatally.100

One of those murdered that day was Christina-Taylor Green. 
Even though she was only nine years old, Christina had an interest in 
politics. Her neighbor had decided to take her to the political meet 
and greet so that she could make the acquaintance of her congres-
sional representative. Christina was so excited about the opportunity 
to engage in a civic exchange with a Washington politician that she 
had prepared a question about the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Before she could ask Giffords what the federal government was doing 
to help protect the environment, Loughner tragically cut the little 
girl down with a direct hit to her chest.101 Appearing before a Senate 
committee on gun violence, Giffords’s husband, astronaut Mark Kelly, 
testified, “The first bullet went into Gabby’s head. Bullet number thir-
teen went into a nine-year-old girl named Christina-Taylor Green, 
who was very interested in democracy and our government, and really 
deserved a full life committed to advancing those ideas. . . . I contend 
that if . . . [Loughner] did not have access to a high-capacity maga-
zine . . . Christina-Taylor Green would be alive today.”102

How do you tell someone that his or her loved one would be alive 
today if only the killer hadn’t been armed with an extended-capacity 
magazine?

✯ ✯ ✯
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Skeptics unfamiliar with the details of the Tucson mass shooting 
might suggest that even if Loughner’s Glock were armed with mul-
tiple ten-round magazines instead of a thirty-three-round magazine, 
he would have just quickly swapped out magazines and resumed his 
attack. Either way, Christina-Taylor Green’s life would have been cut 
short. But this is to presume that the rampage gunman would not 
have been physically confronted by bystanders during those precious 
moments that he needed to reload ammunition.

Here’s an indisputable fact: during an active shooting, the perpe-
trator is either firing his gun or not firing his gun. While pulling the 
trigger, it’s difficult to accost a gunman head on. But if he runs out 
of bullets, there is downtime in the shooting. That’s precious time 
that affords those under fire with a chance to fight back (or, at the 
very least, to flee, as the Sandy Hook first-graders who pushed their 
way past Adam Lanza while he was replacing magazines taught us).

Until a gunman can successfully reload, he is vulnerable to coun-
terattack by those nearby. Case in point: Jared Loughner.

When Loughner emptied his thirty-three-round magazine, he 
quickly ejected it and reached into his pocket for a second thirty-
three-round magazine. Maybe his fingers were sweaty and it slipped 
from his hand. Or maybe it was wedged in his pants in such a way that 
it bumped the pocket liner as it was being removed, causing him to 
fumble it. Or perhaps he sensed he was about to be assaulted and pan-
icked. Regardless, Loughner dropped his reload ammunition. Before 
he could bend down and pick it up, he was brought to the pavement 
by one of his victims. Even though he had been grazed in the head by 
a bullet, Bill Badger saw an opportunity to subdue the shooter as he 
paused to restock his weapon with bullets—and Badger took it. Grab-
bing Loughner by the arm, Badger forced the shooter to the ground. 
Another bystander dug his knee so sharply into Loughner’s back that 
it elicited cries of “Ow! Ow! You’re hurting me!”103

What’s to say that, if Loughner were using ten-round instead of 
thirty-three-round magazines, he wouldn’t have been stopped by those 
in the waiting line after firing his tenth shot rather than his thirty-
third? If so, think of how many people would have been spared that 
day. In all likelihood, the casualty toll would have been, at the very 
least, cut in half. And Christina-Taylor Green would still be with us.
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✯ ✯ ✯

For a rampage gunman set on amassing a high casualty toll, the 
more bullets he can fire, the more blood he is likely to shed and 
the less likely it is that he will be confronted before he has to pause 
or stop shooting. Semiautomatic firearms coupled with extended-
capacity magazines facilitate gun massacres by increasing an active 
shooter’s rate of fire while simultaneously limiting his downtime. 
To demonstrate this, let’s imagine a simple experiment. Let’s take 
two gunmen—one an expert marksman and the other an average 
shooter—and let’s give them three different weapons to test-fire: a six-
shot revolver, a semiautomatic handgun with two different magazine 
configurations (ten-round and thirty-round), and a semiautomatic 
assault rifle with a one-hundred-round drum. How many bullets can 
they discharge in exactly one minute, using the different firearms? 
Moreover, in those sixty seconds, how much time is spent pulling the 
trigger and how much is spent not actively shooting because they 
have to stop and reload?104

The calculations are pretty clear-cut (see table 6.1).105 Limited-
capacity revolvers provide the lowest rate of fire and the highest 
amount of downtime. A gunman with average shooting skills and 
armed with a six-shot revolver is likely to get off only eighteen rounds 
in one minute, leaving him vulnerable to counterattack for over two-
thirds of the minute, as he pauses to reload. As bullet capacity goes 
up and reload time goes down, the rate of fire increases and the 
downtime decreases. The one-hundred-round drum clearly trans-
forms an assault rifle into the most dangerous of the weapons in 
this scenario. It not only results in 150 rounds being fired by a well-
trained gunman in sixty seconds but also leaves the smallest window 
of opportunity (only ten seconds) for confronting the shooter when 
he’s out of bullets. For fifty seconds out of the entire minute, it’s 
practically impossible for defenders to fight back. It’s this factor—
ammunition capacity—that makes semiautomatic firearms, particu-
larly assault rifles like the AR-15 that can hold one-hundred-round 
drums, extremely lethal.
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Table 6.1. Comparison of Firearm Capabilities.

Average Shooter

Firearm Six-Shot Revolver Semi-Auto Handgun
(Ten-Round 
Magazines)

Semi-Auto Handgun
(Thirty-Round 
Magazines)

Assault Rifle
(One-Hundred-
Round Drums)

Firing Rate 1 Shot per Second 2 Shots per Second 2 Shots per Second 2 Shots per Second

Reload Rate 20 Seconds 10 Seconds 10 Seconds 15 Seconds

Time Shooting 18 Seconds 20 Seconds 40 Seconds 50 Seconds

Time Not Shooting 42 Seconds 40 Seconds 20 Seconds 10 Seconds

Bullets Fired 18 Rounds 40 Rounds 80 Rounds 100 Rounds

Expert Shooter

Firearm Six-Shot Revolver Semi-Auto Handgun
(Ten-Round 
Magazines)

Semi-Auto Handgun
(Thirty-Round 
Magazines)

Assault Rifle
(One-Hundred-
Round Drums)

Firing Rate 1.5 Shots per Second 3 Shots per Second 3 Shots per Second 3 Shots per Second

Reload Rate 10 Seconds 5 Seconds 5 Seconds 10 Seconds

Time Shooting 20 Seconds 25 Seconds 40 Seconds 50 Seconds

Time Not Shooting 40 Seconds 35 Seconds 20 Seconds 10 Seconds

Bullets Fired 24 Rounds 75 Rounds 120 Rounds 150 Rounds

THE AURORA THEATER MASSACRE ARSENAL

Following the Aurora theater massacre, the Colorado legislature 
enacted three sweeping gun-control bills that, among other things, 
banned the sale of ammunition magazines with a capacity larger than 
fifteen bullets. Avid Second Amendment advocates revolted against 
these laws. In a blunt attempt to punish two major proponents of 
these public-safety measures, the gun-rights movement organized 
a recall campaign. On September 10, 2013, State Senate President 
John Morse and State Senator Angela Giron—both Democrats—
were removed from office and replaced by pro-gun Republicans.106

State Senator Bernie Herpin was one of those who ascended to 
office in the wake of the recall, replacing Morse. In February 2014, 
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during a Senate committee hearing on a bill Herpin sponsored to 
repeal the ban on extended-capacity magazines, one of his Demo-
cratic colleagues questioned the utility of his proposal: “My under-
standing is that James Holmes bought his 100-round capacity 
magazine legally. So in fact, [the 2013 high-capacity magazine ban] 
would have stopped James Holmes from purchasing a 100-round 
magazine. I was wondering if you agree with me.”107 Herpin, in what 
was clearly a poorly thought-out response, replied: “As it turned 
out, that was maybe a good thing that he had a 100-round maga-
zine, because it jammed. If he had four, five, six 15-round magazines, 
there’s no telling how much damage he could have done until a 
good guy with a gun showed up.” Herpin was trying to suggest that 
the larger the capacity of the magazine, the more likely it is that the 
magazine might jam. But to the families of the victims, Herpin’s sug-
gestion that the public should put its faith in product defects as a 
means to ensure its safety came across as stupid and insensitive.

The AR-15 that James Holmes fired at the Century 16 multiplex 
did, in fact, jam. But not before it discharged sixty-five rounds. As 
we have already seen, one-hundred-round drums provide greater 
kill potential than smaller-capacity magazines. Had Holmes—at best, 
an average shooter by his own admission—been using thirty-round 
magazines, it would have provided theater patrons with approxi-
mately two additional ten-second windows to escape or to confront 
Holmes before he could have gotten off sixty-five shots.108 And had 
he been using ten-round magazines, the shooting downtime would 
have increased to six ten-second windows—a full minute.

Contrary to the suggestion floated by Herpin, the one-hundred-
round drum used by James Holmes played a critical role in making 
the Aurora theater massacre one of the highest-casualty mass shoot-
ings in American history.109

✯ ✯ ✯

James Holmes’s arsenal—particularly his polymer AR-15 assault rifle 
armed with a one-hundred-round drum—lends credence to the 
proposition that, as firearms become lighter and their ammunition 
capacities become larger, they become more lethal. But that’s the 
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anecdotal takeaway from one gun massacre (albeit one that regis-
tered an extremely high casualty toll). What about the weapons used 
in other gun massacres?

If all firearms were equal, we would find that, on average, they 
produced similar outcomes, especially similar fatality tolls. In practice, 
however, that’s not the case. After examining the firearms used in the 
111 gun massacres in my data set, it’s clear that there is a significant 
difference between attacks that involve semiautomatic weapons and 
those that do not. Those massacres where there was no evidence that 
the weapons used were semiautomatic firearms resulted, on average, 
in fewer deaths per attack. In fact, those high-fatality mass shootings 
accounted for 27 percent of the 111 incidents in my data set, but for only 
23 percent of the 904 cumulative deaths resulting from those incidents 
(see table 6.2). On the other hand, gun massacres involving semiauto-
matic firearms produced, on average, higher death tolls. Semiautomatic 
firearm attacks accounted for 73 percent of all the incidents in my data 
set, but 77 percent of the fatalities resulting from those incidents. The 
conclusion is unambiguous: semiautomatic firearms, when used in mass 
shootings, increase the lethality of such attacks.110

Table 6.2. Percentage of Gun-Massacre Incidents and  
Cumulative Fatalities by Firearm Type.

Percentage of All 
Incidents (N = 111)

Percentage of All 
Deaths (N = 904)

Difference
(in Percentage)

Gun Massacres between 1966 and 2015…

…Not Involving Semi-Autos 27 23 –4

…Involving Semi-Autos 73 77 +4

…Involving Assault Weapons 25 29 +4

…Involving ECMs 47 55 +8

…Involving Polymer Guns 34 42 +8

…Involving Assault Weapons + ECMs 22 27 +5

…Involving ECMs + Polymer Guns 30 38 +8

…Involving Polymer Assault Weapons + ECMs 12 15 +3

Note: There is no separate category for polymer assault weapons without extended-capacity magazines (ECMs) as every gun mas-
sacre involving polymer assault weapons also involved ECMs.
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GUNS KILL, SOME MORE THAN OTHERS  215

This finding is particularly troubling because, over the course of 
the past fifty years, semiautomatic firearms have become more preva-
lent in high-fatality mass shootings (see figure 6.1). Their use in gun 
massacres has consistently increased decade after decade. The shift is 
particularly drastic when the first ten-year period of the past fifty years is 
compared to the most recent ten-year period. During the period 1966–
1975, semiautomatic firearms were involved in 47 percent of all gun 
massacres. Jump forward to the present and you’ll see that they have 
been involved in 92 percent of all gun massacres that have occurred in 
the past ten years. A similar pattern exists in terms of deaths resulting 
from semiautomatic firearm use in high-fatality mass shootings (see 
figure 6.2). During the period 1966–1975, semiautomatic firearm mas-
sacres accounted for 48 percent of all gun-massacre fatalities. In the 
past ten years, they have accounted for 95 percent of fatalities. It’s also 
worth noting that, forty to fifty years ago, the range in the average 
number of deaths per gun massacre between those not involving semi-
automatic weapons and those involving such weapons was relatively 
close: 7.1–7.3 (see figure 6.3). In the past decade, however, that dif-
ference has grown to its widest margin, with the former producing, 
on average, six fatalities per attack and the latter over nine deaths. In 
fact, in the past twenty years, the average death toll for incidents not 
involving semiautomatic firearms has bottomed out at six deaths—the 
minimum number of fatalities required for a shooting to meet the 
definition of a gun massacre.111

As discussed in chapter 3, gun massacres escalated extensively 
between the time periods 1966–1975 and 1976–1985. Afterward, 
they waned in both occurrence and lethality, reaching new lows in 
the 1990s, before spiking to unprecedented levels in the past ten 
years (see table 6.3). The use of semiautomatic firearms in such inci-
dents has also grown to unprecedented levels of late.

Following the Aurora massacre, assault weapons seemed to bear 
the brunt of the blame. But, as I argued earlier in this chapter, polymer 
firearms and extended-capacity magazines are also considerably 
responsible for the increased bloodshed. A review of the data supports 
this assessment. In fact, the two factors that have correlated with the 
highest differential in death tolls are polymer guns and large-capacity 
magazines (see table 6.2). Assault weapons, on their own, were involved 
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Table 6.3. Gun-Massacre Incidents and Fatalities by Firearm Type.

1966–
1975

1976–
1985

1986–
1995

1996–
2005

2006–
2015

Total

All Gun Massacres
Incidents 17 22 18 15 39 111
Deaths 122 173 149 111 349 904
Average Death Toll 7.2 7.9 8.3 7.4 8.9 8.1

Gun Massacres Not Involving Semiautomatics
Incidents 9 9 7 2 3 30
Deaths 64 65 46 12 18 205
Average Death Toll 7.1 7.2 6.6 6.0 6.0 6.8

Gun Massacres Involving Semiautomatics
Incidents 8 13 11 13 36 81
Deaths 58 108 103 99 331 699
Average Death Toll 7.3 8.3 9.4 7.6 9.2 8.6

Gun Massacres Involving Assault Weapons
Incidents 3 6 6 3 10 28
Deaths 26 58 44 26 110 264
Average Death Toll 8.7 9.7 7.3 8.7 11.0 9.4

Gun Massacres Involving ECMs
Incidents 3 5 9 9 26 52
Deaths 26 53 82 72 261 494
Average Death Toll 8.7 10.6 9.1 8.0 10.0 9.5

Gun Massacres Involving Polymer Guns
Incidents 1 2 3 7 25 38
Deaths 6 19 38 61 253 377
Average Death Toll 6.0 9.5 12.7 8.7 10.1 9.9

Gun Massacres Involving Assault Weapons + ECMs
Incidents 3 3 6 2 10 24
Deaths 26 40 44 20 110 240
Average Death Toll 8.7 13.3 7.3 10.0 11.0 10.0

Gun Massacres Involving ECMs + Polymer Guns
Incidents 1 2 3 6 21 33
Deaths 6 19 38 52 226 341
Average Death Toll 6.0 9.5 12.7 8.7 10.8 10.3

Gun Massacres Involving Polymer Assault Weapons + ECMs
Incidents 1 2 2 1 7 13
Deaths 6 19 15 13 87 140
Average Death Toll 6.0 9.5 7.5 13.0 12.4 10.8

Note: There is no separate category for polymer assault weapons without extended-capacity magazines (ECMs) as every gun 
massacre involving polymer assault weapons also involved ECMs.
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in only 25 percent of all gun massacres from the past fifty years, and 
those incidents accounted for 29 percent of all gun-massacre fatalities. 
The bigger impact results from using polymer guns and high-capacity 
magazines. The former were employed in 34 percent of all gun mas-
sacres, yet those attacks accounted for 42 percent of all gun-massacre 
fatalities. That’s an 8 percent differential. The latter resulted in an 
identical percentage differential (47 percent of all massacres and 55 
percent of all fatalities), although the larger overall tallies provide 
reason to find the use of extended-capacity magazines even more dis-
concerting than the use of polymer firearms.

One of the impressions that someone might form after hearing 
critics fault assault weapons like the AR-15 is that these potent fire-
arms are used fairly often to perpetrate gun massacres. The data, 
however, do not support such a conclusion. On the contrary, assault 
weapons were used in only a quarter of the gun massacres from the 
past fifty years (see tables 6.2 and 6.3). Even in the past ten years, 
they were used in only ten attacks (again roughly 25 percent of all 
attacks in the past decade).

The same can be said for polymer guns and extended-capacity 
magazines. They, too, were involved in less than half of all gun mas-
sacres from the past fifty years (see tables 6.2 and 6.3). Nonetheless, 
unlike assault weapons, high-capacity magazines and polymer guns 
stand apart in their prevalence of late. Assault weapons have only 
been used in roughly one-fourth of all gun massacres since 2006. 
Extended-capacity magazines and polymer guns, on the other hand, 
have been used in about two-thirds of all such gun massacres. Indeed, 
a comparison with the earliest and most recent ten-year periods of 
my data set shows that, while the use of assault weapons increased 
by a factor of nearly three, the use of large-capacity magazines has 
increased by a factor of nearly nine, and the use of polymer firearms 
has increased by a factor of twenty-five.

Another relationship worth investigating is the frequency and 
lethality of these three elements—assault weapons, extended-
capacity magazines, and polymer firearms—when employed in com-
bination. Again, across the entire fifty-year time frame, their use 
remains limited, but their impact lethal (see tables 6.2 and 6.3). This 
becomes indisputable when the different firearms are assessed by 
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the average number of fatalities that result when they are involved 
in gun massacres (see figure 6.4). In general, the average death toll 
since 1966 has been 8.1. When gunmen don’t shoot their victims 
with semiautomatic firearms, this average falls 17 percent to 6.8 
deaths per incident.112 The employment of semiautomatic firearms 
makes the average death toll per incident rise 5 percent to 8.6. The 
jumps are more profound when the shootings are broken down 
into those involving assault weapons, extended-capacity magazines, 
and polymer guns. Each of these elements result in, respectively, 16 
percent, 17 percent, and 22 percent increases. The largest growth in 
average death toll, however, results when mass shooters attack with 
polymer assault weapons armed with extended-capacity magazines—
all three elements in one. Those instances result in an average of 
10.8 deaths per attack—a 33 percent increase from the 8.1 baseline.

When the comparisons are limited to just the past decade—when 
gun massacres almost always involved semiautomatic firearms—the 
most lethal outcome again results from attacks involving all three ele-
ments: polymer assault weapons armed with extended-capacity mag-
azines. In the past ten years, the increase from the baseline average 
of number deaths per incident soars from 8.9 to 12.8 (see figure 6.4). 
That’s an enormous 39 percent upsurge in the average number of 
fatalities when all three elements are involved in a gun massacre—
and at a time when modern medicine has drastically reduced the 
likelihood of dying from gunshot wounds, no less.

One final question worth addressing: Do gun massacres employing 
more than one firearm or involving more than one perpetrator result 
in higher death tolls? It makes sense that if you have more weapons, you 
can produce more bloodshed. And the data support such a conclusion 
as it pertains to high-fatality mass shootings (see table 6.4). The average 
death toll when a perpetrator is armed with only a single weapon is 
6.9 fatalities per incident (see table 6.5). That number jumps to 9.2 
fatalities per incident when a gunman is armed with multiple firearms. 
That’s higher than the average death toll for all 111 incidents in the 
data set but less than the average death toll resulting from incidents 
involving assault weapons, extended-capacity magazines, or polymer 
firearms (compare tables 6.3 and 6.5). A breakdown of the data clearly 
establishes that, while mass shootings involving two or more guns often 
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GUNS KILL, SOME MORE THAN OTHERS  223

result in increased carnage, the impact is driven more by the use of 
enhanced weapons (especially polymer guns equipped with extended-
capacity magazines) than by the use of multiple firearms.

Table 6.4. Percentage of Gun-Massacre Incidents and Cumulative 
Fatalities by Number of Firearms and Shooters.

Percentage 
of All 
 Incidents  
(N = 111)

Percentage 
of All 
Deaths  
(N = 904)

Difference 
(in 
Percentage)

Gun Massacres between 1966 and 2015 . . .

. . . Involving Only One Gun 47 40 –7

. . . Involving Multiple Guns 53 60 +7

. . . Involving Only One Shooter 86 86 0

. . . Involving Multiple Shooters 14 14 0

Unlike the sizeable difference that results from using multiple 
weapons, gun massacres involving more than one shooter don’t 
result in significantly more fatalities (see table 6.4). When gun mas-
sacres are perpetrated by more than one gunman, the increase in 
fatalities per incident increases only 2 percent—from 8.1 to 8.3 fatali-
ties per incident (see table 6.6).113 Even more surprising, massacres 
involving two gunmen have produced higher average death tolls than 
those involving three or more gunmen. The former have claimed an 
average of 9.1 lives per attack, whereas the latter have claimed 6.3 
lives per attack. This suggests that the number of perpetrators, per 
se, doesn’t significantly impact the extent of the bloodshed.

✯ ✯ ✯

For those of you who are not data wonks, all of the statistics in the pre-
vious subsection might have left you a bit overwhelmed. The picture 
they paint is, nevertheless, pretty simple and straightforward. Most gun 
massacres involve semiautomatic firearms. The perpetrators of these 
murder sprees have not historically relied on assault rifles to pull off 
their attacks. Nor have they turned to polymer guns and large-capacity 
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Table 6.5. Gun-Massacre Incidents and Fatalities by Number of Firearms.

Total
All Gun Massacres

Incidents 111
Deaths 904
Average Death Toll 8.1

Gun Massacres Involving Only One Gun
Incidents 52
Deaths 359
Average Death Toll 6.9

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Guns
Incidents 59
Deaths 545
Average Death Toll 9.2

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Guns But Not Involving Semi-Autos
Incidents 13
Deaths 92
Average Death Toll 7.1

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Guns and Semi-Autos
Incidents 46
Deaths 453
Average Death Toll 9.8

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Guns and Assault Weapons
Incidents 20
Deaths 204
Average Death Toll 10.2

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Guns and ECMs
Incidents 30
Deaths 336
Average Death Toll 11.2

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Guns and Polymer Guns
Incidents 22
Deaths 257
Average Death Toll 11.7

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Guns and Assault Weapons + ECMs
Incidents 16
Deaths 180
Average Death Toll 11.3

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Guns and ECMs + Polymer Guns
Incidents 19
Deaths 236
Average Death Toll 12.4

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Guns and Polymer Assault Weapons + ECMs
Incidents 9
Deaths 108
Average Death Toll 12.0

Note: There is no separate category for polymer assault weapons without extended-capacity magazines (ECMs) as every gun mas-
sacre involving polymer assault weapons also involved ECMs.
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GUNS KILL, SOME MORE THAN OTHERS  225

magazines. But—and this is a huge but—when they have utilized these 
types of guns, they have generated far greater bloodshed. The crit-
ical elements that seem to compound the carnage are, in particular, 
plastic weapons and large-scale ammunition-feeding devices. Assault 
weapons certainly contribute to the escalation of death tolls, but not 
quite as much as polymer guns and extended-capacity magazines do. 
That said, the most lethal outcomes tend to result, on average, when 
rampage gunmen use polymer assault weapons loaded with extended-
capacity magazines. No doubt, James Holmes’s decision to rely pre-
dominantly on a lightweight, ergonomically designed, high-capacity 
weapon made it extremely easy for him to achieve his self-professed 
goal of shooting “as many people as possible.”114 As it turned out, this 
amounted to upwards of seventy people in under three minutes.

Table 6.6. Gun-Massacre Incidents and Fatalities by Number of Shooters.

Total
All Gun Massacres

Incidents 111
Deaths 904
Average Death Toll 8.1

Gun Massacres Involving Only One Shooter
Incidents 96
Deaths 779
Average Death Toll 8.1

Gun Massacres Involving Multiple Shooters (Two or More Shooters)
Incidents 15
Deaths 125
Average Death Toll 8.3

Gun Massacres Involving Exactly Two Shooters
Incidents 10
Deaths 91
Average Death Toll 9.1

Gun Massacres Involving More Than Two Shooters
Incidents 5
Deaths 34
Average Death Toll 6.8
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✯ ✯ ✯

By guiding attention to the three elements of any act of violence, the 
trinity-of-violence framework allows us to better understand who per-
petrates mass shootings and why they do it, what they tend to target 
and where they tend to strike, as well as how they employ weapons and 
which features produces more lethal consequences. As the chapters 
in the section demonstrate, most perpetrators are men of working 
age who suffer from mental illness. Moreover, as a result of unstable 
high self-esteem, they are easily provoked into violent action, primed 
by guns to shoot their problems away. Generally, they tend to target 
locations and victims to which they have a personal connection, and 
the presence of armed people does little to deter them. And, given 
the growing availability of lightweight, polymer semiautomatic fire-
arms that can hold extended-capacity magazines, the damage they 
can do presents a genuine threat to public safety.

But just as the trinity of violence helps us better understand 
rampage violence, it also points us toward solutions for reducing the 
bloodshed. The next section draws on the trinity framework to gen-
erate suggestions for safeguarding the American public from mass 
shootings.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

BREAKING THE TRINITY

“I 
’ve been shot! We’ve been shot! Oh my God, help!” Those 
were the last words of First Officer Ray Andress’s mayday 

call on May 7, 1964, seconds before Oakland Air Traffic Control lost 
contact with Pacific Air Lines Flight 773, bound for San Francisco.1 
A few moments later, a United Airlines flight in the vicinity of Flight 
773’s last known location reported, “There’s a black cloud of smoke 
coming up through the undercast.”2 It was coming from what was left 
of Flight 773 after it had slammed into a hillside near San Ramon, Cali-
fornia, killing all forty-four people on board the twin-engine aircraft.

A subsequent investigation determined that Francisco Gonzales, 
a mentally disturbed passenger, entered the cockpit of Flight 773 
and shot the pilot and copilot with a .357 revolver.3

When I read of the downing of Pacific Air Lines 773, the first 
question that went through my mind was: How did Gonzales get a 
gun on board the plane?

Think of the safety measures that we routinely pass through these 
days in order to get on an airplane: Transportation Security Adminis-
tration (TSA) representatives bark out instructions as we near security 
lines. Dispose of any liquids you might have before going through the metal detec-
tors. Remove your laptop from your carry-on bag and place it in a separate bin 
for inspection. Take off your coat, hat, belt, and shoes and run them through the 
machine for screening. It’s hard to sneak a firearm past an airport check-
point, especially in light of the stringent regulations in effect since 9/11.

Turns out that back in 1964, airline passengers weren’t subjected 
to preboarding screening. I don’t mean that they weren’t forced to 
take off their coats and shoes. Or that they weren’t made to throw 
away their coffees. I mean they weren’t screened at all.4

229
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In 1964, if you wanted to bring a handgun onto a plane, you just 
had to conceal it in a hidden holster or place it in a carry-on bag. 
There was no system in place to check for firearms. In fact, metal 
detectors weren’t installed at American airports until 1973.5 Prior to 
that, it was pretty easy to bring a weapon on board an airplane.6

✯ ✯ ✯

Francisco Gonzales had repeatedly told family members that he 
would kill himself, and he threatened to take others with him. He 
even told a few acquaintances that his last day on Earth would be 
either May 6 or May 7. The writing was clearly on the wall.7

His friends and family knew the twenty-seven-year-old San Fran-
cisco resident was struggling. He had hit hard times. Only four years 
earlier, he had proudly represented the Philippines in the Olym-
pics as a member of the national yacht team. But by 1964, his mar-
riage was falling apart, his financial position was in ruins due in large 
part to an accumulation of massive debt, and his mental health was 
deteriorating.8

On May 6, 1964, Gonzales legally purchased a Smith & Wesson 
.357 magnum revolver and decided to head out to Reno, Nevada, for 
a night of gambling.9 Back then, Harrah’s and Harold’s Club casinos 
worked in partnership with Pacific Air Lines, offering a special $25.99 
round-trip fare that brought customers from San Francisco to Reno 
in the evening, with a return flight out early the next day. It was quite 
the incentive for the binge gambler: two free drinks, a free buffet 
dinner, and a reimbursement of $15 toward the airfare.10

Arriving early for his flight to Reno, Gonzales purchased $105,000 
in air-accident insurance and then proudly displayed his new revolver 
to people at San Francisco International Airport, while he waited to 
board his flight. He supposedly even told one person that he planned 
to kill himself with the gun.11 Maybe if someone reported Gonzales 
to authorities, he might have been prevented from getting on the 
plane. Instead, nobody said a word.

In Reno, Gonzales decided to go for broke. According to news 
accounts, he had a run of bad luck at the tables. But losing his 
money didn’t seem to faze him. As he reportedly told one dealer, 
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BREAKING THE TRINITY  231

“it won’t make any difference after tomorrow.”12 Ready to die, on 
the morning of May 7, Gonzales boarded the return flight home, 
selecting a seat immediately behind the cockpit door. After a brief 
stop-over in Stockton, where two passengers deplaned and another 
ten boarded, Flight 773 took off for San Francisco. But exactly ten 
minutes into the flight, Gonzales entered the cockpit and shot the 
pilot and copilot before turning the gun on himself. With the pilots 
incapacitated, the Fairchild F-27A turboprop aircraft went into a 
steep descent, slamming into the ground at nearly a 90-degree 
angle moments later.13

Executing a cockpit crew was unprecedented until Gonzales’s 
midair rampage in 1964. But the downing of Pacific Air Lines Flight 
773 was a distressing wake-up call that passenger airplanes were 
extremely vulnerable to attack by anyone traveling with a weapon 
on his person. It forced federal regulators to come up with ways to 
prevent similar disasters in the future.

Let’s say you’re a policymaker back in 1964. What would you rec-
ommend to avert another attack like the assault on Flight 773?

✯ ✯ ✯

The trinity of violence reminds us that every act of violence involves 
a perpetrator, a target, and a weapon. Without all three of these 
components, you can’t have an attack. Applying this model sheds 
insight into why, where, and how hostile strikes might occur. But it 
also serves another equally valuable function: It offers solutions for 
how to prevent—or at least minimize—violence.

If every act of violence requires all three elements of the trinity 
to converge, then, to avoid an attack, all we need to do is take away 
one of the three elements. No perpetrator willing to commit an act 
of criminal aggression? No attack. No target that can be struck? No 
attack. No weapon by which to carry out the hit? No attack. Eliminate 
one corner of the trinity and you eliminate the act of violence.

This is called breaking the trinity.

✯ ✯ ✯
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Strategy has its origins in the study of diplomacy and warfare. Drawing 
on the lessons from the fields of international relations and secu-
rity studies, we are able to identify three prominent approaches that 
often work in conjunction with each other to help keep nations safe. 
Each of these strategies happens to loosely correspond with a compo-
nent of the trinity of violence: dissuade the perpetrators, defend the 
targets, and deny the weapons.14

Dissuasion

Regarding perpetrators, one of the most valued strategies is dissua-
sion. If you can persuade heads of state that launching attacks will 
result in disastrous consequences that won’t be worth it, you can deter 
unwanted acts of violence. Of course, deterrence requires a credible 
threat if it’s to be effective. Take nuclear brinkmanship, where one 
nuclear power tries to dissuade another by making what’s known as a 
mutually assured destruction (MAD) argument: If you launch a large-
scale nuclear strike against us, we’ll immediately retaliate with a full-blown 
counterstrike against you. Your attack might eliminate our country from the 
face of the planet, but what good will it do you if we, in kind, eliminate you? A 
nuclear first-strike under such circumstances isn’t just MAD, it’s mad. 
Reason dictates that only the mentally unsound or suicidal would 
attack when facing the near certain possibility of death.

Let’s come back to our earlier question: What safety measures 
would you recommend to prevent another gun rampage on an air-
plane? The strategy of dissuasion works by convincing a potential 
shooter that an attack won’t be worth it. But what could you do to 
alter the calculus of someone who is prepared to kill the flight-deck 
crew in an effort to bring down a plane? You can warn him that, 
if he attempts such an attack, he’ll be killed. That’s not likely to 
make a difference, though. After all, that’s often the objective of 
mass murderers: to die and take a whole bunch of other people 
with them in the process. And it’s probably safe to assume that, if 
the threat of death won’t be an effective deterrent, then the threat 
of arrest and imprisonment after the fact won’t have much of an 
impact either.
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Defense

When deterrence fails—and sometimes it does—countries fall back 
on defense. If a potential target can be hardened or fortified to the 
point that an attack against it will do little to no significant damage, 
then the attack, should it occur, will fail in its objective. Protection is 
the next best outcome to prevention. Again, to draw on an example 
from international politics, in the summer of 1990 the United States 
issued a “clear and repeated warning”15 to Iraq that, if it invaded 
neighboring Kuwait, it would be met with war. Saddam Hussein, the 
Iraqi dictator at the time, thought that the United States was bluffing. 
So on August 2, 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait. But the response of the 
US-led coalition was swift and substantial. In combat that lasted just 
one hundred hours, coalition forces successfully liberated Kuwait, 
handing Iraq a costly and humiliating defeat in the process. The 
attack wasn’t averted, but its damage was successfully minimized to 
an acceptable level.

Returning to aviation security, protecting the aircraft and the 
people on board is likely a better strategy. Perhaps the solution might 
be something as simple as requiring cockpit doors to remain locked 
during the duration of a flight? As an added measure, you can rec-
ommend fortifying cockpit doors so that they’re impenetrable and 
bulletproof as well, making it impossible for a gunman to shoot the 
flight-deck crew through a closed door. But, in the pre-9/11 world, 
couldn’t an attacker just kill one flight attendant or passenger every 
minute until the captain opens the cockpit door? Of course, in the 
post-9/11 era, pilots are trained not to open the door in such a situa-
tion. But one problem that remains is that, from time to time, pilots 
need to exit the flight deck. What happens when the pilot needs to 
go to the rest room? Couldn’t an attacker storm the cockpit when the 
door opens to allow the crew entry and exit? These days, you might 
notice that when a pilot needs a bathroom break, a flight attendant 
wheels a beverage cart in front of the cockpit door to serve as an 
obstacle to anyone intent on rushing the flight deck. But if someone is 
armed, he could easily shoot the crew before they could shut the door.

Maybe the solution is to arm the pilots? That way, if anyone 
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breaches the cockpit door, one of the pilots could defend the plane 
by shooting the assailant before the assailant shoots him or her. On 
the other hand, isn’t it extremely unlikely that the pilots will have 
enough time to locate his or her firearm, ready it, and spin around 
to aim and fire it before the attacker puts a bullet in the pilot? 
Remember, in an ambush, the victim has about a second to react 
before being shot. The odds seem stacked against the pilots in this 
scenario. Maybe the answer is to have armed air marshals aboard 
flights? But, here too, the only way to guarantee their effectiveness 
would be to have air marshals on every single flight. Given that daily 
there are well over twenty-five thousand passenger flights that cross 
American airspace, that would require an exorbitant commitment 
of resources and manpower.16 So, what about allowing passengers to 
defend the aircraft with their personal firearms? That way, if a bad 
guy pulls out a gun, some good guys can draw their weapons and 
neutralize the threat before it brings down the plane? Of course, 
that assumes that nobody gets hurt in the cross fire and that none 
of the bullets flying around the cabin penetrate the plane’s fuselage, 
causing a sudden drop in air pressure that sends the aircraft into a 
fatal dive.

Denial

Dissuasion and defense are, of course, strategies that focus primarily 
on ends. Denial of weapons highlights the importance of means. 
The logic that underpins this is actually quite simple. Achieving ends 
requires means. If you can deprive potential threats the means that 
they require to accomplish their ends, you can make their ends unat-
tainable. Staying with examples from statecraft, the strategy of denial 
often manifests itself in disarmament. Think of it this way: one of 
the biggest threats to global security is the proliferation of nuclear 
weapons. If a rogue state gets nuclear capabilities, it can use its new 
power to conquer or, worse, annihilate other countries. But if you 
preclude that state from acquiring nuclear weapons, then you elimi-
nate the existential threat it can pose. After all, a crazed leader on 
the world stage can’t launch a nuclear strike if he doesn’t have nukes 
to launch. Basically, no weapons, no threat, no worries.
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The truth is that many dissuasion- and defense-based measures 
are now in effect to keep us safe in the sky. Criminal laws threaten 
prosecution of anyone who attempts an act of violence aboard an air-
liner. Fortified cockpit doors are kept shut for nearly the entire dura-
tion of a flight. And air marshals do accompany many, although far 
from all, flights. But as the above discussion notes, measures aimed 
at dissuasion and defense are far from perfect. It’s not that they don’t 
contribute to aviation safety. Obviously, they do. However, there’s a 
third strategy—one of denial—that offers greater security: turning 
commercial airplanes into gun-restricting zones.

Here’s a simple question: Would you feel safer flying on an air-
plane if passengers were allowed to carry firearms on board, or if 
they were precluded from doing so? I suspect most Americans would 
like to keep weapons off of planes. But not everyone feels this way. 
After 9/11, the head of Gun Owners of America, the second largest 
gun-rights organization in the United States, endorsed the idea of 
allowing individuals with concealed-carry permits to bring their per-
sonal firearms onto flights.17 And he was not the only person pushing 
for such a measure.18

The Federal Aviation Administration has long gone the other 
way. In the early 1970s, it mandated that metal detectors be installed 
at all airports.19 By employing technologies to spot hazardous mate-
rials, authorities are now able to seize firearms before they’re brought 
onto airplanes. At its core, it’s a strategy of denial—depriving access 
to lethal weapons. It might not make the perpetrators any less bad, 
but it certainly helps make them less dangerous.

A TALE OF TWO BOMBINGS

Let’s forget about guns for a moment and examine another weapon 
that has posed a significant threat to American society in the past: 
bombs. Large-scale explosive devices are capable of claiming hun-
dreds of lives in the single push of a button or lighting of a fuse. 
Bombs have been used to blow up planes, trains, ships, cars, and 
buildings. Overseas, the United States has certainly been victimized 
by its fair share of high-profile bombings: the truck bombing of the 
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Marine barracks in Beirut, Lebanon, in 1983; the downing of Pan 
Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in 1988; the explosion at 
the Khobar Towers in Saudi Arabia in 1996; the dual strike against 
the American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in 1998; and the 
assault on the USS Cole in Yemen in 2000.

The United States has also experienced deadly bombings on 
American soil. But generally attacks inside our borders have been 
of a lesser magnitude than those perpetrated overseas—with one 
exception: the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building 
in Oklahoma City, on the morning of April 19, 1995, by right-wing 
extremist Timothy McVeigh.

After loading a rented twenty-foot-long Ryder truck with a massive 
fertilizer bomb, McVeigh drove his vehicle to the Murrah Building 
and parked in the drop-off area, directly below the building’s daycare 
center. McVeigh then lit two slow-burning fuses, locked the truck, and 
made his way over to a waiting getaway car. Moments later, the nearly 
five thousand-pound bomb detonated, leaving only a portion of the 
building standing. The damage was of such a large scale that rescue 
and recovery efforts lasted seventeen days. In the worst act of domestic 
terrorism in American history until 9/11, the attack—planned by 
McVeigh and his co-conspirator Terry Nichols—left 168 dead and 
nearly seven hundred injured. Among the dead were nineteen chil-
dren who were in the building’s daycare center that morning.20

Once the perpetrators were captured and their motives uncov-
ered, the focus turned to how they were able to pull off such a 
mammoth attack. Officials soon discovered that the materials 
required to build a truck bomb were readily available: basically, 
explosives-grade ammonium nitrate mixed with fuel oil. Fearing 
similar attacks in the future, the federal government responded by 
heavily restricting the availability of precursor explosive materials.21

Explosive devices typically have four components: the explosive 
material; the initiator; the switch; and the power supply.22 As with 
breaking the trinity, if you can take away one of these elements, you 
should be able to avert a bombing. Of course, some of these compo-
nents are so commonplace in society that restricting access to them 
is sure to be a failing effort. Take cell phones, which can serve as 
switches, and batteries, which can power initiators and switches. On 
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the other hand, precursor chemicals like explosives-grade ammo-
nium nitrate as well as initiators like blasting caps can be—and are 
being—successfully regulated. In the aftermath of the Oklahoma 
City attack, the federal government instituted a series of controls that 
reduced the concentration of dangerous chemicals in common con-
sumer products (for example, ammonium nitrate in fertilizer) and 
tightened access to precursor chemicals, explosives, and detonators 
(for example, requiring a license to purchase certain materials). The 
results have been impressive.23

✯ ✯ ✯

Let’s fast-forward to May 1, 2010. Faisal Shahzad, a young man angry 
with American military policy in the Middle East and South Asia, 
loaded an IED into his Nissan Pathfinder and parked it in Times 
Square. As he exited the vehicle, Shahzad lit several M-88 fire-
crackers, which he rigged to serve as the initial triggering device of 
his homemade bomb, which also consisted of gunpowder, gasoline, 
propane canisters, and urea-based fertilizer.24 Within moments, the 
M-88s began exploding. There was fire . . . popping . . . smoke. And 
then . . . nothing. Shahzad’s attempt to strike at the heart of New 
York City failed miserably. Why? Because explosives-grade fertilizers 
and blasting caps are no longer available for purchase in the United 
States without a special license.25

The regulations instituted following the Oklahoma City bombing 
worked; so well, indeed, that there has not been a mass-fatality 
bombing on American soil since 1995. It’s not that there haven’t 
been bombings. The Boston Marathon attack shows that people can 
still make IEDs and cause damage. But the destruction is now limited. 
The Tsarnaev brothers killed three people with two devices—one 
IED killed two people and the other IED killed one person. Because 
of the restrictions currently in place, the best that would-be bombers 
can do is to create pipe bombs and crude IEDs like the pressure-
cooker bombs that were constructed by the Tsarnaevs. These devices 
can still maim and kill, but they can’t produce catastrophic destruc-
tion like the Oklahoma City truck bomb did. Those days are behind 
us—and regulatory schemes are to thank.
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✯ ✯ ✯

The above vignettes illustrate that there is a preferred way of reducing 
threats to public safety: denying weapons to potential perpetra-
tors. By preventing high-risk individuals from acquiring dangerous 
weapons or by hindering them from employing such weapons, gov-
ernment can keep its citizens safe.

In a way, homeland security is akin to George Orwell’s Animal 
Farm. All strategies proposed by the trinity of violence are equal, but 
some are more equal than others. It’s not that dissuasion and defense 
aren’t valuable. They are. After all, we still criminalize bombings and 
erect barricades in front of important structures. But laws, on their 
own, often fail to dissuade homicidal and suicidal individuals. And 
blast barriers can’t be erected everywhere. There are just too many 
potential perpetrators and targets for these strategies to be effective 
on their own. In open societies where resources are limited, securing 
public safety depends primarily on a strategy of denial to break the 
trinity of violence.

✯ ✯ ✯

The success of the United States in countering aviation attacks and 
bombings by restricting access to, and use of, weapons raises an impor-
tant question: If the deprivation of weapons works in these areas, 
couldn’t it also serve as an effective strategy in reducing gun violence?

THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

The United States has been exemplary in safeguarding its citizenry 
from a host of deadly threats: accidents, environmental hazards, 
pandemics, hijackings, bombings, even weapons of mass destruc-
tion. Through successful regulation of hazardous products—almost 
all with little to no public controversy—the different levels of gov-
ernment all work hand in hand to keep us safe from a plethora of 
dangers.26 But when it comes to protecting us from gun violence, the 
government’s record has been abysmal.27 In fact, the United States is 
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in a class all by itself. No other advanced, Western democracy experi-
ences the magnitude of gun violence that presently afflicts American 
society.28 This is particularly true when it comes to mass shootings.29

✯ ✯ ✯

The United States does little to regulate firearms, especially at the 
federal level.30 While it goes to great lengths to restrict access to 
WMDs and IEDs, the same can’t be said for its efforts to keep fire-
arms out of the hands of high-risk individuals. Indeed, the American 
experience with gun control nationwide is so limited that it can actu-
ally be chronicled in a few bullet points:

•  The National Firearms Act of 1934: Heavily regulated machine 
guns, short-barrel rifles and shotguns, and silencers.

•  The Federal Firearms Act of 1938: Established a federal 
licensing system to regulate manufacturers, importers, and 
dealers of firearms.

•  The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968: Pro-
hibited anyone under twenty-one years of age from purchasing 
a handgun.

•  The Gun Control Act of 1968: Required that all interstate fire-
arms transfers or sales be made through a federally licensed 
firearms dealer and prohibited certain categories of people—
felons (indicted or convicted), fugitives, drug abusers, mentally 
ill persons (as determined by adjudication), illegal aliens, dis-
honorably discharged servicemen, US-citizenship renouncers, 
and domestic abusers—from possessing firearms.31

•  The Firearm Owners Protection Act of 1986: Barred the pur-
chase or transfer of automatic weapons without government 
approval.

•  The Undetectable Firearms Act of 1988: Required that all fire-
arms have at least 3.7 oz. of metal that can be detected by a 
metal detector.

•  The Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990: Criminalized posses-
sion or discharge of a firearm in a school zone.

•  The Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act of 1993: Required 
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that anyone attempting to purchase a firearm from a federally 
licensed dealer pass a background check.32

•  The Federal Assault Weapons Ban of 1994: Banned the sale and 
possession of semiautomatic assault weapons and extended-
capacity magazines not grandfathered prior to the enactment 
of the law.33

Of all of these measures, the National Firearms Act of 1934 and 
the Assault Weapons Ban of 1994 (AWB) were the only ones insti-
tuted primarily in an effort to reduce the carnage of mass shootings. 
The former was passed in response to a series of bloody gangland 
executions, including the infamous 1929 St. Valentine’s Day mas-
sacre in Chicago.34 While there are still machine guns in circulation, 
the National Firearm Act, in conjunction with the Firearm Owners 
Protection Act of 1986, sharply cut the availability of machine guns, 
which likely explains the complete elimination of massacres perpe-
trated with such automatic-fire weapons.

Like the National Firearms Act, the AWB was introduced fol-
lowing several high-profile mass shootings in the early 1990s: the 
Luby’s restaurant, 101 California Street office complex, and Long 
Island Railroad train car massacres.35 Signed into law by President 
Bill Clinton, the AWB went into effect on September 13, 1994. At 
the insistence of the gun-rights lobby, however, the bill contained 
a ten-year sunset provision. As Congress never renewed the ban, it 
automatically expired on September 13, 2004.

The decade the law was in effect nonetheless resulted in a unique 
experiment, allowing us to discern what impact, if any, the ban had 
on gun violence in general and mass shootings in particular. As to 
the former, the academic consensus seems to be that the AWB had 
a minimal impact on reducing violent crime.36 This hardly comes 
as a surprise. After all, most crimes don’t involve assault weapons. 
The real test should be: Did it succeed in its intended purpose of 
reducing rampage violence? The answer is a resounding yes.

Let’s take a closer look.
The best way to assess the impact of something is to conduct 

what, in social science, we commonly refer to as a time-series analysis. 
Basically, that’s a fancy name for a before-and-after test. Figures 7.1 
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and 7.2 provide a look at the before-and-after pictures. In the decade 
prior to the enactment of the AWB, the United States experienced 
nineteen gun massacres that resulted in 155 cumulative deaths, for 
an average death toll of 8.2 fatalities per incident. During the ten-
year period that the AWB was in effect, the numbers declined sub-
stantially, with only twelve gun massacres, resulting in eighty-nine 
deaths, for an average of 7.4 fatalities per incident.37 What’s particu-
larly astounding about this time period is that during the first four 
and a half years of the ban, there wasn’t a single gun massacre in the 
United States. Not one. This is unprecedented in modern American 
history.38 Since 1966, the longest streaks without a gun massacre prior 
to era of the AWB were two instances of consecutive years (1969–1970 
and 1979–1980).39 Then, all of a sudden, from September 1994 to 
April 1999, the country experienced a long calm. As further evidence 
of the AWB’s effectiveness, once it expired, rampages returned with a 
vengeance. In the ten years after the ban, the number of gun massa-
cres nearly tripled to thirty-four incidents, sending the total number 
of deaths skyrocketing to 302, for an average of 8.9 fatalities per inci-
dent.40 These numbers paint a clear picture: America’s experiment, 
while short-lived, was also extremely successful.41

ZEROING OUT GUN MASSACRES

The biggest takeaway from America’s experience with a ban on 
assault weapons and extended-capacity magazines is that gun-control 
legislation can save lives. But is there a way to get to zero? Is there a 
way to eliminate gun massacres once and for all? For that, we have to 
look overseas for insights.

One of the biggest obstacles to successful gun control is the ability 
to transport firearms across open, contiguous borders. In the United 
States, it’s a problem that allows guns to flow freely from states with 
lax laws into states with strict laws. A common complaint frequently 
leveled by elected officials in places like California, Illinois, Maryland, 
New York, and Massachusetts is that people just need to drive across 
a state line and they can readily obtain firearms that they can then 
easily—if perhaps illegally—bring back into their jurisdictions.42 That 
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was certainly the case in the Washington Navy Yard massacre. Unable 
to purchase a shotgun in the District of Columbia, given its strict gun 
laws that seriously restrict weapons possession by nonresidents, Aaron 
Alexis took a twenty-minute drive to Newington, Virginia, and secured 
his instrument of mass murder with little complication.43

And it’s not just the United States. Continental Europe, which 
has eliminated passport and customs controls between most nations 
in an effort to create a common market, facilitates the transport 
and transfer of goods—both benign and dangerous. The November 
2015 Paris terrorist attacks, which claimed 130 lives, serve as a promi-
nent example of how, despite strict national gun regulations, France 
was unable to stop the importation of automatic weapons into the 
country. What happened in Paris is a terrifying reminder that dispa-
rate laws and open borders can be a recipe for disaster.44

It again raises another fascinating question: What about areas 
that can control the flow of people and products across their borders? 
When those entities pass tough, nationally uniform firearms restric-
tions, do they see significant declines in the type of violence they are 
trying to reduce? And, more to the point, have such jurisdictions had 
success in curbing gun massacres?

What better cases to examine than water-locked countries that, 
as a result of geography, don’t share contiguous, open borders? They 
provide for the perfect natural experiment.

✯ ✯ ✯

Great Britain illustrates that being encircled by water doesn’t make 
a country immune to gun violence. The island nation has certainly 
experienced its share of crime and bloodshed, including some hor-
rific instances of rampage violence. One of England’s most dis-
turbing mass murders occurred on the afternoon of August 19, 1987, 
when twenty-seven-year-old Michael Robert Ryan went on a shooting 
spree in the town of Hungerford. Armed with a semiautomatic 
handgun and two assault rifles—all legally owned and equipped 
with extended-capacity magazines—Ryan killed sixteen people and 
wounded another fifteen before finally taking his own life. At the 
time, it was the deadliest gun massacre in modern British history.45
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The British government reacted by passing the 1988 Firearms 
Act, which banned most semiautomatic rifles and burst-fire weapons, 
and tightened restrictions on certain shotguns. However, after delib-
eration, legislators opted to forego enacting a large-scale ban on 
handguns, leaving them largely available within the confines of the 
country’s licensing scheme.46

Nearly a decade later, on March 13, 1996, Great Britain again fell 
victim to a horrific rampage. Armed with four legally owned hand-
guns—two of them extended-capacity semiautomatic pistols—and 
nearly 750 rounds of ammunition, forty-three-year-old Scout leader 
Thomas Hamilton attacked an elementary school in Dunblane, Scot-
land. Storming the school’s gymnasium, where physical-education 
classes were in progress, Hamilton gunned down a group of students 
and their teachers before firing a fatal round into his head.47

The national tragedy, which claimed seventeen innocent lives—
sixteen of them children between the ages of five and six—and left 
fifteen others wounded, created an uproar in Great Britain. Feeling 
intense public pressure to further curtail the availability of weapons, 
the British Parliament passed two Firearms Acts in 1997 that essen-
tially banned private ownership of handguns.48

Despite these legislative efforts to control firearms, on June 2, 2010, 
fifty-two-year-old taxi driver Derrick Bird perpetrated a series of ambush 
attacks across thirty different crime scenes in the English county of 
Cumbria. Equipped with a bolt-action rifle and a double-barrel shotgun 
that he was licensed to own for purposes of pest control and sport, Bird 
killed twelve and injured another eleven. While harder to slaughter 
scores of people without semiautomatic firearms, the Cumbria massacre 
demonstrates that it can be done if perpetrated in piecemeal fashion 
against unsuspecting victims across a variety of locations.49

The British experience with mass shootings can be seen in two 
different ways. On the one hand, despite the implementation of strict 
gun-safety measures following the Hungerford and Dunblane massa-
cres, the nation has not been rampage-free. On the other hand, the 
island of approximately sixty-three million residents has come pretty 
close to zeroing out high-fatality mass shootings, suffering only one 
gun massacre since 1996. By comparison, the United States, which is 
roughly five times the population of Great Britain, has experienced 
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fifty-four times the number of gun massacres over the same twenty-
year time period.

Given such a stark contrast, it’s hard to escape the conclusion 
that gun control contributes tremendously to a reduction in rampage 
violence.

✯ ✯ ✯

Australia is another advanced democracy that is no stranger to 
rampage violence. In the 1980s and early 1990s, the water-locked 
continent was being victimized by gun massacres at a rate of roughly 
one every two years.50 Compared to the United States, this may not 
seem like a lot of high-fatality mass shootings. However, when you 
take into consideration the fact that Australia has a population com-
parable to the state of New York, the country’s gun-violence problem 
stands out. Between 1981 and 1996, Australia was experiencing gun 
massacres at a rate that was roughly four times that of New York.

The deadliest of all Australian gun massacres occurred in 1996, 
when twenty-eight-year-old Martin Bryant went on a shooting spree 
in the Tasmanian town of Port Arthur. Armed with two semiauto-
matic assault rifles that were equipped with extended-capacity mag-
azines, the mentally disturbed Bryant killed thirty-five people and 
wounded another twenty-three before being captured by authorities. 
Given a patchwork of disparate gun laws across Australia’s six states 
and two territories, Bryant was able to buy his arsenal from licensed 
firearm dealers in Tasmania, where, in general, assault rifles were 
legally available for purchase.51

Just twelve days after the tragedy in Port Arthur, the conservative 
government of Prime Minister John Howard clamped down on guns 
nationwide by enacting the National Firearms Agreement of 1996 
(NFA). Among other things, the NFA imposed a ban on all semiauto-
matic rifles and implemented an unprecedented mandatory weapons 
buy-back program. In what became known as “the big melt,” the govern-
ment bought back close to 650,000 firearms, which it then destroyed.52

As happened in Great Britain following the Hungerford massacre, 
handguns were excepted from strict restriction. The handgun loop-
hole allowed a mentally unstable student to legally acquire multiple 
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handguns and attack his classmates and professor at Monash Univer-
sity in 2002.53 While the gunman killed only two of his victims—pre-
venting the shooting from rising to the level of a massacre—it raised 
enough concern that Parliament reacted by banning handguns. Today, 
while there still remain classes of firearms that are legal in Australia, 
the most dangerous ones have been taken out of circulation.54

Australia’s successful fair-market value buy-back program serves 
as a model for bolstering public safety by taking dangerous weapons 
off the streets. Not only has there not been another gun massacre 
on the continent in over a decade, but since 1996 the strict restric-
tions imposed on gun possession have also drastically decreased both 
firearm homicides and suicides—indicating that efforts to prevent 
mass murder can generate additional payoffs in other areas of vio-
lence reduction as well.55

The Australian experience is an exemplar of effective firearms reg-
ulation, demonstrating that gun massacres can indeed be zeroed out.

✯ ✯ ✯

Could it be that Americans are inherently more evil than British 
and Australian nationals? Is the explanation for our mass-shooting 
problem that simple? No. It’s that Americans own a lot more firearms 
than citizens of other democracies do—and the United States has 
done little to emulate the regulatory successes that the remainder 
of the advanced world has used to control dangerous weapons and 
keep their societies secure.

Offering some wisdom from his own efforts to curtail rampage 
violence in Australia, John Howard reminds us that—despite opposi-
tion for hard-core firearms enthusiasts—the security benefits of reg-
ulating weapons far outweigh the political costs. Sharing his insights 
following the massacre in Newtown, Connecticut, Howard noted, 
“Few Australians would deny that their country is safer today as a 
consequence of gun control.”56

Australia teaches us that if we’re looking to break the trinity 
of rampage violence, it can be done. The trick is to privilege and 
promote one strategy—deprivation of weapons—over the others. 
After all, you can’t have a gun massacre without a gun.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE BAD MAN’S AWE

I 
t was September 11, 2008—the seventh anniversary of the 9/11 
attack—and Meleanie Hain decided that she wasn’t going to take 

any chances. The central Pennsylvania mother of three was deter-
mined to protect her family, especially against an assault seeking to 
commemorate the worst act of terrorism in American history. She 
knew one way to decrease the odds of her children being victimized 
was to have them stay home. But Hain’s five-year-old daughter had a 
soccer game that day. She couldn’t let her little girl down like that. 
So Hain came up with Plan B: she would attend her child’s match 
armed. If anything went wrong, she could at least intervene and elim-
inate the threat before it got her.1

Her decision to pace the sidelines with a holstered semiautomatic 
pistol on her hip didn’t go over well with the other parents. After 
numerous complaints were lodged following the game, the Lebanon 
County sheriff revoked Hain’s permit to carry a concealed firearm.2 
Hain, however, felt that the sheriff’s actions infringed on her con-
stitutional right to bear arms, so she fought back.3 After bringing a 
civil suit against the sheriff, a state court judge ordered that her con-
cealed-carry permit be reinstated. Emboldened by her day in court, 
Hain returned to the pitch packing heat.4

Finding herself suddenly cast into the national spotlight, the 
strapped soccer mom became a fresh face in the gun-rights move-
ment. It was an opportunity Hain seized on to become a vocal propo-
nent of the Second Amendment right to self-defense. As she put it in 
a response to her critics, “People who say, ‘You do not need a gun at 
a soccer field,’ . . . I wonder if they could tell me when I will need it? 
That way I could just avoid that time and place.”5

249
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✯ ✯ ✯

As Meleanie Hain’s words remind us, rampage violence can occur 
at any time and in any place. For gun-rights supporters, the answer 
is to always be prepared, to fight gunfire with gunfire. Measures that 
reduce the number of guns in our society only endanger us further, 
they tell us. We need more guns, not fewer. That, in turn, means we 
need less regulation.

It’s a message that was sent loud and clear following the massacre 
in Newtown. Addressing the tragedy in a press conference a week 
after it happened, NRA executive vice president Wayne LaPierre 
laid blame on the mental-health system, Hollywood, the video-game 
industry, the news media, criminals, and gun-control advocates, 
among others. Every factor that could be tied to a mass shooting 
was mentioned by LaPierre—with one exception: guns. Here, he 
offered a different perspective. Guns aren’t the problem. They’re 
the solution.

It was a point he tried to drive home by asking, “Since when did 
the word ‘gun’ automatically become a bad word?”6 He was being 
rhetorical:

A gun in the hands of a Secret Service agent protecting the Presi-
dent isn’t a bad word. A gun in the hands of a soldier protecting 
the United States isn’t a bad word. And when you hear the glass 
breaking in your living room at 3 a.m. and call 911, you won’t be 
able to pray hard enough for a gun in the hands of a good guy to 
get there fast enough to protect you.7

The NRA was telling us, if we want to make America safer, we 
need to stop demonizing guns. An important step in this direction 
is to stop perpetuating “the dangerous notion that one more gun 
ban—or one more law imposed on peaceful, lawful people—will 
protect us where 20,000 others have failed!”8 It was a twist on an old 
NRA adage: Guns don’t kill people; people kill people. Now we were 
being told that gun-control measures kill people too.

When seen through the prism of the trinity of violence, the 
NRA’s position is defense-heavy. That is, for the NRA, the solution 
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to rampage violence is to protect the target. It has little faith in dis-
suading the perpetrator. “The truth is that our society is populated 
by an unknown number of genuine monsters—people so deranged, 
so evil, so possessed by voices and driven by demons that no sane 
person can possibly ever comprehend them,” LaPierre warned us. 
“They walk among us every day. And does anybody really believe that 
the next Adam Lanza isn’t planning his attack on a school he’s already 
identified at this very moment?”9 With so many of these “monsters” 
among us, there’s little that new laws can do to deter most of them 
from committing heinous acts of violence, LaPierre argues.

You can also forget about depriving the weapon. This is anathema 
to the NRA’s core beliefs. In his press conference, LaPierre asserted 
that those who try to single out firearms as the culprit “don’t know 
what they’re talking about!”10

Breaking the trinity of rampage violence is simple for the NRA. 
“The only way to stop a monster from killing our kids is to be per-
sonally involved and invested in a plan of absolute protection.”11 
That means privileging one strategy above all others: defending the 
target. Or as LaPierre put it, “The only thing that stops a bad guy with 
a gun is a good guy with a gun.”12

Wayne LaPierre’s infamous speech was more than an attempt to 
propose policy prescriptions for reducing the carnage of mass shoot-
ings. He was also trying to stave off additional restrictions on gun 
ownership and use. In a way, LaPierre’s address was a direct response 
to President Barack Obama, who just days earlier in a White House 
press conference announced that Vice President Joe Biden would 
spearhead a national response to gun massacres, one focused on 
another prong of the trinity of violence—the weapon.

IF NOT NOW, WHEN?

A month after the murder of twenty-seven people in Newtown, 
President Obama and Vice President Biden unveiled their Now Is 
the Time initiative—a national strategy aimed at reducing gun vio-
lence, particularly mass shootings. Speaking from the White House, 
the president stated, “If America worked harder to keep guns out 
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of the hands of dangerous people, there would be fewer atrocities 
like the one that occurred in Newtown.”13 The president then went 
on to identify three specific proposals that he called on Congress to 
endorse:

(1)  the enactment of universal background checks that 
would require all gun sales and transfers to be subject to 
preauthorization;

(2)  the reinstatement of the federal Assault Weapons Ban; and
(3)  the appropriation of additional resources to law enforce-

ment so that it can crack down on illicit gun trafficking and 
straw purchases.14

The president concluded his remarks by warning that some 
forces in American society would resist his efforts to institute gun-
safety measures: “There will be pundits and politicians and special 
interest lobbyists publicly warning of a tyrannical, all-out assault on 
liberty. . . . And behind the scenes, they’ll do everything they can to 
block any commonsense reform and make sure nothing changes 
whatsoever.”15 He was referring to the NRA and other pro-gun orga-
nizations. He knew that the gun-rights movement would put up a 
fierce fight. But he felt that, despite the uphill battle, his agenda 
would be enacted, given the national sentiment at the time.

He was wrong.

✯ ✯ ✯

Almost three months to the day after the White House unveiled its 
Now Is the Time plan, the Democrat-controlled Senate failed to 
secure the requisite number of votes needed to debate a bill that 
would have required universal background checks. To be clear, this 
wasn’t a vote on whether or not to close the so-called gun-show loop-
hole by making all gun purchases and transfers subject to a back-
ground check. This was merely a vote on whether or not to discuss 
such proposed legislation. Pursuant to a Senate rule, sixty votes are 
needed to debate a pending bill on the chamber’s floor. Only fifty-
four senators agreed to bring the universal-background-check bill 
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forth. The president’s agenda never even got out of the gate. A small 
group of Democratic senators teamed up with their Republican col-
leagues to kill the bill.16

In an emotional press conference on the White House lawn after-
ward, President Obama stood in front of visibly shaken victims who 
had lost loved ones to mass shootings, and he lambasted Congress 
for its inaction. Calling it “a pretty shameful day for Washington,” 
the president vowed to continue pressing for tighter regulation of 
firearms.17 Three years later, not a single piece of the president’s 
legislative package has been passed.18 If gun reforms couldn’t be 
implemented following the tragedy at Sandy Hook, could they ever 
be implemented? Many pundits commenting on the defeat of uni-
versal background checks—a policy prescription that, at the time, 
was supported by 90 percent of the American public—declared that 
the NRA is just too powerful to get any sort of gun-safety measure 
enacted at the federal level.19

Gun control was pronounced dead at 4:04 p.m. on April 17, 2013.20

One problem though: those who were quick to write gun-con-
trol’s obituary ignored the lessons of history.

✯ ✯ ✯

If there is one theme that has been constant in American history, 
it’s that social progress always begins with political setback. This is 
the story of the abolition of slavery, the empowerment of women, 
the protection of minorities, and the equality of marriage. It’s also 
a theme repeated time and time again in efforts to protect society 
from all sorts of hazardous consumer products. Just to offer one 
prominent example, let’s take a quick look at automobiles.

In 1965, consumer-safety advocate Ralph Nader published Unsafe 
at Any Speed: The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile. The 
book amounted to an indictment of the automobile industry for its 
failure to equip new cars with, among other standard safety features, 
seat belts.21 At the time, seat belts were standard in planes and race 
cars, but not in passenger vehicles—despite years of calls for such 
protections following a series of well-publicized accidents, begin-
ning with the death of actor James Dean in 1955. With around fifty 
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thousand people dying each year as a result of auto accidents, Nader 
demanded legislation to make cars safer.22

While seat belts were commonplace in Europe during the early 
1960s, in Detroit there was strong resistance to making passenger 
restraints standard.23 Fearful of the significant costs that would be 
incurred if all new cars had to be equipped with additional safety 
features like the seat belt, auto makers engaged in a public-relations 
campaign that placed blame for motor vehicle deaths on drivers and 
road engineers—not cars. Even though the industry never used this 
language, what they were really saying was something akin to what 
would later become the rally cry of the gun-rights movement: cars 
don’t kill people; people kill people.24 Nader’s contribution to the 
building criticism helped. Following the deaths of comedian and actor 
Ernie Kovacs and Chicago Bears running back Willie Galimore—both 
killed in automobile accidents as a result of not wearing seat belts— 
Congress, in 1966, authorized the executive branch to require seat 
belts in all new cars. Two years later, the Department of Transportation 
officially mandated that all American vehicles be equipped with pas-
senger restraints, a step taken on the heels of the high-profile car crash 
that claimed the life of actress Jayne Mansfield.25

Despite the availability of safety belts, as late as 1981 the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found that only 11 
percent of the population was wearing seat belts.26 The low numbers 
were in part the result of a continuing campaign against seat belts, 
peppered with myths about their use—for example, it’s safer to be 
thrown from a car than to be restrained inside it, and seat belts trap 
passengers when cars are submerged underwater.27 At the core of the 
opposition was a belief that mandating seat-belt use infringed on an 
individual’s right to liberty. In the words of Derek Kieper, who even-
tually became one of the more vocal opponents of automobile safety 
restraints, “No law, or set of laws, has made the government more 
intrusive and ridiculous than seat belt legislation.”28

It took a combination of “click it or ticket” laws and a decades-
long public-education campaign to get use up to 86 percent, where 
it is presently.29 Department of Transportation statistics clearly show 
that seat belts save well over ten thousand lives annually.30 Indeed, 
over half of all people killed each year in motor vehicle accidents 
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are unrestrained.31 And as to that myth that being ejected from a car 
is safer, the CDC has found that 75 percent of all passengers thrown 
from cars in accidents die—with the seat belt pretty much being the 
difference between life and death, given that passengers are thirty 
times more likely to be ejected if they are unrestrained.32

The obvious moral of this story is that regulation has saved count-
less lives. But there are other lessons as well, among them: Congress 
is reluctant to embrace reform when it conflicts with the interests of 
industries that feed campaign coffers; when individual rights clash 
with public safety, society can be slow to come around to reform; and 
the tipping points tend to be two high-profile events—often trag-
edies—that bookend the process, with the initial event stimulating 
reform proposals and the subsequent event impelling politicians to 
enact change. Of course, as the tale of seat belts shows, even after 
legislation is passed, there can still be resistance from some quar-
ters—and only a combination of education and enforcement can 
overcome it.

✯ ✯ ✯

Just like the high-profile deaths of Hollywood legends James Dean 
and Jayne Mansfield served as tipping points triggering major 
reform in automobile safety, past gun safety reforms have also been 
bookended by high-profile tragedies. For example, the Gun Control 
Act of 1968 was spurred by the assassination of President John F. 
Kennedy in 1963, but it took the assassination of his younger brother 
Senator Robert F. Kennedy to tip it into law.33 Similarly, the idea for 
requiring background checks was largely prompted by the assassi-
nation attempt on President Ronald Reagan in 1981, which left his 
press secretary James Brady partially paralyzed from a bullet wound 
to the brain. Twelve years later, partly in response to Gian Luigi 
Ferri’s rampage at a law firm in San Francisco, Congress passed the 
Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act of 1993.34

Some of these changes took over a decade to implement. And 
numerous Americans died in the interim as a result of government 
inaction. But, despite initial political resistance and compounding 
heartbreak, reform eventually took hold.
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If history is a guide, then it seems likely that the attack on Sandy 
Hook is the start of the next major reform in gun safety. What is argu-
ably the most disturbing shooting in American history kick-started a 
national dialogue on firearms and it prompted President Obama’s 
Now Is the Time initiative for reducing the carnage of rampage vio-
lence. What we don’t know is what will be the subsequent tragedy 
that jolts Congress out of its complacency. But sadly it will likely 
take another gun massacre on par with Newtown before change is 
enacted.

As those who fought for automobile and gun safety in the past 
can attest, now might not be the time, but soon it will be.

THE WAY FORWARD

One of the criticisms that President Obama’s Now Is the Time 
agenda continues to face is that, considering it was a plan occasioned 
by the Newtown massacre, its implementation would likely have 
not stopped Adam Lanza’s attack.35 Recalling the three main com-
ponents of the initiative—universal background checks, an assault 
weapons ban, and a crackdown on illegal gun trafficking and straw 
purchases—opponents note that none of these would’ve kept Lanza 
from getting his hands on firearms. For starters, the guns used in 
the attack were all legally acquired by his mother after she passed a 
background check. Moreover, while an assault weapons ban might 
stem the manufacture of certain military-style rifles in the future, the 
president’s current proposal (like the 1994 ban) would grandfather 
older models already in circulation, meaning that the AR-15 used 
by Lanza would have been legal. And, as the AR-15 was not straw-
purchased for him, tighter enforcement of gun-trafficking laws also 
would have not prevented the Sandy Hook slayings.

The Obama administration’s plan is a good starting point—espe-
cially for purposes of curbing gun violence in general. There are 
obviously scores of firearms that are employed by criminals that have 
been obtained without background checks or through illegal trans-
actions.36 In addition, while closing the gun-show loophole wouldn’t 
have kept firearms out of Adam Lanza’s hands, other rampage 
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gunmen like the Columbine killers, who exploited this loophole, 
would have been prevented from acquiring weapons.37 Wanting 
to prevent another circumvention of the Brady Act is certainly a 
wise policy position. Furthermore, going forward, a ban on assault 
weapons—even one with gaping loopholes—is still likely to stem 
some of the bloodshed of rampage violence, as the 1994 AWB did. 
So, no matter how you see it, the president’s proposals are, overall, 
solid ideas.

However, if the federal government is serious about addressing 
mass shootings, it must do more. That means instituting gun-safety 
measures that will go well beyond those that form the centerpiece 
of the Now Is the Time initiative. Toward this end, there are eight 
reforms that can be powerful forces in breaking the trinity of rampage 
violence through weapons deprivation.

1.  Banning and buying back all extended-capacity magazines. Some 
gun-control advocates might envision an America where all 
assault weapons—and perhaps all polymer guns—are banned. 
Given that there’s currently at least one gun in circulation for 
every American in the population, this is a pipe dream.38 But 
there is one measure—controversial as it may be—that, if it 
were to be implemented, would sharply curtail rampage vio-
lence: a ban on extended-capacity magazines. Recall from 
chapter 6, the factor most associated with high death tolls in 
gun massacres is the use of a magazine holding more than ten 
bullets. If such magazines were completely removed from cir-
culation, the bloodshed would be drastically reduced. Nothing 
facilitates a shooter’s ability to spray people with bullets more 
than being armed with a firearm equipped with twenty, thirty, 
and, in the case of James Holmes, one hundred bullets. No 
one needs that kind of capability. Not even for self-defense.39

To do this, however, would entail more than just a ban on 
extended-capacity magazines. It would require a mandatory 
buy-back program, like Australia’s, that would recoup maga-
zines that were not retrofitted to a ten-round cap. Bans are sub-
optimal if prohibited items are grandfathered, allowing those 
already possessed by lawful owners to remain in circulation. At 
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the same time, it would be unjust to seize firearm components 
without compensating owners with fair-market value for their 
weapons. While a buy-back regime sounds logistically burden-
some, Australia demonstrates that such programs are actually 
fairly simple to administer. One way to execute such a plan 
would be over a period of three years, with people receiving full 
value plus a 10 percent bonus if extended-capacity magazines 
are turned in during the first year; full value, the second year; 
and 50 percent value, the third year. After that, anyone pos-
sessing a banned magazine would be committing a felony and 
would lose all future gun-ownership rights. Such a program 
could cost upward of $500 million over several years. But this 
is roughly the same amount the United States spent training 
five Syrian men—yes, five men—to fight ISIS.40 Unlike the 
failed counter-ISIS program, however, the extended-capacity 
magazine buy-back program would undoubtedly save count-
less lives, making the $500 million a price worth paying.41

2.  Expanding prohibitions on gun ownership. Currently, under 
federal law, convicted felons, fugitives from justice, domestic 
abusers, unlawful drug users, persons adjudicated to be men-
tally ill, illegal aliens, former Americans who have renounced 
their US citizenship, and dishonorably discharged soldiers are 
barred from possessing firearms. However, the fact that many 
people go on shooting sprees with legally obtained weapons 
indicates that there are still many dangerous people who are 
able to slip through the cracks. There are two categories of 
people, in particular, whom the government could do a better 
of job of disarming: people with a history of criminal violence 
that doesn’t rise to the level of a felony, and suspected terror-
ists. Washington Navy Yard mass shooter Aaron Alexis had a 
history of misdemeanor-level violence, destroying night-club 
furniture in a fit of rage and, in an even more disturbing exhi-
bition of troubling behavior, shooting out the tires of a vehicle 
belonging to a construction crew that he felt had disrespected 
him.42 This is exactly the kind of violent behavior that should 
ban someone from being a gun owner—before they grad-
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uate to deadlier uses of force.43 Preempting would-be terror-
ists is also another prudent measure Congress should adopt. 
According to the Government Accountability Office, between 
2004 and 2014, over two thousand people on the FBI’s ter-
rorism watch list successfully cleared a background check 
and purchased a firearm.44 It seems pretty reasonable to insist 
that, if you aren’t allowed to board a plane, you shouldn’t be 
allowed to buy a gun.

Beyond creating two new categories of prohibited gun 
owners, the federal government needs to also expand two of 
the existing categories to include many of the types of people 
who have gone on to commit mass shootings in the past. Spe-
cifically, the definition of domestic abusers must be broadened 
to include anyone who has perpetrated or threatened an act of 
violence against a romantic partner, a partner’s family, or his 
or her own family. The current law in effect allows boyfriends 
and stalkers to evade firearms restrictions. The same holds for 
children who abuse their siblings or parents.45 By expanding 
the category to include any sort of domestic violence or crim-
inal harassment that can result in a civil order of protection, 
the law can disarm dangerous pursuers like Richard Farley 
who, in 1988, killed seven at his place of employment in Sunny-
vale, California, after his coworker applied for a restraining 
order to prevent his unwanted advances and prowling.46 As 
most mass shootings involve a domestic element, this could 
help significantly reduce rampage violence. In addition, 
as the law currently stands, only those deemed to be “men-
tally defective” by a court of law are barred from possessing 
weapons. This needs to be widened to authorize medical pro-
fessionals to make similar determinations—and to allow those 
professionals to file their determinations with all relevant 
federal and state agencies that conduct firearms background 
checks. This would allow psychiatrists to bring any person 
who is under treatment—whether involuntary or voluntary, 
in-patient or out-patient—to the attention of the appropriate 
authorities.47 Such a modification to the law might have pre-
vented the Aurora and Newtown gunmen from possessing fire-
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arms, as both had been receiving psychiatric care.48 With the 
most common characteristic of mass shooters being mental 
illness, this adjustment is arguably one of the most important 
steps that lawmakers can take to help keep society safe from 
rampage violence.

3.  Closing the default proceed loophole. Under current federal law, a 
background check for a firearms purchase must be completed 
within three business days. After the three-day period lapses, 
the sale is allowed to go through even if the review has not 
been completed. It’s known as the default proceed loophole. 
In 2015, it received national attention when a South Carolina 
gun dealer went ahead and sold a Glock .45-caliber semiau-
tomatic handgun to Dylann Roof after the FBI failed to com-
plete the background check within the allotted time frame. 
Later, the FBI determined that Roof’s admission of drug use 
following a narcotics arrest disqualified him from purchasing 
the firearm. However, because the three-day period had 
passed, Roof legally acquired the pistol—the same weapon 
he later used to slaughter nine parishioners at Charleston’s 
historic Emanuel AME Church.49 There is no reason why this 
window can’t be widened to fifteen business days, to allow 
authorities to properly vet someone. To the purchaser, it’s a 
matter of inconvenience. To the public, it’s a matter of life or 
death.

4.  Instituting gun courts. Just like many jurisdictions have family, 
juvenile, and even drug courts—specialized courts where the 
judges and lawyers are trained in dealing with the unique 
issues that appear on the docket—American society would 
benefit from the establishment of gun courts.50 The idea is to 
have experts trained in behavioral science and Second Amend-
ment law. The jurisdiction of these courts would be twofold. 
In criminal matters, gun courts could hear all mis demeanor 
firearms offenses. One of the key functions of such a court 
would be to order the confiscation and (eventual) destruc-
tion of any weapons used to commit a violent crime. Further-
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more, such a court could revoke the gun rights of any defen-
dant in return for a sentence reduction (or as an alternative 
to incarceration). In civil matters, they would handle cases 
involving gun rights and ownership. In particular, such courts 
would hear emergency petitions for what are known as gun 
violence restraining orders (GVROs)—which are temporary 
orders requested by government officials or family members 
seeking to remove guns from the possession of an unstable 
person believed to be a threat to themselves or others, until 
such time as the subject’s mental health returns to normal. 
Regardless of whether hearing criminal or civil cases, one of 
the purposes of a gun court is to expedite the judicial process, 
hearing cases that involve weapons seizures within seventy-
two hours.51 Tucson mass murderer Jared Loughner offers an 
example of someone who made school officials uncomfort-
able as his mental health deteriorated.52 Had Arizona had a 
gun-court system with the authority to issue GVROs, it could 
have intervened and prevented Loughner from having access 
to the firearm he used to kill six and wound thirteen others.

5.  Promoting disarmament in plea bargains. Related to the cre-
ation of gun courts, prosecutors need to be trained in how 
to handle pending felony cases. Under federal law, anyone 
convicted of a felony loses his or her right to own a firearm. 
However, as district attorneys are constantly trying to cut their 
caseloads, they’re often willing to let defendants plead to 
reduced charges. The problem is that, when the lesser crime is 
a misdemeanor, dangerous offenders escape having to give up 
their weapons as a result of their plea bargains. Six relatives of 
Ronald Lee Haskell’s ex-wife might be alive today if prosecu-
tors had not allowed Haskell to plead down a violent attack to 
a misdemeanor simple assault charge. As a result, Haskell was 
not prohibited from purchasing firearms, which allowed him 
to buy the large quantity of 9mm ammunition and extended-
capacity magazines that he used in 2014 to execute his former 
sister-in-law, her husband, and four of their five children in 
Spring, Texas.53 It’s vital that prosecutors accept pleas that 
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reduce felonies to misdemeanors only if the defendants agree 
to relinquish their gun rights in return.

6.  Establishing gun-recovery squads. Expecting every dangerous 
person to surrender his or her firearms voluntarily will likely 
prove to be a losing strategy for ensuring public safety. Even 
when ordered to relinquish their weapons, some individuals 
refuse to comply. The only way to guarantee that unauthor-
ized persons are disarmed is to have police officers recover 
any and all guns possessed in violation of the law. A model unit 
in this regard is California’s Armed and Prohibited Persons 
System (APPS). The APPS is a part of the state’s Bureau of 
Firearms—which is a law enforcement agency under the Cali-
fornia Department of Justice. Funded largely from a $19 fee 
imposed on all firearms sales and transfers conducted in the 
state, APPS special agents have recovered over ten thousand 
illegal guns in the ten years the program has been in exis-
tence.54 Such agencies can serve three functions. First, they 
can regularly cross-check databases of prohibited persons 
against gun-ownership records and, if there are any hits, they 
can obtain a recovery warrant from a gun court and seize 
unlawfully possessed weapons. Second, they can serve GVROs 
and deprive dangerous people of their firearms. Third, they 
can recover guns when gun rights are surrendered as part of a 
criminal conviction or plea bargain.

7.  Converting Joint Terrorism Task Forces into Joint Threat Task Forces. 
One of the greatest resources that can be utilized to prevent 
mass shootings already exists. The Joint Terrorism Task Forces 
(JTTFs) are staffed by a combination of federal, state, and 
local law enforcement and intelligence agents who investi-
gate terrorism threats. With over seventy task forces operating 
across the country, the JTTFs are well positioned to monitor 
potentially dangerous activities such as online threats to 
commit mass shootings, assassination plots, and large-scale 
ammunition purchases.55 As the JTTFs are already manned 
with FBI, ATF, and Secret Service agents, their size, resources, 
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and mandate should be expanded to investigate all potential 
violent attacks, including active-shooter threats.56

8.  Enhancing gun-storage laws. Some of the most prominent gun 
massacres have been the result of perpetrators helping them-
selves to their relatives’ firearms and using them to go on 
murder sprees. The mass shootings perpetrated by Jeffrey 
Weise, Robert Hawkins, and Adam Lanza are examples of ram-
pages that could have been avoided if family members had 
securely stored their firearms, depriving the killers access to 
weapons. The easiest way to avoid such calamities from occur-
ring in the future is to require that all firearms in the home—
unless in use on the owner’s person—must be locked away in 
a gun safe (or a similar storage device), accessible only by the 
owner (and perhaps the owner’s spouse). To ensure compli-
ance, owners should be subject to civil liability and criminal 
prosecution when their weapons are used by someone else to 
commit an act of violence. It doesn’t matter if a gun is loaned 
out or negligently stored. If it’s used to shoot innocent people, 
then the lawful owner must answer for the attack as well.57

✯ ✯ ✯

Mass shootings currently pose the most credible threat to American 
public safety. The key to addressing this growing danger begins with 
acknowledging the security risk of rampage violence—and the central 
role guns play in facilitating that threat. From here, we can proceed 
to break the trinity of rampage violence by adopting prudent gun-
control measures like the policy recommendations proposed above. 
If we value the welfare of our fellow citizens, then we should welcome 
the regulation of firearms, for in today’s day and age, public safety 
requires gun safety. There’s no sensible way to achieve the former 
without the latter.
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IT’S THE GUNS, STUPID

Take a moment and plan a deadly rampage—an attack intended to 
kill multiple victims. Pick your motive. Maybe you’re mad at your 
boss for passing you over on your long-due promotion. Maybe you’re 
tired of your teacher being hypercritical of your work. Maybe you’re 
heartbroken over a recent divorce and blame your ex’s family. Or 
maybe you’re furious with the foreign policies of the United States. 
Next, pick your target. Your decision will likely be driven by your 
motive. If it’s one of the motives just mentioned, your target might 
respectively be your place of employment, your school, your former 
in-law’s residence, or the general public. Finally, pick your weapon. 
You can’t get your hands on weapons of mass destruction and you 
can’t build a bomb, so you’ll be forced to select something more 
readily available. Here are four options: a blunt instrument, a knife, 
a vehicle, and a gun. Pick one.

It’s an uncomfortable exercise, isn’t it? For most people whose 
inhibitions don’t get in the way of designing a mass-casualty attack, 
they opt for guns. They understand that guns are the easiest way to kill 
scores of people. This was certainly the conclusion Aurora gunman 
James Holmes reached. As he wrote in his infamous notebook, bombs 
were “too regulated & suspicious” to employ.58 He also ruled out the use 
of a biological weapon as it “requires extensive knowledge, chemicals 
and equipment.” He instead chose mass murder, which he noted pro-
duces “maximum casualties, easily performed w[ith] firearms.” Sandy 
Hook killer Adam Lanza held a similar opinion: “I just can’t get into 
vehicular slaughterers. It seem[s] to [sic] mediated, like using remote 
explosives (too hot). And knives stray too far from the whole ‘mass’ 
aspect (too cold). The aesthetic of pistols tends to be just right.”59

It’s not that Americans don’t go on rampages with other weapons. 
It’s that rampages perpetrated with weapons other than guns don’t 
rise to the level of a massacre. Take Damien Robins’s hammer attack 
against residents of Clark County, Nevada, or Ricky Aldrich’s golf-
club attack in Lebanon, Oregon. Both assaults targeted numerous 
victims—but neither managed to kill anyone.60 It’s the same with 
knives. Dylan Quick’s X-Acto knife attack against Lone Star Com-
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munity College students left fourteen people slashed, and Alex 
Hribal’s stabbing spree at Franklin Regional High School wounded 
twenty fellow students and a school security officer.61 Again, despite 
the large number of victims, no one died. It’s even hard to commit 
mass murder when running people down with vehicles weighing 
thousands of pounds—as Nathan Campbell and Lakeisha Holloway 
did. Each of these car rampages killed one person despite seventeen 
being hit by Campbell and thirty-eight being struck by Holloway.62

Irate perpetrators or vulnerable targets on their own don’t nec-
essarily result in mass murder. The key to killing on a large-scale is 
the instrument of force employed. And, looking at the slew of recent 
slaughters, the lethal factor that nearly all have in common is the 
weapon. Quite simply, guns are at the root of most of today’s deadly 
rampages. Guns prime the perpetrators. Guns penetrate the targets. 
And guns produce the carnage.63

✯ ✯ ✯

Enhancing our security through measures aimed at regulating guns 
stands at the opposite end of the spectrum from what the NRA 
advises we do to reduce rampage violence. America’s largest gun-
rights organization continues to push for more guns, not fewer. As 
Wayne LaPierre asserts, “the only thing that stops a bad guy with a 
gun is a good guy with a gun.”64 We of course know from previous 
chapters, this couldn’t be further from the truth.

If we’re looking for certainties, there’s only one: a bad guy 
without a gun is always better than a bad guy with a gun.

✯ ✯ ✯

While we can’t prevent every act of violence, implementing the 
policy prescriptions advanced above will substantially reduce the 
occurrence and lethality of mass shootings. And if there’s a good 
chance we can save the next Christina-Taylor Green from the next 
Jared Loughner or the next Jesse Lewis from the next Adam Lanza, 
don’t we owe it to them to try? Don’t we owe it to all Americans—any 
one of whom can be the next victim of a preventable death—to try 
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our best to keep them safe? It’s something that seat-belt opponent 
Derek Kieper and gun-control opponent Meleanie Hain might now 
answer in the affirmative but for the fact that Kieper was killed as a 
result of being ejected from his car in a weather-related accident and 
Hain was shot dead by her husband in a murder-suicide. Holding 
firm to their principles at the time of their deaths, Kieper was unre-
strained in his vehicle and Hain was surrounded by numerous fire-
arms that she kept at home—decisions that preserved their liberties 
and cost them their lives.65

If only they subscribed to Philip Massinger’s famous axiom: “The 
good need fear no law; it is his safety, and the bad man’s awe.”66

266  PART 3: PRESCRIPTION
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CHAPTER NINE

THE NEW NORMAL

O 
n the morning of September 25, 1982, I was waiting for the 
bus to pick me up and take me to my junior high school’s 

stadium, so that I could suit up for a football game, when a group 
of police cars—lights flashing, sirens blaring—tore by me. I’d never 
seen such a massive law enforcement response in my hometown of 
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. After the game, I remember our head 
coach, visibly upset, telling us that there had been a tragic event in 
our city and that our parents could tell us more when we got home.

Later I learned that a former prison guard named George Banks 
had gone on a shooting spree in town during the early morning, 
perpetrating one of the deadliest gun rampages in American history. 
One of the thirteen people Banks killed that day was my coach’s 
friend, and the older brother of one of my classmates.1

As a community, we were shocked and horrified. Yet, reactions 
following the slaughter stand in sharp contrast to the way we react 
today. People didn’t create large-scale makeshift memorials. The 
media didn’t besiege our city. There was no national moment of 
silence. American flags weren’t lowered to half-mast nationwide in 
the aftermath. And the president of the United States didn’t visit, let 
alone propose any kind of significant policy reforms, even though 
seven of the thirteen victims were children.

We did talk about the rampage, though. In hallways, diners, 
offices, and homes, people were asking, who was George Banks, and 
why did he do it? We also discussed the victims. Those poor, innocent 
kids. How could Banks target precious children as young as a year 
old? What did they do to deserve such an awful fate?

But I don’t recall a single conversation about the weapon. Banks 
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used an AR-15 with extended-capacity magazines, which he had no 
problem purchasing despite having been previously convicted of 
armed robbery, as there were no background checks back then. Today, 
such information would be front-page material and run nonstop along 
the ticker of twenty-four-hour cable news channels. Three decades 
ago, though, the gun was simply not a topic of much conversation.

That was then.
Jump forward three decades to Sandy Hook. People in all fifty 

states shed a tear on December 14, 2012. Strangers drove to Newtown 
to leave flowers, cards, and stuffed animals. The media clogged all 
roads in and out of Newtown. Around the country, people bowed 
their heads in silence a week later as flags flew at half-mast in honor 
of the victims. President Obama flew to Connecticut, met with 
parents of the victims, and spoke at a memorial service held at nearby 
Newtown High School. And when he addressed the crowd, the presi-
dent tacitly blamed guns for the string of mass shootings that have 
occurred since he took office.

It’s a cultural script that has become so commonplace, President 
Obama has begun wondering if gun massacres—and our standard 
reactions to them—have become “the new normal.”2 And he’s cer-
tainly justified in feeling disillusioned with the growing problem of 
rampage violence. Over 25 percent of all gun massacres in the past 
five decades have occurred since he took office in 2009. With so 
much carnage under his watch, he has observed, “Somehow this has 
become routine.” As he noted after an attack at an Oregon community 
college in 2015 killed nine, “The reporting is routine. My response 
here at this podium ends up being routine. . . . We’ve become numb 
to this. We talked about this after Columbine and Blacksburg, after 
Tucson, after Newtown, after Aurora, after Charleston. It cannot be 
this easy for somebody who wants to inflict harm on other people to 
get his or her hands on a gun.”3

✯ ✯ ✯

Active shooter. Lockdown. Safe room. Shelter in place. This is the 
new vocabulary of the current era. In a country where there’s now, 
on average, one mass shooting—and over one lockdown—per day, 
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preparing for the next gun rampage seems to have become a new 
way of life.

When I was a child, we participated in civil-defense exercises 
out of fear that the Soviet Union would launch a nuclear strike. Are 
you old enough to remember “duck-and-cover” drills? That was the 
phrase drilled into students’ minds during the height of the Cold 
War, the mantra for saving people from the biggest threat of that day 
and age. Today, the instruction is “run, hide, fight.” It’s the “duck 
and cover” of the current era—aimed to protect us from the biggest 
danger that we now face: mass shootings.

The most realistic violent threat to the American people no 
longer comes out of the sky on the tip of a missile. It now comes out 
of the barrel of a gun. As a nation, we need to arrest the growing risk 
posed by firearms—especially lightweight polymer semiautomatic 
firearms loaded with extended-capacity magazines—falling into the 
hands of dangerous people. It’s incumbent on us that we reject the 
notion that gun massacres are the new normal. We need to break 
free from the “routine” that President Obama mentions. Doing so is 
possible, but it will require adopting a series of sensible measures—
like those outlined in this book—aimed at breaking the trinity of 
rampage violence. It’s something that needs to happen, and happen 
fast—before the next group of theater patrons, holiday shoppers, 
work colleagues, schoolchildren, or family members is slaughtered 
by a gunman on a shooting spree.

✯ ✯ ✯

Ask yourself: when you hear the word Columbine, what’s the first 
thought that comes to your mind? How about Aurora? Oak Creek? 
Newtown? San Bernardino? These are no longer communities and cities 
just like those where we live and work. They’re now infamous crime 
scenes and massacre sites—seared into our collective memory—in 
what has become a rampage nation.
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APPENDIX

A THEORETICAL PROFILE 
OF SEUNG HUI CHO

FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF A FORENSIC BEHAVIORAL SCIENTIST  
BY ROGER L. DEPUE, PhD1

W 
hen a shocking and horrendous crime has been com-
mitted an immediate response is, “Why?” It is human 

nature to seek an answer to that question, some feasible explanation 
for the motivation behind the crime. We will never know for certain 
what motivated Seung Hui Cho to go on a murderous rampage on 
April 16, 2007. But professionals experienced in the study of mul-
tiple victim murderers have noted some patterns of personality and 
behavior that are pertinent here. As a result of 33 years of experience 
in the analysis of crimes of violence, including the study of violent 
fantasies, I have developed the following theory about what drove 
Cho to do what he did. I begin with a general observation.

Most assassinations in the United States are not politically moti-
vated. Instead they are often the work of inadequate persons who 
do not see any kind of meaningful life for them ahead. As a conse-
quence of any of several types of mental disorders, they have come to 
the realization that they will never become important persons, such 
as significant contributors to their society and therefore, memorable 
persons in history. Some feel so poorly about themselves they do not 
believe they can even cope with the ordinary responsibilities of life. 
They feel powerless over their destinies and are helpless victims of 
their unfulfilled needs. They begin to build a fantasy where they can 
be achievers and persons who can change the course of history not 
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in a beneficial way, but perhaps as an outcast. There is something 
significant they can do.

These killers target a particular person or persons. They can do 
away with one of those very people who are functioning well, coping 
with life’s stresses and requirements all the while achieving success. 
They can kill one of those people who have risen to a position of 
accomplishment, influence and prominence. Then they will be 
forever recognized as the person who shot the president, the movie 
star, or the famous athlete. They begin to plan the event. They read 
books and magazines about assassinations of the past. Like John W. 
Hin[c]kley, Jr., they have their photograph taken in front of Ford’s 
Theatre and the White House. They write of their plan in essays and 
journals. They want to make sure that history properly records their 
most significant event. And if they are killed in the assassination 
effort it will be worth it. It will be a sacrifice. They can go down in 
history as a great assassin.

Their act will thus be twofold: they will have a place in history as a 
major player (on the world scene) if the victim is important enough, 
and they will be killing that which they can not have for their own by 
virtue of ability, talent and achievement.

Similarly, some multiple victim killers act out of a distorted sense 
of unfairness and disappointment stemming from their own actual 
inadequacies and unsatisfied needs for attention, adulation, power 
and control. Perhaps, such was the case of Seung Hui Cho.

If one examines the life of Cho along the five dimensions of 
human growth and development, his inadequacies become apparent. 
Physically Cho was average to below average. He was frail and sick as 
an infant toddler. Even the autopsy report remarked about his lack 
of muscle for the body of a 23-year-old male. Emotionally, his growth 
was stunted as a result of his “selective mutism.” Spiritually, he showed 
little interest and dropped out of his church before experiencing a 
growth in faith. Socially, he could not function at all. He was virtu-
ally devoid of social skills due to his extreme social anxiety disorder. 
Intellectually, which was his strongest attribute, he was average to 
above average in his academic pursuits but even these afforded him 
little or no consistent or positive sense of achievement based on the 
feedback from his peers or others.
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Cho lived a life of quiet solitude, extreme quiet and solitude. 
For all of his 23 years of life the most frequent observation made by 
anyone about him was that Seung Hui Cho had absolutely no social 
life. During all of his school years he had no real friends. He had 
no interest in being with others. In fact, he shied away from other 
people and seemed to prefer his own company to the company of 
others. His few attempts to reach out to females at college were inap-
propriate and frightened them.

Cho was quiet and uncommunicative even in his own family. This 
led his parents to repeatedly discuss this abnormal characteristic with 
extended family members, church leaders, schoolteachers, coun-
selors and medical practitioners. It was all to no avail. It appeared 
this boy could not voluntarily participate in the social arena under 
any circumstances, regardless of any advice, threats or rewards. Not 
even the medication he took for a year or the several years of therapy 
seemed to correct this serious handicap.

As a result of this condition of solitude, he grew into a joyless, 
socially invisible loner. But this condition in no way masked his desire 
to be somebody. He did well in school in spite of his lack of interac-
tion. He was intelligent and worked hard to complete his assignments 
so that he could convince his teachers that he had a good grasp of 
the subject matter presented, even though he was orally mute. He 
simply did it all alone and with as little oral communication as was 
absolutely necessary. There are many problems that accompany such 
a lifestyle. One of the big problems with being a loner is that one 
does not get helpful reality checks from people who can challenge 
disordered thinking. Once a loner cuts off outsiders he automatically 
takes himself out of the game where he could grow, with help, out 
of his inadequacies. He inadvertently condemns himself to ongoing 
inadequacy and compensatory fantasies.

It was in his second and third year of college that he began to 
find what he thought would be his niche, his special talent that 
would set him apart from the sea of other students at the university. 
He would become a great writer. He changed his major from com-
puter technology to English. He began to write in earnest banging 
out composition after composition on his computer keyboard. He 
began seriously to believe that his original material and unique style 
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were very good. He sent a book proposal to a publisher with great 
expectations. When it was returned stamped “rejected” he probably 
was devastated.

He internalized this rejection for months. His sister tried to 
console him and offered to edit his work, but he would not let her 
even see the document. He tried to impress his English professors 
with his writing assignments but only one or two saw any particular 
talent. In fact many of his professors as well as his fellow students 
reacted negatively to his stories that were often laden with horror 
and violence. Cho’s dream was slipping away because of people—
people who could not see and appreciate his desperate need to be 
recognized as somebody of importance. Once again he could not 
function successfully in the real world of people and normal expec-
tations. These rejections were devastating to him and he fantasized 
about getting revenge from a world he perceived as rejecting him, 
people who had not satisfied so many of his powerful needs. He felt 
this way despite the fact that many of his teachers, counselors, and 
family members had extended themselves to him out of a desire to 
help him succeed and be happy.

At the same time, he realized that his parents had made great 
sacrifices for him so that he could attend college. He never asked 
them for anything yet they always asked him if he needed anything. 
They paid for his tuition, books, and expenses, and tried to give 
him whatever money he needed despite their own lack of educa-
tion and low level of employment and earning potential. Perhaps 
he resented the fact that his parents worked and sacrificed so much 
and obtained so little in return. Meanwhile he was constantly aware 
of his classmates taking from their affluent parents and squan-
dering their money on luxuries and alcohol. He perceived that 
these students had no appreciation for hard work and sacrifice. He 
saw them as spoiled and wasteful. They drove their BMW’s [sic], 
dressed in stylish clothes and consumed the best food and drink. 
They had parties where sex and alcohol were plentiful. These 
students whom he once secretly wished to join were now consid-
ered evil and his peers were conspicuously privileged. They were 
engaging in “debauchery” and they needed to be taught a lesson.

Cho began to fantasize about punishing the “haves” for their stu-
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pidity and insensitivity toward him and others like him—the “have 
nots.” He remembered how Eric and Dylan (in his fantasy he was on 
a first name basis with Harris and Klebold, the Columbine killers) 
had extracted their revenge while cheating society out of ever having 
the opportunity of arresting and punishing them by committing 
suicide at the end of their massacre.

His fantasies began to come out in his writings as he authored 
plays about violence and revenge. Gradually, he realized he could 
extract a measure of revenge against the evil all around him. He 
began to plan. Simply by signing his name, he easily got a credit card 
to begin to make his purchases. He began to purchase the instru-
ments and munitions he would need. He knew that he would never 
have to pay for these purchases because he would be dead. Like 
Eric and Dylan, he would kill as many of them as possible and then 
commit suicide. But his plan would be even better than theirs. He 
would plan a killing that would go down in history as the greatest 
school massacre ever. He would be remembered as the savior of the 
oppressed, the downtrodden, the poor, and the rejected.

There was pleasure in planning such a grand demonstration of 
“justice.” He began to write about his plan and the rationale for it. He 
videotaped himself as he performed his role and read from the script 
he had written. He began to feel a power he had never felt before, 
and a freedom from his burden of inadequacy. He experienced a 
freedom to express the fantasies long held in abeyance. Whatever 
inhibitions he may have had against committing such an act were 
easily slipping away. He rented a vehicle. He purchased his weapons 
and ammunition, and began to practice for the big day. The excite-
ment mounted as he moved closer to the day of reckoning.

Graduation was only weeks away but for Cho it was not an occa-
sion for joy. Rather it was a time of fear and dread. He had never held 
a job in his life, not even during summer vacations from school. He 
did not want to go to graduate school as his parents had urged. The 
educational institution did not appreciate him. He would soon be 
facing the job market as a mediocre English major whose ideas and 
compositions as a writer had been rejected, while all those around 
him were planning careers with enthusiasm and great expectations.

What would he ever do once he was out of the intellectual envi-
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ronment of college where his brain had at least some success? He 
would be turned out into the world of work, finances, responsibili-
ties, and a family. What a frightening prospect. As graduation loomed 
ahead he felt even more inadequate. There was the probability of 
only more rejection ahead.

By this time Cho may have become submerged (immersed) into 
a state of self-pity and paranoia, and could not distinguish between 
constructive planning for the future and the need for destructive 
vengeance and retaliation. His thought processes were so distorted 
that he began arguing to himself that his evil plan was actually doing 
good. His destructive fantasy was now becoming an obsession. He 
had become a person driven by a need for vengeance and would 
now strike out against “injustice” and rejection. He would become 
the source of punishment, the avenger, against those he perceived 
as the insensitive hypocrites and cruel oppressors. He didn’t need 
specific targets. His mission was to destroy them all. In his distorted 
fantasy world, he himself had actually become that which he seemed 
to despise most. He had become the instrument for the destruction 
of human dignity and precious potential.
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POSTSCRIPT

J 
ust days before this book was scheduled to be delivered to the 
printer, a gunman entered Pulse, an Orlando, Florida, night-

club known for welcoming the gay community, and opened fire on 
the bar’s patrons. As I write this postscript, the death toll from the 
attack stands at forty-nine (not including the shooter, who was killed 
by police). Another fifty-three individuals were wounded and taken 
to local hospitals for treatment. Given that several of these victims 
remain in grave condition, it’s possible that the number of fatalities 
will increase in the days and weeks ahead.

While it’s still early in the investigation, the perpetrator has been 
identified as twenty-nine-year-old Omar Mateen. A natural-born 
American citizen from Port Saint Lucie, Florida, Mateen was a self-
radicalized, jihadist terrorist who swore his allegiance to ISIS in a 
phone call placed to 911 during his rampage. According to state-
ments made by his father to the news media, Mateen displayed an 
animosity toward the LGBT community—an animosity fueled by 
ISIS, which is notorious for brutally murdering gay people. Based 
on this information, authorities have begun treating the incident as 
both a hate crime and an act of terrorism.

Consistent with the findings of this book, preliminary indications 
are:

•  the gunman was a working-age, mentally unstable, violent male 
who had a grievance against certain segments of American 
society;

•  he was not deterred from attacking a location where a uni-
formed police presence was providing armed security (nor was 
he stopped early in his rampage despite exchanging gunfire 
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278  POSTSCRIPT

with three police officers in the initial moments of what would 
become a three-hour siege and hostage standoff); and

•  he was armed with two polymer semiautomatic firearms—a 
9mm handgun and a .223-caliber assault rifle—equipped with 
extended-capacity magazines that provided him with the ability 
to inflict over one hundred casualties.

The Orlando nightclub massacre has now become the deadliest 
shooting rampage in American history. As such, it confirms an addi-
tional finding of this book: the threat posed by mass shootings con-
tinues to grow.

June 14, 2016
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NOTES

CHAPTER ONE: SANDY HOOK

 1. The details of the Newtown massacre are drawn predominantly from 
an online repository created by the Connecticut State Police: http://cspsandy 
hookreport.ct.gov (accessed March 27, 2014). This website contains all of the 
state police’s publicly available evidence, reports, files, and media. Additional 
information is drawn from Report of the State’s Attorney for the Judicial District of 
Danbury on the Shootings at Sandy Hook Elementary and 36 Yogananda Street, Newtown, 
Connecticut, on December 14, 2012, released on November 25, 2013 (Sandy Hook Final 
Report hereinafter), http://www.ct.gov/csao/cwp/view.asp?a=1801&q=535784 
(accessed March 27, 2014). The audio recordings from the Newtown 911 call 
center are available at https://soundcloud.com/nydailynews/sets/sandy-hook 
-911-audio-1 (accessed March 27, 2014). When necessary, information from official 
sources is supplemented by news media accounts. In those instances, specific 
citations are provided.

 2. All times of day in this chapter, unless otherwise denoted, are a.m.
 3. Andrew Solomon, “The Reckoning: The Father of the Sandy Hook Killer 

Searches for Answers,” New Yorker, March 17, 2014, http://www.newyorker.com/
reporting/2014/03/17/140317fa_fact_solomon (accessed April 19, 2014).

 4. Adam Lanza was armed as follows: a Saiga 12-gauge semiautomatic 
shotgun (including two magazines loaded to full capacity with ten rounds of 
12-gauge shotgun cartridges each), a Bushmaster .223 AR-15-type semiautomatic 
assault rifle (including ten magazines loaded to full capacity with thirty rounds of 
5.56mm cartridges each), a Glock 20SF 10mm semiautomatic handgun (including 
six magazines loaded to full capacity with fifteen rounds of 10mm cartridges each), 
and a SigSauer P226 9mm semiautomatic handgun (including four magazines 
loaded to full capacity with twenty rounds of 9mm cartridges each and two 
magazines loaded to full capacity with eighteen rounds of 9mm cartridges each). 
In addition, Lanza had three loose rounds with him (one extra 5.56mm cartridge 
and two 12-gauge shotgun cartridges). Lanza fired a total of 156 rounds at Sandy 
Hook Elementary School: 154 5.56mm rounds and two 10mm rounds.
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280  NOTES

 5. As he exited the vehicle, Adam Lanza left behind the loaded 12-gauge 
shotgun. The shotgun was loaded with a 10-round magazine. Lanza also left 
behind an additional magazine loaded with ten shotgun cartridges. While some 
commentators have speculated that he left the shotgun in the car in preparation 
for a subsequent firefight with police officers on the exterior grounds of Sandy 
Hook, his decision to die inside the school casts doubt on this scenario. A more 
likely theory is that the nearly eight-pound shotgun prohibitively weighed down 
Lanza, forcing him to leave it behind. For more on the ambush theory, see Dave 
Altimari and Steven Goode, “Details Emerge on Sandy Hook Shooting, Items 
Found in Lanza Rooms,” Hartford Courant, October 19, 2013, http://articles 
.courant.com/2013-10-19/news/hc-sandy-hook-shooting-details-20131018_1 
_nancy-lanza-adam-lanza-20-first-graders (accessed April 19, 2014); and Matthew 
Lysiak, Newtown: An American Tragedy (New York: Gallery, 2013), p. 89.

 6. I use the past tense to describe the school building because Sandy Hook 
Elementary was razed in 2013.

 7. Given the chaos of the situation, recollections of how events inside the 
school unfolded are sometimes slightly different, leading to conflicting accounts in 
police reports. When presented with conflicting accounts, I tried to present details 
in a manner that made the most logical sense, especially in light of other evidence 
that supports such an interpretation.

 8. Kaitlin Roig’s statements are from an interview she granted to ABC News. 
See “Connecticut Shooting: Teacher Kaitlin Roig Protected Her Students,” ABC 
News, December 14, 2012, http://abcnews.go.com/WNT/video/connecticut 
-shooting-teacher-kaitlin-roig-protected-students-17978970 (accessed April 19, 
2014).

 9. The details of Jesse Lewis’s heroism and death are not recollected in any 
publicly available reports. They emanate from interviews his mother has given. 
The specifics were relayed to her by police investigators. See, for example, Michael 
Melia, “Mom: Newtown Victim Shouted for Classmates to Run,” Associated Press, 
October 18, 2013, http://bigstory.ap.org/article/mom-newtown-victim-shouted 
-classmates-run (accessed April 19, 2014).

10. Two of Victoria Soto’s students managed to hide in the bathroom, 
undetected by Adam Lanza. They both survived.

11. The statements of Laura Esposito and Kerri Sommer as well as that of the 
female student provide some of the most valuable evidence as to the movements of 
Adam Lanza inside the school. In particular, their testimony helps establish that he 
attacked Room 10 prior to Room 8.

12. The quotes from Room 8 are verbatim from police witness statements 
collected from the three people sheltering in place in Room 6. The attribution 
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of specific quotes as well as the precise timeline is based on my assessment of how 
events likely unfolded during Adam Lanza’s attack on Lauren Rousseau’s class.

13. The coroner’s autopsy of Adam Lanza revealed that he weighed 112 
pounds at the time of his death. The forensics lab assessed the weight of the 
different weaponry Lanza had on his person when he entered Sandy Hook 
Elementary School, and found that the firearms, magazines, and ammunition 
weighed a combined 30.5 pounds.

14. Dave Cullen, Columbine (New York: Twelve, 2009), p. 351.
15. It’s possible that Adam Lanza entered Room 6, the classroom adjacent 

to Room 8, after exiting Lauren Rousseau’s classroom. The three people hiding 
in the bathroom in Room 6 recall hearing movement in their classroom, but 
they’re uncertain if what they heard was Lanza entering or police officers clearing 
the room. In any event, the room was adequately locked down and, if Lanza had 
entered, he wouldn’t have seen anyone in the room, which would have given him 
reason to move on.

16. Cullen, p. 350.
17. Of the twenty-eight innocent people Adam Lanza shot inside Sandy Hook 

Elementary School, twenty-six died. Only teachers Natalie Hammond and Deborah 
Pisani survived.

CHAPTER TWO: THE BEGINNING OF WISDOM

 1. Details of the Simon Bolivar shooting are drawn from the following 
sources: Danny Monteverde, “Shooting of 5 on Simon Bolivar Came on Day of 
Family Celebrations,” Times–Picayune, May 30, 2012, http://www.nola.com/crime/
index.ssf/2012/05/shooting_of_5_on_simon_bolivar.html (accessed September 
15, 2014); Mary Foster, “Bloody Hour Leaves 4 Dead—Including 5-Year-Old,” 
Associated Press, May 30, 2012, http://www.goerie.com/apps/pbcs.dll/
article?AID=/20120530/APN/1205300928 (accessed September 15, 2014); Leslie 
Williams, “Girl, 5, Woman Killed in Central City Shooting; 3 Other Injured,” Times–
Picayune, May 31, 2012, http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2012/05/girl_7 
_woman_killed_in_central.html (September 15, 2014). The three gunmen—Sam 
Newman, Demond Sandifer, and Tyron Harden—were subsequently convicted of 
the murders and sentenced to life in prison. John Simerman, “Mayor Landrieu in 
Courtroom as Judge Hands Life Sentences to Gangland Killers of Shawanna Pierce 
5-Year-Old Briana Allen,” New Orleans Advocate, November 17, 2015, http://www 
.theneworleansadvocate.com/news/13905390-93/mayor-landrieu-in-courtroom-as 
(accessed April 15, 2015); and Ken Daley, “Mayor Mitch Landrieu, Police Chief 
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Watch as Killers of Briana Allen, Shawanna Pierce Handed Life Sentences,” Times–
Picayune, November 18, 2015, http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2015/11/
mayor_police_chief_watch_as_ki.html (accessed December 13, 2015). The driver 
of the vehicle, Stanton Guillory, is awaiting trial for his role in the ambush. John 
Simerman, “Alleged Accomplice in Briana Allen Murder Tied to Contract Killing 
of Federal Witness,” New Orleans Advocate, February 15, 2015, http://www 
.theneworleansadvocate.com/news/11612105-171/alleged-accomplice-in-briana 
-allen (accessed December 13, 2015). Tyron Harden was identified as the shooter 
of the AK-47 after he bragged, “I killed a whole baby!” See Ramon Antonio Vargas, 
“Boasts about Little Briana Allen’s Murder Allegedly Led to Suspect,” Times–
Picayune, April 22, 2013, http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2013/04/boasts 
_about_little_briana_all.html (accessed September 15, 2014).

 2. Quoted in Foster, “Bloody Hour Leaves 4 Dead.”
 3. Quoted in Danielle Dreilinger, “Mother’s Day Shooting Victim, 10, Lost 

Cousin Briana Allen and Father to Violence,” Times–Picayune, May 14, 2013, 
http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2013/05/mothers_day_shooting 
_victim_10.html (accessed September 15, 2014). See also “WDSU, Hotel Grant 
Birthday Wish to Parade Shooting Victim,” WDSU, May 15, 2013, http://www 
.wdsu.com/news/local-news/new-orleans/boy-hurt-in-parade-shooting-victim 
-gets-birthday-wish/20167654 (accessed September 15, 2014); and Naomi Martin, 
“What Happens to Ka’Nard Allen,” Times–Picayune, May 10, 2014, http://www.nola 
.com/crime/index.ssf/2014/05/kanard_allen_mothers_day_shoot.html (accessed 
September 15, 2014).

4. Details of the Mother’s Day Parade shooting are drawn from the following 
sources: “Mother’s Day Second-Line Shooting on Frenchmen Street Injures at 
least 19 People,” Times–Picayune, May 13, 2013, http://www.nola.com/crime/
index.ssf/2013/05/mothers_day_second-line_shooti.html (accessed September 
15, 2014); Helen Freund, “3 Still in Critical Condition at Mother’s Day Second-
Line Shooting,” Times–Picayune, May 13, 2013, http://www.nola.com/crime/
index.ssf/2013/05/3_still_in_critical_condition.html (accessed September 15, 
2014); Naomi Martin, “Mother’s Day Turns into Nightmare for Mass Shooting 
Victims’ Families,” Times–Picayune, May 13, 2013, http://www.nola.com/crime/
index.ssf/2013/05/mothers_day_turns_into_nightma.html (accessed September 
15, 2014); Patrick Jonsson, “New Orleans Parade Shooting: Arrests Show City 
Reworked Approach to Policing,” Christian Science Monitor, May 17, 2013, http:// 
www.csmonitor.com/USA/Justice/2013/0517/New-Orleans-parade-shooting 
-Arrests-show-city-s-reworked-approach-to-policing (accessed September 15, 
2014); Naomi Martin, “Accustomed to Handling Shootings, New Orleans 
Emergency Responders Snapped into Action Amid Mother’s Day Carnage,” 
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Times–Picayune, April 3, 2013, http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2013/05/
accustomed_to_handling_shootin.html (accessed September 15, 2014); John 
Simerman, “Indictments Leveled, Record Bonds Set in Mother’s Day Shooting 
Spree,” New Orleans Advocate, July 13, 2013, http://theadvocate.com/news/
neworleans/6489651-148/indictments-leveled-record-bonds-set (accessed 
September 15, 2014); Claire Galofaro, “Shootings Part of a Larger Drug Feud, 
Documents Allege,” New Orleans Advocate, January 9, 2014, http://theadvocate.
com/news/neworleans/8007181-148/mothers-day-shootings-part-of (accessed 
September 15, 2014); Richard A. Webster, “After Mother’s Day Shooting, a Push 
for Progress amid Relentless Violence,” Times–Picayune, May 10, 2014, http://www 
.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2014/05/mothers_day_shooting_neighborh.html 
(accessed September 15, 2014); Naomi Martin, “Mother’s Day Shooting: Gang 
Feud behind Last Year’s Violence Target of Authorities,” Times–Picayune, May 11, 
2014, http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2014/05/mothers_day_shooting 
_the_gang.html (accessed September 15, 2014); and Andy Grimm, “In Mother’s 
Day Shooting Case, First Gang Member Pleads Guilty,” Times–Picayune, August 26, 
2014, http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2014/08/mothers_day_shooters 
_co-defend.html (accessed September 15, 2014).

 5. The radio transmissions of first responders are quoted in Martin, 
“Accustomed to Handling Shootings.”

 6. Quoted in ibid.
 7. As another spectator put it, “Mothers should not have to be crying any 

day no less Mother’s Day.” Quoted in “Mother’s Day Second-Line Shooting on 
Frenchmen Street.”

 8. I use the term casualties to refer to nonfatal injuries as well as fatalities.
 9. All searches of news media coverage that are discussed in this chapter 

were conducted on August 25, 2014.
10. Like the search for stories on Ka’Nard Allen, a search for reports 

mentioning his five-year-old cousin Briana Allen also generated no hits in the New 
York Times, USA Today, or CNN.

11. The Scott brothers were eventually apprehended. Their prosecution was 
ceded to the US Attorney’s office as part of a larger gang-activity and drug-dealing 
case. See Helen Freund, “After Feds Take over Mother’s Day Shooting Case, DA 
Drops State Charges,” Times–Picayune, May 9, 2014, http://www.nola.com/crime/
index.ssf/2014/03/after_feds_take_over_da_drops.html (accessed September 
15, 2014). In September 2015, the brothers entered guilty pleas on charges 
stemming from their involvement in racketeering, conspiracy, and five gang-
related shootings, including the Mother’s Day Parade shooting. In March 2016, 
Akein Scott was sentenced to life in prison and his brother Shawn was sentenced to 
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forty years behind bars. See Andy Grimm, “Mother’s Day Shooting Gunmen Plead 
Guilty to Federal Charges,” Times–Picayune, September 15, 2015, http://www.nola 
.com/crime/index.ssf/2015/09/mothers_day_shooting_suspects_4.html (accessed 
September 17, 2015); and Emily Lane, “Mother’s Day Gunman Imprisoned for 
Life; Brothers Also Sentenced,” Times–Picayune, March 29, 2016, http://www.nola 
.com/crime/index.ssf/2016/03/mothers_day_shooting_sentence.html (accessed 
April 15, 2016).

12. The disparity in recognition also extends to familiarity with the per  pe -
tra  tors. For instance, many Americans have heard of Jared Loughner and Adam 
Lanza. But few have ever heard of the Simon Bolivar or Mother’s Day Parade 
shooters.

13. Christopher Ingraham, “There Have Been 1,001 Mass Shootings in 
America since 2013,” Washington Post, October 12, 2015, https://www.washington 
post.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/10/12/there-have-been-1001-mass-shootings-in 
-america-since-2013 (accessed December 13, 2015).

14. Philip J. Cook and Kristin A. Goss, The Gun Debate: What Everyone Needs to 
Know (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014). See also Nicholas Kristof, “How  
Could We Blow This One?” New York Times, July 3, 2013, http://www.nytimes 
.com/2013/07/04/opinion/kristof-how-could-we-blow-this-one.html (accessed 
April 30, 2015); and Sue Miller, “When Did Mass Shootings Become So 
Frighteningly Mundane in America?” Guardian, June 11, 2014, http://www 
.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jun/11/mass-shootings-america-2014 
-killing (accessed April 30, 2015).

15. See, for example, Marilyn Miller and David Scott, “Copley Residents Still 
on Edge after Deadly Rampage,” Akron Beacon Journal, August 13, 2011, http:// 
www.ohio.com/news/local/copley-residents-still-on-edge-after-deadly-rampage 
-1.229652 (accessed September 20, 2014).

16. Details of the Copley massacre are drawn from the following sources: 
Kathy Antoniotti, Marilyn Miller, Rick Armon, and Betty Lin-Fisher, “Last Moments 
Futile for Boy Slain in Copley Mass Shooting,” Akron Beacon Journal, August 8, 2011, 
http://www.ohio.com/news/break-news/last-moments-futile-for-boy-slain 
-in-copley-mass-shooting-1.228840 (accessed September 20, 2014); Kevin Begos and 
Andrew Welsh-Huggins, “Ohio Gunman Was in Property Dispute, Neighbors Say,” 
Associated Press, August 9, 2011, http://news.yahoo.com/ohio-gunman 
-property-dispute-neighbors-222022501.html (accessed September 20, 2014); Jim 
Carney, “Copley Neighbor Helps Woman Dealing with Unimaginable Horror,” 
Akron Beacon Journal, August 9, 2011, http://www.ohio.com/news/local/copley 
-neighbor-helps-woman-dealing-with-unimaginable-horror-1.229059 (accessed 
September 20, 2014); Rick Armon, Kathy Antoniotti, and Ed Meyer, “Copley 
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Shooter Bought Gun Five Days before Killing Spree,” Akron Beacon Journal, August 
10, 2011, http://www.ohio.com/news/local/copley-shooter-bought-gun-five-days 
-before-killing-spree-1.229130 (accessed September 20, 2014); “Cause of Deaths 
Released for Copley Victims and Shooter,” Akron Beacon Journal, August 10, 2011, 
http://www.ohio.com/news/break-news/cause-of-deaths-released-for-copley 
-victims-and-shooter-1.229181 (accessed September 20, 2014); Rick Armon and Jim 
Carney, “Copley Mass Killer Leaves Unanswered Questions, Community in Grief,” 
Akron Beacon Journal, August 13, 2011, http://www.ohio.com/news/local/copley 
-mass-killer-leaves-unanswered-questions-community-in-grief-1.229732 (accessed 
September 20, 2014); Phil Trexler, “Copley Mother Recalls Terror of Facing 
Mass Killer,” Akron Beacon Journal, August 27, 2011, http://www.ohio.com/news/
copley-mother-recalls-terror-of-facing-mass-killer-1.231890 (accessed September 
20, 2014); Phil Trexler, “Prosecutor Clears Copley Officer in Shooting of Mass 
Killer,” Akron Beacon Journal, September 21, 2011, http://www.ohio.com/news/
break-news/prosecutor-clears-copley-officer-in-shooting-of-mass-killer-1.236157 
(accessed September 20, 2014); Phil Trexler, “Family Suggests Copley Gunman 
Had Untreated Mental Issues,” Akron Beacon Journal, October 7, 2011, http://www 
.ohio.com/news/break-news/family-suggests-copley-gunman-had-untreated-mental 
-issues-1.239054 (accessed September 20, 2014); and Jim Carney, “Becky Dieter 
Remembers Being Shot,” Akron Beacon Journal, August 8, 2012, http://www.ohio 
.com/news/local/becky-dieter-remembers-being-shot-we-lost-many-great-people 
-that-day-1.325380 (accessed September 20, 2014).

17. Quoted in Carney, “Copley Neighbor Helps Woman.”
18. Quoted in ibid.
19. Quoted in Trexler, “Family Suggests Copley Gunman.”
20. Quoted in Begos and Welsh-Huggins, “Ohio Gunman Was in Property 

Dispute.”
21. Quoted in Trexler, “Copley Mother Recalls.”
22. Michael Johnson survived the rampage by running upstairs and exiting 

the Bagley house through a window while Hance was in the basement, hunting 
down Scott Dieter. Ibid.

23. Gary Kleck, Targeting Guns: Firearms and Their Control (Hawthorne, NY: 
Aldine de Gruyter, 1997), pp. 124–25, 144. In subsequent analyses, he employed 
a slightly broader conceptualization that defined mass shootings as “all shooting 
incidents involving more than six victims shot (fatally or nonfatally, not including 
the offenders).” See “Declaration of Gary Kleck in Support of Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction” in Fyock et al. v. City of Sunnyvale, filed on December 23, 
2013, in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 
San Jose Division (Case Number: CV13–05807 RMW), p. 6, http://michellawyers 
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.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Fyock-v.-Sunnyvale_Conformed-Declaration 
-of-Gary-Kleck-In-Support-of-Motion-for-Preliminary-Injunction.pdf (accessed 
September 25, 2014).

24. In the aftermath of the 1999 massacre at Columbine High School, the New 
York Times published a detailed analysis of mass shootings—the first of its kind in 
the mainstream press. To identify appropriate incidents, the newspaper set aside 
Kleck’s six-or-more-killed prerequisite and defined rampages as follows: “The 
crimes had to have had multiple victims, at least one of whom died, and [had] to 
have occurred substantially at one time and in a place where people gather—a 
workplace, a school, a mall, a restaurant, a train. Multiple killings that were a result 
of domestic strife, robbery or political terrorism were excluded, as were serial 
killings.” Ford Fessenden, “They Threaten, Seethe and Unhinge, Then Kill in 
Quantity,” New York Times, April 9, 2000, http://www.nytimes.com/2000/04/09/
us/they-threaten-seethe-and-unhinge-then-kill-in-quantity.html (accessed Sep tem-
 ber 25, 2014). The groundbreaking study was based on an analysis of ninety-nine 
rampage murders that had occurred between 1949 and 1999. A few years later, a 
team of researchers led by one of Kleck’s former students, Grant Duwe, published 
a study on large-scale gun attacks in Homicide Studies. The article sought to assess the 
impact of certain laws on mass shootings, which the authors defined as “incidents in 
which four or more people are fatally shot in a public place.” Unlike the somewhat 
more restrictive approach taken by the New York Times, the only shootings that were 
excluded in this study were attacks occurring at home as well as those in which both 
the shooter(s) and the victims were involved in illegal activities “such as organized 
crime, gang activities, and drug sales.” Grant Duwe, Tomislav Kovandzic, and Carlisle 
E. Moody, “The Impact of Right-to-Carry Concealed Firearm Laws on Mass Public 
Shootings,” Homicide Studies 6 (November 2002): 271–96. Duwe has continued to 
maintain a data set of mass public shootings, and it now covers the time period 
1915–2012. I am grateful to him for sharing his data set with me.

25. Mark Follman, Gavin Aronsen, and Deanna Pan, “U.S. Mass Shootings, 
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current state of academic research on the topic), see “Video Games Don’t Make 
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the prevalence of violent entertainment and virtual (online) communication, Beck 
asserts:

Common sense tells us that maybe this isn’t about the gun after all. 
Maybe it’s about the person holding it.
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and posting on Facebook instead of having real, personal connections and 
conversations with others. We have an issue with kids’ having unfettered 
access to the worst the Internet has to offer instead of the best that our 
communities can provide.

We have a lot of new issues in America, but access to guns isn’t one of them.

Beck, Control, p. 126.
136. Virginia Tech Review Panel, Mass Shootings at Virginia Tech, p. 51.
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